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1 Introduction and Objectives

1 Introduction and Objectives
1.1 Introduction
In contrast to `Moore's law' which was coined in the context of transistors and is used in a more general way for the exponential improvement of technology over time, pharmaceutical R&D follows the
opposite trend. Actually, `Eroom's law' (backwards of `Moore's law') was termed for pharmaceutical
industry. It reects the decline of new US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved drugs
relative to the R&D costs spent in the drug industry over time. Since 1950, this value decreased by
50% every 9 years [1]. Scannell et al. gave dierent perspectives and described four main root causes
for `Eroom's law'. One of them is the `cautious regulator' issue or in other words the risk tolerance
decrease of regulatory agencies which raises the bar for new drug approvals and elevates R&D costs
[1]. In 2017, solely 46 new drugs were approved in the US by the FDA. Those approvals did not only
include new drugs, but also already approved drugs for a new purpose or new patient populations
(e.g. children). New formulations, e.g. two extended- and one immediate-release tablet to prevent
opioid abuse, or new dosage forms, e.g. higher dose strength tablets to take less tablets daily are
other approvals of established drugs [2].
Within R&D, pharmaceutical development showed in the last years an increasing interest in process understanding and process modeling. The impetus has been driven by several factors. First, the
`Quality by Design' (QbD) paradigm was introduced and is asking for a clear relationship between
process performance and product quality [3]. Second, an accelerated production process development
is needed to provide an increased competition-free drug life span within patent expiration [4]. Another factor is the transition trend from batch to continuous manufacturing which itself requires an
ameliorated process understanding [57]. To summarize, 4-5 years of patent life and 30-35% of R&D
expenditures are on average spent by pharmaceutical development [8]. Dierent target-oriented and
advanced possibilities for process modeling have evolved to support the material and time consuming trial and error experiments in pharmaceutical development. Those tools bear the prospect to
antagonize the correlation between the reduction of the cost of goods sold and the increase in R&D
expenditure by time acceleration, improved eciency, and cost savings in the pharmaceutical development sector [9].
New technologies should identify the relationship between raw material physical properties and
process performance. One of several challenges is the multivariate nature of physical material properties complicating a simple and straightforward determination of product inuencing properties [10].
Improved process understanding can be gained by quality risk management [3], statistical tools such
as design of experiments (DoE) [11], process analytical technology combining multivariate analysis
and experimental tools [12, 13], principal component analysis [14], or articial neural networks [15].
In the last years, mechanistic modeling emerged to improve process understanding [16, 17]. Process
or mechanistic modeling considers the numerical simulation of physical processes for which the physics
under consideration can be described by a closed series of mathematical equations. Those equations
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are solved using dierent numerical methods and techniques [18]. In the context of pharmaceutical
tableting, computational uid dynamics (CFD), the nite element method (FEM), and the discrete
element method (DEM) are the most important process modeling tools. CFD is an Eulerian method
in which the material is treated as continuum. Mass, momentum, and energy balances are solved
numerically and CFD can be very accurate for systems consisting of uids [19, 20]. In FEM a discrete number of degrees of freedom (DOF) at corners of control volumes (nodes) are expressed as the
displacements of the nodes. Stress-strain relationships allow to track the DOFs. The DOFs are solved
in FEM by converting the governing dierential equations in each element into a large discrete set
of algebraic equations [21]. In contrast to CFD and FEM, the DEM method is a Lagrangian model
that tracks the positions, velocities, and accelerations of each particle individually [20, 2224].
Tablets still constitute the most important dosage form, though biologics and biosimilars, mostly
formulated to be freeze dried or as liquids for injection, are rising fast. Tablets, which are `obtained by compressing uniform volumes of particles or by another suitable manufacturing technique
(...)' [25], cover 80% of drug products in the US domestic market [22]. The European Pharmacopoeia groups tablets into the monograph `compressi' including for example uncoated, coated, gastroresistant, modied-release, eervescent, soluble, dispersible, orodispersible, and chewable tablets or
oral lyophilisates [25]. Some of the key advantages of tablets legitmating their importance are for example their ease of handling and administration which increase patient compliance, their production
in high quantities at a low cost, and their high storage stability as a solid dosage form [26]. Out of
the 46 FDA-approvals in 2017, 37% of the drugs are formulated as a tablet (17 of 46) [2]. Within the
1072 drugs approved in the generic sector, 5 out of the 6 highlighted rst generic drug approvals were
tablets, too [2]. A survey of the 15 drugs with highest sales in the US in 2017 showed that two drugs
out of those 15, Xarelto

® (no. 9 and $6.6 billion sales in the US in 2017) and Eliquis® (no. 6 and

$7.4 billion sales in the US in 2017) both belonging to the group of blood coagulation inhibitors, are
as well formulated as tablets [27].
The brief overview shows, that pharmaceutical development could benet from process modeling
to decrease R&D expenditures particularly in tablet production as tablets are still an extremely
important dosage form.
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1.2 Objectives
This work aims to demonstrate dierent mechanistic modeling approaches to shed light on pharmaceutical tableting. Out of the dierent steps involved in tablet formulation and unit operations, the
die lling step in the tablet press was investigated. This step is crucial for the patient's safety as
it denes the drug content. Dierent mechanistic models, namely statistical analysis (partial-least
squares method), design of experiments, as well as the numeric DEM were developed.
In the rst step, an experimental model die lling system was utilized to quantify and visualize the
powder ow from a stationary hopper into a translating die. The model was designed as simple as
possible to discern the powder ow mechanisms involved in powder discharge into a die. The main
focus was set to the identication of die lling inuencing factors supported by high speed camera
imaging and to the development of a owability metric relevant for die lling.
In the second part of the work, a numerical approach, namely the DEM, was utilized to investigate
die lling in rotary tablet presses. In principle, models for both die lling mechanisms, gravity lling
and force feeding, were developed. For gravity lling, powder was transferred from the gravity feeder,
a cylindrical pipe connected to an inclined chute and rectangular box, into the rotating dies of the
turret. Firstly, particles of same size were used to identify the powder ow mechanisms in gravity
lling and the inuence of turret speed and particle properties. Secondly, the same system but polydisperse sized particles was modeled to ascertain the size segregation mechanisms in the feeding
system. Possible levers for formulation optimization via material properties should be identied for
an increased process performance in gravity lling.
Force feeding is a more complicated process compared to gravity lling as rotating paddle wheels
feed the material actively into the dies. DEM force feeder models were developed for two dierent pilot-scale tableting machines to simulate a direct compression formulation. The powder transfer
within the force feeders was in depth analyzed which would not be possible with classical experiments.
Attention was not only given to the common tablet attributes, such as tablet mass and content uniformity, but also to the size segregation mechanisms, the particle rearrangement / mixing, and the
particle residence time within the force feeders. One main target was the correlation of the tablet
quality attributes and powder ow patterns to the design features of the tablet presses with respect to
paddle wheel shapes, number of paddle wheels, and force feeder housings. Additionally, the inuence of
process parameters as well as material attributes on powder ow within force feeders was determined.
Eventually, the mechanistic models employed in this work may enhance die lling process understanding and provide dierent possibilities for process improvement in pharmaceutical development.
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2 Theoretical background
2.1 Unit operations and modeling of unit operations involved
in tablet manufacturing
Classical tablet formulations contain, in addition to the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API), a
diluent (inert, to increase bulk volume), a disintegrant (to facilitate tablet disintegration), a binder
(for wet granulation or dry granulation), a ow aid (to improve powder owability), and a lubricant
(to decrease friction between formulation and tableting tools) [28].
A typical manufacturing process of tablets includes weighing, milling, mixing, granulation and
drying, blending (lubrication), compaction, and coating [26]. Each of them has dierent underlying
physics coming with its own challenges in process modeling. The following description gives a short
overview of the unit operations including some examples shown in Tab. 1, in which numerical models
help to improve process understanding. Some of the provided examples may not be directly related
to pharmaceutical materials though the underlying models and physics could be transferred to pharmaceutical processes. More comprehensive reviews are provided by Ketterhagen [20], Barrosso et al.
[29], and Kremer et al. [18].

Milling
Milling reduces the particle size of e.g. API particles or excipients by mechanical means for dierent
purposes. The increase of particle surface area improves heat and mass transfer in the following unit
operations, the particle size homogenization provides a higher blend uniformity, and a higher API
bioavailability can be achieved due to a higher API dissolution rate [28]. Dierent breakage models
in DEM were developed and were used to model the milling process, i.e. the bonded-particle model
(BPM) [30], the fast breakage model (FBM) [31], and the particle replacement model (PRM) [32].
Dierent milling instruments are available, e.g. a ball mill as shown in the study by Metzger et al.
using the BPM model [33] (Tab. 1).

Screening
Following the milling process and prior to the mixing step, an in between sieving step may be necessary
to ensure a homogeneous powder and powder mixture [28, 34]. An example screening process from
the Jafari et al. study is provided in Tab. 1 [34].

Mixing
Mixing intends to process the heterogeneous mixture of the dierent formulation components, consisting of the API and excipients to a homogeneous mixture. Optimization of the mixing process to
ensure a homogeneous mixture is in particular important for formulations which are either further
processed by dry granulation or which are directly compacted in the tablet press. The following factors are inuencing the mixing eciency, i.e. particle size distribution, particle density, particle shape,
particle surface properties, cohesive forces and particle friability [28]. A range of dierent mixers are
available that dier in terms of their geometry (rotating drum, V-blender, tote blender, mixers with
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impellers) as well as their mixing principles (i.e. convection, diusion, and shearing). Two examples
for simulation of powder mixing using the DEM in a turbula mixer [35] and a Bohle container [36]
are illustrated in Tab. 1.

Granulation
The blend can either be directly compressed into tablets ((named as `direct compression' (DC), confer
section 2.1) or in between granulated. Granulation may be necessary if the compression characteristics
of the API in high dose formulations are poor, an inappropriate powder owability is found, or the
mixture tends to segregate [26]. In principle, three dierent granulation procedures are available [28].
(1) Dry granulation is the `controlled crushing of pre-compacted powders densied by either slugging
or passing it between two counter-rotating rolls' [37]. An example for a roll compaction model by
a DEM & FEM combined approach is shown in Tab. 1 [38]. In this example, the powder ow in
the feeding zone was modeled via the DEM providing time dependent velocity elds which served
as input data in the FEM model. The powder compaction between the rolls was then modeled via
FEM [38]. (2) Wet granulation is more commonly used compared to dry granulation. It prevents dust
formation during the process and generates granules of good owability. However, the process itself
is time, power, and cost consuming. In addition, the API compatibility with the granulating liquid
is a prerequisite. A DEM model for high shear wet granulation is provided in Tab. 1 [39]. After the
granulation process, the granules have to be dried to evaporate the granulating liquid. The drying step
can be performed in a uidized bed as simulated e.g. by Kafui et al. in a CFD-DEM combined model
[40]. (3) The last granulation method is a thermal process utilizing the thermoplastic deformation of
low-melting components, e.g. API or excipients at elevated temperatures. This type of granulation is
often applied for sustained release formulations [28] which has not yet been numerically modeled.

Blending
An additional mixing step can be necessary to lubricate the formulation, named as `blending', by
adding for example magnesium stearate. Powder lubrication can increase powder compaction manufacturability by reducing (1) the die-wall friction, (2) the powder adhesion to metal components of
the equipment, and by (3) increasing the powder bulk density [41]. The overall ejection force of the
tablet out of the die can be decreased if the material (powder blend) or die are properly lubricated
[42]. Same equipment and models as described in `mixing' are used.

Compaction
The granulation step may be omitted and the nal blend directly compressed into tablets. DC involves
fewer processing stages and eliminates moisture which is necessary in wet granulation [43]. However,
the API and excipient properties require a tighter control of material properties [44]. Tableting itself
can be split into the three distinct steps, (1) die lling, (2) powder compaction, and (3) tablet ejection.
High speed rotary tablet presses are most commonly used to achieve very high outputs (max. 1.6
Mio. tablets/hour) and were rst patented in 1904 [45]. Details about the tableting process and a
more comprehensive review on the rst step in tableting, the die lling, are provided in section 2.2.
The Drucker-Prager Cap model is the most prominent compaction model which was successfully
implemented in the FEM. It is able to predict the evolution of local mechanical properties while
powder consolidation, as shown by Sinha et al. [46] and Diarra et al. [47] (Tab. 1). So far, the tablet
ejection process has not yet been modeled.

Coating
Eventually, tablets may be spray-coated for dierent purposes, e.g. cosmetic reasons (taste masking,
dose dierentiation, tablet elegance) or functional reasons implying an API release rate modication.
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For the latter, coating polymers with enteric or retard functions can be used to reduce adverse eects,
to improve API pharmacokinetics, or to reduce dosing frequency. Toschko et al. reviewed dierent
spray models [48] as well as coating models [49] for process modeling. The example given in Tab. 1
evaluated the inuence of process parameters (spray rate, number of nozzles, rotation rate, and drum
load) on inter-tablet coating variation [50].
Instead of invidiual unit operation modeling, process simulators follow a dierent approach and
integrate the unit operations into owsheets. Those simulators collect various types of process models

in a single program, such as for example the commercially available gPROMSTM or ASPENTM platforms [5]. These tools can be referred to as `equation-oriented' models with a signicantly reduced
computational cost compared to the examples given in Tab. 1. A faster computation makes them
attractive for continuous process modeling, though at the inherent drawback of a low level of detail.
The examples show that numerical simulations can contribute to a cost eective and robust process development by enhancing process understanding. Those models are consistent with the ICH
Q8 guidance on `Quality by Design' [3, 51, 52]. In the next couple of years, numerical models can be
able to capture large industrial scale unit operations as computational power scales with Moore's law.
Computational eciency is also improved by increasing the number of computing cores on a single
chip, the Graphical Processor Unit (GPU) [53], as shown in particulate simulations of Radeke et al.
[54] and Xu et al. [55].
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Tab. 1: Unit operations involved in pharmaceutical tableting and their representation by numerical means (illustrations
taken with permission from publishers)

Unit operation

Examples

Milling

[56]

[33]

Screening

[34]

Mixing

[35]

[36]

Granulation
[38]

[39]

Tableting
(compaction)
[46]

[47]

Tablet
coating
[50]
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2 Theoretical background

2.2 Pharmaceutical tableting
Tablets have to meet in general the following requirements according to the Ph. Eur. [25]: `uniformity
of dosage units' (2.9.40), `uniformity of content' (2.9.6), `uniformity of mass' (2.9.5), and `dissolution'
(2.9.3). Those attributes are not only dened by the raw material properties (API and excipients)
but also by the tablet manufacturing process. From a patient safety point of view, the `uniformity of
dosage units' is the most critical one as it denes the API dose in the drug delivery system.
Most commonly used are high speed rotary tablet presses which are explained in-depth in the
following. Details about eccentric feed presses, which dier from rotary tablet presses in terms of,
e.g. feeding mechanism, lower and upper punch function, and tablet ejection, can be found elsewhere
[28, 45]. The turret is the central part of a rotary tablet press. Dierent number of tool stations,
which are an assembly of lower punch - die - upper punch, are equipped on the turret. During turret
rotation, every die passes the same steps as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of a rotary tablet press.

Die lling
Powder is discharging from a mass ow hopper on top of the tableting machine through a feeding
system (confer below (section 2.3)) into the rotating dies. As the die arrives underneath the lling
station, the die volume is generated by withdrawing of the lower punch by the ll cam. The movement
of the lower punch generates a partial negative pressure, named as `suction lling' and facilitates
powder discharge [57]. At the end of the lling station, the lower punch is moving upwards (`dosing
cam'), excess powder is removed by scrapers, and a more conned powder bed in the die is obtained
(Fig. 1).

Powder compaction
Most tablet presses are equipped with a two staged compression station, namely pre-compression
and main compression. Pre-compression allows the rearrangement of the particles in the die prior to
the actual consolidation step. The optimal compression force of the tablets can be adjusted by the
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bottom and top pressure rolls for the lower and upper punch, respectively. The following mechanisms
are somtimes concurrent while compaction and cannot be distinguished [28]:
 Particle rearrangement (change of particle position, higher packing fraction)
 Elastic deformation of primary particles and granules
 Plastic deformation
 Crack into primary particles of smaller size (increase in contact area)
 Elastic deformation of generated secondary particles
 Plastic deformation of secondary particles
Dierent factors such as cohesive forces, adhesive forces, solid bridges, liquid bridges, and form-tting
bonds keep the tablets together.

Tablet ejection
The lower punch is moving upwards during the `ejection cam' thereby pushing the tablet out of the
die. A scraper transports the tablet via a chute into the storage bin.
The API content is set via the mass delivered into the die (tablet mass) as well as the dose strength
of the formulation (relative API content in the blend). Although there are 150 years of tablet production experience (rst industrial tablet production in 1877 [28]), nontrivial challenges in die lling
still exist. Thus, the rst step in the tableting process, the die lling, is still in the research focus as
it species the mean and range of the tablet mass and API mass, and thus the `uniformity of dosage
units' (2.9.40) [25].
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2.3 Die lling mechanisms
The powder blend can be delivered from the blending hopper by dierent mechanisms into the dies
of the rotating turret. In the rst mechanism, named as gravity lling, the powder blend is passively
transported through a chute into the dies of the turret. Force feeding is the second mechanism with a
force feeder consisting of one or more paddle wheels which actively feed by rotation the powder into
the dies. Thus also materials with a lower powder owabilty (confer below) can be transferred into
the dies which make force feeding to the most commonly used die lling mechanism. The following
aspects are collected from literature and are considered to be some of the most relevant factors in the
context of die lling:
 Powder owability:
Dierent powder owability indices (Hausner ratio, Carr's index, angle of repose, ow through
an orice, ring shear cell experiments, and indices from custom-designed instruments [5863])
can help to characterize the powder blend during formulation stage. In general, a direct connection between powder owability and tableting performance is dicult [64, 65]. Furthermore,
several physico-chemical material properties such as particle size, morphology, density, and
dispersive surface energy inuence powder owability [6670]. A good powder owability is a
prerequisite for a high die ll level and a low tablet mass variation [28] and it allows an increase
in turret speed which may accelerate the throughput of the tableting process.
 Feed hopper:
The geometry of the connection pipe (feed hopper) between the blending hopper and the feeding system (confer section 2.3) should ensure steady mass ow of the material by choosing a
suciently high wall angle [28] and should prevent segregation during discharge [71]. In addition, the powder at the bottom of the lling system is exerted to the overhead pressure of the
material in the blending hopper [64], which is higher at the beginning of the tableting process.
 API segregation in the lling station:
Segregation is the `unintentional de-mixing of one or more components in a mixture of particulates' [72]. Several physical mechanisms, classied by the physical particle properties [73] and
by the energy input [74] can cause segregation. Particle size, particle size ratio, particle size
distribution, ne particle concentration, particle shape, particle density, and powder owability
are some segregation inuencing factors [75]. Vibrations of the turret motor can be transferred
to other components of the tableting machine, e.g. the die lling station, and trigger segregation.
API particle segregation during tableting can lead to o-target contents which can stem from
segregation after homogeneous mixing and during powder ow in the tableting machine. The
API segregation risk is much higher for DC formulations and should be carefully considered
during formulation and process development. Identication and control of API segregation over
process time is a critical issue.
 Turret speed:
The turret speed predominantly denes the `dwell time' which is the time the at portion of the
punch head is in contact with the compression roll. However, the turret speed also inuences
motor vibrations (confer above), the suction eect, and the centrifugal forces which are higher at
higher turret speeds. In addition, the die lling time, or the available time for powder discharge
into the die, is dened by the turret speed.
 Filling station design:
The dierent designs of die lling stations dier from tableting machine to tableting machine
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and make a simple comparison dicult. Not only the type of feeder and its corresponding design
(gravity or force, confer section 2.3) but also the length of the die lling segment, the type of
powder re-direction into the feed frame at the dosing cam station, and scrapers on top of the
dies and in the lling station to aerate and loosen up the powder, are manufacturer-specic
design features.
 Particle shearing:
During the powder transfer from the blending hopper into the dies, the powder may undergo
additional shear eects which can be higher due to paddle wheel rotation in force feeders (confer
section 2.3 [76]). Those eects can lead to particle attrition and over-lubrication which can aect
other tablet quality attributes such as dissolution and disintegration [41, 42].
Dierent approaches have been developed to understand the die lling process in more detail by
addressing some of the above mentioned aspects. The studies can be grouped into the type of die
lling mechanism (gravity lling or force feeding) and the type of approach (classical experimental,
near-infrared spectroscopy (NIR), or numerical). In Tab. 2, a brief chronological overview of published
studies in the context of pharmaceutical die lling by dierent means is provided. Those studies are
not discussed in detail at this point as more information is provided in the chapters of the results
and discussion part (section 3).

2.3.1 Gravity lling
The rst die lling study was published in 2003 by Wu et al. [63]. They developed in the context of
ceramic industry a model die lling system to investigate the motion of the powder delivery system
on powder dischage into the die. In this model system, powder was lled into a moving shoe which
translated over a stationary die having varying geometries. The speed of the shoe could be set to 25
mm/s to 400 mm/s. The powder mass delivered into the die was expressed as a function of shoe speed.
Using this system, the eect of humidity [77], vacuum/air [78], die shape [63], and suction lling [79]
was studied on die lling. This model system is the most cited one related to gravity lling (Tab. 2).
The system can be categorized into gravity lling, though signicant dierences exist compared to
rotary tablet presses. The most dominant dierence is the discharge from a translating shoe into a
stationary die instead of a stationary feeding system and a rotating die. The study by Yaginuma et
al. is the only one which assessed the inuence of powder owability in an actual gravity feeder of a
Libra 2 tableting machine [80] (Tab. 2).
In addition to the classical experiments, the same model die lling system or adapted versions were
studied by numerical means (e.g. [8185]). The focus of those numerical studies was the identication
of optimal process conditions, the formulation optimization by the adaption of powder owability,
and the evaluation of segregation mechanisms. Comparison of numerical results with experiments
allowed an increased process understanding.
This short review shows that most understanding from gravity lling is based on a model die lling
system, that lacks some major features that are relevant in rotary tablet presses (confer above and
Tab. 2).

2.3.2 Force feeding
The rst real comprehensive die lling studies with a force fed-equipped tableting machine started in
2010 by Narang et al. [76] and Mendez et al. [86] (Tab. 2). Narang et al. evaluated the inuence of
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turret speed and force feeder speed on tablet tensile strength. While the turret speed's impact was
attributed to the dwell time and kinetics of consolidation of granules in the die cavity, the paddle wheel
speed inuenced the tablet tensile strength via particle shearing and led to particle over-lubrication
[76]. Other studies evaluated process variables on tablet weight [8688], tablet weight variability
[87, 88], and powder residence time [89] or the eect of dierent force feeders on particle attrition
[90]. The experimental studies compared what was entered into the system (e.g. powder owability
characterization) to what was coming out of the system (e.g. tablets). The powder ow in between in
the force feeder could not be unveiled unless transparent systems were developed as done by Mendez
et al. [86].
Another experimental approach, namely NIR spectroscopy, gained very high interest since 2013 in
the context of tableting and originally intented to monitor API content in intact tablets [91]. The
NIR probe can be located at dierent positions of the feed frame, e.g. prior to the die lling region
[92]. Well developed NIR spectra calibration models are necessary but dicult to obtain to provide
valuable content data, e.g. to discriminate API particles from excipient particles. All studies so far
focused on NIR method development rather than providing detailed information on the powder ow
phenomena within the feed frame, i.e. API segregation. In the next couple of years and with the
gain in NIR method understanding, in-line API content measurement within the feed frame might
be possible and would add value to force feeder process understanding.
The rst reported numerical feed frame study was published in 2014 by Mateo-Ortiz et al. [93]. So
far only four studies by other groups have been published. They tested the inuence of paddle wheel
speed, number of paddle wheel blades, paddle wheel shape, paddle wheel height, and particle cohesion
on die lling [41, 9395]. In addition, rst attempts were made to understand particle size segregation mechanisms induced by paddle wheel rotation [93]. In contrast to the classical experimental
approaches, the numerical studies allowed to have a detailed look inside the feed frame. Though, the
studies can improve process understanding, they are limited by computational power (confer section
2.4.6). Concrete validation of the results was not performed by neither of the studies (Tab. 2).

Gravity feeder
Force feeder
Experimental
NIR
Numeric

Tab. 2: Overview of pharmaceutical die lling studies grouped into the type of feeding mechanism (gravity of force
feeder) and type of approach (experimental, NIR, numeric). Main studied parameters are provided. ∗ is the
same model die lling system reported by Wu et al. [63].

Publication

Year

Sinka et al.

2004

X∗

Wu et al.

2006

X∗

Xie et al.
Jackson et al.
Schneider et al.
Yaginuma et al.

2006
2007
2007
2007

X
X∗
X X

Wu

2008

X∗

∗

X
X
X
X
X
X

Studied parameters
Air, geometry, temperature, relative
humidity
Particle shape, die shape, air
(2D model)
(Review)
Suction
Air, scale up
Powder owability, feeding mechanism
Particle shape, particle size
(2D model)

Ref.
[96]
[79]
[97]
[57]
[78]
[80]
[81]
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Publication

Year

Sinka et al.
Mehrotra et al.

2009
2009

Narang et al.

2010

Wu et al.

2010

Mendez et al.

2010

Guo et al.
Nwose et al.

2011
2012

Mendez et al.

2012

Mendez et al.
Wu et al.
Wu et al.
Mills et al.
Järvinen et al.
Ward et al.
Mateo-Ortiz et al.
Wahl et al.
Mateo-Ortiz et al.

2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014

Peeters et al.

Gravity feeder
Force feeder
Experimental
NIR
Numeric

Tab. 2: Overview of pharmaceutical die lling studies grouped into the type of feeding mechanism (gravity of force
feeder) and type of approach (experimental, NIR, numeric). Main studied parameters are provided. ∗ is the
same model die lling system reported by Wu et al. [63].

X

X
X

X∗

X
X

X

X

X∗
X∗

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X∗
X∗

X

∗

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

2015

X

X

Ketterhagen

2015

X

Sasic et al.
Tsunazawa et al.
Mateo-Ortiz et al.

2015
2015
2015

X

Mateo-Ortiz et al.

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

2016

X

X

Peeters et al.
Furukawa et al.
Durao et al.
Schiano et al.
De Leersnyder et al.
Dülle et al.
Dalvi et al.

2016
2016
2017
2017
2018
2018
2018

X

Grymonpre et al.

2018
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X

X

X
X

X
X∗

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Studied parameters

Ref.

(Review)
Cohesion (powder compression)
Paddle wheel speed, turret speed,
compression force
Particle velocity during discharge
Powder properties, paddle wheel
speed, turret speed, die diameter
Size-induced segregation, air
Electrostatic charge (2D model)
Force feeder design, paddle wheel
speed, turret speed
Paddle wheel speed, turret speed
Suction
Powder owability
Suction, particle size, particle density
(NIR method development)
(NIR method development)
Size-induced segregation
(NIR method development)
(NIR method development)
Die ll depth, paddle wheel speed,
turret speed
Paddle wheel speed, paddle shape,
particle cohesion
(NIR method development)
Arbitrarily shaped dies
Paddle wheel speed, turret speed
Paddle wheel speed, number of paddle
wheel blades, paddle wheel height
Paddle wheel speed
Size-induced segregation
(NIR method development)
Powder owability
(NIR method development)
Paddle wheel speed, turret speed
(NIR method development)
Paddle wheel speed, turret speed,
overll level, paddle wheel design

[98]
[99]
[76]
[100]
[86]
[101]
[83]
[90]
[102]
[84]
[103]
[104]
[105]
[92]
[93]
[106]
[107]
[87]
[41]
[108]
[109]
[95]
[94]
[110]
[85]
[111]
[112]
[113]
[89]
[114]
[88]
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2.4 Modeling using discrete element method
In the next chapters, the DEM background as well as the governing equations, contact models, and
non-contact models, micro-mechanical material properties, and numerical considerations for DEM
are explained on basis of an example DEM owsheet (Fig. 4, section 2.4.1 - 2.4.6). The details about
the DEM models applied in this work are provided as this is not done in the individual chapters in
the results and discussion part (section 3).

2.4.1 Discrete element classes
The DEM belongs to the discrete modelling techniques and includes cellular automata, the Monte
Carlo method, the hard-particle approach, the soft-particle approach, and the nite discrete elment
method [20, 23]. The dierent models are exemplarily illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Overview of dierent discrete element classes

In cellular automata, the particles are constrained to a lattice. The particle movement is governed
by simple equations related from experiments. It can be computed very quickly but allows only
qualitative predictions [20]. The probability of random particle arrangement and the energy associated
with that arrangements is calculated in the Monte Carlo Method. The model is rather simple to
implement and associated with a relatively low computational cost [20]. Computational more complex
models are necessary to provide dynamic information such as trajectories and transient forces acting
on particles in granular ow. Newton's second law of motion can be used to track the motion of
individual particles, and the forces resulting from particle-particle and particle-wall interactions via
a distinct approach [18]. In general, the soft-particle and hard-particle DEM approach exist and
permit a direct relation between material properties and model parameters [20]. The soft-particle
approach was originally developed by Cundall and Strack in 1979 [115] and is usually utilized in
particle dynamics with longer particle-particle and particle-wall contacts, i.e. in low-speed, frictiondominated ows of complex particle-particle and particle-wall collisions [18]. Importantly, the model
is capable of handling multiple particle contacts as found in quasi-static systems. In contrast, rapid
powder ows with instantaneous and binary considered particle-particle and particle-wall collisions
are usually modeled via the hard-particle approach. In the nite discrete element approach, particles
deform while contact, in contrast to the hard- and soft-particle approach without particle deformation
(rigid). The particle deformation is approximated in the soft-particle approach by particle overlap
(Fig. 2 and section 2.4.4).
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Fig. 3: Forces acting on particle i from contacting particle j and non-contacting particle k via capillary force are
schematically shown. Illustration taken from [23].

The increase in model accuracy goes in hand with a signicantly longer computation time (Fig. 2).
Thus a reasonable assessment of the desired resolution is necessary to select an appropriate model.
The dense granular ows with shear and friction in the tablet press have to be represented by the
soft-sphere approach which is explained in more detail in the following.

2.4.2 Governing equations
Particulate granular ow may be of translational and / or rotational motion. During particle movement, the particle can interact and exchange momentum and energy with either neighboring particles
or walls, or with the surrounding uid. At all times, the resultant forces on a particle can be determined exclusively [23]. The translational and rotational motion of particle i with mass mi and
moment of inertia Ii can be written as in Eq. 1 and 2, respectively.

mi

X
X
dvi
f
g
=
Fcij +
Fnc
ik + Fi + Fi
dt
j

(1)

X
dωi
=
Mij
dt
j

(2)

k

Ii

vi and ωi are the translational and angular velocities of particle i, respectively. Fcij and Mij are
the contact force and torque acting on particle i by particle j or other sources. The non-contact force
acting on particle i by particle k or other sources enter in Eq. 1 via Fnc
ik . The particle-uid interaction
force and the gravitational force acting on particle i are given by Ffi and Fgi , respectively. The forces
and torques acting on a particle considered in the DEM are schematically shown in Fig. 3.

2.4.3 Flowsheet of computational model
A owsheet of a DEM simulation is provided in Fig. 4 and serves as a basis to describe the individual
steps. The system initalization and post-processing steps as well as the in between DEM soft-particle
algorithm are exemplarily shown for the DEM code `LIGGGHTS' [116], the open source mesh generator `Gmsh' [117], and the post-processing tool `Paraview' [118]. Other DEM codes such as the
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® and Rocky DEM® and the open-source Yade and ESyS-Particle are available.

commercial EDEM

The soft-particle algorithm shown in the owsheet of Fig. 4 would be in principle the same, though
system initialization and post-processing may dier depending on the software used and its graphical
user interface.

System initialization
All necessary parameters for the DEM model are dened in the input le. The most important
`commands' are listed below for which a detailed explanation is provided in the next sections. Other
necessary parameters are given in e.g. LIGGGHTS documentation [116].
 Model declaration:
Before the actual computation, the contact and non-contact models have to be dened. The
models are described in detail in section 2.4.4. The selection of an appropriate time step is
explained in section 2.4.6.
 Geometry denition:
The geometry of the system for particle-wall contacts is imported into the DEM software as
nite-element grids, e.g. triangles and can be generated by a meshing tool. Special emphasize
may be given to the geometry size and the required resolution of the mesh with more explanation
in section 2.4.6.
 Particle properties denition:
The powder characteristics of the material(s) have to be dened in terms of their micromechanical properties on a particle level as well as their size and size distribution (not shown:
other than spherical particle shape). The general properties and how they can be determined
is explained in section 2.4.5.

Computation
The actual computation for a soft-sphere algorithm contains the following steps. The particles are
inserted into the computational domain by dening their position and velocity. In the next step, all
particle-particle and particle-wall contacts are identied. The soft-particle deformation is calculated
as an overlap for each contact. By using the overlap values and the force-displacement relations
(section 2.4.4.1), the forces acting on each particle are calculated. All forces and momenta acting
on each particle are summed up and the translational and rotational accelerations for each particle
are determined using Newton's 2nd law (confer Eq. 1 and 2). The time step is incremented and

the accelerations are integrated over time to update particle velocities and positions. The contact
detection is repeated until the simulation is completed [20].

Post-processing
The LIGGGHTS DEM code produces for dened increments of the time step an output le. Basically,
the output le contains for each particle in the system the actual position, velocity, and force acting
on it (additional output styles can be selected [116]). The output le can be further processed into
VTK (Visualization ToolKit) les and read with data visualization softwares such as Paraview [118].
In addition, the tabular structure of the output le can be processed with other tools (e.g. C/C++
program or MATLAB) to quickly extract quantitative data.
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Fig. 4: Example owsheet for DEM simulation including pre-processing (input le contains only most important commands necessary in LIGGGHTS [116]), computation via soft-particle algorithm (adapted from [20]), and postprocessing.

.
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Fig. 5: Normal and tangential particle-wall contact schemes (particle illustration taken from [119]). The most popular
models are listed.

2.4.4 Contact and non-contact models
2.4.4.1 Contact models
The heart of the DEM simulation is the particle interaction model. The model calculates the forces
acting on particle-particle or particle-wall contacts, which are subdivided into normal and tangential
components and which are then used to calculate accelerations (see Eq. 1 and 2). The accelerations
are integrated in time for updated particle velocities and positions [20] (section 2.4.3, Fig. 4 `computation'). A simple particle-wall normal and tangential contact including the most popular contact
models are shown in Fig. 5. More details about the models are provided in the review by Di Renzo
et al. [119].
The simplest model to calculate the normal force in normal contacts is the linear sping dashpot
model. In this model, the repulsive portion is modeled via a linear spring and the dissipative portion
with a viscous dashpot. The Hertz theory of elastic contacts was applied in the current work and
has a nonlinear spring in the repulsive portion in contrast to the linear spring dashpot model [120].
Gröger and Katterfeld showed in conveyor belts and transfer chutes the appropriateness of the Hertz
model [121].
The Cundall and Strack model is the simplest model for tangential force-displacement [115]. In
this model the tangential force is calculated by a linear spring and it is limited by the Coulombic
criterion, i.e. the frictional force is proportional to the normal force by the proportionality constant of
the coecient of friction. The Mindlin and Deresiwicz tangential force model considers the dependance
of the force-displacement relationship on the whole loading and unloading history [122]. The latter
model was applied previously in die lling studies by others, e.g. Mateo-Ortiz and Mendez [94], and
is used in the current work.
The equation for contact force calculations used in the current work, derived from the

hertz model in LIGGGHTS, is given in Eq. 3 [116, 123].

gran model
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F = (kn

|

δ nij
− γn vnij ) + (kt
δ tij
− γt
vtij )
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|{z}
|{z}
normal
normal
tangential
tangential
overlap
relative
overlap
relative
velocity
velocity
{z
} |
{z
}
normal force (Fn )
tangential force (Ft )

(3)

The δ nij denes the overlap distance of two particles i and j , when the distance r between the
particles with their radii Ri and Rj is less than their contact distance d = Ri + Rj . No force between
the particles is given if r > d. In Eq. 3 the rst term is the normal force between two particles with
a spring force term and damping force term. Similarly, the second part of Eq. 3 for the tangential
force contains two components. The rst term is the shear force, the second one the damping force.
The tangential displacement or the tangential overlap between particle i and j during the contact
duration is included as a `history' eect in the shear force. The tangential overlap (δ tij ) is calculated
by integrating the relative velocity at the contact point over time. The tangential displacement vector
is truncated to satisfy the frictional yield criterion as follows. The coecient of friction (µ) is the
upper limit of the tangential force through the Coulomb criterion (Eq. 4), with

Ftspring = µ · Fn

(4)

The vn and vt in Eq. 3 are the normal and tangential component of the relative velocity of the two
particles, respectively. The other coecients such as the kn (elastic constant for normal contact, Eq.
5), kt (elastic constant for tangential contact, Eq. 8), γn (viscoelastic damping constant for normal
contact, Eq. 6), and γt (viscoelastic damping constant for tangential contact, Eq. 9) are calculated
from material properties. Those properties have to be pre-dened for a given material as described in
section 2.4.5 and illustrated in Fig. 4. The eective Young's modulus (E ∗ ), the eective Shear modulus
(G∗ ), the Poisson's ratio (ν ), and the coecient of restitution (e), in addition to the particles' mass
(m), enter via the following equations into the contact force calculations (Eq. 5 - 15):

kn =

4 ∗p ∗
R δn
E
3

r
γn = −2

5 p
β Sn m∗ ≥ 0
6

(7)

R∗ δn

(8)

5 p
β St m∗ ≥ 0
6

(9)

kt = 8G∗

γt = −2

St = 8G∗

β=q
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2.4.4.2 Non-contact models
In addition to contact forces, non-contact forces can play a detrimental factor in ow dynamics. In
Fig. 3 the non-contact capillary force due to surface tension at solid/liquid/gas interfaces is shown.
Two additional forces, namely the Van der Waal's attraction and the electrostatic force are included
in the fundamental non-contact forces [23]. The Van der Waal's attractive force may be between
`like' bodies (auto-adhesion) and `unlike' bodies (adhesion). The force arises from the electronic and
hydrogen bonding interactions between the molecules of the bodies. Macroscopic charged particles
show electrostatic forces due to Coulombic interactions. With decrease in particle size, the inuence of
the dierent fundamental forces increases, i.e. cohesive forces show a high impact relative to particle
weight. This phemonenon follows the simple rule of the importance of forces relative to the particle
diameter (d): Body forces (e.g. weight) ∝ d3 , surface area based forces (e.g. electrostatic) ∝ d2 , and
interfacial forces (e.g. capillary and Van der Waal's) ∝ d [21]. A detailed review on non-contact
forces in pharmaceutical powders and their treatment in numerical simulations is provided by Sarkar
et al. [21]. Dierent non-contact models were developed to implement the three fundamental forces
individually (e.g. van der Waal's force [124], electrostatic force [125], and capillary force [126]).
For the current study, the simplied Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) model was applied which
does no discriminate between the dierent non-contact force contributions [127]. It has been used
previously in powder ow studies of the tableting machine, e.g. by Ketterhagen [41] and by MateoOrtiz et al. [93]. The model adds an additional normal force contribution with A for the particle
contact area and k for the cohesion energy density (CED) (Eq. 16).
(16)

F =k∗A

The particle contact area (A) is dened through the distance between the particle centers (dist)
and the particle radii (Ri and Ri ) according to Eq. 17 (LIGGGHTS model

gran cohesion sjkr model

[116]).

A=

π (dist − Ri − Rj )(dist + Ri − Rj )(dist − Ri + Rj )(dist + Ri + Rj )
4
dist2

(17)

2.4.5 Material properties and their determination
The material properties entering in contact and non-contact force calculations are listed in the previous sections (confer Eq. 3 - 17). The elastic properties of the particles such as the Young's modulus
(E ), Shear modulus (G), Poisson's ratio (ν ), and Coecient of restitution (e) are necessary to calculate the contact stiness. Other required properties are the Coecient of friction (µ) and the Cohesion
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Energy Density (CED).
 The Young's modulus (E ) is the ratio of stress (σ , ratio of normal force to the applied cross
sectional area) to strain (, change in relative length). Direct measurement techniques are for
example nanoindentation (atomic force microscopy) [128132], four-point beam bending [133],
die-in and die-out method [129, 134], uniaxial compression test [135], and diameteric compression test [134, 136]. The E of dierent pharmaceutical excipients (micro-crystalline cellulose,
lactose, corn starch etc.) were measured in a size range of 2.9 GPa - 31.3 GPa by nanoindentation
in the Govedarica et al. study [128].
 The shear modulus (G) is the ratio of shear stress to shear strain and can be derived from E
and ν via Eq. 13.
 The lateral contraction of a material or the change of a material's thickness is specied through
the Poisson's ratio (ν ) and can be obtained from E and G (Eq. 18 [133, 137]).

ν=

E
−1
2G

(18)

 Particle drop or free fall tests may be used to measure the coecient of restitution (e) by the
ratio of impact velocity to rebound velocity. The velocities can be captured using a high speed
camera. The e for dierent pharmaceutical materials was determined via this approach by others
[138140]. The e is signicantly aected by the impact velocity, particle size and shape, particle
surface roughness, the moisture content, the adhesion properties, and the process conditions
such as the temperature [141].
 Ai et al. reviewed dierent rolling resistance models and their assessment in discrete element
simulations [142]. In principle, the sliding friction (µ) between two bodies is the ratio of friction
force between two bodies (particle-particle or particle-wall) and the force pressing them together.
The µ can be assessed via sliding experiments [143145], atomic force microscopy [146], and a
pin-on-disk tribometer [147].
 Dierent experimental setups exist to evaluate the non-contact force (confer to 2.4.4.2, CED)
between particles or between particles and the geometry. Atomic force microscopy allows the
quantication of cohesion or adhesion on a single particle level [148, 149]. Other methods apply
a centrifuge [150153], a particle drop test [154], a modied tensiometer [148, 155], or inverse
gas chromatography [156].
The previous description shows that for each and every material very unique measurement techniques have to be developed to ascertian the micro-mechanical material properties on a particle level.
In case that those techniques are not available, indirect measurements may be applied to calibrate
those DEM parameters as described in the review of Coetzee [157]. The `bulk calibration approach'
treats the micro-mechanical material properties as `adjustment parameters' [157]. Laboratory experiments are performed and repeated numerically in a similar setup. The model parameters are
iteratively changed until the laboratory results and numerical results match to a certain accuracy.
Most often, particle size and density are measured directly and the other parameters are determined
through suitable tests such as a penetration test, direct/ring shear test, uniaxial compression test,
static (pile formation) or dynamic (rotating drum) angle of repose, triaxial / biaxial test, and articial
neural networks with angle of repose and shear test [158] (Tab. 1 in [157]).
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2.4.6 Computational considerations in DEM
The main advantage of the DEM is the high degree of detail it can provide in complex systems. The
internal powder ow dynamics can be unveiled which would not be possible with classical laboratory
experiments. Limited by computational power, a main challenge is the choice of a reasonable DEM
model. The inherent computational complexity of the DEM model is mainly attributed to the following
factors which have to be carefully considered.

Number of particles
The DEM tracks every individual particle in the simulation domain and computational time scales
accordingly with the number of particles simulated (N ) via N log N [20]. Furthermore, N is direct
proportional to the volume of the system (V ) under consideration and the particle diameter (d)
according to Eq. 19 [20].

N∝

V
.
d3

(19)

This dependency requires a careful selection of a reasonable particle size and particle size distribution for large systems. One approach articially increases the size of the particles to reduce N [20]
while maintaining the domain size in the model [159] and/or to ignore particles with a size below a
certain value [160]. Either particle size scaling laws [161] or size-eect sensitivity studies [162] can
help to estimate the maximal possible size enlargement in DEM simulations.
Particle size does not only inuence N , but also the time step (∆t) in the DEM model (confer Fig.
4) according to Eq. 20. The time step should be chosen smaller than the particle contact, i.e. 20% of
the Rayleigh wave speed through a particle [163]. ∆t is increased if the elasticity parameter (E ∝ G)
decreases and particle size (R∗ ) increases resulting in a faster simulation time. However, the elastic
parameters should be chosen carefully if the system under consideration is very dense [163].

∆t = 0.2 ·

ρ 0.5
πR∗ ( G
)
0.1631ν + 0.8766

(20)

Particle shape
Most numerical models consider idealistic spherical particles in DEM simulations facilitating contact
detection and contact resolution. However, non-spherical particles may have to be considered in
certain cases, in which e.g. particle rotation is not restricted by frictional contacts as in spheres but
through mechanical interlocking. Dierent approaches exist to represent non-spherical particles. The
simplest approach `glues' two or more spherical particles in a rigid or exible manner together to
obtain irregular shaped particles. This approach was applied in a numerical tablet coating study to
obtain the shape of biconvex round tablets [164]. Another option is the `idea of mathematical dilation'
to create spherocylinders. More approaches are found in reviews by Ketterhagen [20] and Coetzee
[157].

Powder mixtures
Pharmaceutical materials, in particular direct compression blends, are multi-component mixtures
including the API and excipients. All those components have a dened particle size, particle size
distribution, particle shape, and particle surface property. The particles interact with particles of the
same type and the other components of the mixtures with dierent forces. Adding the complexity
of pharmaceutical mixtures to the computational model requires a time-consuming contact detection
[165]. In addition, mixture properties determination on a single particle level are dicult (confer
2.4.5).
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2.4.6 Computational considerations in DEM
Complex geometries
The complexity of a numerical model increases with complicated geometries. Geometries are introduced into the computational domain as a mesh composed of individual triangles. An example mesh
is provided in section 2.4.3, Fig. 4. Each triangle of the mesh corresponds to 8 simulated particles.
Hence systems of very irregular shape, e.g. round surfaces, have to be resolved by a higher number
of triangles to obtain correct particle-wall contact forces. Furthermore, very asymmetric geometries
exacerbate the per-processor load or in other words the number of particles and triangles considered
per one processor thus some processors having a high load and others a low load. The imbalance
increases computational time.

Experimental validation of DEM results
A common concern of numerical simulations is experimental validation of the results. The main advantage of a high resolution within complex industrial systems becomes detriment to experimental
validation. Hence, it is either very dicult, expensive, or impossible to verify numerical results experimentally for complex industrial applications. As shown by the following two examples, experimental
validation is still limited to small systems. Remy et al. validated their DEM model for powder mixing
by an impeller blade utilizing particle image velocimetry (PIV) [166]. The comparison of the particle
bed shape and ow in a baed attrition test and in a rotating drum was used for validation of the
DEM model in the study by Marigo and Stitt [167].

Other challenges
 Incorporation of all forces, i.e. adaption of non-contact forces related to larger particles considered
 Determination of micro-mechanical material properties on a particle level (section 2.4.5)
 Long-time scale unit operations (couple of million - billion number of iterations at innite small
time steps (µs range) for computation of a physical time of a few seconds to minutes)
 DEM coupling with uid eects
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3 Results and Discussion
The results and discussion sections is split into two main parts, the rst one (chapter 3.1.1-3.1.4)
evaluates powder discharge into the die by gravity, the second one the active powder transfer from
the feeding system into the rotating dies of the turret (chapter 3.2.1-3.2.5).
For gravity lling at rst powder transfer is evaluated by experimental means in a transparent
model die lling system made of acrylic glass. The system is designed as simple as possible, i.e. a
rectangular hopper serves for powder storage and a die is translating at adjustable speed underneath
the former. Several commonly used diluents and disintegrants for direct compression are analyzed
with respect to powder owability in the model system. In chapter 3.1.1 a novel metric is developed
to describe a material's die ll ratio in relation to the die lling speed. A correlation is generated
between the material's sensitivity to changes in die ll speed and the powder's properties such as
particle size. In addition, a comparison is made for the powder owability quantication via the
model die lling system and via the ring shear cell.
Using high-speed camera imaging, the powder discharge into the die in the model die lling system
is visualized in chapter 3.1.2. By selecting a very high image framerate, the particle discharge pattern
is clearly resolved over die lling time and a material grouping into dierent owability classes is
provided.
Furthermore to the experimental model die lling system, gravity lling is assessed by numerical
means in chapter 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. The feeding system consists of a cylindrical pipe connected to an
inclined chute and a rectangular box. In contrast to the experimental system, the turret is not translating but rotating underneath the feeding station. Utilizing this system, the powder ow pattern is
evaluated for mono-disperse (chapter 3.1.3) and poly-disperse (chapter 3.1.4) sized particles. Initially,
the powder ow pattern through the feeding system is evaluated, i.e. the particle rearrangement and
the particle size segregation mechanisms. In a second step, material properties (chapter 3.1.3 and
3.1.4) and process conditions (chapter 3.1.3) are changed to detect their inuence on tablet quality.
In the second part of the study, the force feeders of two dierent tableting machines, a FETTE
1200i and KIKUSUI Virgo, are evaluated by DEM. In chapters 3.2.1-3.2.4, the powder pattern is
described for the FETTE 1200i system. Chapter 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 form the basis for the following chapters as the general powder transfer from the feeding hopper through the top wheel (dosing wheel)
and the two below located wheels (reverse dosing wheel and lling wheel) into the dies of the turret is described. The analysis includes, in addition to the classical metrics such as tablet weight and
tablet weight variation, particle size segregation evaluation and particle tracking for particle residence
time measurement / powder mixing quantication within the feed frame. The inuence of material
properties (particle cohesion, particle-wall friction, and API content in the formulation) and process
conditions (turret speed and paddle wheel speed) are assessed applying the QbD approach via a DoE.
The inuence of the pre-mentioned parameters on tablet weight is described in chapter 3.2.1 with a
more extensive evaluation in chapter 3.2.3. The results of the DoE are evaluated in more detail with
respect to additional tablet quality attributes (tablet weight variation and content uniformity) and
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particle shearing in the latter chapter (3.2.3) to provide potential levers for process optimization. The
insights of the DoE results are utilized for comparison of dierent paddle wheel shape congurations
in the FETTE 1200i in chapter 3.2.4. The paddle wheels mainly dier in terms of their particle
contact surface area and shape. For two selected combinations of process conditions and material
properties which showed highest and lowest tablet quality in the DoE (chapter 3.2.3), the tablet
qualities and powder ow patterns are compared with the other paddle wheel shape conguration.
Eventually, similar setups (material properties and process conditions combinations) are selected in
chapter 3.2.5 for the comparison of the feed frame of the FETTE 1200i with the one of the KIKUSUI
Virgo. Signicant geometrical dierences, e.g. number of paddle wheels, blade dimensions, and housings, are found and related to tablet quality and powder ow pattern (e.g. size segregation) dierences.
The following individual chapters are already published (chapters 3.1.1-3.2.1) or in the review
process of dierent scientic journals (chapters 3.2.2-3.2.4) and are marked as such correspondingly.
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3.1 Gravity lling
3.1.1 Evaluation of gravity lling by an experimental model die lling
system
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3.1.1 Evaluation of gravity lling by an experimental model die lling system

Outline
In reality, the geometry of a gravity feeder in a rotary tablet press mainly consists of two portions,
an inclined chute and a powder reservoir located on top of the turret. The varying die ll depths
during ll and dosing cam as well as the high powder mass in the feeding system (in the order of at
least some hundred gram, depending on the machine scale) are just two reasons which complicate die
ll measurements in early stage development with limited API amount. Though, keen insight into
the relationship between dierent powder owability measures and the powder ow into the die are
necessary for formulation development. To bridge this gap, a model system is designed. In this system,
powder discharges from a storage hopper into a cylindrical die translating underneath the hopper at
adjustable speed. The design is intentionally kept as simple as possible to ascertain the die lling
with least inuence from additional factors, e.g. centrifugal forces by turret rotation. In addition, the
system is made of acrylic glass which allows to visualize the die lling process, as described in chapter
3.1.2.
For dierent pharmaceutical excipients used in direct compression formulations, ring shear cell

measurements are performed to assess the `ow

function coecient ' (f f c). In the second step, the

die ll ratios (δ ) of the materials at increasing die speeds (v ) are evaluated using the custom designed
model die lling system. A mathematical model is developed to describe the relationship of δ with v
and to provide a measure for powder owability in die lling. Correlations are developed to estimate
the owability measures of the ring shear cell and of the model die lling system from intrinsic particle
properties such as particle size. Hence, powder owability may be derived from particle characteristics.
Eventually, the powder owability in the context of die lling by gravity is compared between the
quasi-static measurement of the ring shear cell and the dynamic measurement of the model die lling
system. This comparison is necessary to generate an awareness of the most suitable measurement
or equipment to quantify powder owability in tableting during formulation development, e.g. for
optimal excipient selection.
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ABSTRACT
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The focus of this study is to establish a characterization method determining the powder flowability in
context of tableting. At first, flowability of different materials is measured using the ring shear tester,
and its prediction from particle size is established. Next, the model die-filling system is presented which
is a modified version of previous studies. Using this system, flowability of different materials is measured
at varying die speeds. A new curve fit to assess die fill ratio vs die speed is suggested improving predictability, and a novel flowability metric, “Die Fill Index” (DFI), is derived. The DFI is appropriate
to describe flowability for most of the tested materials, and sensitivity of a material with respect to
tableting speed. A correlation is generated predicting DFI from particle size. Additionally, it is shown
that model die filling is the preferable method to assess flowability for tableting compared to ring shear
tester.
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1. Introduction
Tablets are the preferred pharmaceutical dosage form and constitute about 80% of all dosage forms mainly due to their ease of
manufacturing and high production rate at relatively low cost
(Bauer-Brandl and Ritschel 2012). Tablets are produced on highspeed rotary tablet presses in which at first the dies are filled with
the blend and consequently compacted to form tablets. On modern tablet machines, it is possible to produce up to 1.6 million
tablets per hour (FETTE Compacting GmbH, FE 75 2016). The prerequisite for successful tablet production at such high rates is an
adequate powder flow, which ensures that a sufficient amount of
powder is filled into the die. Thus the die filling can become one
of the rate-limiting factors in tableting. An optimal combination of
blend properties, such as cohesion and friction, and process conditions (die diameter and turret speed) can ensure a good
pharmaceutical product meeting the specifications (Gopireddy
et al. 2016; Ph. Eur. 2016).
One mode of tablet manufacture is the direct compression
(DC) of the active pharmaceutical ingredient with a combination
of well-chosen excipients requiring fewer processing stages and
eliminating effects of added moisture as found for wet granulation
(Jivraj et al. 2000). However, direct compression formulations are
more prone to segregation, and poor powder flowability can limit
their application (Jivraj et al. 2000). In particular, poor powder
flow will bear the risk of variations of tablet weight and content
uniformity in addition to unsteady tablet strength, disintegration,
and dissolution rates (Sun 2010). This gave rise to a thorough
characterization of powder flow in the formulation development
stage and generation of empirical indices such as Hausner ratio,
Carr’s index, angle of repose, flow through an orifice (Hausner
1972; Svarovskly 1987; Rios 2006; Zhu et al. 2007; Gentzler et al.
2015; USP), in addition to shear cell experiments (Schwedes 2005;
Schulze 2007; Leturia et al. 2014) and custom-designed
CONTACT Claudia Hildebrandt
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instruments (Wu et al. 2003; Sinka et al. 2004; Wu and Cocks
2004; Schneider et al. 2005, 2007; Wu and Cocks 2006; Jackson
et al. 2007; Bierwisch et al. 2009a; Sinka et al. 2009; Mills and
Sinka 2013).
A short literature review is given in the following sections to
provide recent developments in powder flowability determination
in the context of pharmaceutical tableting. To facilitate easier
understanding, at first different powder flowability characterization
methods with a focus on shear cell measurements are presented.
Afterwards different model systems that have been specifically
designed to get an understanding of the die-filling process are
explained and grouped into experimental and numerical
approaches.
1.1. Shear cell measurements to assess powder flowability
1.1.1. History of shear cell measurements
One instrument to assess powder flowability is the well-known
Jenike Shear Tester (Jenike 1964) that has been developed
50 years ago. Although measurement procedure itself is a quasistatic system, it was originally developed by Jenike (Jenike 1964)
to provide design charts determining which flow pattern, mass or
funnel flow, can be expected during gravity discharge from a bin
or hopper under steady-state flow and finding flow and no-flow
condition. Some of the major applications, reviewed by Schwedes
(Schwedes 2005), are the design of silos for flow and strength, the
calibration of constitutive models, the quality control and the
qualitative flowability comparison. One detailed example of how
to solve flow problems in bins, hoppers and feeders by good
plant design is given by Marinelli and Carson (Marinelli and
Carson 2002). Based on Jenike Shear Tester, several shear testers
have been developed and one of them is the ring shear tester
(RST) (Schwedes 2005; Schulze 2007). Besides the application in
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hopper design, shear cell measurements have gained high interest
in other processes, such as tableting, due to its simple operating
procedure and miniature shear cell sizes, which allow to measure
flow characteristics with as little as 30 ml powder (Fitzpatrick et al.
2004; Hou and Sun, 2008). In particular, for shear cell measurements, it is of great importance to use measurement parameters
reflecting the stress state in the considered process (Schulze
2007). The reason being, the powder flowability, expressed in the
flow function coefficient (ffc), defined as the ratio of principle consolidation stress (r1) to unconfined yield strength (rC), highly
depends on the r1. Thus, direct powder flowability comparison is
solely allowed at the same r1.
1.1.2. Shear cell measurements in the context of tableting
No distinct definition for powder flowability can be provided as
powder flow behavior is multidimensional (Prescott and Barnum
2000). However, many efforts are made to correlate the powder
flowability measured using RST to powder flow performance in
tableting. For example, Zettler et al. (Zettler et al. 2016) generated
different DC blends and characterized powder flowability by the
angle of repose, bulk and tapped density, Hausner ratio, Carr’s
index, mass flowrate, Flodex (flow through an orifice) and RST and
compared the results with blend performance during tableting
(tablet ejection force, tablet weight variation and material sticking
to punches). It was concluded that the Hausner ratio and shear
cell measurements are the only methods able to provide a good
correlation with respect to tableting performance (Zettler et al.
2016). An additional study (Sun 2010) measured the flowability of
different Avicel PH 102 grades using RST and compared them
with the tableting performance. It was proposed that the material
with the poorest flow can serve as a reference material to judge
the adequacy of flow properties of prototype formulations (Sun
2010).
1.1.3. Correlation of powder flowability with physicochemical
material properties
In addition to the process performance prediction using powder
flowability data assessed by RST, different studies exist to link
powder flowability with powder physicochemical properties such
as particle size, morphology, density, dispersive surface energy
and particle surface silicification (Podczeck and Mia 1996; Hou and
Sun 2008; Leyva and Mullarney 2009; Capece et al. 2015, 2016).
Hou and Sun (Hou and Sun 2008) showed in their study with 11
different micro-crystalline cellulose materials, that in general
smaller and nonspherical particles result in poorer powder flowability. Moreover, particle density did not reveal a significant
impact on flowability. Comparison of powder flowability measured
by RST and Carr’s index evinced the major drawback of the latter
one: the lack of control of the external stress during tapping. In
the Podczeck and Mia study (Podczeck and Mia 1996), ANOVA
analysis of different pharmaceutical excipients and active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) indicated particle shape as the only significant influencing factor for ffc. A much larger data set, including
185 different materials grouped into active blends, active granules,
APIs and excipients, was applied in the study by Leyva and
Mullarney (Leyva and Mullarney 2009). They performed partialleast squares (PLS) regression analysis to compare ffc with particle
size. The PLS analysis revealed only acceptable results for ffc prediction by particle size for the API and excipient groups but failed
for the two other ones. In summary, different studies exist to link
ffc with particle physico-chemical properties but a valid correlation
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that can be used on a daily basis in laboratory work is still
missing.
1.2. Experimental and numerical studies elucidating the die
filling process
1.2.1. Experimental studies using a model die filling system
In 2003, a model die shoe-filling system was developed by Wu
et al. (Wu et al. 2003) to investigate the influence of the motion
of the powder delivery system on the die filling process. This system comprises a stationary die and a moving shoe filled with
powder which translates over the die at a defined speed varying
between 25 mm/s and 400 mm/s. When the shoe moves over the
die, it gets filled mainly due to gravity. This study introduced a
new powder flowability metric, namely, the critical shoe speed vc,
to describe flowability with reference to this special application
(Wu et al. 2003). Below the vc the die will be completely filled by
a single pass of the shoe, while above the vc the die will be only
partially filled (Wu et al. 2003; Sinka et al. 2004; Wu et al. 2011).
This model die shoe-filling system was extended to investigate
the influence of different parameters such as humidity (Sinka
et al. 2004), vacuum/air (Schneider et al. 2007), die shape (Wu
et al. 2003), suction filling (Wu and Cocks 2006), as well as different materials (Wu et al. 2003; Sinka et al. 2004; Wu and Cocks
2006; Schneider et al. 2007) on the vc. Some of the major findings
of this system are summarized in the following.
By using high-speed camera imaging, details of the flow process as the powder is delivered into the die could be visualized
and three major flow types were identified: nose, bulk and intermittent. Nose flow dominated at low shoe speeds, whereas bulk
flow controlled die filling at high shoe speeds (Wu et al. 2003).
The former occurs if the acceleration of the shoe forces the powder against the back of the die (Schneider et al. 2007).
Pharmaceutical powders were more likely to flow intermittently, in
other words in a random detachment of individual particles
(Schneider et al. 2007).
The system (Wu et al. 2003) was placed into a vacuum chamber to evaluate the effect of air. First, smoother flows were generally observed in vacuum and the filling rate was faster at all shoe
speeds. The reason being, for die filling in air the pressure build
up caused by entrapped air in the die opposed the flow process
thereby instabilities were promoted. Second, significantly higher
vc and fill densities were achieved indicating a better flowability in
vacuum (Sinka et al. 2004).
One major feature in actual rotary tablet presses is the socalled ‘suction filling’. It is induced by the downwards movement
of the lower punch. A fill cam is used to create the die cavity at
the feeding position. The Wu et al. (Wu et al. 2003) model die-filling system was also extended to study this effect where the die
bottom was lowered as soon as it reached below the shoe thus
simulating the suction effect. The vc in suction filling was
improved by a factor of 2.5 compared to gravity filling only
(Wu et al. 2003; Wu and Cocks 2006; Wu et al. 2011).
1.2.2. Numerical studies of model die filling system
In parallel to the experimental investigation of the model die-filling system, three years after its invention, numerical simulations
using the discrete element method were reported (Wu and Cocks
2006). The perspective of these simulation studies included the
identification of optimum process conditions, optimization of
powder formulation in terms of flowability and segregation and
an increased understanding of the process itself (Wu and
Cocks 2004, 2006; Wu 2008; Bierwisch et al. 2009a, 2009b;
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Guo et al. 2009, 2010, 2011; Nwose et al. 2012; Wu and Guo
2012). Numerical results showed a good accordance with the
experimental findings. For example coupling of the discrete element method with computational fluid dynamics allowed a more
detailed understanding of air effects during die filling (Guo et al.
2009; Nwose et al. 2012; Wu and Guo 2012).
In contrast to the experimental system consisting of a moving
shoe and stationary die, Wu et al. numerically studied ‘active die
filling’, the flow behavior of powders from a stationary shoe into a
moving die (Wu 2008). The influence of particle shape, size and
size distribution, the number of particles used in the simulation,
the initial height of the powder bed in the shoe, and the die
speed on the average mass flow rate and the critical die speed
were explored. Unfortunately, no comparison in terms of vc, either
shoe or die speed, was given impeding a quantitative comparison
between active and passive die filling. Furukawa et al. (Furukawa
et al. 2016) studied a similar system of active die filling to evaluate the segregation behavior of binary particles by using response
surface methodology.
1.2.3. Die filling process in rotary tablet presses
Although the model die shoe filling system by Wu et al. (Wu et al.
2003) captures some of the aspects relevant for tableting, including the effect of air back pressure and suction filling, room for
improvement still exists with respect to the geometrical/process
differences compared to actual rotary tablet presses. First, in reality, the shoe that can be either a filling hopper, force feeder, or
gravity feeder, is stationary whereas the die moves underneath it
at a defined speed. Second, as the name suggests, in rotary tablet
presses the dies move in rotational but not translational motion.
These discrepancies hamper the direct transfer of experimental
model die shoe filling data to infer the powder fill ratio to rotary
tablet presses (Schneider et al. 2007). The rotary tablet presses
deliver the powder to the dies either through force feeders or
gravity feeders. Typically, a force feeder consists of one or more
paddle wheels. Gravity feeders are an alternative to force feeders
that are chosen for powder formulations prone to over-lubrication
(reducing tablet hardness) and particle attrition. Both are critical
side effects in force feeding as paddles exert high shear forces on
particles (Ketterhagen 2015). Good powder flowability is prerequisite for gravity feeding. This requires different powder flowability
measurements compared to force feeding to characterize the
blend prior to tableting (Yaginuma et al. 2007). The numerical
study of Gopireddy et al. (Gopireddy et al. 2016) provided a comprehensive insight into the impact of process and material parameters on the performance during the die filling process by gravity
feeding.
1.3. Objective of this study
The objective of the current work is to investigate the ‘active die
filling’ process experimentally. The aim of this study is to understand the die-filling process during gravity feeding in the context
of the tableting process. Thus, the novelty in comparison to the
previous model die filling system is a moving die and a stationary
shoe. Therefore, it is one step closer to the actual tableting
machine, although some differences still exist, which comprise:
(1) the system contains a translational instead of rotational
movement, and (2) the effect of suction filling is not included. The
latter one (2) implies that air back pressure effects will play a
major role.
In this study, first of all the flowability of different materials is
analyzed using the RST. The ffc of different pharmaceutical
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materials, including DC excipients, placebo and active blends are
measured and a correlation to predict the ffc by particle size information is generated. This correlation constitutes a quick tool to
assess a static powder flowability index. In the next step, the
modified model die-filling system containing a moving die and a
stationary shoe is presented. The effect of die speed on the die fill
ratio for various pharmaceutical materials that are used in DC formulations, such as excipients and placebo blends, are investigated. First, the vc of the materials are evaluated and compared
followed by a detailed analysis of the curve shapes of the die fill
ratio vs die speeds. This curve shape analysis gives rise to introduce an additional metric to the vc that is able to define a material’s sensitivity to die speeds. Eventually a correlation is established
to predict this additional flowability metric based on the easily
accessible powder physical properties.

2. Materials and methods
This section presents the different materials considered and the
physical properties that are measured in this study. The details of
the model die-filling experiment is also given along with the analysis procedure of the measured data.
All measurements were performed at constant conditions
(25  C and 40% relative humidity) to make sure that the influence
of humidity and moisture is same for all materials. The raw materials have not been pre-conditioned prior to measurement as they
are stored under same conditions (25  C and 40% relative
humidity).
All measurements were performed in triplicate to obtain the
mean and relative standard deviation (RSD). Results were analyzed
and correlations were generated by partial least squares regression analysis with the statistical software tools JMP 13.0.0 (SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC) and SigmaPlot 12.5 (Systat Software
GmbH, Erkrath, Germany).
2.1. Materials
Different DC excipients, placebo and active blends were selected
(Table 1) and their physical properties as well as their flowability
characteristics were measured. The raw materials, listed in Table 1,
can be classified in two different ways (1) based on their functionality as diluents, disintegrants, multipurpose and compound excipients and (2) based on their chemical composition as mannitol,
celluloses, starches and their corresponding modifications. The
placebo blends are bi-component mixtures with different amounts
of SuperTab 24AN (diluent, agglomerated anhydrous lactose, DFE
Pharma) and L-HPC NBD-22 (disintegrant, low-substituted hydroxypropylcellulose, Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd.). The ratio between
the diluent and the disintegrant is their theoretical proportion in a
typical DC formulation with increasing API dose strengths (5–40%
(w/w) and constant (10% (w/w)) disintegrant contents. For
example, assuming an API content of 5%, the remaining 95% of
the blend are distributed to a constant disintegrant content of
10% and to a diluent content of 90%. This results in a 10.6%
(w/w) disintegrant and 89.4% (w/w) diluent content in the bi-component mixture. The active blends belong to different lots of a
trademarked DC formulation (Table 1).
2.2. Particle size and size distribution
The particle size and size distribution (PSD) was measured using a
Sympatec Helos/Rodos laser diffraction system (Sympatec GmbH,
Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany) with dry dispersion capability.
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Product name

Vendor

JRS Pharma

Colorqon
DFE Pharma

FMC BioPolymer
Fa. Nichrin Chemical
Industries
Asahi-Kasei Chemicals
Corporation
Gotoku Chemical Co., Ltd.
DFE Pharma
Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd.
Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd.
Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd.
BASF
Roquette Pharma
Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA
Roquette Pharma
JRS Pharma
JRS Pharma

100.4

94.5

24.4

23.1

236.3
101.7
102.5
109.7
99.3
111.2
106.0
103.9
107.1
99.4
46.7

103.2

25.4

174.0
8.9
8.4
9.2
9.1
7.8
9.5
9.2
7.4
28.5
112.7

48.2
157.8
50.2
42.4
41.5
202.1
82.6
73.3
181.2
105.7
119.9
118.3
89.4
41.4
102.2
103.5

52.2

304.7
867.5
868.4
868.4
867.6
868.8
867.9
867.6
868.7
379.0
80.2

230.9

239.0

238.4

106.8
309.9
137.0
145.1
92.4
448.4
183.2
145.1
400.2
164.7
240.7
228.2
235.3
134.6
229.0
238.1

125.0

88.8
139.9

37.2
56.9

17.3
54.9
12.2
11.7
15.7
59.4
25.1
25.1
71.2
66.6
32.3
32.0
20.0
11.8
31.0
25.5

16.2

17.0
20.9

22.3
8.4
8.4
7.8
8.6
7.7
8.1
8.3
8.0
4.3
101.7

2.2

2.1

2.1

1.9
1.6
2.5
3.1
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.6
1.8
0.9
1.7
1.7
2.4
3.0
1.9
2.1

2.1

1.9
2.1

SPAN/-

60.7

121.2
57.7

0.5
29.4

87.7

81.0

70.3

0.89

0.45

0.45

0.45

134.5
74.6
207.4
201.6
206.8
63.8
146.0
51.8
28.4
34.1
120.7
106.5
148.2
188.2
63.2
70.0

297.8

0.15
0.48
0.58
0.39
0.39
0.32
0.49
0.53
0.58
0.51
0.48
0.35
0.46
0.33
0.59
0.49
0.46

207.3
137.9

TAUC/
Pa

0.48
0.35

qb/g/
ml

22.3
5.5
5.0
5.5
5.8
4.9
6.0
6.1
4.8
10.7
69.6

10.9

11.8

13.5

8.0
14.2
5.4
6.1
5.5
19.5
7.3
19.8
34.3
27.8
9.0
11.0
7.9
5.7
17.2
13.6

4.0

5.3
7.3

ffcmeasured/-

X

–
X
X
X
X
X
X
O
O

–
5.6
5.2
5.6
5.8
4.6
5.9
5.7
4.4
9.9
69.5

X

X

X
X
O
X
O
X
X

O
O
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

To generate (X)
or prove (O)
Equation (4)

9.4

9.9

10.2

6.3
22.4
4.8
5.0
5.6
26.4
9.8
9.1
31.5
22.1
12.6
12.2
8.3
4.9
12.5
10.3

6.1

6.3
8.3

ffcpredicted
(Equation (4))/-

–

–

27.8
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
40.4
42.2

–

–

91.0
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
42.1
81.9

29.5

#
46.2
#
#
#
79.4
#
27.8
48.4
33.9
#
#
#
#
44.9
25.9

#

#
#

vc, Die[Wu]
(by Equation (7))/
mm/s

57.5

20.6
94.3
12.8
11.3
24.6
88.9
34.2
57.0
99.3
68.2
12.4
14.5
11.9
11.0
93.9
49.7

1.0

14.1
16.2

Fill ratio at
50 mm/s/%

19.1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
35.5
56.8

–

–

20.6

#
46.2
#
#
#
75.9
#
19.1
49.5
25.8
#
#
#
#
46.2
17.1

#

#
#

vc, Die [current]
(by Equation (8))/
mm/s

0.0221
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.0196
20.8

–

–

0.0218

#
0.0187
#
#
#
0.0114
#
0.0221
0.0153
0.0187
#
#
#
#
0.0216
0.0245

#

#
#

DFI/mm/s1

X
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–

–

O

X
X

X
O
X

X

X

(DC: Direct compression). Materials that were tested for the model die filling system but revealed a fill ratio <49.7% at 50 mm/s were not further evaluated (marked with #). The maximum value is given in bold
letters, the minimum value in italic letters.

ECG-505
Lactopress monohydrate
L-HPC (LH-21)
L-HPC (LH-22)
L-HPC NBD-22
Ludipress
Lycatab C
Parteck M100
Parteck M200
Pearlitol 100 SD
Prosolv SMCC 90
Prosolv SMCC HD 90
Spray-dried granules
Starch 1500
SuperTab 24AN
Placebo blend 1
(89.4% SuperTab 24AN þ
10.6% L-HPC NBD-22)
Placebo blend 2
(88.8% SuperTab 24AN þ
11.2% L-HPC NBD-22)
Placebo blend 3
(86.5% SuperTab 24AN þ
13.5% L-HPC NBD-22)
Placebo blend 4
(83.1% SuperTab 24AN þ
16.9% L-HPC NBD-22)
VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 200
DC Formulation Lot 1
DC Formulation Lot 2
DC Formulation Lot 3
DC Formulation Lot 4
DC Formulation Lot 5
DC Formulation Lot 6
DC Formulation Lot 7
DC Formulation Lot 8
Mean
RSD/%

Ceolus KG-100

Ac-Di-Sol
Carmellose NS-300

x90/
mm

x50/
mm

Used to create
correlation (X) and
used to test
correlation (O)
(Equation (9))

4

x10/
mm

Table 1. Materials and their corresponding properties (mean values out of 3 measurements are given), used to generate Equation (4) or (9) (X), and to prove Equation (4) or (9) (O).
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A sample of about 2.5 g was fed into the vibrational feeding system using a spoon. The optimum dispersion pressure for each
sample is obtained by varying between 0.5 to 3 bar to break up
any loose agglomerates, but not destroying individual particles.
The used lens measures particles in the size range of
4.5–875 mm. The cumulative PSD and common PSD statistics
were calculated using Sympatec Windox 5 software (Sympatec
GmbH, Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany). Out of all, of particular
interest are the x10, x50, and x90 defining the particle sizes that
are represented by 10% (w/w), 50% (w/w), and 90% (w/w),
respectively, of the cumulative distribution. These particle size
parameters define the SPAN value (Equation (1)), which is a
measure for the width of the PSD.
x90  x10
:
(1)
SPAN ¼
x50
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2.3. Bulk density
The bulk density was determined according to Ph. Eur. 8.5, ‘2.9.34
Bulk density and tapped density of powders’ (Ph. Eur. 2016). A
constant mass of 100 g material was poured into a vibrating funnel to fill a graduated cylinder of 250 ml volume. The powder volume was read and the bulk density (qb) calculated via the
material mass (m) and the loosely filled powder bed volume in
the cylinder (V).
2.4. Shear cell analysis
Although shear cell measurements are static, it can be used also
for more dynamic processes if, and this is of major importance,
the stresses are cleverly chosen. For example, Zettler et al.
(2016) tested powder flowability by using shear cell experiments
at a preconsolidation stress of 2 kPa that was thought to be in
accordance with stresses experienced by the powder during routine manufacturing. The following model calculation is provided
as a rationale to support the choice of preconsolidation stress:
Neglecting the effects of wall friction, the pressure at the bottom of a bed of powder with bulk density of 0.5 g/cm3 (confer
Table 1) and a bed depth of 0.4 m is approximately 2 kPa
(Zettler et al. 2016). Thereby the ffc, although it has no direct
physical meaning with respect to tableting, can be used for tableting application if measurement is performed at conditions of
stresses observed in the tableting machine, that is, during die
filling process.
The powder flow behavior of each sample was determined
using a Schulze ring shear tester (Model: RST-XS.s, Dietmar
Schulze, Wolfenbuettel, Germany). The powder sample was carefully filled into the medium-sized annular cell (volume of
31.37 cm3) and the excess powder was scraped with care to level
it with the top of the annulus making sure that an unconsolidated powder bed was established. After determining the filled
cell mass, the cell was put on the tester and the lid was placed
on top of the cell. The ends of the cell lid were connected to
the shear force tie rods (tensile and compression), and the normal loading rod was in hanging position. The powder was first
pre-sheared under a normal load of 2 kPa until a critically consolidated state was reached. Each pre-shear step was followed
with a shear test under normal stresses of 0.3 kPa, 0.9 kPa and
1.6 kPa, respectively. A yield locus plot was generated by the
RST-Xs
software
(RST-Control
95XS,
Dietmar
Schulze,
Wolfenbuettel, Germany) providing the principle consolidation
stress (r1) and the unconfined yield strength (rC), the ratio of
which gives the flow function coefficient (ffc), in other words

5

flowability, as follows:
ffc ¼

r1
:
rC

(2)

According to Jenike (Jenike 1964) the flowability of the materials can be categorized by their ffc values as following:
ffc < 1 not flowing
1 < ffc < 2 very cohesive
2 < ffc < 4 cohesive
4 < ffc < 10 good flowing
10 < ffc free flowing
Linear regression of the yield points in the shear stress (s)-normal stress (r) plot, i.e. the Mohr diagram gives the linear yield
locus. The intercept of the yield locus on the s-axis is defined as
cohesion (TAUC) (Schulze 2007), and it is given for the materials
considered in die filling experiment in Table 1. The TAUC can be
interpreted as the minimum shear stress required to deform a
powder when no normal stress is applied, representing the cohesive forces between the particles.

2.5. Model die-filling system
The custom-designed model die-filling system, which is an
extended version of the one proposed by Wu et al. (Wu et al.
2003) is shown in Figure 1. This system consists of a moving die
and a stationary shoe to hold the powder above the die. These
parts are made of acrylic glass to visualize the powder flow. The
shoe consists of a rectangular bottom part and an inclined top
part which are joined together. The bottom part has dimensions
of 27 mm, 30 mm and 20 mm in length, width and height, respectively. The top part is 45 inclined in the right side, whereas the
left side is in line with the bottom part (Figure 1(b,c)). The total
shoe size is 100 mm 30 mm 100 mm. The acrylic glass die is a
cylinder with dimensions of 9 mm diameter and 15 mm height
providing a volume of 954 mm3. The die moves along the
guided ramp at an adjustable speed of 50 mm/s to 500 mm/s
(Figure 1(a)). The die is constructed in such a way that it can be
removed after it passes under the shoe so that the mass of the
powder collected in the die can be measured. Using this system,
the die-filling behavior of different materials was measured
according to a consistent procedure as outlined in the following.
At first, the shoe was filled with the powder up to the top of
the inclined part as shown in Figure 1(b,c). Next, the die filling
speed was set (a value between 50 mm/s to 500 mm/s was
chosen), and upon start the die would move from left to right as
indicated in Figure 1(b,c). The powder mass collected in the die
was measured by removing the die and it was put back in its position. Following this, the die was re-set to its original position by
moving the die in its guided ramp in the backward direction
(Figure 1(a)). To minimize the effect of die movement on the powder in the shoe that is in contact with the die, it was moved at
lowest possible speed of 50 mm/s. For each set die speed, the
above procedure was repeated at least three times (triplicate
measurement) before next die speed was chosen. The increasing
order of die speeds was considered in the die-filling measurement,
that is, at first the measurement was performed with 50 mm/s followed by 100 mm/s, 150 mm/s, 200 mm/s, 300 mm/s, 400 mm/s
and 500 mm/s. During the measurement, the amount of powder
in the shoe was kept constant by steadily refilling. In addition, all
surfaces, in particular the acrylic glass die and shoe, were electrostatically neutralized between every measurement with an antistatic gun (Zerostat 3, Milty Pro, United Kingdom) to eliminate any
charge influences. The antistatic gun released a stream of positive
ions followed by negative ions.
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Figure 1. The new model die-filling setup including the complete setup (A) and the shoe and die before (B) and after (C) die filling.

The die fill ratio (d) of each material was calculated, which is
defined as the ratio of the mass collected in the die (mdie) and the
maximum possible mass that can be filled into the die defined by
the powder’s bulk density (confer Section 2.3), according to
Equation (3).
mdie
d¼
(3)
qb  Vdie
The complete system was cleaned and completely dried
between different materials.
As the new system was not operated under vacuum nor suction filling was considered, the effect of entrapped air in the die
as the die was being filled with the powder will have significant
influence on the die filling behavior.

3. Results and discussion
The flowability of the materials is assessed using the ring shear
tester and the specifically designed and adapted model die filling
system. A correlation between ring shear cell measurements and
easy accessible physical powder properties is described. The novel
model die filling system is used to evaluate (1) the die-filling performance of different materials, and (2) the influence of the die
speed on the die fill ratio for the selected materials. A flowability
metric in addition to the vc is derived which can be utilized in
assessing the performance of powders in tableting. Also, an
attempt is made to predict this newly defined index from the
powder physical properties. Eventually, the results obtained using
the ring shear tester and the model die filling system are
compared.
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3.1. Correlation between powder flowability and physical
properties
The ratio between principle consolidation stress and unconfined
yield stress, in other words the ffc, of materials is a function of different properties such as particle shape (Podczeck and Mia 1996;
Hou and Sun 2008), size (Podczeck and Mia 1996; Hou and Sun
2008; Leyva and Mullarney 2009; Capece et al. 2015, 2016), density
(Hou and Sun 2008; Capece et al. 2015, 2016) and chemical nature
of the material (Hou and Sun 2008). The ffc is the most prevalent
measure, compared to the TAUC (see Section 2.4) and the PHIE
(measure of the internal friction at steady-state flow), that can be
obtained from shear cell measurements. On a daily basis, it would
be of great interest to be able to easily classify a powder, a blend
or a formulation into the different flowability categories without
actually performing the time- and material-consuming shear cell
experiment but through prediction based on other properties that
are easier to get. One approach, as proposed by Capece et al.
2015 and 2016, could be to generate a material databank including particle size, particle density, dispersive surface energy of the
raw materials and to predict the ffc by an empirical equation that
can be applied for raw materials as well as mixtures (Capece et al.
2015, 2016). However, one drawback of the proposed flowability
model prediction is the availability of inverse gas chromatography
instruments in standard development laboratories. A more convenient way is to exploit the quick, operator-independent, reproducible, and easy particle size measurement via laser diffraction or
analytical sieving which is typically available in every formulation

3 Results and Discussion
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research laboratory. Following a previous study (Leyva and
Mullarney 2009), a similar attempt is made to predict the flowability from particle properties. In that, Leyva and Mullarney classified
their materials into different groups as excipients, API, active
blends, active granules, and for each group one corresponding ffc
correlation was proposed. The correlations were developed based
on a four-parameter model including the x10, x50, x90 and volume
mean diameter suggesting a logarithmic relationship with ffc.
In this work, the PSD and ffc of 28 different materials (Table 1),
consisting of excipients, placebo and active blends, are measured.
The data of 22 materials is used to generate a correlation using
partial-least squares (PLS) regression analysis to predict the flowability and the remaining six materials are used for validation. In
contrast to previous work (Leyva and Mullarney 2009), the
approach in this study generates a single PLS model, which
includes all the materials without any grouping. Thus a much
wider applicable data range is provided (Table 1) and uni/- and
multi-modal particle size distributions are included as well. An
iterative process is pursued to develop the easiest correlation consisting of least number of variables but at the same time showing
best prediction. First of all, all possible particle size variables (x10,
x50, x90, and SPAN) are included in the PLS model and different linear combinations of them are tested. Best results are obtained for
a logarithmic relationship which is in accordance to particle size
data of previous studies (Podczeck and Mia 1996; Leyva and
Mullarney 2009) and other powder measurements such as the
logarithmic connection between compact tensile strength and
solid fraction (Hiestand 2002). The following equation is obtained
allowing an 81.6% explanation of the response variation:
 
 
 
x10
x50
x90
lnðffcÞ ¼ 0:44  ln
þ 0:53  ln
þ 0:02  ln
lm
lm
lm
(4)
 0:22  lnðSPANÞ  1:39:
Other material properties such as the specific surface area as
well as the density (true and bulk) may influence particle flowability, however, including these additional properties in Equation (4)
has not shown any improvement in terms of ffc predictability.
Applying a non-iterative partial-least squares fitting algorithm
(Garthwaite 1994; Wold et al. 2001) suggests the lowest root
mean predicted residual sum of squares (PRESS) value including
two factors only. Those two most important variables (indicated
by their variable importance value (VIP)) are ln(x10) and ln(SPAN)
with VIPs of 1.4 and 1.0, respectively. In the next step, a second
PLS model is developed including only those two important variables giving Equation (5):
 
x10
þ b  lnðSPANÞ þ constant:
(5)
lnðffcÞ ¼ a  ln
lm
The validity of Equation (5) to predict the ffc by x10 and SPAN
was tested as follows. The normality distribution of the residuals
(the delta between measured ln(ffc) to predicted ln(ffc) (by
Equation (5)) values) by Anderson-Darling normality test (Razali
and Wah 2012) gives a p-value of 0.44 (> a ¼ 0.05) showing that
the residuals are normally distributed. Furthermore, no trend in
residuals over ffc can be identified. Next Equation (5) is mathematically transformed into Equation (6) to simplify the logarithmic version of Equation (5) as given below:
 a
x10
ffc ¼
 SPANb  c:
(6)
lm
Here the constants a, b and c, are 1.146, 0.422 and 0.185,
respectively. The measured and predicted data points of materials
to generate and to test the correlation according to Equation (6)
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Figure 2. The ffc measured versus ffc predicted for 28 materials. The materials
used in generating the correlation (Equation (6)) are indicated in black, filled
circles, whereas the materials used for correlation validation are shown in red,
unfilled circles.

are plotted in Figure 2. ANOVA analysis of the measured and predicted groups shows that they are statistically not significantly different (p-value ¼ 0.97 at a ¼ 0.05). In addition, most of the data
are within the 95% confidence band. Importantly, the prediction
rate of Equation (6) is highest at low ffc values, in particular in the
range of ffc ¼ 4–10 (Jenike 1964), confer Section 2.4)) in which
materials are prone to show flowability issues in a given process.
Another indicator for goodness of fit is the high correlation coefficient (R2) between measured and predicted values of 0.75. In addition the mean residual value is 1.9 which is 17.4% relative to the
mean measured value. Eventually, 85.7% of all materials are correctly predicted, 7.1% under- and 7.1% over-predicted as per the
flowability classification of Jenike (Jenike 1964) (confer Section
2.4). The under-prediction is usually not considered as a critical
issue in a given process.
As shown by Equation (6), a decrease in particle size (x10)
reduces the flowability (ffc) which is consistent with literature data
(Hou and Sun 2008; Leyva and Mullarney 2009; Jager and
Bramante 2015). Smaller particles have a higher total contact area
which in turn increases the overall particle-particle interactions
including van der Waal’s force and H-bonding. The stress required
to induce particle-particle relative movement (shear failure) is
thereby higher. Thus the negative effect of particle size reduction,
in particular of smallest size fraction, on flowability is mainly
caused by the increased specific surface area (Hou and Sun 2008).
The major benefit of Equation (6) lies in the wide range of particle sizes (x10: 7.4 – 66.6 mm, x50: 37.2 – 202.1 mm, and x90: 88.8 –
868.8 mm) and ffc values (4.0 to 27.8) tested (Table 1) which
implies the usability of flowability prediction for a huge set of
materials. Overall, the generated correlation is tested and shows a
good prediction for all powders in the ‘good’ and ‘free’ flowing
range (Jenike 1964) Section 2.4, Table 1), however, it is highly suggested to conduct the ring shear tester experiments in case that
the predicted flowability of a material falls into the ‘cohesive’ category (ffc < 4). To be able to correctly predict the flowability of
‘cohesive’ materials as well, further investigation is necessary to
include more materials that fall into the ‘cohesive’ class.
Additionally, it may be required to run RST measurements for
materials that fall at the boundary/limits of classification. The
accuracy of this PLS model prediction can be increased by adding
additional measurements. The correlation is generated and validated at 2 kPa pre-shear stress measurement (confer Section 2.4)
but different particle size relationships or individual particle size
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influence weighting may change at different consolidation
stresses. Therefore, adaption of Equation (6) to the stresses found
in a given process is required.
In comparison to the approach by Capece et al. 2015 and
2016, Equation (6) is able to predict the full range of ffc values,
whereas their proposed approach via the granular Bond number
(Capece et al. 2015, 2016) should only be applied to materials
with a granular Bond number >1 or in other words for cohesive
materials for which powder flowability is mostly affected by the
van der Waals force. However, if additional material characteristics,
such as dispersive surface energy, are available, the combined
approach by Capece et al. 2015 and 2016 might provide more
accurate ffc prediction compared to Equation (6) as it takes into
account the relationship between the cohesive van der Waals
force and the particle weight.
A short application outline of Equation (6) could be for
example: In manufacturing, the consistency of flowability between
batch to batch can be easily monitored and controlled by two
steps: (1) at first establish a standard PLS model for flowability
prediction (calculate a, b and c of Equation (6)) based on available
batches that work without flowability issues, and (2) then simply
predict ffc using Equation (6) for the next batches, and take corrective action if it does not fall into the established working range.
Eventually, extensive experience of production operators could be
applied and process-dependent flowability limits can be specified
(Jenike 1964). This correlation (Equation (6)) of ffc with particle
size is a versatile tool and could, if necessary, be improved by
including particle shape effects (Johanson 2009; Yu and Muteki
2011). However, it is partly possible to transfer the ffc data to
assess die filling performance of a given material (refer Section 3.4
Comparison of die filling metrics with classical ring shear results).
Though the ffc measurement offers a good estimate of powder
flowability, its application is validated for flow in hoppers or bins.
It is completely understandable that the direct transfer of the ffc
to the die filling in tableting may not be possible due to the differences in stress conditions that the powder is subjected to in
RST in comparison to die filling. Selecting the pre-consolidation
stresses in RST similar to the die filling may enable such data
transfer, however such an attempt has not yet been made. The
flowability measurements such as angle of repose, Carr’s index,
etc. also fail to provide direct understanding of the die filling. This
gives an impetus to measure the die filling performance using
custom-designed devices.
3.2. The flowability assessment using the new model die-filling
system
The custom-designed system, which is an extension of the Wu
et al. model die-filling system (Wu et al. 2003) (Figure 1) is used
to measure the powder flow in the context of die filling (refer to
Section 2.5) relevant for gravity feeders. The main difference of
this system in comparison to the previous is that powder is delivered from a stationary feeding hopper or shoe into the moving
die. This would lead to the following alterations. For example, in
the new system, only very little momentum is transferred to the
powder in the shoe that is lying just above the die surface due to
shear. However, in the Wu et al. system with a moving shoe, the
whole powder bed in the shoe gains momentum with some velocity gradient from top to bottom of the shoe. This influences (1)
the particle rearrangement within the shoe and (2) the discharge
of particles into the die. In addition, the new system has smaller
dimensions of the die and the shoe. The former implies that a
cylindrical die with dimensions similar as found in tablet presses
(diameter of 9 mm and height of 15 mm) was used in contrast to
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the cuboid die shapes Wu et al. considered with width  length
dimensions of 5 mm 25 mm to 23 mm 25 mm, which are relevant for steel or ceramic industry. Furthermore, the shoe of the
new system has a smaller cross-sectional area (58.5% less compared to earlier work) that is open to die inlet, and the ratio of
shoe opening area to die is 13 and 20 in the new and old system,
respectively. The actual filling time at the same speed, calculated
by comparing the shoe lengths (new system: 27 mm, previous system: 65 mm) is more than half lower in the new system. The
design considerations should allow the results transfer to gravity
feeders. All measurements with the new system are performed in
air and suction filling is not considered. Thereby the effect of air
back pressure as powder is falling into the die will significantly
affect the die filling process (Sinka et al. 2004).
In a first set of experiments the die fill ratios (d, obtained
through the maximal possible fill level by the materials’ bulk densities, confer Section 2.3) at lowest possible die speed of 50 mm/s
for in total 21 materials (Table 1) were tested. In connection with
the ffc measurement and prediction given in Section 3.1 (Equation
(6)), it can be concluded that only materials with a good powder
flowability, namely ffc > 10 show sufficient die fill ratios (> 49.7%)
at lowest possible speed (50 mm/s). In case that less powder flowability (e.g. as estimated through Equation (6)) is given, the material would not show appropriate die filling in gravity feeding. Since
the dimensions of the new system are more close to the actual
dimensions of a tablet press compared to the Wu et al. system
(Wu et al. 2003), an early decision between ‘flow’ (ffc > 10) and
‘no flow’ (ffc  10) for gravity feeding can be made. As a consequence for the latter case, the die filling for the material should
be performed via a force-feeding mechanism or the formulation
requires an optimization otherwise it would not be possible to
obtain filled dies. In case that a sufficient powder, flowability is
provided (ffc > 10) the model die filling system can be utilized to
further assess the die speed for filled dies and to investigate the
influence of tableting speed on tablet mass, as discussed in the
following.
The influence of die speed on the die fill ratios for the nine different materials (seven diluents and two placebo blends (Table 1),
ffc > 10), are shown in Figure 3. For those materials, it is clearly
seen that increasing the die speed results in a decreased die fill
ratio. This observation is similar to previous work with the moving
shoe system (Wu et al. 2003; Sinka et al. 2004; Wu and Cocks
2006; Jackson et al. 2007; Schneider et al. 2007; Mills and Sinka
2013) where the die fill ratio decreased with increasing shoe
speed. The die fill ratio shows a sharp decrease between 50 mm/s

Figure 3. The effect of die speed (v) on the die fill ratio (d) for different pharmaceutical powders. Lines are generated by applying Equation (8).
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to 200 mm/s die speeds, and it reaches a plateau with further
increase in die speed assuming an exponential decay profile. The
die speed at which this plateau is reached and the value of this
constant die fill ratio towards higher speeds is different for different materials (Table 1). This plateau or in other words minimum
filling level at high die speeds is also reported for the Wu et al.
model die filling system ((Sinka et al. 2009), Figure 3 therein). The
minimum die fill ratio is mainly dictated by the particles located
at the shear layer between the die table and shoe opening. They
form a thin layer on the die holder and fall into the die due to
motion and sudden stopping of the moving die. Out of nine
materials shown here, only three materials reveal a 100% fill ratio
at the lowest possible die speed of 50 mm/s. All other materials
cannot reach complete filling even at such a low die speed (see
Figure 3), for example, placebo blend 1 can only be filled up to
50% at the lowest die speed. This low die fill ratio or in other
words incomplete filling at low die speed for many materials in
comparison to the earlier works (Wu et al. 2003; Sinka et al. 2004;
Wu and Cocks 2006; Jackson et al. 2007; Schneider et al. 2007;
Mills and Sinka 2013) using the moving shoe system can be attributed to the differences in geometrical setups, as discussed. In addition, assuming that the die dimensions are same as the Wu et al.
model die filling system (Wu et al. 2003), the reduced cross-sectional area of the new shoe alone would result in a mass flow
rate reduction by 33% (calculated by Beverloo equation (Beverloo
et al. 1961)). For example, Avicel PH 102, shows a 10% fill ratio at
50 mm/s die speed in the new system (data not shown), whereas
it was found to have about 20% fill ratio in the earlier work (Sinka
et al. 2004). Furthermore, and as already mentioned, the pressure
build up by the entrapped air as powder is entering the die
opposes the mass flow rate resulting in a decreased fill ratio
(Schneider et al. 2007).
Wu et al. (Wu et al. 2003) proposed that only two tests need
to be conducted to determine the vc: one test at low shoe speed
where the die is completely filled; the other at high shoe speed
where the die is partially filled (Wu et al. 2003). Their study suggested that from those two tests, the fill ratio at any shoe speed
can be obtained by the ratio of vc to shoe speed, as given in
Equation (7) ((Wu et al. 2003), Equation (8) therein).
 6=5
vc
:
(7)
d¼
v
However, this approach cannot be applied to the new system
(in this case not critical shoe speed (vc) but critical die speed (vc,
Die)) as for most of the materials no complete die filling at the
lowest die speed (50 mm/s) is obtained. In addition, it is very difficult to choose a sufficiently low die speed ensuring 100% filling
for any desired materials if the powder flow behavior is unknown.
As a workaround, the measured fill ratio at a given die speed is
plotted versus (1/v)6/5 and subsequently the slope is determined,
which is nothing but the (vc, Die [Wu])6/5 (as given by Equation (7)).
The vc, Die [Wu] for all tested materials are provided in Table 1, and
also illustrated in Figure 5. In the next step, the predicted fill levels (dpredicted, [Wu]) by using the ratio of vc, Die [Wu] to die speed following Equation (7) are calculated and plotted in Figure 4
exemplarily for Pearlitol 100 SD and Parteck M200 (see blue colorfilled squares). Compared to the measured fill levels (see black
color-filled circles), the dpredicted, [Wu] are underestimating the fill
levels for Pearlitol 100 SD and Parteck M200 over the complete
range of die speeds. Furthermore, Equation (7) does not account
for the constant fill ratio at sufficiently high die speeds (confer
above and Figure 3). Another limitation of Equation (7), which is
maybe trivial, is its indefinite form at v ¼ 0 mm/s and its
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application validity for v > vc, Die [Wu] only. Although it was stated
(Wu et al. 2011) that the exponent in Equation (7) (¼ 6/5) gave a
good fit to the majority of the experimental results reported (Wu
et al. 2003; Sinka et al. 2004; Wu and Cocks 2004; Schneider et al.
2005; Wu and Cocks 2006; Wu et al. 2011), it was suggested that
an adaption to the material considered could provide more appropriate results. Considering different values for this exponent, ranging from 1.0 to 1.5, the dpredicted, [Wu] is calculated (data not
shown). It is found that the lower values of the exponent give
slightly better fill ratio prediction at lower die speeds, however
they still yield lower fill ratios than the experiment. Given those
limitations, a new curve fitting of die fill ratio (d) with die speed
(v) is suggested using an exponential decay equation (Equation
(8)) as given below (see solid lines in Figure 3):
d ¼ dmin þ ðdmax  dmin Þ  eb  v :

(8)

Here, dmin (%) is the minimum die fill ratio (confer above),
whereas dmax (%) is the maximum die fill ratio, and b ((mm/s)1)
is the decay rate constant of the curve which will be explained
subsequently. The goodness of fit of Equation (8) is shown exemplarily for Pearlitol 100SD and Parteck M200 in Figure 4 (see red
color-filled deltas). The predicted fill levels practically overlap with
all the measurement points over the complete range of tested die
speeds.
Similar to the critical shoe speed (vc) calculation as defined by
Wu et al. (Wu et al. 2003), the “critical die speed” (vc, Die [current]) is
calculated by substituting the fill ratio d with 100% in Equation
(8). The vc, Die [current] is shown for the different materials in Figure
5 and Table 1. The direct proportionality between the vc, Die [current] and the reciprocal decay rate constant b (DFI in Figure 5),
illustrated in Figure 5, exists as per definition of Equation (8). As
proposed (Wu et al. 2003), the higher the vc, Die the better the
flowability of the considered material. By comparing the vc, Die [current] of Parteck M200 and Lactopress only a slight difference, that
is, about 6.7% (see Table 1, Figure 5) is observed, however the
decay rate constants of the curves (b, DFI) differ quite significantly
(Table 1, Figure 5). The fill ratio of Parteck M200 shows less sensitivity to increasing die speeds compared to Lactopress (Figure 3).
In conclusion, the vc, Die [current] alone as given in Equation (8) (Wu
et al. 2003) is not appropriate to precisely predict the response of
the fill ratio at different die speeds (confer above). However, it is
clear from Equation (8) that the decay rate constant b along with
vc, Die is more adequate to capture the influence of the die speed
on the die fill ratio. To augment this statement, further explanation is given in the following paragraph.
The response of the fill ratio d for different values of the decay
rate constant b (minimum, maximum, and two intermediate values according to Table 1) keeping dmin and dmax values constant
(median value of data range) is shown in Figure 6. Overall, it can
be clearly seen that increasing the b value results in a steeper
decrease of the fill ratio. However, the sensitivity of the die fill
ratio to the changes in b value shows dependence on the die
speed. For example, at lower speeds, a 10% increase in die speed
from 100 to 110 mm/s results in 12% and 9% decrease in fill ratio
for b ¼ 0.025 and b ¼ 0.011, respectively. Under higher speeds, an
increase in die speed from 200 mm/s to 220 mm/s (10% increase)
shows a decrease in die fill ratio by 7% and 26% for b ¼ 0.025 and
b ¼ 0.011, respectively. In summary, for higher b values the die fill
ratio of a given material is very sensitive to differences at low die
speeds and shows rather resistance to higher speeds. This phenomenon is inverted for lower b values. The vc, Die [current] values
are 29 mm/s, 35 mm/s, 45 mm/s, and 62 mm/s for b ¼ 0.025 1/mm/
s, 0.020 1/mm/s, 0.016 1/mm/s and 0.011 1/mm/s (Figure 6),
respectively. With this model calculation (considering constant
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Figure 4. Comparison of fill ratio prediction by power law relationship, proposed by Wu et al. (Equation (7)), and exponential decay rate (Equation (8)). The dotted
lines indicate the vc, Die [Wu] (by Equation (7)) and vc, Die [current] (by Equation (8)).

Figure 5. Calculated critical die speeds (vc, Die [Wu] and vc, Die [current]) and
comparison of DFI for different materials in the modified model die filling setup.

dmin and dmax values), it becomes clear that the larger the vc, Die
[current], the lower the b, and the higher the powder sensitivity to
high die speeds. As an extension to the definition given by Wu
et al. (Wu et al. 2003), powder flowability cannot only be defined
by the minimal die speed to obtain complete filling but also by
the powder’s sensitivity to die speeds. This finding is only possible
by using an exponential decay curve fit as given in Equation (8).
The b values of different materials are shown in Figure 5 and
tabulated in Table 1. As shown in Figure 3, Lactopress shows a
steeper fill ratio decrease at low die speeds due to the high b
value (¼ 0.019) in comparison to Parteck M200 which shows less
decrease in fill ratio as it has a lower b value (¼ 0.015, which is
about 21% lower than the Lactopress b value). Hence a new flowability metric, termed as ‘die fill index’ (DFI), which in other words
is the b value (refer to Equation (8)), is introduced as an additional
metric to the critical die speed providing a starting point for powder sensitivity to tableting speed. Although it is clear that the DFI
depends on the die and shoe dimensions (as it is not non-dimensional but has the units of inversed die speed), and the effect of
air, with or without suction filling, plays a crucial role during die
filling and these effects have not been evaluated for this new system yet, results from the new model die filling system can still
serve as a first starting point for understanding the influence of
tableting speed on die fill ratio. For example, a similar procedure
as proposed by Schneider et al. (2007), who tried to link results
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Figure 6. The influence of the DFI or decay rate constant (b) on die fill ratio (d)
at different die speeds (v) under constant dmin (12%) and dmax (178%) values
(Equation (8)). The dotted line shows the corresponding vc, Die [current] at a given
DFI (b). Grey zones (100 – 110 mm/s and 200 – 220 mm/s) are marked for comparison purpose, confer text.

from the translational model die filling system (Wu et al. system
(Wu et al. 2003), measurement in vacuum) with tableting speed in
rotary tablet presses, can be followed. However, experimental verification with a rotational model die filling system and furthermore
including the effect of suction filling is necessary.

3.3. Determination of DFI from easily accessible powder
properties
From the previous section, it is clear that the DFI and vc, Die [current]
are important flowability measures. However, it is very costly to
conduct a model die-filling experiment, which is not a standard
method in pharma industries, for each and every material used in
tablet formulations to obtain those values. Moreover, in contrast
to the proposal of Wu et al. (Wu et al. 2003) (confer also Section
3.2), it is not possible to obtain the vc, Die [current] by performing
die-filling measurements at only two die speeds. On the other
hand, knowing the DFI would be a great benefit as it helps to categorize the powders and final blends during the formulation
development. To close this gap to a certain extent, an attempt is
made to correlate easily available powder properties with the DFI.
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Figure 7. The comparison of measured and predicted (by Equation (9)) values of
DFI. The materials used in generating the correlation (Equation (9)) are indicated
in black, filled circles whereas the materials used for correlation validation are
shown in red, unfilled circles.

The prerequisite for die filling by gravity is a sufficient powder
flow with a ffc > 10, which can be easily estimated via Equation
(6), Section 3.1. Following a similar procedure as described in
Section 3.1, different PLS models for the prediction of DFI by
intrinsic particle properties have been tested. The basic rule
employed in generating such a correlation is to consider only easily accessible material properties so that any additional measurements are not necessary. The best fit for the DFI of 7 out of 9
different materials tested (Table 1) is obtained by a combination
with the particle size measures, x10, x50, and x90, (in mm), given in
Equation (9):
 0:147  0:248  0:233
x10
x50
x90


 0:389:
(9)
DFI ¼
lm
lm
lm
Similar as already described for Equation (6), the applicability of
Equation (9) was tested. The goodness of fit of the model is
assessed by plotting the calculated DFI values vs the predicted DFI
values for all materials (Table 1) according to Equation (9) as shown
in Figure 7 along with the 95%-confidence bands. With this PLS
model (Equation (9)) 75.5% of the variation of the DFI can be
explained. The Anderson-Darling normality test (Razali and Wah
2012) of the residuals (measured vs. predicted DFI by Equation (9))
provided a p-value of 0.99 (> a ¼ 0.05) and no trend of the residuals
over increasing DFI values can be identified. No statistically significant difference between measured vs. predicted DFI values (ANOVA,
p-value ¼ 0.996) is found, and a high correlation coefficient
(R2 ¼ 0.76) is obtained. However, the facts that the maximal relative
difference of predicted to measured DFI is 20.6% and the data
points for Lactopress and Parteck M100 are outside the 95%- confidence bands, gives room for improvement, for example, by including more materials and additional particle properties.
The influence of each factor on the DFI in Equation (9) and the
corresponding possible explanation will be given in the following.
The x10, x50, and x90 are set to a medium value of the data range,
to 58 mm, 141 mm, and 275 mm, respectively. From these values, at
first each factor is exclusively increased or decreased by 25% by
keeping all other factors constant. As the exponents for all variables in Equation (9) are <0 (negative), their increase results in a
decrease in DFI, thereby an increase in vc, Die [current], and as a
result an increase in flowability (confer above). However, the
extent of decrease in DFI is different for the individual particle size
parameters, with the highest influence by x50, followed by x90,
and x10.
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This model calculation (for a reasonable parameter range in
the tested setup) can help to understand which parameter can be
changed to reduce/elevate the DFI most significantly thereby the
sensitivity of the material to die speeds. Out of all parameters, the
x50 and x90 have the highest influence on the DFI and a thoroughly considered combination of excipients can improve the die
filling rate significantly.
It can be recommended to substitute material property data in
Equation (9) to check in which range the DFI would fall if the ffc is
>10, and to get a valuable powder flowability index at an early
development stage. However, it is not possible to completely predict
the die-filling process as the dmax and dmin, which are also material
dependent and necessary to solve Equation (8), are still unknown.
With the given correlation (Equation (9)), the DFI could be calculated, and the vc, Die [current] may be approximated as the reciprocal
of DFI. Although the DFI is not non-dimensional and its dependency
on the die and shoe dimensions needs further investigation, this
approach offers the opportunity to quickly assess whether changes
in powder properties (particle size) of a formulation can, and to
which extent, positively influence the tableting process.
3.4. Comparison of die filling metrics with classical ring shear
results
One of the most accepted powder characterization techniques is
shear cell testing in powder handling industries since it can directly provide information for hopper discharge experiments
(Schwedes 2005). The basic concept, developed by Jenike (Jenike
1964), was to provide design charts to determine which flow pattern, mass or funnel flow, could be expected during gravity discharge from a bin or hopper under steady-state flow. The
obtained information through the material’s ffc value is useful to
predict the powder behavior in steady-state flow however the link
to transient or dynamic flow is unclear (Wu et al. 2011).
Depending on the given process for which powder flowability
should be predicted, it is well known that the applied powder
characterization technique should be carefully chosen (Prescott
and Barnum 2000; Leturia et al. 2014). Main considerations are the
stress levels and flow conditions the powder is being subjected to
during measurement. In the context of die filling, the flow condition consists of three main factors: (1) The flow rate of particles
out of the shoe into the die, (2) the interaction between powder
flowing into the die and the powder already discharged into the
die in particular towards the end of die filling where direct shearing could occur, and (3) lastly, the presence of air in the die slowing down the filling process and potentially altering the particle
packing pattern in the die (Wu et al. 2011).
When it comes to tableting and in particular die filling, Wu et al.
(Wu et al. 2011) showed for two different grades of microcrystalline
cellulose a tendency for correlation of shear cell data with critical
shoe speed of the Wu et al. model die shoe-filling system (Wu et al.
2003). As already described in Section 3.2, materials with ffc > 10
could provide sufficient d at lowest die speed and an exponential
relationship between d-v could be identified. In contrast, a low powder flowability indicated by ffc  10, would fail to obtain filled dies
considering a gravity feeding die filling mechanism.
To evaluate the relationship between flowability of a material
measured in terms of ffc and its critical die speed (vc, Die [current]) as
well as the DFI, both are plotted in Figure 8 for the set of materials
(Table 1) which showed ffc > 10. The data clearly shows that there
does not exist any correlation between the die filling metrics and
their ffc. Though shear cell experiments can add big value to hopper
design (Schwedes 2005; Schulze 2007), the difference in methodology in particular flow conditions allows only a ‘flow’ or ‘no flow’
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Figure 8. The (1) calculated critical die speed values (vc, Die [current]), (2) DFI of
different materials, and their corresponding measured ffc value.

discrimination in gravity feeding. Even when the stress states for ffc
measurement (confer Section 3.1) are carefully selected to reflect the
stress conditions during die filling, the dynamic powder flow into
the die can partly be predicted by the steady-state flow principle of
the RST, as already explained in Section 3.1. For example Zettler
et al. (Zettler et al. 2016) reported a correlation between the collected mass variation in the die and the ffc value. They stated in
their study that a stronger powder compact (lower ffc value) would
flow more inconsistently into the die causing mass variation.
Verification of this hypothesis was not considered in the current
study, but could be easily evaluated with the model die filling system. As a conclusion only a ‘flow’ or ‘no flow’ discrimination into
the die cannot be assessed via ffc but no relation to die filling metrics, for example, powder sensitivity to tableting speed, exists.

4. Conclusions
In this work, a new model die-filling system was introduced to
mimic gravity feeding that is capable of assessing the die fill ratio
of different powders under various die speeds. In contrast to previous work (Wu et al. 2003), the new system consists of a moving
die and a stationary shoe which is one step closer to the actual
rotary tablet machines.
The new model die filling system was used to assess the flowability of materials and the results showed similarity in powder
discharge behavior with the previous work. The pressure build up
due to entrapped air as powder was entering the die reduced the
mass flow rate and resulted in incompletely filled dies even at
lowest die speed for 18 out of 21 materials. Also similar to the
previous system, the critical die speed (vc, Die [current]), the die
speed at which complete filling of the die is possible, was evaluated for sufficiently flowing materials. The impact of die speed
on the fill ratio has been found to be best described by an exponential decay curve. This approach accounted for a minimum die
fill ratio at highest die speeds and provided a good curve prediction for the fill ratio over the complete range of tested die speeds.
The decay rate constant, that is approximately inversely proportional to the vc, Die [current], strongly correlated with the powder
sensitivity to die speeds. It was defined as a new flowability metric, the ‘Die Fill Index’ (DFI) and could act in tandem with the vc,
Die [current] in evaluating die filling performance of powders. Since
die-filling experiments are not available in most of the pharmaceutical companies a correlation was established which can predict the DFI from a combination of a material’s particle size
properties. This correlation provides a first estimate of a material’s
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sensitivity to different die table speeds, which can be very helpful
during formulation and process development.
Additionally, the flowability of different materials was investigated using a ring shear tester. A correlation was generated to predict the flowability from easily accessible particle characteristics.
Furthermore, it was attempted to see the relationship between
the die-filling results and the ffc values obtained by classical shear
cell measurements. This showed that ffc data can only help to discriminate whether the materials’ powder flowability is sufficient
for gravity feeding. In case that die filling is possible, no clear correlation between ffc and die-filling metrics could be identified.
This is mainly due to the differences in powder flow conditions
and the flow regimes in these two methods. As a consequence
die-filling measurements, performed to assess the influence of
tableting speed on tablet mass cannot be simply replaced by
shear cell information.
In conclusion, the generated correlations which predict the ffc
and DFI act as a versatile tool to estimate the flowability without
the need of extensive, time-consuming laboratory work. Batch-tobatch consistency in pharma production can be monitored using
the relationships found, and those relationships can be applied for
a quick assessment of quality control. One possibility to even further improve and strengthen these correlations would be to add
more data, and to include particle shape information, which is the
focus of our future work. In addition, the new model die filling
system may be further adapted to finally have a rotational design
in hands, suction filling could be included, and last but not least
force feeding by paddle wheel rotation instead of gravity feeding
could be applied to be able to fully predict die filling in high performance rotary tablet presses.
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Outline
In the previous chapter (3.1.1) the mass discharged into the die to obtain the die ll ratio is measured.
This quantication is used to evaluate the powder sensitivity to tableting speed, though it does allow
any statement about the actual powder discharge pattern into the die. In the following, high speed
camera imaging makes use of the acrylic glass design of the model system to visualize the powder
ow pattern.
The visualization of the discharge of dierent pharmaceutical excipients enables to discern the powder ow pattern and to identify similar characteristics which may be used to categorize the materials
into dierent groups, i.e. `good, intermediate, and bad' owing. In addition, an image analysis method
is developed to estimate the powder volume within the die over lling time, the volume ow rate. The

quantication via pixel counts corresponds to the`volume ll ratio ' and is compared to the mass-based
die ll ratio δ described previously (chapter 3.1.1). Hence, dierences between the volume ll ratio
and mass ll ratio may be used to answer questions that might arise in powder compaction. Similar to
the correlations developed to estimate the DF I or f f c (confer chapter 3.1.1), a mathematical model
is established to describe the volume ow rate via particle characteristics. Supported by particle size
measurement and scanning electron microscopy, the qualitative powder ow pattern as well as the
quantitative volume ll ratio and volume ow rate in gravity lling are described.
Two complementary approaches, simple weighing of the die (confer chapter 3.1.1) as well as more
elaborated high speed camera imaging are presented to improve die lling process understanding in
gravity feeding.
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The study presents the die filling process of pharmaceutical powders using high-speed camera imaging. The objectives are
to qualitatively visualize and to quantify the powder flow. A model die filling system with a shoe for powder storage and a
moving die underneath the shoe was designed. The die filling process is captured through a high-speed camera and the
images allow flow type identification and flow rate calculation. Correlations are generated to predict the fill ratios and flow
rates based on particle size data, which could help in process understanding and optimization of die filling.
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1

Introduction

Tablets are the most common type of pharmaceutical dosage forms and are manufactured in high quantities [1].
They are produced on high-speed rotary tablet presses in
which at first the dies are filled with the blend and consequently compacted to form tablets. The prerequisite for successful tablet production at such high rates is an adequate
powder flow. A model die shoe filling system was developed
by Wu et al. [2] to visualize and to quantify the powder flow
from a shoe, moving at different velocities, into a stationary
die [2 – 9]. Schneider et al. [4] described three different
powder flow types using high-speed camera imaging, which
are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Examples for a) nose, b) bulk, and c) intermittent
flow.

Nose flow (a) occurs if the acceleration of the die forces
the powder against the back of the die. Bulk flow (b) is defined as the constant flow of powder from the free bottom
surface of the powder mass. Eventually some materials
show an unsteady flow of particle agglomerates called an
intermittent flow (c) [4].
However, in common rotary tablet presses, the cylindrical
dies are being filled from a stationary feeding system, either
filling hopper, equipped with paddle wheels, or gravity
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feeder, whereas the turret moves underneath it at defined
speed [10]. These differences impede the direct transfer of
the model die filling results [2 – 9] to powder flow in common tablet presses.
The objective of the current work is to overcome these
discrepancies by introducing a novel custom-designed setup, shown in Fig. 2 [11]. It comprises a die moving with defined speed underneath the stationary shoe. The individual
parts are transparent such that the powder flow during the
filling process can be seen. Hildebrandt et al. developed an
understanding for powder sensitivity to different die speeds
by introducing a new metric, the so-called die fill index
(DFI). A high DFI would indicate a high fill ratio sensitivity
at low and a rather robustness at high die speeds. In extension to this, the current study will visualize the phenomena
that are involved in die filling allowing flow type identification of different pharmaceutical materials [4] by using a
high-speed camera. In addition and in contrast to the previous mass-based die filling evaluation [2 – 9, 11], image
analysis will allow the quantification of volume fill ratios
that has not been done yet. The volume fill ratios during
the filling process of one die serve as basis for the calculation of flow rates and represent together with a flow type
analysis a new flowability quantification. Furthermore, cor-
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chemical structure, x50, x90, bulk density (rb),
maximum volume fill ratio (V%max), and volume flow rates (Q%t) are given as well. For the
definition of V%max and Q%t, refer to Sect. 3.

2.2 Methods
All measurements were performed at constant
conditions (25 C and 40 % relative humidity) to
make sure that the influence of moisture is same
for all materials [11]. The raw materials have not
been preconditioned prior to measurement as
they were stored under the same conditions.
2.2.1 Particle Size and Size Distribution

The particle size and size distribution (PSD) was
measured using a Sympatec Helos/Rodos laser
diffraction system (Sympatec GmbH, ClausthalZellerfeld, Germany) with a dry dispersion capaFigure 2. The new model die filling system including the complete setup (top)
bility. The dispersion pressure was optimized to
and the shoe and die before (bottom left) and after (bottom right) die filling [11].
break any loose agglomerates but not to destroy
individual particles. In the PSD, the x50 and x90
relations are generated to estimate the volume fill ratios and
defining the particle sizes represented by 50 % and 90 %,
flow rates based on material properties to quickly assess
respectively, of the cumulative distribution sum are of
flowability of new materials.
particular interest (see Tab. 1).

2

2.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials
The different pharmaceutical excipients used as diluents for
direct compression formulations are listed in Tab. 1. Their

A small sample of each material was fixed on carbon stickers (Plano GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) and sputter-coated
using a Bal-Tec SCP 050 Sputter Coater (Leica Instruments,
Wetzler, Germany) to ensure conductivity of the electrically
nonconductive organic materials. Sputtering was conducted

Table 1. Materials.

Material name

Material type

Vendor

x50
[mm]

x90
[mm]

rb
[g cm–3]

V%max
[%]

Q%t
[% ms–1]

MCC Spheres 350

microcrystalline
cellulose

JRS Pharma

463

572

0.97

100

1.16

Ludipress

93 % lactose + 3.5 %
Kollidon 30
+ Kollidon CL

BASF

202

448

0.49

100

0.59

X

Parteck M200

mannitol

Merck KGaA

182

400

0.51

100

0.43

O

Lactopress

lactose

DFE Pharma

158

310

0.58

98

0.25

X

FlowLac 90

lactose

Meggle

138

217

0.59

89

0.22

X

Pearlitol 100 SD

mannitol

Roquette Pharma

106

165

0.48

79

0.17

O

SuperTab 24AN

lactose

DFE Pharma

102

229

0.49

73

0.19

X

Lycatab C

cornstarch

Roquette Pharma

83

183

0.53

42

0.11

X

Parteck M100

mannitol

Merck KGaA

73

145

0.58

41

0.10

X
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in an evacuated chamber for 65 s at 50 mA with Argon 5.0
(Linde AG, Hamburg, Germany). Coated samples were
scanned in the SEM chamber of a Zeiss Ultra 55 Plus (Carl
Zeiss NTS GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany) with a working
voltage of 2 kV. Images were gained from secondary electrons with the SE-2 detector and are shown at a 100-fold
magnification in Fig. 3.
2.2.3 Bulk Density

The bulk density was determined according to Ph. Eur. 9.2
(2.9.34) [12]. A constant mass of 100 g material was poured
into a vibrating funnel to fill a graduated cylinder of 250 mL
volume. The powder volume was read and the bulk density
(rb) was calculated via the material mass (m) and the
loosely filled powder bed volume in the cylinder (V) according to Eq. (1). The rb is listed in Tab. 1 for all materials:
rb ¼

m
V

(1)

2.2.4 Model Die Filling System

The custom-designed novel model die filling system is
shown in Fig. 2 and described in detail by Hildebrandt et al.
[11]. This system consists of a moving die and a stationary
shoe to hold the powder as shown in Fig. 2. These parts are
made of acrylic glass in order to be able to watch the powder flow. The shoe consists of a rectangular bottom part and
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an inclined top part that are joined together. The bottom
part has dimensions of 27 mm, 30 mm, and 20 mm in
length, width, and height, respectively. The top part is 45
inclined on the right hand side whereas the left side is in
line with the bottom part (see Fig. 2). The total shoe size is
100 mm · 30 mm · 100 mm. The acrylic glass die is a cylinder with dimensions of 9 mm diameter and 15 mm height.
The die moves along the guided ramp at an adjustable speed
(50 – 500 mm s–1). It accelerates with 600 mm s–2 and
reaches a constant value for the given speed before it arrives
underneath the shoe. The die is constructed in such a way
that it can be removed after it has passed under the shoe so
that the mass of the powder collected in the die can be measured. Using this system, the die filling behavior of different
materials (listed in Tab. 1) was measured according to a
consistent procedure as outlined in the following.
At first, the shoe was filled with the powder up to the top
of the inclined part as shown in Fig. 2. Next, the die filling
speed was set to 50 mm s–1 and upon start the die would
move from the left hand to the right hand side as indicated
in Fig. 2. The mass of the die including the collected powder
was weighed and the mass of the die was subtracted.
Following this, the die was reset to its original position by
moving the die in its guided ramp in the backward direction
at the same speed. For each powder the procedure was repeated twice (triplicate measurement). During the measurement, the amount of powder in the shoe was kept constant
by steadily refilling. In addition, all surfaces, in particular
the acrylic glass die and shoe, were electrostatically neutralized between every measurement with an
anti-static gun to eliminate any charge
influences. As the system was not
operated under vacuum, the effect of
entrapped air in the die during powder
filling will have significant influence on
the die filling behavior [3].
2.2.5 High-Speed Camera Setup

The powder flow behavior during filling
of the die was analyzed with the highspeed camera system Photron Fastcam
SA2 (Photron Limited, Tokyo, Japan).
The focus area of the camera was adjusted at the bottom of the shoe opening
recording the powder flow into the moving die. A framerate of 2500 s–1 and a
resolution of 1536 · 1024 pixel in the
software Photron Fastcam Viewer ver.
352 (Photron Limited, Tokyo, Japan) was
chosen to generate images for post processing. As the die enters underneath the
shoe, the recording was triggered manually.
Figure 3. Scanning electron microscope images of the different materials. Same symbols (~, *, ¢) as in Sect. 3.1 are provided for reference.
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2.2.6 Qualitative Analysis, Calculations and Statistics

In total six frames between the beginning and the end
of the die filling were selected for further analysis (see
Figs. 5 – 7). Frame no. 1 at t0 is defined by the first particles
entering the die whereas the last frame at t5 is either the
time point when the die is completely filled or, in case of
incomplete filling, the time point at which the right hand
side walls of die and shoe are overlapping (cf. Figs. 5 – 7).
The remaining four frames were taken at constant time
intervals (Dt) between t0 and t5. The frames for t1-5 are
shown for all materials in Figs. 5 – 7.
The images were further analyzed with the open source
image editor GIMP v. 2.8 (The GIMP Team). The analysis
is exemplarily shown in Fig. 4a for Parteck M200. The volume fill ratio (V%i) at each time point (ti) is obtained by the
pixel quotient of the projected area of the partially or entirely filled and the empty die. This procedure works also in
case of uneven powder bed surfaces (cf. Fig. 4b). The final
volume fill ratio at the end of the die filling process
(V%max) is given for all materials in Tab. 1.
The local volume flow rate, Q%i, was estimated via the
V%-t graph (Fig. 4a) and represents the slope between two
measurement points with their corresponding V%i and
V%i+1 at ti and ti+1 values, respectively. Furthermore, the
slope (obtained by regression analysis) in the linear part of
the V%-t curve was considered as the total volume flow rate,
Q%t.
Eventually, the mass fill ratio (M%max), defined as the
ratio of the mass collected in the die and the maximum
possible mass that can be filled into the die defined by the
rb [11], was measured. Comparison of mass and volume fill
ratio was performed by checking normality distribution of

Figure 4. a) Volume fill ratio (V%i), local volume flow rates
(Q%i) and total volume flow rate (Q%t) vs time for Parteck
M200. b) Schematic illustration of different volume fill ratios
of dies.
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groups by the Shapiro-Wilk test followed by a t-test at
a = 0.05. For P < 0.05 a statistical significant difference
between the mean values of measured mass and calculated
volume fill ratio was assumed.

3

Results and Discussion

First of all, the general process, as powder is being discharged from the rectangular hopper into the cylindrical
die, is described for different pharmaceutical materials.
They differ in terms of chemical nature, size, shape, and
surface roughness as given in Tab. 1 and shown in SEM images (Fig. 3). The qualitative visualization using high-speed
camera is supported by a couple of new metrics introduced
in this study to quantify the die filling and to generate new
insights into powder characterization. Two relationships to
describe the volume flow rate and the volume fill ratio are
developed that allow a first flowability estimation from particle size information. These analyses can open the door for
potentially new applications in pharmaceutical tableting.

3.1 Description of the Die Filling Process
and Comparison of Different Materials
High-speed camera images of the die, illustrated in
Figs. 5 – 7, have been taken for the entire die filling process
for each and every material (Tab. 1). In comparison to the
previously reported model die filling system [2 – 9], the
following differences, in addition to the ones reported by
Hildebrandt et al. [11], can be identified. In the new system
(Fig. 2), the shoe is completely filled with powder that exerts
a high normal pressure on the powder bed at the shearing
layer with the die table. Thus, this system is more relevant
in the context of pharmaceutical die filling, as similar compared to gravity feeding (see Sect. 1 and [13]), a dense powder bed column is built in the shoe (irrespective of its exact
geometry) above the die table, leading to the following phenomenon. It implies that entrained air escaping from the
die into the shoe has to find its way through the powder
bed in the shoe [14], which is less relevant for the previous
system (see to [2 – 9]). Hence, the powder bed properties, in
particular its density and void volume, that are influenced
by its absolute particle size and size distribution and interparticle forces will significantly impact the air stream.
At first a grouping of the nine different materials into
good (~), intermediate (*), and bad (¢) flowing is provided. This grouping is mainly based on the maximum volume fill ratio (V%max) that is obtained after the complete
filling time of 550 ms (cf. Fig. 8) and the flow type [4]. Both
are mainly influenced by the mean particle size (Tab. 1,
Fig. 3). The quantitative analysis of volume fill ratio over
time for all the nine materials is given in Fig. 8. Correspondingly, the high-speed camera images for each and every
material at the given time points are shown in Figs. 5 – 7.
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Ludipress, and Parteck M200 that fall into this
category show x50 > 182 mm which allows the
identification of individual particles in highspeed camera images (Fig. 5). The flow behavior
of the individual materials are as follows.
MCC Spheres 350
MCC Spheres are micro-crystalline cellulose
particles of spherical shape (Fig. 3) that are not
used as diluents in direct compression formulations but constitute a model material for the current study. This material has the largest particle
size of all materials under investigation (Tab. 1)
and almost perfect spherical shape (Fig. 3). It
shows the fastest and complete filling in 165 ms
(Fig. 8). Compared to the second best material
(Ludipress), just half of the time for complete
filling is needed. High-speed camera images
reveal a homogeneous powder entering the die
indicating least inter-particle cohesion. This observation can be explained by (1) the high gravitational force that is acting on the large particles
overcoming non-contact forces and favoring discharge into the die [15]. Furthermore (2) the
very smooth surface of the spherical particles
(Fig. 3) prevents particle-particle friction and
decreases the non-contact forces (van der Waals,
capillary, and electrostatic forces) [15]. A high
Q%t of 1.16 % ms–1 is found which is favoring
half filling of the die within the last interval
(t4-5).
Ludipress
Ludipress is a multi-component excipient conFigure 5. High-speed camera images at different time intervals during die filltaining a diluent, binding agent, and disintegrant
ing of all materials with good flowing (one of the three measurements (Fig. 8)).
(Tab. 1). The SEM picture (Fig. 3) shows single,
large particles of spherical shape composed of
individual small particle agglomerates. These properties
The flow behavior of all the measured materials is described
lead to a good volume flow rate (Q%t = 0.59 % ms–1) during
in the following as per the groups they fall into.
die filling and a completely filled die in 365 ms (Fig. 8). The
flow can be characterized into a steady bulk flow in the first
3.1.1 Good Flowing
146 ms (t1-2). However, it changes to a dense nose flow in
Materials that can be categorized into the good flowing
the third interval (t3 = 219 ms, Fig. 5) with an increase in
group show the following properties. They are able to comvolume flow rate.
pletely fill the die as the die is moving at 50 mm s–1 underneath the shoe (V%max = 100 %, Fig. 8). The transition from
Parteck M200
bulk to nose flow type [4] over the filling time results in a
Parteck M200 is a commonly used direct compression excihigh volume flow rate (Q%t ‡ 0.43 % ms–1) which could be
pient as it is, in contrast to lactose, chemically inert. It has a
even higher if the entrained air as powder is entering the
high specific surface area given by the production process
die would not oppose powder discharge [3]. The volume
as indicated by the particle shape and surface roughness
flow rate is lowest in the first intervals (t1-3) since the die
shown in Fig. 3. The type of flow according to [4] and Fig. 1
opening is only partially open to the powder bed in the
can be classified as bulk flow at the beginning (t1) which
hopper but then increases significantly. In the last interval
then changes to nose flow (t2-4). Within the linear part of
(t4-5) the volume flow rate decreases again attributed to the
the V%-t curve (t1-4, Fig. 4a) a Q%t of 0.43 % ms–1 can be
high powder bed in the left half of the die that is reducing
obtained.
the available die cross-sectional area. MCC Spheres 350,
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Tab 24AN) have a medium range particle size of
102 mm £ x50 < 182 mm (Tab. 1).
Lactopress
Lactopress is produced by granulating crystals of
a-lactose monohydrate with water or a lactose
solution in a fluid bed process revealing, in contrast to spray-dried lactose, a less spherical but
more irregular particle shape as shown in Fig. 3.
The mean particle size (x50 = 158 mm) is only
slightly smaller compared to Parteck M200
(Tab. 1) and the quantitative (Fig. 8) as well as
qualitative (Fig. 6) high-speed camera image
analysis would suggest a grouping between the
good and intermediate category with a higher
tendency for the latter, as explained in the following. In contrast to the good flowing materials, Lactopress shows almost complete filling
(V%max = 98 ± 3 %) but requires the complete
filling time of 550 ms. Only at the very beginning (t1) a low volume flow rate of loose agglomerates can be identified which then becomes
rather constant with a Q%t of 0.25 % ms–1 during
nose flow (t2-5). In contrast to the good flowing
materials, the discharge of Lactopress is characterized by a higher particles’ cohesivitiy, in particular indicated by loose agglomerates at
t2 = 222 ms (Fig. 6).
FlowLac 90
FlowLac 90 is a spray-dried lactose with a spherical agglomerate shape, consisting of a-lactose
monohydrate crystals bound by amorphous lactose (Fig. 3). The discharge behavior of FlowLac
90 into the die right from the beginning (t1) is
characterized by loose but rather large agglomerates (Fig. 6). Only during the first interval (t1-2)
the volume flow rate is low, as the complete die
cross sectional area is not open to the shoe, but
it then increases to a constant value of
0.22 % ms–1 for the rest of the filling period (t2-5)
during nose flow [4] (Fig. 8). The high-speed
camera images show that large agglomerates
from the shoe, presumably developed by caking,
are separating as soon as the free die volume is
Figure 6. High-speed camera images at different time intervals during die filling of all materials with intermediate flowing (one of the three measurements
available. This can be particularly observed at t2
(Fig. 8)).
in Fig. 6 with a large powder cake in the top portion of die that is cracking. As a result high volume fill ratio standard deviations are obtained for the three
3.1.2 Intermediate Flowing
individual measurements (Fig. 8). A final volume fill ratio of
89 ± 3 % is obtained.
In comparison to the good, the intermediate flowing materials fill half or more of the die volume but less than 100 %
Pearlitol 100 SD
in 550 ms of filling time at 50 mm s–1 die speed. A medium
Although Pearlitol 100 SD is a mannitol, same as Parteck
volume flow rate (Q%t, Tab. 1) results from the nose and
M100 and Parteck M200, the particles resemble more or
intermittent flow types [4]. All materials that fall into this
less spheres that contain holes that are porous (generated
category (Lactopress, FlowLac 90, Pearlitol 100 SD, Super-
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less steep powder bed angle in the filled die compared to other materials point out the less cohesive nature of the material. A final volume fill
ratio of 79 ± 8 % is obtained.
SuperTab 24AN
The last material in the intermediate flowing
group is SuperTab 24AN, an anhydrous lactose
generated through roller drying. The particles,
as shown in the SEM images (Fig. 3), are of irregular shape and size. The V%-t curve during
die filling shows a clear sigmoidal shape and at
the end of the filling time an incompletely filled
die (V%max = 73 ± 2 %) is obtained (Fig. 8).
Although the particle size is close to Pearlitol
100 SD (x50 = 102 mm), the significantly differing
particle shape increases the powder cohesivity of
SuperTab 24AN that can be visualized in terms
of the large size, high density, and high frequency of the agglomerates in high-speed camera images (Fig. 6). Those agglomerates give rise
to a rather intermittent than nose flow type
during t2-5. This inconsistent discharge of large
Figure 7. High-speed camera images at different time intervals during die fillagglomerates prevents entrained air to escape
ing of all materials with bad flowing (one of the three measurements (Fig. 8)).
from the die and decreases the volume flow rate
already after the third time interval (t4-5) (see
Figs. 6 and 8) [3]. The material is classified into the intermediate and not bad flowing group by the fact that a high
V%max (> 50 %) is obtained, although high-speed camera
images could suggest a grouping located between the intermediate and bad flowing category (see below).
3.1.3 Bad Flowing

Figure 8. V%-t plot for all tested materials. Materials with ~
symbol are grouped into good, * intermediate, and ¢ bad
flowing, respectively.

during spray-drying), see Fig. 3. The powder flow of Pearlitol 100 SD differs in several ways compared to FlowLac 90.
The high-speed camera images show less agglomerates and
a more stream-like powder discharge (Fig. 6). Those observations are attributed to the low particle-particle cohesion
although the small particle size (x50 = 106 mm) might suggest the opposed effect. The smooth surface texture of the
particles decreases the contact area for non-contact forces
improving powder flowability [16]. The flow type indicates
an intermediate between bulk and nose flow that is found
to be constant over the filling time. The volume flow rate
does not change from the second interval until the end of
filling (t2-5, Q%t = 0.17 % ms–1), which is not found for any
other material independent of its group or flow type. This
very consistent volume flow rate in addition to a flat and
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The remaining materials, Lycatab C and Parteck M100, fall
into the bad flowing group. This group is characterized by a
V%max < 50 % caused by a low volume flow rate that is attributed to the intermittent flow type. The latter is driven
by the material’s small particle size (x50 £ 83 mm).
Lycatab C
Lycatab C, a partially pre-gelatinized maize starch, constitutes of the second smallest particles (x50 = 83 mm) preventing the identification of individual particles in the highspeed camera images (Fig. 7). The particle shape is least
spherical, the particles contain more edges and holes compared to all other materials, and the surface texture is quite
smooth. Lycatab C discharges in a bunch of small and low
density agglomerates at the beginning (t1) of die filling. The
highest material volume enters the die during t2 with the
highest volume flow rate (Fig. 8). As shown in the highspeed camera images (Fig. 7), large and small clumps fall into the die indicating an intermittent flow type [4]. Subsequently during t3-4 only very few agglomerates discharge
from the shoe followed by one large agglomerate in t5 resulting in a V%max of 42 ± 6 %. This very inconsistent filling
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could be explained by two reasons. First, the very small particle size and the high fines content (Tab. 1 and Fig. 3) increase the cohesive forces which become more important
relative to particle weight [15] preventing the discharge
from the shoe into the die. Another influence could come
from the high particle-particle friction that is given by the
large surface asperities increasing the particle interlocking
in the shear zone of the moving die table with the particles
at the bottom of the powder bed in the shoe. A steep powder heap in the die is developing and it does not change
over filling time which is an additional indicator for the
high cohesivity.
Parteck M100
Similar observations that are made for Lycatab C hold true
for Parteck M100. These are the intermittent flow type
characterized by agglomerates, a low volume flow rate
(Q%t = 0.10 % ms–1), and a low V%max of 41 ± 6 %. The less
steep powder bed angle in the die compared to Lycatab C
although the mean particle size is smaller (x50 = 73 mm)
could indicate a slightly improved powder flowability for
Parteck M100. This could be explained by a higher particle
sphericity as shown in Fig. 3. Although, Parteck M100 has
same chemical composition and a comparable production
process as Parteck M200, the differences in powder flow
that can be identified during die filling (Figs. 5 and 7) arise
most presumably from their particle size difference as all
other powder flowability influencing factors (e.g., shape,
chemical nature, density [11]) are negligible.

3.2 Comparison of Volume and Mass Fill Ratio
The mass filled into the die at 50 mm s–1 die speed was measured for all the materials and the mass fill ratio (M%max)
according to Hildebrandt et al. [11] was determined. The
comparison of M%max and V%max for all the materials
(Fig. 9) shows, that for MCC Spheres 350, Ludipress, FlowLac 90, SuperTab 24AN, and Parteck M100 a significant
difference is obtained (t-test, P < 0.05, indicated with *).
For the two good flowing materials MCC Spheres 350
and Ludipress, which are showing almost constant bulk
flow during die filling (see Sect. 3.1), the V%max values are
higher than M%max indicating that the filled densities are
lower than the powders’ bulk densities. In other words,
completely filled dies are shown in high-speed camera images (confer Fig. 5) in contrast to their mass-based analysis
(via their bulk densities). Since those materials show a very
good powder flow, entrained air has less time to escape
from the die [3] increasing the air volume in the powder
bed, and thus, decreasing the fill densities.
It is the other way round for FlowLac 90, SuperTab
24AN, and Parteck M100. For these materials, the significant difference between M%max > V%max may arise from the
observations that can be made during die filling. In particular, those materials discharge from the shoe into the die
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Figure 9. Comparison of maximal fill ratio obtained through
image analysis (V%max) and weighing of collected mass
(M%max).

rather as agglomerates (Figs. 6 and 7) that have been formed
in the shoe due to different mechanisms like caking.
Although those agglomerates are rather small but indeed
they show a high density resulting in higher mass fill ratios.
The remaining materials (Parteck M200, Lactopress,
Pearlitol 100 SD, and Lycatab C) show slightly higher but
not significant volume compared to the mass fill ratio differences. This observation might arise due to the less accurate volume than mass fill ratio determination. The powder
bed projection area in the images that is used for volume fill
ratio assessment might not be constant over the breadth of
the die giving a volume overestimation (Fig. 4b).
In summary, the detailed visualization of the die filling
process by using high-speed camera imaging gives several
opportunities. (1) The incremental analysis allows the flow
type identification and its possible transition over filling
time [4]. (2) Local and volume flow rates constitute new
measures for powder flowability in the context of pharmaceutical tableting that have not been reported for the previously used system [2 – 9]. (3) Last but not least, a quantitative comparison of final mass and volume fill ratio can
indicate enclosed air in the powder bed, and high density
particle agglomerates in the filled dies. The latter could
provide an explanation for possible peculiarities during subsequent compaction in the tablet press [17].

3.3 Relationship Between Volume Flow Rate
and Particle Size
From the previous sections, it is clear that high-speed camera analyses are valuable to provide insights in the die filling
mechanisms. However, it is very costly to conduct these experiments and they are not a standard method in pharma
industries. To close this gap, an attempt is made to correlate
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the easily available particle size information with the volume flow rate results from the image analysis. Particle size
is one of the main powder flow influencing factors in die
filling (see above and as shown in [11]) which gave rise to
include only this material property in the fit. MCC Spheres
350 have not been included and tested in the correlation as
they served as a model material with significantly differing
properties in terms of shape and size compared to the other
classical direct compression excipients (Tab. 1 and Fig. 3).
Out of the eight remaining materials in this study, six have
been used to generate (indicated with an X in Tab. 1) an
exponential dependency between Q%t, x50, and x90 via nonlinear least squares regression analysis (see Eq. (2)). Other
particle size data (x10, and the particle size distribution factor SPAN [11]) and mathematical correlations have been
tested as well but did not improve the goodness of fit.
Q%t ¼ 0:00047



%
0:0089 x50 þ 0:0018 x90
exp
ms
mm

(2)

This correlation (Eq. (2)) allows a first estimate of powder
flow rate into the die using x50 and x90 data. In general, a
decreased mass flow rate for increased particle size is observed by the Beverloo correlation at constant orifice diameter in hopper discharge studies [18 – 20]. This holds true if
the ratio between the orifice diameter (D) and the particle
diameter (d) is small, i.e., D/d < 20, whereas the Beverloo
correlation shows no influence of particle size on the flow
rate when D/d > 20 [18]. In this study, the materials considered (d corresponds to x50) and the system used (D
corresponds to die diameter) show D/d in the range of
44.6 – 123.3 (Tab. 1) which impedes the application of the
Beverloo correlation. Thus, a contrasting behavior with an
increase in flow rate for larger particles is found. This observation is explained by the fact that for this system the relationship between gravitational and non-contact forces, e.g.,
van der Waals and electrostatic forces, is the driving force
in discharge rate. In case of small particles, the non-contact
forces can exceed the gravitational force thereby hindering
powder discharge from the shoe into the die [15], resulting
in a decreased Q%t. In addition, this leads to an intermittent
[4] and non-constant flow of agglomerates, i.e., similar to
the one found in case of Parteck M100.
The validity of the relationship between Q%t and the particle size (Eq. (2)) is tested by comparing measured and calculated Q%t values in Fig. 10 (*). The linear regression line
through the data points shows a very high correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.975), slope (1.0677) and y-intercept (0.0001)
that are close to a line through the origin (indicating 100 %
agreement). Five data points are within the 95-% confidence
band (one exception) and no trend of the residuals is found.
Finally, Eq. (2) was applied for the remaining two materials
which were not included to generate the relationship (O in
Tab. 1). Those materials show very good agreement between
the measured and calculated flow rates as well (¢, Fig. 10).
More materials could be evaluated and included in Eq. (2)
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Figure 10. Verification of validity of Eq. (2) by comparing Q%t
measured with Q%t calculated.

in the future to strengthen its applicability and validity. The
generated correlation holds true for similar material properties in terms of particle size, shape, and surface roughness
as given in Tab. 1 (O and X) and Fig. 3. As already described
by Beverloo [18] and for the previous model die filling system [2 – 9], the volume flow rate depends on the shoe and
die dimensions, hence, adaption of the constants in Eq. (2)
for other setups would be necessary. Finally other die speeds
than 50 mm s–1 have to be tested to evaluate its influence on
Q%t and in turn on its relationship with the material’s particle size.

3.4 Relationship Between Flow Rate and Fill Ratio
In the next step, it is tested how the volume flow rate during
die filling influences the final fill ratio. The V%max vs Q%t
plot, as depicted in Fig. 11a, shows that materials with
Q%t < 0.241 % ms–1 yield incompletely filled dies. In other
words, by using Eq. (2) it can be easily estimated whether a
material of specific particle size would get completely
filled at the die speed of 50 mm s–1. In addition, a linear
relationship between V%max and Q%t is found for
Q%t < 0.241 % ms–1 (gray background in Fig. 11a). The relationship between the two measures in this zone is given in
Eq. (3) and provides a very good correlation (R2 = 0.9956,
linear regression line in Fig. 11a).
V%max ¼ 404:63ms Q%t

(3)

With the help of Eq. (3) the maximal fill ratio of a material can be assessed by utilizing either (1) measured flow
rates, or (2) estimated flow rates via particle size information according to Eq. (2). The V%max values for the materials are calculated by using Eq. (2) and plotted vs the measured data points in Fig. 11b. In case that V%max > 100 %, a
reasonable value of 100 % is assigned. Even though one data
point is lying beyond the 95-% confidence band, the estimation of V%max via particle size information and Q%t
(Eqs. (2) and (3)) provides very good results (R2 = 0.90411).
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Figure 11. a) V%max vs Q%t data points. The gray-line inked zone highlights data points with
V%max < 100 %. Dashed lines are linear regression lines for V%max < 100 % and V%max ‡ 100 %,
respectively. b) V%max calculated via Q%t calculated (obtained through particle size information
(Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)) vs V%max measured.

Thereby, the filling ratio of a material at the tested die speed
can be evaluated by using just the particle size information.

4

Summary and Conclusion

In this study a new setup was introduced to evaluate powder discharge from a stationary shoe into a moving die.
High-speed camera imaging provided a clear insight into
the transfer of the particles from the shoe into the die over
filling time. Furthermore, the image analysis constituted a
novel approach to quantify powder flowability in the context of tableting. Different pharmaceutical materials could
thereby be discriminated into good, intermediate, and bad
flowing materials according to their flow type and maximal
die fill ratio. The comparison of mass vs volume fill ratios
identified the influence of entrapped air in the die that
could counteract high powder flow rates. For those materials a very loose powder bed with a high void fraction in the
die was obtained. In contrast more cohesive materials that
showed a high frequency of agglomerates in the high-speed
camera images revealed a dense powder bed after die filling.
As this model die filling system in conjunction with the
high-speed camera setup is not commonly available, an attempt was made to correlate easily accessible material properties, such as particle size, with the volume fill rate. Thus,
not only a minimum fill rate to obtain completely filled dies
could be identified but also a relationship between fill rate
and ratio. Consequently with the given relationships the
powder fill ratio for unknown materials with similar materials properties as the ones tested in this study can be estimated. It can serve as a basis to optimize materials with
respect to particle size, i.e., through sieving to obtain the
minimal required flow rate to ensure completely filled dies
at the given die speed.
In conclusion, this study helps in understanding the die
filling process in a qualitative and quantitative manner.
Pharmaceutical development can exploit those findings and
use the new system to optimize formulation design. However, in a next step, more materials including mixtures
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should be tested. Furthermore, the elaborated relationships
hold true at the tested die speed, but in order to transfer to
different speeds, further experiments are required. Last but
not least, instead of a translational system, a similar setup
with a rotational motion will be used in the future to be able
to include the effect of centrifugal forces that are found in
rotary tablet presses.

Symbols used
d
D
rb
m
M%max
Q%i
Q%t

[mm]
[mm]
[g cm–3]
[g]
[%]
[% ms–1]
[% ms–1]

ti
V
V%i
V%max

[ms]
[cm3]
[%]
[%]

x10

[mm]

x50

[mm]

x90

[mm]

particle diameter (x50)
orifice diameter / die diameter
bulk density
mass
mass fill ratio
volume fill rate at time point ti
volume fill rate at linear part of the
V%-t curve
time point
volume
volume fill ratio at time point ti
volume fill ratio at end of filling
process
particle size of 10 % of the
cumulative distribution sum
particle size of 50 % of the
cumulative distribution sum
particle size of 90 % of the
cumulative distribution sum
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Outline
The previous chapters (3.1.1 & 3.1.2) evaluated the die lling by gravity in a translational model
system. In contrast, gravity feeding in high speed tableting involves the rotation of the turret and a
slightly modied geometry of the feeding system, i.e. an inclined chute and powder reservoir located
on top of the turret. In the next two chapters (3.1.3 & 3.1.4), those dissimilarities are considered by
applying a numerical approach.
Using the DEM instead of an experimental approach is driven by two main reasons. First, the
DEM gives the opportunity to look into closed systems which is only possible in experiments by
using transparent housings (confer to chapter (3.1.2). Thus the powder ow pattern not only from
the feeding system into the die but also within the feeding system, i.e. the rearrangement of particles
by lling up the void space as particles discharge into the die, may be visualized.
The second reason is driven by the inherent connection of individual material properties with each
other as found in real powders. Thus discriminating the inuence of individual factors is hardly possible without aecting another factor. For example, a change in particle size usually goes in hand with
a change of inter-particle cohesion (confer to chapter 2.4.4.2). In the DEM, the material properties
on a particle level may be independently changed (confer Fig. 4) and thus a single material property
inuence on the die lling process can be unveiled.
The following two chapters focus on the gravity feeder of a lab-scale tableting machine. The material
is discharging from a feeding system consisting of a cylindrical pipe, inclined chute, and rectangular
box into the rotating dies of the turret. First of all, particles of same size are used to provide a general
understanding of the powder ow within the gravity feeder. The inuence of individual material
properties that are considered to aect powder owability is studied. Those properties are the interparticle cohesion, the coecient of friction, and the coecient of restitution. This analysis should
help to understand which property is the most inuencing one in die lling and should provide a
starting point for formulation optimization. In addition, process parameters such as the turret speed
and the die diameter are evaluated.
The approach of using mono-disperse particles creates the basis for the size segregation analysis of
poly-disperse particles in chapter 3.1.3.
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a b s t r a c t
The die ﬁlling process within a lab-scale rotary tablet press is simulated using the Discrete Element Method
(DEM). The particle motion is captured as particles travel from the gravity feeder consisting of a chute connected
to the shoe represented by a rectangular box to the dies/cavities of the turret. The particles ﬁll the dies mostly due
to gravity. The process conditions such as die table speed, die diameter as well as the material characteristics e.g.
cohesion, coefﬁcient of friction, coefﬁcient of restitution, etc. inﬂuence the die ﬁlling process. The process conditions and material characteristics are systematically investigated by varying one of those parameters at a time
while keeping other conditions constant. Eventually process conditions as well as material properties were
changed simultaneously to analyze interaction relationships. The results give both qualitative (powder ﬂow pattern from the feeder to the dies) and quantitative (tablet mass variation, mass ﬂow rate etc.) insights into the die
ﬁlling process. The numerical results indicate that faster die table speeds and smaller die diameters give rise to
lower tablet mass with a signiﬁcantly increased mass variation, which would eventually increase the challenges
in meeting the speciﬁcations. On the other hand, cohesion between the particles signiﬁcantly reduces the tablet
mass and increases the mass variation. The inﬂuence of particle-wall friction coefﬁcient on the particle rearrangement is analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively, which shows that increasing the particle-wall friction reduces the dead zones within the shoe. The coefﬁcient of restitution does not exhibit any inﬂuence on the die
ﬁlling which may be attributed to the very conﬁned space of the feeding system. Eventually this study emphasizes the importance of tablet blend characterization prior to tableting and provides operators with optimal process parameters and material attributes to ensure a high tableting process performance.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The ﬁrst industrial production of tablets dates back in 1877 and
today this dosage form covers 80% of all available drug delivery systems
[1]. Over almost 150 years of tablet production and process development, nontrivial challenges still remain to ensure product quality. One
major challenge in tablet production and from a patient safety point of
view is the accurate content and content uniformity of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API). Tablets are produced in current age on high
speed rotary tablet presses in which the process is generally divided
into three distinct stages: die ﬁlling, compaction and ejection. Out of
these three stages, the die ﬁlling represents the most crucial step since
it is the last stage to control and specify the mean and range of both
the tablet mass as well as the API content.
Owing to the importance of the die ﬁlling process on the ﬁnal product quality, in 2004 the ﬁrst experimental study of the die ﬁlling process
of pharmaceutical powders was conducted [2]. The work considered a
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: srikanth.gopireddy@daiichi-sankyo.eu (S.R. Gopireddy).

model die-shoe ﬁlling system, which was similar to the one introduced
in cement and steel industry [3]. The model system contained a stationary die and a moving delivery system (shoe) which were made transparent to facilitate the visualization of the ﬁlling process. The shoe, a
rectangular box, was ﬁlled with powder and translated over a transparent die with a constant velocity between 33 and 1000 mm/s. This approach provides an opportunity to determine ﬂowability and the
amount of powder collected in the die as a function of the shoe velocity
[3]. Qualitative results include high-speed camera images which provide details of the ﬂow process as the powder is delivered into the die.
Three major types of ﬂow have been identiﬁed: nose, bulk and intermittent ﬂow. It was shown that pharmaceutical powders are more likely to
ﬂow intermittently which is illustrated by a random detachment of individual particles [4]. There are several works with this model dieshoe ﬁlling system and the latest study was in 2013 by Mills et al. [5]
with the focus on the effect of particle size and density of microcrystalline cellulose. The ﬂowability is quantiﬁed using the concept of the “critical velocity” which describes the maximum velocity of the shoe for
which a given die is still completely ﬁlled with powder after one pass
[3]. The critical velocity is correlated with the particle size, which results

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.powtec.2016.08.065
0032-5910/© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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in a higher critical velocity for larger particles [5]. This model-die system
was further extended to ﬁnd the inﬂuence of air and vacuum as well as
gravity and suction ﬁlling [2–8].
In parallel to experimental studies, numerical simulations mainly
using the discrete element method (DEM) started in 2006 with the calculation of different ﬂowability metrics [6]. Those studies with the same
model die-shoe ﬁlling system aimed at the identiﬁcation of optimum
process conditions and the optimization of powder formulation in
terms of ﬂowability and segregation through increased process understanding [6,8–15]. The initial numerical model was limited to two-dimensional analysis and only a very low number of particles (3000)
were simulated [9]. With increasing computational capabilities more realistic simulations in terms of including the effect of air [11–13] and different particle sizes as well as a higher number of particles (120,000)
[14] were considered. It was shown that suction ﬁlling, which is
achieved by moving the lower punch in a rotary tablet press downward,
signiﬁcantly increases the critical shoe velocity compared to gravity ﬁlling in air due to the development of a pressure gradient across the powder bed which augments the ﬂow into the die [15]. However, most of
these experimental and numerical studies investigated a movingshoe-static-die setup rather than a setup present in today's modern rotary tablet presses where the dies are moving below the shoe.
The interest in die ﬁlling has further grown and recently shifted to
investigate the feed frame of a rotary tablet press which is a closed
box with inlet and outlet, and contains one or more paddle wheels. Different designs of feed frames exist in terms of number, dimensions and
shapes of the paddles and the number of chambers and heights [16],
which are speciﬁc to every commercial tablet machine. Recent experimental works [16,17] investigated the effect of process parameters
within the feed frame. It was reported that the powder weight in the
dies increased for faster paddle wheel speeds and decreased for higher
turret speeds [16]. However, a higher turret and paddle wheel speed reduced the tablet tensile strength and the tabletability. Numerical studies
also supported the experimental data in which the particle velocities
and residence time distributions were calculated to measure the work
done on the particles and the resulting effects such as particle attrition
and powder lubrication were shown [18,19]. In particular, Ketterhagen
[18] studied the impact of paddle wheel shape, speed and direction on
the tablet weight, mixing, and lubrication for a lab-scale tablet press.
Furthermore, particles' segregation for low paddle wheel speeds was
calculated [19].
In contrary to the published work [18,19], which focused on the inﬂuence of force feeders on tableting, the current study presents numerical simulations of the powder ﬂow from a gravity feeder to the dies
within a lab-scale rotary tablet press. The simulations are performed
using a three-dimensional DEM. The objectives of this work include
the investigation of the effect of (1) tableting machine operating conditions, mainly the die table speed and the die dimensions, and (2) material attributes on the powder ﬂow within this gravity feeder. This study
is the ﬁrst of its kind which would give a comprehensive understanding
of powder ﬂow in the tableting unit operation under several material
and process conditions. Through this study it is aimed to ﬁnd the critical
process parameters as well as the decisive material attributes which impact the tablet quality.
2. Methodology
This section presents the details about the mathematical approach,
geometrical conﬁguration as well as the numerical simulations
performed.
2.1. Discrete element method
The DEM is a well-known approach in the particle technology, and it
has been used for more than three decades after its introduction by
Cundall and Strack [20]. The DEM has evolved over the years and has
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found applications in several industries including pharmaceutical technology to predict the powder ﬂow in tableting unit operations [21]. The
advantage of the DEM over the continuum approach is that it is able to
capture the trajectory of each and every particle in the system through
Newton's equation of motion. The forces acting on each particle which
may be due to particle-particle or particle-wall contacts or the non-contact forces such as gravity, cohesion etc. enter as source terms in the
equation of motion [22]. The theory behind the DEM, including a comprehensive literature review, is given by Zhu et al. [22], whereas
Hermann and Luding [23] present the different models relevant to particulate simulations. The details of DEM models and numerical algorithms of computing the particle ﬂow dynamics is beyond the scope of
this study and those details can be found elsewhere [21,22]. Instead,
the current study aims at using the well-developed models of DEM to
capture the particle ﬂow in a tableting unit operation under different
material and process attributes.
There are several ways to solve DEM transport equations such as
using commercial software, open source packages or in-house programming. In this work all the computations were performed using the open
source DEM software known as LIGGGHTS [24]. LIGGGHTS is developed
based on the molecular dynamic simulation tool known as LAMMPS developed by Sandia National Laboratories [25], and in this study
LIGGGHTS version 3.2.1 is used. The models chosen in this study include
Hertz and Mindlin & Deresiewicz theories for the calculation of normal
and tangential forces, respectively [26]. The cohesion is included
through the simpliﬁed Johnson-Kendall-Roberts model [27] which
adds an additional normal force contribution and this is successfully implemented in [18] and in [19]. The other non-contact force considered
includes gravity. The implementation of all the above mentioned
models as well as their validation within LIGGGHTS is given by Kloss
et al. [24].
The impact of ﬂuid presence on the particle motion is ignored in this
study, which can be modeled by coupling the DEM with the conservation of mass, momentum and energy equations of ﬂuid. Most of the tablet machines apply suction ﬁlling i.e. the lower punch moves
downwards to create a negative pressure within the die so that the particles fall from the shoe into the die under suction. The study of Wu and
Guo [15] showed that the mass ﬂow rate observed with gravity ﬁlling
under vacuum, which is considered in this study, is equivalent to suction ﬁlling in presence of air.
2.2. Computational setup
The model die-shoe ﬁlling system found in earlier studies considered a rectangular box as shoe, which moves linearly over a ﬁxed die
[6,9]. Following this, in the current study a similar rectangular box to
represent the shoe was chosen. But unlike the previous studies, the
shoe here is connected to a feeding pipe like in an actual lab-scale tablet
press with a rotating die table. The complete geometrical conﬁguration
considered in this study is shown in Fig. 1. Such a conﬁguration of the
shoe and feeding pipe is commonly found in lab-scale tablet presses
e.g. RoTab T (Luxner Tablet Presses, Germany) and Pressima AX (IMA
Pharma, Italy) and is referred to as gravity feeder, see Fig. 2. The main
difference among these gravity feeders is the extension of the shoe to
the right side (compare Figs. 1 and 2). By choosing a rectangular box
to represent the shoe rather than the original geometry it is possible
to generalize the results obtained here to other systems having similar
design. The dimensions of the feeding pipe and die table shown in
Fig. 1 correspond to RoTab T.
In those tableting machines, the powder enters the feeding pipe
from a hopper (not shown here) and ﬁlls the shoe. From the shoe,
when the die table is rotated, the dies get ﬁlled as soon as they reach
the bottom of the shoe, mainly due to gravity so as the name gravity
feeder. After the die ﬁlling, the powder within these dies is compacted
to yield tablets. The compaction process is neither displayed nor
modeled here. This whole process is called tableting. The die ﬁlling
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Fig. 1. Computational setup of the open feeder in a rotary tablet press ﬁlled with mono-disperse particles of 1 mm diameter (blue color). (Left) Side view with the cylindrical and inclined
feeding pipe (1), the rectangular feeding box (2) and die table with 10 dies (3). (Right) Front view. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

unit consists of a feeding pipe, a shoe and a die table with 10 cylindrical
shaped dies, see Fig. 1, and the blue region in this ﬁgure indicates the
powder bed. The feeding pipe consists of two parts (1) a cylinder with
3 cm diameter and 10 cm height, and (2) a rectangular inclined part
which has an angle of 45° with the horizontal axis and length of
10.6 cm. The inclined part of the feeding pipe is connected to the shoe
with the dimensions of length, width and height 4, 2 and 1.5 cm, respectively. The shoe acts as a powder storage unit before it is discharged into
the dies. Each die is a cylinder which has a height of 1.5 cm and a diameter of 0.9 cm unless otherwise speciﬁed, and the die table which holds
the dies is a circular plate with a diameter of 10 cm. All these geometries
were constructed with the open source ﬁnite element mesh tool known
as Gmsh [28], and later imported to LIGGGHTS as physical boundaries to
powder ﬂow.
2.3. Material properties and process conditions
All the numerical simulations presented in this study correspond to
mono-disperse granules having a particle diameter of 1 mm and a density of 1.6 g/cm3. The different material properties of these granules considered in DEM simulations are listed in Table 1, which are within the
range of corresponding data reported in literature [13,19,29,30]. The parameters which are varied extensively to investigate their inﬂuence on
powder ﬂow are coefﬁcient of friction (particle-particle and particlewall), restitution coefﬁcient (particle-particle and particle-wall), and

cohesion energy density. The latter quantity is a measure of cohesion
between the particles and has units of J/m3, see Table 1.
The process conditions which are varied include die table speed and
die diameter. The values considered in these two parameters are given
in Table 2, which are within the range of general tableting machine operating conditions. The different numerical setups generated through
variation of the material and process conditions are described in the
next section.
2.4. Initialization and numerical setups
Similar to the tableting unit operation, described in Section 2.2, at
ﬁrst the particles are ﬁlled into the feeding system without discharging
them to the dies. The time step considered in all the calculations is
0.5 μs, which is well below the Rayleigh- and Hertz-time [24,31].
The particles ﬁlling is done through a step-by-step procedure where
around 20,000 to 40,000 particles are inserted randomly for every 2 s
into the feeding pipe, and were allowed to settle before the next set of
particles are inserted. By this way, around 130,000 mono-disperse particles are ﬁlled in a total time of 9 s. The status of the particles after ﬁlling
and settling under gravity in the gravity feeder is visualized in Fig. 1.
During the whole ﬁlling process the temporal development of mass
holdup in the shoe is calculated and reaches a constant value of 11.2 g
within 2 s of insertion, however the discharge of powder only starts
after 9 s during which the whole feeder system gets ﬁlled to attain a
total mass of 128 g.
Following the ﬁlling and settling, the die table is rotated at a constant
speed to enable the die ﬁlling process. During the die ﬁlling, particles are
added to the feeding pipe at a rate approximately equal to the rate of
particles leaving the simulation domain due to ﬁlled dies. In this way,
the ﬁlling level in the feeding pipe is kept constant to ensure a constant
normal force acting on the particles. In reality, several tablets are
discarded at the beginning of the tableting process due to several reasons. These include (1) lubrication of the moving parts such as punches,
Table 1
DEM parameters.
Parameter
Young's modulus (GPa)

Fig. 2. Pictures of Rotab T (left) and Pressima AX (right). Top: Complete tablet press
illustration. Bottom: Open feeder.

Property of

Particle
Wall
Poisson's ratio (−)
Particle
Wall
Coefﬁcient of friction (−)
Particle-particle contact (μPP)
Particle-wall contact (μPW)
Coefﬁcient of restitution (−)
Particle-particle contact (ePP)
Particle-wall contact (ePW)
Cohesion energy density (CED) (MJ/m3) Particle

Value
8.7
210
0.3
0.35
0.35–0.9
0.3–0.9
0.15–0.3
0.15–0-3
0–3.0
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Table 2
Process parameters.
Parameter

Value

Die table speed (rpm)
Die diameter (mm)

20, 30 and 40
6, 9 and 12

and (2) machine settings adjustment to produce tablets as per the speciﬁcations such as weight, hardness etc. Additionally, the machine vibrations could also inﬂuence the tableting process [2,4,7,32,33]. However,
this study focuses mainly on the die ﬁlling process alone to get a detailed understanding on the development of ﬂow pattern within the
feeder during the initial tableting time before a steady ﬂow is achieved
and on identifying the process and material attributes that would inﬂuence in establishing a steady ﬂow. With this objective, for a given die
table speed in total 70 dies are ﬁlled which corresponds to 7 complete
rotations of the die table, after which the simulation is stopped. This corresponds to a physical tableting time of 21 s, 14 s, and 10.5 s for 20 rpm,
30 rpm, and 40 rpm die table speed, respectively.
The ﬁlled dies are analyzed over the complete discharge time and
the corresponding mean tablet mass and relative standard deviation
(RSD) are calculated. In parallel, the particle mass remaining in the
shoe as the dies are ﬁlled is computed. Similarly, the rate at which the
dies are ﬁlled or in other words mass ﬂow rate, explicitly for the 10th
die is also analyzed and it corresponds to time points of 2.89, 1.92 and
1.45 s for 20, 30 and 40 rpm, respectively. Moreover, the box was split
into four equally sized zones, and the particles in these zones are colored to visualize the particles' movement and their rearrangement
within the shoe.
The numerical simulations are performed with different process
conditions (Table 2) and the material characteristics are given in
Table 1. In order to gain clear understanding towards the impact of
each and every parameter on the powder ﬂow within the gravity feeder,
different numerical setups are created by altering one parameter at a
time, and additional setups where two-parameters are changed at
once. An overview of all these simulation setups is given in Table 3.
The ﬁrst setup is referred as the basic setup throughout the reminder
sections, corresponding to a die table speed of 20 rpm and a die diameter of 9 mm. The material properties such as cohesion between the particles, the coefﬁcients of friction and coefﬁcients of restitution are at a
minimum value compared to all other setups, see Table 3. The

differences among these setups and their inﬂuence on powder ﬂow is
analyzed extensively and they are described in the next section.
In addition to the single parameter inﬂuence on the ﬂowability metrics, the interaction effects of process conditions and material properties
are also evaluated. This interaction effects calculation is performed by
choosing a 22 full factorial design in which the categorical factors of
the lowest and highest chosen value are assigned to coded values of
− 1 and + 1, respectively. Such coded value assignment procedure is
well described, and for more details refer to Leardi [34], Andersson
[35], and Kleppmann [36]. Following these works, in this study the process condition is referred to as A, the material property as B, and the interaction between process condition and material property as AB,
respectively, see Table 4. The interaction is coded by multiplying the
coded values of column A with column B.
Main factor effects (A or B) and interaction effects (AB) are computed as follows: at ﬁrst the sum of the row product of the coded value with
the response (Xi) is evaluated, followed by computing its mean of absolute values. Higher values are considered as major effects.

3. Results and discussion
The simulations are performed to evaluate the inﬂuence of (a) process conditions, and (b) material properties of a given formulation on
the powder ﬂow from a gravity feeder, commonly known as open feeder, to the dies of a lab scale rotary tablet press. The process conditions
investigated are (1) the die table speed, and (2) the die diameter. The
results analyzed include the total mass in dies which corresponds to
tablet mass, the ﬂow rate into the dies, the variation of mass holdup
with time as well as the particle ﬂow pattern within the feeding box.
To understand the basic process of die ﬁlling within a rotary tablet
press the results are elaborated for the 20 rpm die table speed with a
die diameter of 9 mm. The respective material properties are given in
Table 3, setup number 1. This numerical conﬁguration is considered as
the basic setup whereas all other setups are generated by changing
one single parameter either material property or process condition to
capture its effect on the die ﬁlling process as described in Section 2.4.
All these numerical cases are given in Table 3. The results corresponding
to the basic setup (setup no. 1, Table 3) are explained in the next section
whereas the effect of process conditions and material properties are
given in the following sections, respectively.

Table 3
Simulation setups showing different process conditions and formulation properties.
Setup number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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Process conditions

Material characteristics

Die table speed/rpm

Die dia-meter/mm

CED/MJ/m3

20
30
40
40
40
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

9
9
9
6
12
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
6
12

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.5
3.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.5
3.0
3.0
3.0

Changed parameter

Coefﬁcient of
friction

Coefﬁcient of
restitution

μPP/−

μPW/−

ePP/−

ePW/−

0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.70
0.90
0.35
0.35
0.70
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.6
0.9
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.30
0.15
0.30
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.30
0.30
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15

–
Die table speed
Die table speed
Die diameter
Die diameter
CED
CED
μPP
μPP
μPW
μPW
μPP and μPW
ePP
ePW
ePP and ePW
Die table speed and CED
Die table speed and CED, die diameter and CED
Die diameter and CED
Die diameter and CED
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Table 4
Full factorial design matrix (22) of process conditions (A) and material properties (B).
A

B

AB

Response

−1
−1
+1
+1

−1
+1
−1
+1

+1
−1
−1
+1

X1
X2
X3
X4

3.1. Die ﬁlling process description
3.1.1. Particle ﬂow pattern within the shoe and the die
In Fig. 3, the typical powder ﬂow during the die ﬁlling in the basic
conﬁguration (setup 1, see Table 3) is exemplarily shown for the 10th
die out of 70 ﬁlled dies. The die table consisting of 10 dies moves with
a constant rotational speed of 20 rpm in the anti-clockwise direction,
whereby each die spends about 0.23 s underneath the feeding box.
The particles shown in Fig. 3 are colored according to their velocity
where red colored particles move with the highest velocity (N 3 cm/s)
and the blue colored ones remain stationary. As soon as the die opening
enters the bottom of the shoe the powder starts to slowly enter the die
mainly due to gravity and it accelerates with time. Within 0.1 s more
than half of the die volume is ﬁlled and after 0.15 s the die is completely
ﬁlled, see Fig. 3. During the ﬁlling process, the top right corner of the box
(the portion of the shoe in which particles move with highest velocity) is
getting emptied, which implies that the powder ﬁlled into the die is mostly composed of the particles that lie within the right hand side of the shoe.
Simultaneously, the particles in the inclined chute above the shoe move
slowly to reﬁll the empty space within the shoe which is more prevalent
in the right side as indicated by the particles velocity in Fig. 3. The particles
in the left side of the shoe remain mostly stagnant throughout the die ﬁlling process. Also, the particle rearrangement pattern shown in Fig. 6
(Section 3.1.4) further strengthens this observation. This conﬁnement of
particles on one side of the shoe and empty space on the other side may
lead to segregation within the feeding system in case of non-cohesive
free ﬂowing poly-disperse powders [37,38]. Most of the particles in the
shoe are stationary as seen by their velocity magnitude whereas the particles in the bottom part of the shoe are moving at about 20 cm/s which is
equivalent to the die table speed of 20 rpm.

3.1.2. Tablet mass and mass holdup in the feeding box
Fig. 4 shows the mass collected in the dies (or tablet mass) for the
basic numerical conﬁguration (setup 1, Table 3). The mean tablet
mass is 834 mg with a standard deviation of 4.8 mg. It is apparent that
the tablet mass ﬂuctuates around this mean within the range of two
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standard deviations excluding one value. This mean and ﬂuctuations
are signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the material and process conditions as
explained in the Sections 3.2–3.4. This result indicates that with the selected process and material attributes (setup 1, Table 3) a constant tablet mass will be achieved and will remain constant throughout the
whole process.
In parallel, the variation in mass holdup of the feeding box throughout the die ﬁlling process is shown in Fig. 5 which corresponds to 21 s of
tableting with 20 rpm die table speed. Before the die ﬁlling begins the
feeding box is completely ﬁlled (see also Fig. 1) and contains a maximum mass holdup of about 11.3 g. When the die ﬁlling process begins
the mass holdup starts to decrease as the particles leave the feeding
box. The mass decreases by almost 10% until the 5th die (1.39 s) is ﬁlled
and then increases again up to a constant level from about die 10
(2.89 s) on. Eventually, the mass in the feeding box is ranging within a
constant zone having a void volume of around 5% compared to the initial ﬁlling level. The results indicate that there is always a decreasing
followed by an increasing trend in the mass holdup which corresponds
to the mass ﬂow rate into the dies and particles entering the shoe to reﬁll the void space from the feeding pipe, respectively. This trend implies
that even though the particles enter the shoe continuously to ﬁll its void
space, the rate at which particles are drawn to ﬁll the dies is higher than
the rate they enter the shoe from the connecting pipe or feeding hopper,
so there is always a wave like behavior in mass holdup. This void volume helps in particle rearrangement within the box which could give
rise to segregation within the whole feeding system in case of non-cohesive, free ﬂowing particles having poly-dispersity in size [37,38].
Moreover, this analysis points out that in order to distinguish the
time at which equilibrium has been achieved in the die ﬁlling process,
it is not sufﬁcient to evaluate the mass in the dies alone but also an analysis of mass holdup within the feeding box is recommended.

3.1.3. Mass ﬂow rate into the dies
Besides the mass which is collected in the die and the mass holdup in
the feeding box, the mass ﬂow rate into the dies is also an important parameter for tableting. The mass collected in the die with time for the
10th die with basic conﬁguration is shown in Fig. 9 (see blue line,
refer to Section 3.3.1). The graph indicates that the powder starts to
ﬁll the die slowly, then accelerates with time and steadies up to 0.15 s.
Within this time period, the die gets almost ﬁlled, confer Fig. 3, due to
which the mass ﬂow rate starts to decelerate. An estimate of mass
ﬂow rate is computed following the linear zone of the mass discharge
period. Even though the mass ﬂow rate of the basic setup is as high as
6400 mg/s, only about 834 mg of powder is collected in the die since
the die volume is already completely ﬁlled before it leaves the shoe.

Fig. 3. Particle discharge from the feeding box into the 10th die. The die table moves with a constant rotational speed of 20 rpm in the anti-clockwise direction (indicated by the arrow).
Particles are colored according to their velocity (red N3 cm/s and blue 0 cm/s). The interval between each image is 0.05 s. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. Tablet mass obtained in the basic conﬁguration for 70 ﬁlled dies. Lines indicate the mean, and one and twofold standard deviations.

3.1.4. Particle rearrangement in the feeding box
To ﬁnd out how the particles move and rearrange within the feeding
box as they discharge, the shoe is divided into four equal sized
zones across its length. Each section has the dimensions of
1 cm × 2 cm × 1.5 cm. The particles in these four sections are assigned
four different colors (light blue, white, orange and red), refer to Fig. 6
(die no. 1) and the freshly added particles from the feeding pipe are represented by dark blue color. An illustration of these colored particles in
the feeding box after the ﬁrst, ﬁfth, tenth, and seventieth dies have been
ﬁlled is given in Fig. 6, where the left side images are the front view and
right side ones correspond to the top view. Accordingly, the ratio of different colored particles ﬁlled into the ﬁrst 10 dies for the basic conﬁguration is shown in Fig. 11 (see zero cohesion case, refer to Section 3.3.1).
As the die enters the feeding box from the right hand side (red zone),
initially the red colored particles are found to be highest in proportion
within the die. This corresponds to the powder state in the feeding
box which shows that the particles ﬁlled in the die stems from the
right hand side of the box and there is void space developing on this
side of the shoe, see Figs. 3 and 6. Due to this empty space on the top
right hand side of the box (Fig. 6 (front view)), immediate neighbor particles i.e., orange colored particles start to cross over to the initially red
zone followed by the grey colored particles (see Fig. 6 (front view),

die 10) causing an inter mixing in the feeding box. The amount of orange colored particles in the die starts with 37% in die 1 and contributes
only 9% in die 10 (Fig. 11 (zero cohesion case), Section 3.3.1). With time,
the proportion of newly added particles represented by the dark blue
color increases and shows an inﬂection point between dies 5 and 6
with a contribution of 88% in the 10th die (Fig. 11 (zero cohesion
case), Section 3.3.1). The steadily slightly decreasing trend of red, orange, white and light blue colored particles and the steadily increasing
trend of dark blue particles starts after 6th die and this observation is
also supported by data from the mass holdup shown in Fig. 5 displaying
an equilibrium is almost reached after die 6. This means under equilibrium, the new particles roll directly from the feeding pipe to the backside of the feeding box from where they enter the dies whereas ‘old’
particles remain in the front portion of the feeding box, shown in the
right bottom side of the shoe in Fig. 6 (top view). Moreover, the colored
particles state in the shoe shown after the seventieth die ﬁlling reveals
that the particles which remain in the left front corner (Fig. 6 (front
view)) of the feeding box remain there during the whole process and
may consolidate over time. Also, the proportion of “old particles” in
the shoe with time decreases, more rapidly during the ﬁrst 10 dies ﬁlling and slowly afterwards, i.e., the percentage of old particles in the
shoe is about 43% and 24% after 10 and 70 dies ﬁlling, respectively.
This means that the particle rearrangement and colored particles ratio
in the die after the ﬁrst 10 dies would stay more or less unchanged
throughout the tableting, so in the next sections this color pattern analysis is only carried out for the ﬁrst 10 dies. This coloring study in the
feeder helps to determine the die number at which a steady ﬂow can
be obtained and to estimate how long particles from the initial ﬁlling remain in the shoe through the ﬂow pattern.
3.2. Inﬂuence of process conditions
Process conditions considered in this study include die table speed
and die diameter. Different numerical setups were conﬁgured by varying these conditions (each at a time). The different values of die table
speeds and die diameters investigated in comparison to the basic conﬁguration are given in Table 3, see setup no. 2 to 5. In the following sections, the effects of these process conditions on each and every
parameter of ﬂowability metrics mentioned previously are elaborated.

Fig. 5. Mass holdup obtained in the feeding box in the basic conﬁguration over the
complete discharge time (21 s). Lines indicate the mean and standard deviation.
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3.2.1. Die table speed
The ﬁrst studied parameter is the die table speed which mainly inﬂuences the acceleration and outcome of the tableting unit operation.
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Similar to the basic setup the particle motion and rearrangement
within the feeding box and the variation of the ratio of colored particles
in the dies is evaluated. The results indicate that the die table rotational
speed inﬂuences the particle ﬂow pattern in the shoe. With increased
speed, the colored particles in the shoe reveal that intermixing is delayed. However the ratio of the colored particles in the dies shows similar results which indicate that the inﬂection point of the newly added
particles (dark blue particles) is observed at a later time with increased
die table speed. The dark blue color particles start to increase after die 6
for 30 rpm and after die 8 for 40 rpm whereas with 20 rpm the same occurs after die 5. The inﬂection point is shifted to a higher number of dies
which is due to the less discharged mass per die for faster die table
speeds but can be generally observed at a total discharged mass of
4.6 g in all setups irrespective of die table speed. On the other hand, colored particles ratio in the dies indicates that the contribution of particles
from the left side of shoe (light blue color) is quite insigniﬁcant with increased die table speed. This shows that the powder consolidation in
this part of the shoe still exists and it is not inﬂuenced by the die table
speed which can be conﬁrmed by the mass holdup in the shoe.
The temporal development of the mass holdup in the shoe is shown
in Fig. 7 for the three die table speeds. The results show that there is a
ﬂuctuation or oscillating behavior as explained in Section 3.1.2
(Fig. 5). This ﬂuctuation/wave behavior is greater in case of slower die
table speed, i.e. with 20 rpm the mean mass holdup is 10.63 mg with
RSD of 1.22% whereas with 30 and 40 rpm this corresponds to
10.66 ± 1.05% and 10.66 ± 1.00%, respectively. The lower the die
table speed, the more the particles are drawn to ﬁll the die. This leads
to more void space in the shoe that could potentially be ﬁlled with the
new particles, thereby yielding a higher RSD in mass holdup for lower
die table speed. The interval between the peaks is shorter for higher
die table speed since the die spends less time underneath the shoe.
Such a simulation setup shows that incompletely ﬁlled dies, which is
the case for higher die table speeds, will cause signiﬁcantly higher ﬂuctuations in the tablet mass thereby potentially increasing the challenges
in meeting the speciﬁcations of mass variation.

Fig. 6. Particle rearrangement in the feeding box visualized by initial coloring of the
particles (die no. 1) The front view (left) and top view (right) of the shoe after ﬁlling
the 1st, 5th, 10th, and 70th die.

The particle characteristics were the same as in the basic setup (see
Table 3) but the die table speed was varied from 20 rpm (basic setup, 1)
to 30 rpm (setup no. 2) and 40 rpm (setup no. 3). An increased turret
speed leads to a decreased ﬁnal tablet mass from 834 mg to 666 mg
and 474 mg with 20 rpm, 30 rpm and 40 rpm, respectively. With increased speed the die dwells shorter time under the shoe implying
that the particles have less time to discharge into the die. Each die
spends only 0.15 s with 30 rpm and 0.1 s with 40 rpm underneath the
shoe. Furthermore, the RSD of the tablet mass is 0.6%, 1.5% and 1.6%
with 20 rpm, 30 rpm and 40 rpm, respectively, indicating that the RSD
is three-fold higher for faster die table speeds (30 and 40 rpm) compared to 20 rpm. This ﬂuctuation may be due to the incompletely ﬁlled
dies with higher speeds. The results also indicate that increasing the die
table speed decreases the mass ﬂow rate. The mass ﬂow rate with
30 rpm die table speed corresponds to approximately 84% of the mass
ﬂow rate observed with 20 rpm and similarly with 40 rpm it corresponds to 81% relative to 20 rpm. This is due to the decreased die
dwell time under the shoe.

3.2.2. Die diameter
Another process parameter analyzed in this study is the die diameter
which is varied from 6 mm to 9 mm and to 12 mm. The die table speed is
kept constant at 40 rpm and the material attributes are considered the
same in all three setups to evaluate the effect of the die diameter on different ﬂowability metrics. The setup numbers for these conﬁgurations
include 4, 3 and 5 for 6 mm, 9 mm and 12 mm respectively, see Table 3.
The mean tablet mass of 70 ﬁlled dies with the die diameter of 6 mm,
9 mm and 12 mm is 174 mg, 474 mg and 968 mg, respectively. The

Fig. 7. Mass holdup in the feeding box for 20 rpm, 30 rpm, and 40 rpm die table speeds.
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Fig. 8. (A) Mass collected in the die no. 10 with time for the die diameters of 6 mm, 9 mm, and 12 mm; (B) Distribution of the colored particles in the ﬁrst 10 dies for 6 mm, 9 mm, and
12 mm die diameters as per their initial coloring within the feeding box; (C) Mass holdup in the feeding box for 6 mm, 9 mm, and 12 mm die diameters.

Fig. 9. Mass collected in die no. 10 with time for 0 MJ/m3, 1.5 MJ/m3, and 3.0 MJ/m3
cohesion energy densities.
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increase in the die diameter leads to an increase in the die volume, i.e.
the die volume rises approximately by 44% when the diameter is enlarged from 6 mm to 9 mm and similarly increases by 56% when the diameter is changed from 9 mm to 12 mm, respectively. This augmented
die volume causes an increased tablet mass. On the other hand, the RSD
of the tablet mass for 70 ﬁlled dies for 6 mm, 9 mm and 12 mm die diameters is 3.3%, 1.6% and 0.9%, respectively. This indicates that with
smaller die diameter not only less particles are collected but its variation
also rises, i.e., the RSD is increased by about 3.7 fold for the 6 mm diameter compared to the 12 mm.
Moreover, with increased die diameter the mass ﬂow rate is also
found to be higher as shown in Fig. 8 (A). As the die cross section increases with larger diameter more particles can enter the die and
hence a higher mass ﬂow rate can be observed, i.e. mass ﬂow rate increases by approximately 37% when the die diameter is increased
from 6 mm to 9 mm and by 49% for the increase from 9 mm to 12 mm.
The temporal development of colored particles proportion ﬁlled into
dies for the ﬁrst 10 dies is shown in Fig. 8 (B) for the three die diameter
conditions. The comparison of these proﬁles shows that there is a significant difference which can be attributed to the unequal discharged mass
for these three die diameters. Due to the higher rotational speed, the
particles in the shoe move along with the die plate thereby causing
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Fig. 10. Particles' velocities and their ﬁlling pattern for the 10th die under 0 MJ/m3, 1.5 MJ/m3, and 3.0 MJ/m3 cohesion energy densities.

the red particles to spread all over the shoe bottom. This effect is more
pronounced for the lower die diameter which requires less amount of
particles to ﬁll the die, which explains the increasing proportion of red
particles with 6 mm die diameter. A similar trend is observed with
9 mm die diameter which shows a decreasing amount in red particles
proportion after the 7th die whereas in case of 12 mm diameter more
number of particles are discharged leading to less increase in red particles proportion and earlier observation of decreasing red particles proportion in the dies after the 4th die (see Fig. 8 (B)). This observation is
also supported by the temporal development of the mass holdup
which is shown in Fig. 8 (C) for the three die diameters. A higher die diameter causes a signiﬁcantly higher amount of powder discharged from
the shoe thereby causing an increased void volume in the shoe. The void
space is 5.7% for 12 mm in comparison to initial ﬁlled state and it is 4.5%
for 9 mm and 2.7% for 6 mm die diameter. The mass holdup proﬁle has
the similar trend of decreasing followed by increasing or in other words
ﬂuctuation as seen in case of different die table speeds (confer Fig. 7).
This ﬂuctuation tends to increase with increased die diameter, see
Fig. 8 (C), which is in agreement with the total mass discharged and
mass ﬂow rate.
Hence, it is noticed that a small die diameter to produce tablets with
a very low weight may bear the drawback of a high standard deviation
in the tablet mass which can cause regulatory issues.
3.3. Inﬂuence of material properties
The ﬁnal blend properties of solid formulations depend on the characteristics of the APIs as well as the excipients. Most of the APIs show
highly cohesive behavior and the formulation properties are signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the API proportion in the ﬁnal blend. In this study the
effect of three different materials characteristics on the ﬂow behavior
is investigated. In the following sub-sections the properties considered
are brieﬂy deﬁned to give a clear picture of their physical meaning
and then their inﬂuence on the powder ﬂow properties and quality attributes in the gravity feeder are elaborated. This is the ﬁrst time such
a detailed investigation of the effect of material characteristics on powder ﬂow in a gravity feeder is carried out. The results could serve as a

reference to elucidate the impact of material properties on the powder
ﬂow in tableting.
3.3.1. Cohesion
The most important material characteristic grouped into the noncontact forces is the cohesion which may affect the packing fraction
and ﬂow behavior of particles signiﬁcantly. In the past and even to
date, the ﬂow characteristics of powders are often evaluated by empirical indexes such as Hausner ratio, Carr's index, angle of repose etc. [22,
39,40]. The non-contact forces involve a combination of three fundamental forces, namely, (1) the van der Walls attraction, (2) the capillary
force and (3) the electrostatic force. These forces can act concurrently or
successively to different extents [41]. In the recent development of
DEM, these forces can be combined into one force term called cohesion
and represented by a single quantity known as cohesion energy density
(CED) [18,19]. From a computational point of view, the CED enters as a
contribution to the normal force. If two particles are in contact, the CED
adds an additional normal force tending to maintain the contact [24]. In
this numerical study, the CED is computed following the simpliﬁed JKR
(Johnson, Kendall and Roberts) model [27] which was developed to improve the classical Hertz contact theory [22]. The JKR model recognizes
that both the tensile and compressive interactions contribute to the
total contact radius, and more details of this model can be found in
[22,27].
The inﬂuence of the CED between the particles is captured by
selecting zero cohesion or no attractive forces, see setup 1, and two different values of cohesion energy densities which are 1.5 MJ/m3 (setup
6) and 3.0 MJ/m3 (setup 7) for a constant die table speed of 20 rpm
(Table 3). The values of CED chosen here are based on the in-house
DEM input parameters calibration data for several powders which consists of two steps. At ﬁrst, powder properties like angle of repose,
ﬂowability, bulk density etc. are measured as per the standard measurement procedure of Ph. Eur. [42]. In the second step, these measured
properties are reproduced by changing the DEM input parameters
through simulations. The mean tablet mass of all 70 dies ﬁlled for the
three setups is evaluated, which shows that in comparison to zero cohesion, there is only little difference in the total mass collected within the
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zero cohesion. The lowering of ﬂow rate is induced by the cohesion
and the normal force acting on the bottom of the box. The average of
the total force acting on the bottom of the box is about 0.134 N and
0.109 N in case of no cohesion (0 MJ/m3) and high cohesion (3 MJ/
m3), respectively. This measure of the total force is inﬂuenced by (1)
mass holdup in the shoe, and (2) particle motion (velocity). Though
the difference in mass holdup between the zero cohesion (10.6 g) and
high cohesion (9.3 g) is about 12% but the velocity difference is higher
as the particles are less mobile due to cohesion. This leads to a higher
difference in total force acting on the bottom of the box, which corresponds to about 19%. Less force at the bottom of the box explains the observation of less mass ﬂow rate.
The visualization of the die ﬁlling in all three cases is depicted in
Fig. 10. The coloring in this ﬁgure is done based on the particles´ velocities. The temporal development of the particle discharge visualizes that
with increased cohesion the particles fall into the die more as clumps or
aggregates (see Fig. 10 for CED = 3.0 MJ/m3 at t = 0.025 s) than as individual particles which is observed in case of zero cohesion. The comparison of zero or low cohesion case with that of higher cohesion
shows that dies are incompletely ﬁlled with increased cohesion due to
the enhanced attractive interparticle force. This hampers the free particle ﬂow into the die, and moreover leads to increase in ﬂuctuation of the
total tablet mass.
A previous study about the powder ﬂow in a force feeder of a labscale tableting machine, which is quite different from the current
study also showed a similar trend [18], where reduced ﬁll weights and
an increased weight variability for increased cohesion is reported [18].
The proportion of colored particles in the die which indicates their
origin from the shoe is shown in Fig. 11 for all three setups. The ratio
pattern looks similar for zero and lower cohesion (CED = 0 and
1.50 MJ/m3) along with the inﬂection point of newly added particles
which is consistent with the above observations. However, under higher
cohesion (CED = 3.0 MJ/m3) the ratio is quite different than the lower
cohesion cases. The comparison shows that with increased cohesion
there is not only less amount of freshly added particles in the die but
also there is no change in the amount of red/orange/grey/light blue
color particles, which start to decrease at a later time point than the
lower cohesion cases. The proportion of freshly added particles represented by dark blue color starts to rise after the 5th die in case of zero
and low cohesion whereas with higher CED the same happens only
after the 8th die, see Fig. 11, as the particles' motion from the chute as
well as in the shoe is hampered due to the increased attractive interparticle forces. The variation of the mass holdup in the shoe with time also
showed similar trend found in the above results.
In conclusion, the non-contact forces have a signiﬁcant impact on
the ﬂow characteristics of a tablet formulation which should be evaluated prior to the tableting process.

Fig. 11. Distribution of the colored particles in the ﬁrst 10 dies for cohesion energy
densities of 0 MJ/m3, 1.5 MJ/m3, and 3.0 MJ/m3 as per their initial coloring within the
feeding box.

dies in case of low CED (1.5 MJ/m3) (834 mg vs 828 mg). However,
when the CED is increased by two-fold (3.0 MJ/m3) the dies are incompletely ﬁlled so the ﬁnal mass in the die is 22% lower than with zero cohesion (651 mg). This can be attributed to the lower mass ﬂow rate
which is shown in Fig. 9. The ﬂow rate in case of higher cohesion is
40% less than the zero cohesion case. Also, with higher cohesion, the
RSD of the tablet mass is increased to 2.4% which is 0.6% in case of
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3.3.2. Coefﬁcient of friction
The next property on a particle level which has enormous inﬂuence
on ﬂowability is friction. Particularly, in the design of hoppers or bins
friction is considered as a main parameter within the calculations
among others. As it is hard to experimentally determine the friction between single particles, i.e. on the microscopic scale, it is typically measured as a bulk property or in other words macroscopic property using
shear cells [43–45]. Several different measurements, both experimentally and numerically, have been performed so far to explore the link between microscopic and macroscopic friction relations [46–48]. On the
macroscopic scale, the friction can be classiﬁed into two categories,
namely, (1) internal friction which acts within a bulk material, and (2)
wall friction which is present between a bulk powder and the wall of a
processing equipment [49]. In contrast to these macroscopic friction parameters, the DEM requires the microscopic friction coefﬁcients in contact force calculations. These micro-mechanical friction coefﬁcients
describe the Coulombic frictional characteristics between two bodies
touching in binary contact [49]. They are differentiated into particle-
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Fig. 12. Mean tablet mass over 70 ﬁlled dies for different particle-particle (μPP) and particle-wall (μPW) friction coefﬁcients. Statistical analysis: One way ANOVA and Bonferroni's post t-test
(α = 0.05). Pairs having P values N0.05 are indicated.

Fig. 13. Mass collected in die no. 10 with time for different particle-particle (μPP) and
particle-wall (μPW) friction coefﬁcients.

particle (μPP) and particle-wall (μPW) coefﬁcient of friction similar to the
macroscopic scale.
In this section, the effect of these two friction coefﬁcients on powder
ﬂow is thoroughly studied by varying the values of friction from 0.35 to
0.9 in case of μPP and from 0.3 to 0.9 with respect to μPW. In total six conﬁgurations are set up, which include (1) low μPP = 0.35 and low μPW =
0.30 (setup 1), (2) medium μPP = 0.70 and low μPW = 0.30 (setup 8),
(3) high μPP = 0.90 and low μPW = 0.30 (setup 9), (4) low μPP = 0.35
and medium μPW = 0.60 (setup 10), (5) low μPP = 0.35 and high
μPW = 0.90 (setup 11), and (6) medium μPP = 0.70 and medium
μPW = 0.60 (setup 12). In these conﬁgurations other attributes (material and process) remain the same, see Table 3. The ﬁrst conﬁguration is
the basic setup and the results of this setup have been described in
Section 3.1. The chosen friction coefﬁcients are within the limits of reported literature and range between 0.1 and 1.0 [11,18,29,49].
The mean tablet mass of all the 70 ﬁlled dies along with the RSD is
given in Fig. 12 for all these six conﬁgurations. A two-fold increase in
μPP (0.70, light blue bar) under constant μPW leads to a decrease in
mean tablet mass by about 2.8%. This can be attributed to the increase
in resistance offered to the particle motion due to increased μPP, and it
is also conﬁrmed by the mass ﬂow rate observed in the 10th die
shown in Fig. 13. To estimate the signiﬁcance of tablet mass decrease,

Table 5
One-way ANOVA test results (SEM = standard error of the mean, DF = degrees of freedom, SS = sum of squares, MS = mean squares, F = F statistic, P = P value).

Coefficient of friction

N/–

Mean/g

Standard
deviation/g

SEM

0.30

68

833.7

4.7

0.575

0.70

0.30

68

810.9

4.1

0.498

0.90

0.30

68

805.8

4.5

0.551

0.35

0.60

68

836.3

5.2

0.629

0.35

0.90

68

835.1

5.4

0.659

0.70

0.60

68

814.7

4.4

0.530

SS

MS

F

P

µpp

µpw

0.35

Source of variation

Color in the
graph

DF
5

64777.4

12955.5

Residual

402

9077.1

22.6

Total

407

73854.5

Between Groups

573.8

< 0.001
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a one-sided ANOVA test with Bonferroni's post t-test (signiﬁcance level
0.05) is performed. The ANOVA test results along with the mean tablet
mass and its standard deviation for all the six conﬁgurations are summarized in Table 5. The P-values (probability value) of b 0.05 correspond
to a statistical signiﬁcant difference. The ANOVA test ﬁnds that the differences in the mean tablet mass among these six conﬁgurations is statistically signiﬁcant, which is conﬁrmed by the P value b0.001 (see Table
5). To identify the pairs which exhibit statistical difference among these
six conﬁgurations, Bonferroni's post t-test is performed. As per this ttest, a decrease by 2.8% in mean tablet mass observed for two-fold increase in μPP (see light blue bar, Fig. 12) is found to be a statistically signiﬁcant difference. The tendency of a signiﬁcant decrease in tablet mass
is observed in case of further increase in μPP (0.90, grey bar) which corresponds to about 3.4% in comparison to basic setup. This is mainly because particle motion hindrance due to increased μPP is compensated by
the low die table speed (20 rpm) which allows the die to spend sufﬁcient time underneath the shoe thereby small inﬂuence on the tablet
mass is observed. The inﬂuence of a two-fold (0.60, red bar) and
three-fold (0.90, orange bar) increase in μPW from the basic setup
under constant μPP on mean tablet mass given in Fig. 12. The results indicate that there is a change in mean tablet mass which increases (by
about 0.3%) for two-fold increase and then decreases for three-fold increase in μPW. However, there is a slight increase in RSD although very
small (see Table 5). This slight increase and then decrease in mean tablet mass with increased μPW reveals that there is a certain maximum
value of μPW beyond which there is no inﬂuence on the tablet mass
how little it may be. It is also conﬁrmed by the statistical signiﬁcance
test, which failed to identify any statistical signiﬁcant difference in all
the setups where μPW is changed as the computed P values are N 0.05 except one setup. This exceptional setup corresponds to the conﬁguration
where μPW is increased by two-fold from the basic setup exhibiting a P
value of 0.027, and it is the same setup in which a slight increase in
mean tablet mass is observed (see red bar, Fig. 12). When the μPW and
μPP are simultaneously increased by two-fold from the basic setup, the
mean tablet mass decreases signiﬁcantly (see dashed bar, Fig. 12), and
this decrease is similar to the case where μPP is alone increased (see
Fig. 12 and Table 5). The t-test also conﬁrms that there is a statistical signiﬁcant difference in mean tablet mass between the basic setup and the
setup in which the μPW and μPP are simultaneously increased. The mass
ﬂow rate in to the 10th die under different friction coefﬁcients is given
in Fig. 13. A two-fold increase in μPP (μPP = 0.70 and μPW = 0.30, light
blue) compared to the basic setup (dark blue) reduces the mean tablet
mass by 2.8% (Fig. 12) whereas the mass ﬂow rate is decreased by about
16% (see Fig. 13). The particle motion is hampered by the increase in μPP
whereby the reduction of the ﬂow rate is observed. Similarly, a two-fold
increase in μPW (μPP = 0.35 and μPW = 0.60, red) from the basic setup
indicates that it has no effect on the mass ﬂow rate (Fig. 13). Moreover,
the simultaneous two-fold increase in μPP and in μPW (μPP = 0.70 and
μPW = 0.60, orange) shows that the mass ﬂow is slightly affected, similar to the two-fold increase only in μPP (confer Figs. 12 and 13). These results are in accordance with the observations made in powder ﬂow from
a bin or hopper where μPP was shown to inﬂuence the ﬂow rate [29]. To
understand clearly, what happens in the shoe with respect to particle
motion and rearrangement inside the shoe in these six conﬁgurations
it is visualized in Fig. 14 after the 10th die ﬁlling. An increase in μPP
(compare Fig. 14 (A), (B) and (C)) under constant μPW has little effect
on the particle rearrangement after ﬁlling ten dies whereas increase in
μPW shows signiﬁcantly different patterns in both the cases, see Fig. 14
(D) and (E), at the same time point. It is interesting to note that increasing the μPP and μPW simultaneously has the similar rearrangement pattern as in case of μPW increased alone (compare Fig. 14 (A) with (F)
and (A) with (D)). It is clear that the μPP inﬂuences the ﬂow rate whereas μPW has no inﬂuence on the ﬂowrate but the particle reorganization
pattern is affected under higher values of μPW.
To get more clariﬁcation on this qualitative observation which could
explain the effect of μPW, the particle rearrangement pattern in the shoe
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for the basic setup, for two-fold, and for three-fold increase in μPW from
basic setup is shown in Fig. 15 (A), (B) and (C), respectively, during ﬁlling of the ﬁrst 10 dies. The temporal development of the particles' pattern in the shoe for the basic setup shown in Fig. 15 indicate that the
particles tend to move along the die table surface as red particles from
right (Fig. 15 (A)) slowly reach the left bottom of the shoe. The particles
in extreme left side of the shoe ((Fig. 15 (A)) remain there throughout
the die ﬁlling thus making this end of the shoe as a dead zone. Doubling
the μPW from basic setup shows that the particles from the right side
start to cross over to the left side and initiate a mixing within the shoe
thus decreasing the dead space (compare Fig. 15 (A) with (B)). With increased μPW this tendency is more pronounced as higher μPW reduces
the particles´ motion on the wall thereby allowing the particles to
move along the die table. Particles rise from the bottom left side of the
shoe to the top as observed in Figs. 15 (B) and (C). The red colored particles are therefore moving a longer distance in the feeding box before
they are discharged into the die. A similar observation is also reﬂected
in the proportion of colored particles contribution in the die shown in
Fig. 16, which further elucidates the effect of friction coefﬁcients on
the particle motion. Increasing the μPP shows that there is no inﬂuence
on colored particles ratio (compare Fig. 16 (A) with (B)). The comparison of Fig. 16 (A) or (B) with (C) indicates that under high μPP values the

Fig. 14. Particle rearrangement in the feeding box during ﬁlling of the 10th die for different
particle-particle (μPP) and particle-wall (μPW) friction coefﬁcients.
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time point at which the newly added particles appear within the die is
similar to the lower μPP case. However, the grey and light blue colored
particles (located in the left side of shoe) ratio is changing, especially between 2nd to 5th die as the μPP values are changed but their ratio sum
remains constant. On the other hand, increasing the μPW shows that
there is almost no contribution of red colored particles in the die after
the 6th die in case of higher μPW whereas the same is discerned after
the 8th die in case of lower μPW (compare Fig. 16 (A, B, and C) with (D
and E)). This proﬁle also indicates that with higher μPW the orange particles´ contribution increases at the same time point when the red particles start to deplete in the die as they follow the red particles to
reach the bottom right side of the shoe (Fig. 15). Also, it is interesting
to note that increasing the μPP and μPW simultaneously has the similar
color particles ratio as in case of μPW increased alone (compare Fig. 16
(D) with (F)), which is in agreement with the observation of particle rearrangement within the shoe (confer Fig. 14 (D) with (F)). Overall, in
comparison to the basic conﬁguration, the increased particle-wall friction allows particles in the shoe to move all over the shoe thus
preventing dead zones. However, this movement may increase the
shear stresses thereby particles could face attrition and over lubrication
in pharmaceutical tablet blends. Moreover, there may be less chance for
particle segregation due to percolation [48–51] with the increased particle motion, because the percolated particles will always be carried
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upward due to higher μPW. An additional ﬂowability parameter is computed to get a quantitative understanding of the particle motion in the
feeding system. This is achieved through splitting the shoe and pipe
into different sections, shown in Fig. 17 (A), and calculating the mean
particles' velocity in these sections. Figs. 17 (B), (C) and (D) show the
variation in particle mean velocity in all sections (B: Feeding box, horizontal sections, C: Feeding pipe, horizontal sections, and D: Feeding
pipe, vertical sections) for three values of μPW i.e., 0.3 (basic setup 1),
0.6 (setup 10), and 0.9 (setup 11) under constant μPP of 0.35. The
mean velocity of the basic setup in the shoe indicates that the red colored particles are moving with the highest velocity whereas the light
blue particles move with the minimum velocity (see Fig. 17 (B)). The
comparison of the basic setup with higher μPW (=0.6) reveals that on
an average particles in all four sections of the shoe move with 1.5 –
fold higher velocity (Fig. 17 (B)). This is in accordance with the qualitative observation made in Fig. 15. Further increase in μPW (=0.9) shows
that the particles in the light blue, grey and orange sections exhibit an
increase in mean particles' velocity though the most signiﬁcant inﬂuence is observed for particles in the light blue section (Fig. 17 (B)).
The particles in the red section show no change in velocity for increasing
μPW from 0.6 to 0.9 indicating that they are moving at maximum velocity that could be achieved in this conﬁned space. Overall, the μPW has a
signiﬁcant impact on the dead space within the shoe which decreases

Fig. 15. Effect of particle-wall friction coefﬁcient on particle rearrangement during the 10th die ﬁlling for different values of μPW.
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with increasing μPW (confer Fig. 14). On the other hand, the mean velocity of particles within the feeding pipe shown in Fig. 17 (C and D) indicates the particles move at much lower rate (less than half) compared to
the particles in the shoe (Fig. 17 (B)). Also, the particles in the red and
orange sections show higher velocity than the grey and light blue sections (Fig. 17 (C)) implying that the majority of the contribution in
reﬁlling the shoe is from red and orange sections, which is in accordance
with the available void space in the shoe. Moreover, there is hardly any
difference in mean particle velocity in the feeding pipe between the
basic setup and the higher μPW cases (Fig. 17 (C and D). This means
that even though there is a higher movement of particles inside the
shoe with increased μPW, due to the conﬁnement of the particles in the
feeding pipe there is less space for particle movement in the light
blue/grey sections within feeding pipe, so the particles mean velocity
is not affected by μPW in this region. Similarly, the effect of μPW on

particles velocity within the pipe divided into vertical sections shown
Fig. 17 (D), indicates that in case of basic setup all the particles move
with same mean velocity except the ones in the bottom section. In comparison to the basic setup, increasing the μPW slightly increases the particle velocity in the regions where there is no contact or less contact
with the walls (purple, light and dark green). On the other hand, increasing the μPW to 0.6 shows a slight decrease in particle velocity within the bottom section, shown in pink color (Fig. 17 (D)), which can be
attributed to the higher hindrance offered by the walls with increased
friction. Further increase in μPW to 0.9, does not show any inﬂuence on
the particles velocity within this vertical section in the feeding pipe,
demonstrating that for such conﬁned regions a saturation effect is
achieved.
In summary, the higher μPW in combination with the moving walls
(here die table surface) shows the highest impact on the particle motion

Fig. 16. Distribution of the colored particles in the ﬁrst 10 dies under different friction coefﬁcients (μPP and μPW) as per their initial coloring within the feeding box.
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compared to the stationary walls where a slight reduction in particle velocity is observed as higher μPW hampers the motion over a stationary
wall.
The temporal development of the mass holdup in the shoe for four
conﬁgurations, ((1) low μPP and low μPW (setup 1), (2) medium μPP
and low μPW (setup 8), (3) low μPP and medium μPW (setup 10), and
(4) medium μPP and medium μPW) (setup 12)), is shown in Fig. 18. An
increase in μPP by two-fold reduces the mass holdup by approximately
3.2% which is mainly due to the increased friction leading to a reduction
of particle mobility thus causing less particles entering the shoe, which
is in accordance with the mass ﬂow rate, confer Fig. 13. On the other
hand increasing μPW shows hardly any effect on the mass holdup,
which is also consistent with the mass ﬂow rate (Figs. 13 and 18). Moreover, increasing both μPP and μPW simultaneously causes a similar effect
as the increased μPP alone, which is in agreement with the other results
presented in this section. Similarly, increasing μPP (=0.90, setup 9) and
μPW (= 0.90, setup 11) further did not show any impact on the mass
holdup and its variation (results are not shown here). All these results
conform to the particle behavior within hoppers or bins reported in literature stating that μPW affects the ﬂow behavior or type (funnel or
mass ﬂow) and μPP inﬂuences the ﬂow rate [43].
Summing up, the powder ﬂow within and out of the shoe is inﬂuenced by two different friction factors. The tablet mass and mass ﬂow
rate are mainly inﬂuenced by the inter-particle friction whereas the rearrangement in a conﬁned space with a moving geometry is affected by
the particle-wall friction. Furthermore, it should be noticed that the
mixing in the feeding box caused by a higher particle-wall friction
may decrease the chances of segregation due to percolation in case of
a free ﬂowing formulation with poly-disperse particle size distribution
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[50–53]. In addition, the shearing action with higher particle-wall friction can bear the risk of over lubrication which can affect the dissolution
proﬁle of the produced tablet over time [18,54–57].
3.3.3. Coefﬁcient of restitution
The last material property which is evaluated is the coefﬁcient of restitution (e). It is a measure of the fraction of kinetic energy recovered
after a collision. This coefﬁcient is a function of the geometry of the colliding bodies and their relative velocities. It is an important collisional
parameter that is for example used in some granular ﬂow models in
order to predict the velocities and positions of the particles in ﬂuidized
beds [58,59]. There are several experimental methods existing to determine e, and one of them is based on the free fall test in which e is calculated by the ratio of the height from which the ball has been dropped
and the one that it regains after the impact [60]. Several factors such
as the impact velocity, the material behavior of impacted bodies, the
particle size and shape, the roughness, moisture content and adhesion
properties inﬂuence the e values [30,60]. Reported e values of pharmaceutical excipients are within the range of 0.1–1.0 [30,61]. In general,
particles with higher e values cannot be contained within the small
dies as they would jump out of the geometry due to higher kinetic energy, whereas the particles with low e values would normally have less inﬂuence on the particle motion.
In this study two different e values are investigated, i.e. 0.15 and 0.3.
The selected values are lower than the values used in literature within
DEM simulations of particle ﬂow in feeders and die ﬁlling [6,9,18,19],
which are in the range of 0.4 to 0.9. However, such high e values may
not be observed in real pharmaceutical powders, which depends on
the impact velocity, particle size and surface energy, adhesion

Fig. 17. (A) Different sections in the feeding system based on which the mean velocity over time has been calculated. (Left) Side view of the vertical sections in the feeding pipe, (right)
front view of the vertical slices in the feeding pipe and feeding box. Quantitative comparison of the particles' mean velocities in the feeding system observed in (B) feeding box, horizontal
sections, (C) feeding pipe, horizontal sections and (D) feeding pipe, vertical sections.
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properties etc. Moreover, in conﬁned geometries the e values were
found to have no inﬂuence on the ﬂowability metrics [29,62,63]. The e
values in this study are considered between the particles (ePP) and between the particle and the geometry (ePW). The corresponding conﬁgurations include (1) low ePP = 0.15 and low ePW = 0.15 (basic setup 3),
(2) high ePP = 0.30 and low ePW = 0.15 (setup 13), (3) low ePP = 0.15
and high ePW = 0.30 (setup 14), and (4) high ePP = 0.30 and high
ePW = 0.30 (setup 15). In these conﬁgurations, the die table speed is
ﬁxed as 40 rpm whereas all other material and process attributes are
kept the same (Table 3).
The mean tablet mass ± standard deviation over all dies in all these
four conﬁgurations are 474 ± 7.6 mg, 479 ± 8.1 mg, 475 ± 8.0 mg and
478 mg ± 7.6 mg, respectively. The mass ﬂow rate in case of the 10th
die for all these four conﬁgurations is 5.2 g/s, 5.2 g/s, 5.3 g/s and 4.9 g/s,
respectively. These results indicate that there is hardly any difference in
the mean tablet mass, mass variability and mass ﬂow rate among these
four conﬁgurations. Furthermore, the variation in the shoe mass holdup
with time for these four conﬁgurations is 10.66 g, 10.68 g, 10.67 g, and
10.69 g, which also implies that there is no signiﬁcant difference.
As these results show quantitatively no variation among these
conﬁgurations, the particle rearrangement pattern is visualized in
Fig. 19. The comparison of these color proﬁles indicate there is no
difference between them which is in agreement with the quantitative
observations presented so far.
The very conﬁned space of the feeding system with close contact between the particles leads to a relatively low overall particle motion thus
particles gaining low kinetic energy thereby less energy to dissipate. The
particles falling into the die show high velocity in the whole gravity
feeder system however there is less space they could jump or move
around. This would mean the ﬂowability metrics are not inﬂuenced by
the e values and it does not constitute as a critical material characteristic
within the tableting unit operation. This observation is in agreement
with the previous works, which show that coefﬁcient of restitution
has negligible inﬂuence on ﬂow rate in conﬁned environment [29,62,
63].

Fig. 18. Variation in shoe mass holdup under different coefﬁcients of friction.

to 3.0 MJ/m3, respectively (see Fig. 20 (A)). The interaction effect is computed by assigning a coded value of −1 for 20 rpm and +1 for 40 rpm.
Similarly, the no cohesion is given a coded value of −1, and +1 for high
cohesion (CED = 3.0 MJ/m3). The mean tablet mass and its standard deviation are considered as the responses. This interaction effect calculation shows that the mean tablet mass is inﬂuenced by the die table
speed, and the cohesion. However, the inﬂuence of die table speed on
the mean tablet mass is two times more than the inﬂuence of cohesion,
and the mean tablet mass to a small extent is also inﬂuenced by both,
die table speed and cohesion together. Moreover, the tablet mass variation is most signiﬁcantly affected by the cohesion. The die table speed as
well as both, cohesion and die table speed together had less inﬂuence on
the tablet mass variation compared to cohesion.

3.4. Inﬂuence of the combination of process conditions and material
properties
The previous sections show that the tableting process performance
can be inﬂuenced by process conditions as well as material properties.
Hence, in this section, the impact of changing material properties and
at the same time process conditions will be discussed. The chosen factors include cohesion and die table speed as well as die diameter. The rationale in selecting these parameters is driven by the previous section
results, which show that the cohesion has a signiﬁcant impact on the
particle ﬂow, and both the die table speed and die diameter are
shown to be equally important with respect to all the ﬂowability metrics. The combined effect of (1) cohesion with die table speed, and (2)
cohesion with die diameter are analyzed, and the results will be
discussed in the following sections. The analysis of the interaction effect
is carried out following the procedure described in Section 2.4.
3.4.1. Die table speed and cohesion
The die table speed considered include 20 rpm and 40 rpm. Similarly, the cohesion values investigated include 0, 1.5, and 3.0 MJ/m3, and
corresponding setup numbers of these simulations are 1, 6, 7
(20 rpm), and 3, 16, 17 (40 rpm).
Fig. 20 shows the variation in mean tablet mass (Fig. 20 (A)) as well
as the mass holdup in the shoe (Fig. 20 (B) in all these conﬁgurations.
The results show that with low die table speed (20 rpm) the mean tablet
mass decreases by 0.7% when the cohesion is increased from zero to
1.5 MJ/m3, and decreases by 22.0% when cohesion is increased from
zero to 3.0 MJ/m3. However, this reduction is more prominent for
40 rpm die table speed, where the mean tablet mass is reduced by
3.6% and 33.0%, when cohesion is increased from 0 to 1.5 MJ/m3 and 0
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Fig. 19. Particle rearrangement in the feeding box during ﬁlling of the 10th die for different
particle-particle (ePP) and particle-wall (ePW) restitution coefﬁcients.
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Fig. 20. Effect of the combination of different die table speeds (20 and 40 rpm) with CED values (0–3.0 MJ/m3) on (A) mean tablet mass, and (B) mass holdup in the feeding box.

The mass holdup in the shoe shown in Fig. 20 (B) indicates that it is
independent of the die table speed for the considered CED values (confer Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1). In addition, the particle rearrangement
which is mainly inﬂuenced by the void space in the feeding box is
found to be similar with 20 and 40 rpm die table speeds (data not
shown).
In conclusion, the interaction effect calculation suggests that the
mean tablet mass is mainly inﬂuenced by the die table speed and to a
lower extent by the CED whereas the particle rearrangement and void
space in the system are mainly dependent on the tablet blend cohesion.
3.4.2. Die diameter and cohesion
The die diameter considered include 6 mm, 9 mm, and 12 mm. Similarly, the cohesion values investigated include 0, and 3.0 MJ/m3, and
corresponding setup numbers of these simulations are 4, 3, 5, and 17–
19, see Table 3. The mean tablet mass as well as the mass hold up in
the feeding box are shown in Fig. 21 (A) and (B), respectively, for all
these setups.
In Section 3.2.2, it was shown that an increase in die diameter from
6 mm to 9 mm would lead to an increase in mean tablet mass by 63%,
whereas increasing the die diameter further from 9 mm to 12 mm increases the mean tablet mass further by 51% under no cohesion. Similarly, under cohesion (CED = 3.0 MJ/m3, setup 18, 17 and 19) the mean
tablet mass decreases by 24.6%, 33.0% and 35.7% for 6, 9 and 12 mm
die diameter, respectively, relative to the no cohesion cases. The interaction effect of the die diameter and the cohesion is computed by
assigning a coded value of −1 for 6 mm and +1 for 12 mm. Similarly,
the no cohesion is given coded value of −1 and +1 for high cohesion

(CED = 3.0 MJ/m3). The mean tablet mass and its standard deviation
are considered as the responses. This calculation shows that the mean
tablet mass is affected by the die diameter, and the cohesion. However,
comparing the inﬂuence of these individual factors on the mean tablet
mass indicates that the die diameter alone is found to have a higher impact than the cohesion alone or cohesion and die diameter together. The
RSD of the tablet mass is found to be decreased for increasing die diameters under zero cohesion (confer Section 3.2.2). Under cohesion, the
RSD values in tablet mass are 4.1%, 2.9% and 2.0% for 6 mm, 9 mm and
12 mm. The cohesion as well as both the cohesion and die diameter together have less impact on the tablet mass variation compared to the die
diameter alone.
The same trend can be shown for the mass holdup in the feeding system. A high CED causes a decrease in mean mass holdup by ~ 9% for
6 mm, ~ 11% for 9 mm and ~ 13% for 12 mm die diameter (see Fig. 21
(B)).
Summing up, an analog effect of the process parameter (die diameter) on tablet characteristics, e.g. tablet mass, observed in the previous
section (Section 3.4.1) could be shown. The die diameter predominantly
determines the tablet mass followed by the CED and to a small extent by
the interaction effect. On the other hand, the CED predominantly inﬂuences the tablet mass variation and the mass holdup in the feeding box.
Finally, the cohesion, as one of the evaluated material properties, has
a high impact on the quality attribute of the ﬁnal product, the mass variation of the tablet irrespective of the considered process parameter.
Hence, the importance of ﬁnal blend characterization should be emphasized as a standard procedure before tableting to pre-evaluate its impact
on the tablet quality. Moreover, the proper selection of process

Fig. 21. Effect of the combination of different die diameters (6 mm, 9 mm, and 12 mm) with CED values (0 and 3.0 MJ/m3) on (A) mean tablet mass, and (B) mass holdup in the feeding box.
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parameters such as die table speed and die diameter help in optimizing
the tablet mass range.
This work can support the process development by suggesting the
optimal manufacturing conditions, e.g. in case of very cohesive powders
(CED = 3.0 MJ/m3), there are two options available to produce tablets
with a mass of 620 mg to 650 mg. The ﬁrst option is to choose a die
table speed of 20 rpm and die diameter of 9 mm (setup 7, Section
3.4.1), and the second one is to select 40 rpm die table speed with
12 mm die diameter (setup 19, Section 3.4.2). Both of them have a comparable mass variation of around 2%, however the second option offers
the beneﬁt of producing the same number of tablets in half the time.

4. Conclusion
The die ﬁlling process within a tablet press constitutes an important step in the tablet production since it is decisive regarding
content uniformity of the drug and mass variation of the tablets. In
this study, a three-dimensional discrete element method is used to
simulate the powder ﬂow from a gravity feeder to the moving dies
of a lab-scale rotary tablet press. It is the ﬁrst study providing an in
depth analysis of the powder ﬂow in a gravity feeder of a tableting
machine, and besides it also offers a comprehensive insight into the
impact of critical process and material attributes on the performance
of the die ﬁlling process.
The die ﬁlling performance parameters include the tablet mass and
its variation, mass holdup in the feeding box, mass ﬂow rate from the
feeding box into the dies and the particle motion and rearrangement
within the feeding box. All of them, potentially impact the ﬁnal tablet
quality.
The selection of the different values of process and material attributes is driven by literature data and practical operating conditions.
From the process conditions perspective, it is shown that for higher
die table speeds the mean tablet mass is reduced and the mass variation
is increased. On the other hand, the die table speed does not inﬂuence
the dead zones formation within the shoe. A small die diameter reduces
the tablet mass dramatically but it is unfavorable due to higher variation
in mass, which could pose problems to meet the requirements of the
regulatory authorities. The optimal setup to establish good powder
ﬂow under a high tablet production rate for a given tablet mass is an increased die diameter. This numerical study can help to deﬁne the operating ranges as well as optimal process parameters to ensure a high
tableting process performance.
The micro-mechanical properties of the tablet blend cause different
phenomena when it comes to die ﬁlling. For example, very sticky material, which is in other words cohesive powder, will not ﬂow so properly
leading to a decreased tablet mass and an increased variation in mass.
The tablet press should also be operated under low die table speed to
achieve the speciﬁed tablet mass and reduce the risk of tablet weight
variation. The second very important material property is the coefﬁcient
of friction between particles and the wall. The spherical particles with
rough surface or geometry having surface apertures exhibit no inﬂuence
on the mass ﬂow rate into the dies and tablet mass but enhance their
motion or ﬂow pattern within the shoe thereby decrease the dead
zones. However, the coefﬁcient of restitution showed no effect on any
of the ﬂowability characteristics.
Changing process parameters and material attributes (mainly cohesion) at a time has signiﬁcant effect on the ﬂowability metrics compared
to changing one parameter, and conclusions drawn based on the single
parameter change hold true.
Even though this work emphasizes the importance of understanding
the effect of material and process attributes, the particles considered are
still equal sized granules, i.e. mono-disperse particle size. The actual
solid formulations are generally a mixture of several powders, which
show poly-disperse particle size distribution, and this will be the focus
of future work.
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Outline
On the basis of the results presented in the previous chapter (3.1.3), the same system but particles of
dierent size were studied and thus the particle size segregation in the gravity feeder may be identied. The material properties (micro-mechanical properties and particle size distribution) correspond
to micro-crystalline cellulose particles (VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500). The poly-disperse approach is
one step closer to real formulations which are of dierent components and dierently sized particles.
On the rst hand, the die lling is compared for mono- and poly-disperse particles. An understanding
of the size segregation mechanisms at dierent locations of the gravity feeder is developed and helps
to evaluate its inuence on tablet quality, i.e. content uniformity.
The mono-disperse study showed with respect to material properties a signicant inuence on die
lling of the inter-particle cohesion and of the coecient of friction (confer chapter 3.1.3). Hence
those properties are evaluated in the poly-disperse setup, too. The eect of the material properties on
classical tablet quality attributes, such as tablet weight, tablet weight variation, content uniformity, as
well as the powder ow in the gravity feeder including the underlying size segregation mechanisms are
evaluated. By generating a risk assessment, the material property with highest inuence on quality
attributes is identied. This approach may be helpful in formulation development as it provides
potential levers for gravity lling optimization.
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a b s t r a c t
The die filing process within a lab-scale rotary tablet press is simulated using the Discrete Element
Method (DEM). Powder is transferred from a gravity feeder (comprising of a cylindrical pipe, an inclined
chute, and a rectangular box) into rotating dies. Spherical shape micro-crystalline cellulose particles
serve as an experimental pendant to measure the particle size distribution (PSD) and to calibrate the
micro-mechanical material properties entering in the DEM calculations. At first, the die filling process
of the particles having poly-dispersity in size is explored by analyzing the basic metrics such as tablet
mass, tablet mass variation, and mass flow rate. Particle size segregation is investigated by computing
the PSD development in different locations of the feeding system and in the filled dies. In addition, particles’ velocity and coloring analysis (both qualitative and quantitative) are performed. Results show that
different zones of the system are involved in various powder flow phenomena constituting varying particle size segregation causes. Next, the micro-mechanical properties, namely inter-particle cohesion,
particle-particle and particle-wall friction, are varied one at a time to shed light on their influence on
the particle size segregation and tablet quality. Finally, the influence of different material properties
on various metrics are compared with each other providing a guide towards formulation optimization
resulting in optimal tableting process performance.
Ó 2017 The Society of Powder Technology Japan. Published by Elsevier B.V. and The Society of Powder
Technology Japan. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Today solid dosage formulations constitute the most frequent
administration route of drug substances arising from outstanding
advantages of tablets as dosage forms. Some of them are for
instance the ease of handling, high production rates at low cost,
and self-administration providing patient compliance [1]. Tablets
are produced in industrial scale on high speed rotary tablet presses
with a productivity of e.g. max. 1.6 million tablets per hour [2]. The
production process can be divided into three distinct stages comprising die filling, compaction, and ejection. Each of them represents various challenges when it comes to tablet product quality
according to the Ph. Eur. [3]. Those requirements are the ‘‘friability
of uncoated tablets” [2.9.7], the ‘‘resistance to crushing of tablets”
[2.9.8], the ‘‘disintegration of tablets and capsules” [2.9.1], the
‘‘uniformity of dosage units” [2.9.40], and eventually the ‘‘dissolution test for solid dosage forms” [2.9.3] [3]. However, all of the distinct process stages are intertwined with each other as well as with
⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: childebrandt@pharmazie.uni-kiel.de (C. Hildebrandt).

the product quality requirements. Hence in 2009 the International
Council for Harmonisation (ICH) adopted the Quality by Design
(QbD) paradigm for process development by introducing the ICH
guideline Q8 to ‘‘build quality into products by design” using pharmaceutical development [4]. There are several options on how to
implement the QbD approach into science-based manufacturing
of pharmaceuticals such as process analytical tools, design of
experiments, and implementation of risk management strategies
but also process modeling and control via numerical simulations,
see also [5].
As the die filling stage during manufacturing defines the accurate mass as well as content and content uniformity of the active
pharmaceutical ingredient (API) it has been focused by experimental [6] and more recently by numerical research. In 2003 the first
experimental system was mentioned to describe die filling in a
model setup [7]. This system contained a stationary die and a moving delivery system (shoe) providing the opportunity to determine
flowability and the amount of powder collected in the die as a
function of the shoe velocity [7]. It has also been used and further
developed by others [8] supporting process understanding of
powder delivery into a confined space with respect to the influence

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apt.2017.12.019
0921-8831/Ó 2017 The Society of Powder Technology Japan. Published by Elsevier B.V. and The Society of Powder Technology Japan. All rights reserved.
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of particle size and density, of air and vacuum, and of gravity and
suction filling [7–14]. In parallel to experimental studies the same
system or adapted versions have been used as a framework for
numerical simulations [11,15,13,16–23]. The geometry of these
systems rather resembles an eccentric feed press [24] limiting its
transfer to the pharmaceutical process. In high speed tableting
the dies are moving underneath the delivery system which can be
either shoe, hopper, or feed frame [25]. This shortcoming has been
eliminated by [26,27] in which the powder is delivered in either a
translating [26] or rotating [27] die. Recently much more complex
systems found in rotary tablet presses with a closed feed frame system consisting of one or more paddle wheels which force incoming
powder to pass into the dies of the rotating turret were developed
[28–31].
Besides the limitations of the geometrical configurations, the
numerical setups constitute additional restrictions that impede
process understanding. Those include the much larger particle size
(e.g. [27–31]) and the significantly differing material properties
[28] considered compared to pharmaceutical powders. In addition,
the powder stress level in some of the studies is either not including the normal stress exerted by powder mass in the feeding hopper (e.g. [26]) or lacks the re-filling of particles as mass is being
discharged into the dies (e.g. [29]).
Even though the poly-disperse particle size nature of pharmaceutical powders significantly affects the product quality [32,33]
it has only been taken into account by very few numerical studies
[23,26,29–31] due to high computational effort. For the model-die
filling system proposed by Wu et al. [11] Guo et al. [19] showed
that the mass flow rate is higher in case of poly-disperse particles
compared to mono-disperse particles. In addition, different fines
concentrations were identified along the die width and height
[20]. In a similar geometrical setup, Furukawa et al. [26] showed
that the percolation of small particles which progressed in the feed
shoe before particles were discharged into the die influenced segregation to a greater extent than die velocity. Mateo-Ortiz et al.
[29] detected particle size segregation at low paddle wheel speeds
in the feed frame of a Manesty Beta Press. Size segregation occured
between the different paddle wheel zones of a Fette tablet press
impairing tablet quality [30].
Particle segregation, e.g. defined as the ‘‘unintentional demixing of one or more components in a mixture of particulates”
[34], could be triggered by different physical mechanisms that
can be classified by the physical particle properties [35] as well
as the energy input [36]. For the former absolute particle size, particle size ratio, particle size distribution, fine particle concentration, particle shape, particle density, and particle flowability can
be named [37]. Furthermore different means to avoid, or control/
limit segregation, e.g. choosing an optimal interparticle cohesion,
have been suggested [38]. However, only very little is known about
particle size segregation during the tableting process impairing API
content and uniformity [30,39].
Numerical simulation of powder flow from a gravity feeder to
the dies within a lab-scale rotary tablet press [27] provided a comprehensive insight into the impact of process and material attributes on the performance of the die filling process. The micromechanical material properties such as cohesion, friction, and the
coefficient of restitution were systematically investigated and their
influence on different performance parameters analyzed. Even
though this work emphasized the importance of understanding
the effect of material and process attributes, the particles considered were still equal sized granules. Reference is missing when it
comes to the awareness of particle size segregation of materials
having a poly-disperse particle size distribution under differing
material properties. Consequently, the objectives of this work
using three-dimensional discrete element method (DEM) simulations include a detailed investigation of particle size distribution
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in the system of Gopireddy et al. [27]. Moreover this study is the
first of its kind investigating comprehensively the influence of particle properties on size segregation within an actual pharmaceutical application system.
2. Methodology
This section presents the details about the mathematical
approach, geometrical configuration as well as the numerical simulations performed.
2.1. Discrete element method
After the introduction of the DEM in 1979 [40] it has evolved
over almost 40 years to a well-known approach in particle technology and it is being used for different applications. This numerical
model captures the trajectories of each and every particle in the
system through Newton’s equation of motion offering the main
advantage, compared to the continuum approach, of high resolution in particulate flows. The details about the theory and algorithms are not the scope of this work but are well described in
literature [41–43].
All computations in this study were performed using the open
source DEM software known as LIGGGHTS [44], version 3.2.1.
The normal and tangential forces were modeled by the Hertz and
the Mindlin & Deresiewicz theories, respectively [45]. The noncontact inter-particle force other than gravity was included
through the simplified Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) model [46].
All the force models as well as their implementation in LIGGGHTS
are given by Kloss et al. [47] and the same models given by Gopireddy et al. [27] were used in this study.
The impact of air on the particles was assumed to be negligible
due to the dense particle packing and the closed system (tableting
machine). This assumption was shown to be valid in the earlier
studies [21,27].
2.2. Geometrical setup
The geometrical configuration consisted of a rectangular shoe,
which was connected to a feeding system similar to actual tablet
presses, and a rotating die table. This system is shown in Fig. 1,
and it is identical to Gopireddy et al. [27], so detailed dimensions
can be found in the same. The geometry was constructed with
the open source finite element mesh tool known as Gmsh [48]
and later imported as physical boundaries into LIGGGHTS.
2.3. Material properties
As mentioned in the introduction, powder flow of a polydisperse particle size distribution (PSD) was simulated. The PSD
of VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500 (JRS Pharma GmbH & Co. KG, Rosenberg, Germany), spherical particles of purely microcrystalline cellulose, was measured by laser diffraction (HELOS, Sympatec GmbH,
Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany). The sizes and their corresponding
density distribution (q3) of the VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500 were
used to obtain the PSD in the simulation, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In
total six different particle size fractions were modeled ranging up
to 402.5 mm out of which one particle size fraction (200–237.5 mm)
with a proportion of 8.5% (w/w) served as the model ‘‘API”, confer
Section 3.1.2.4. The micro-mechanical properties (Table 1) as well
as the particle density (1.6 g/cm3) were set constant for all particle
sizes. No individual value for different particle sizes have been set,
rather the total bulk property was considered that is usually also
assessed in powder flowability experiments. This implies that a
given particle property, i.e. the cohesion energy density in which
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the geometrical setup after filling the system with particles. (Left and middle) Side and front view of the complete system. (Right) In addition, zoom into
the feeding box is given. The arrow indicates the turret rotation direction.

Fig. 2. Particle size distribution of the VIVAPUR MCC Spheres determined by laser
diffraction. The bar colors of the individual sizes are subsequently used in
illustrations.

Table 1
DEM parameters (varied properties are indicated in italic).
Parameter

Property of

Value(s)

Young’s modulus/GPa

Particle
Wall

8.7
210

Poisson’s ratio/–

Particle
Wall

0.3
0.35

Coefficient of friction/–

Particle-particle contact (mPP)
Particle-wall contact (mPW)

0.2–0.6
0.25–0.75

Coefficient of restitution/–

Particle-particle contact (ePP)
Particle-wall contact (ePW)

0.12
0.10

Cohesion energy density
(CED)/MJ/m3

Particle

0.0–3.0

started. A time step of 0.1 ms for particles’ filling and 0.2 ms for discharge was considered which are both well below the Rayleighand Hertz-time [44,47]. The filling followed a step-by-step procedure with a particle insertion rate of 10,000–100,000 particles
every 0.4 s into the feeding pipe until 5.75 s. In total around
650,000 particles with a mass of 121.3 g were filled and settled
in the system. The properties were set corresponding to setup
no. 1 (default) in Table 2.
Afterwards the turret was rotated at a constant speed of 40 rpm
thereby particles were discharged into the die. The particles in the
filled dies were leaving the simulation domain. To ensure a constant fill level in the feeding pipe, new particles were added at
an equal rate providing a constant normal force acting on the particles, thereby eliminating the fill level effect on die filling. For discharge, the material properties were systematically changed (setup
no. 1–7, Table 2) as described in Section 2.5. This sequence allowed
a homogeneous packing structure at the beginning of all setups
and ensured that observations during discharge were related to
material features [23,27].
The process parameters were evaluated directly from the beginning of discharge. Thereby a detailed understanding of the flow
pattern development in tableting in reaching the steady state
and beyond could be provided. However, it should be mentioned
at this point that during real tableting the first tablets are discarded. During this phase an adjustment of machine settings to
debug optimal conditions for tablet production within the specifications of tablet weight, hardness etc. is performed [8,9,12,25,49].
The turret was rotated for in total 4 complete revolutions
resulting in 40 filled dies corresponding to a physical time of 6 s,
sufficiently long enough to uncover the influence of the different
material properties (confer Section 3.3). The computation for one

Table 2
Selected values for assessing the influence of the different material properties. Bold
values indicate the property that has been changed compared to the default setup
(setup no. 1, italic letters).
Setup number

the contact area is a function of the particle radii, will have a different, particle size dependent, influence in contact force calculations.
According to Table 1, three material properties indicated in italic
letters were systematically changed to evaluate their influence on
the die filling process. Detailed explanation is given in Section 2.5.
2.4. Initialization and die filling process
According to the tableting unit operation, particles were first
filled into the feeding system before the discharge into the dies

Material property
CED / MJ/m3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1.5
0.0
3.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Coefficient of
friction
mPP / -

mPW / -

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.6
0.4
0.4

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.75

Evaluated material
property

CED
mPP
mPW
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setup (Table 2) on 72 parallel running processors took more than
two weeks attributed to the high number of particles considered.
2.5. Numerical setups and statistical analysis
Seven different numerical setups, given in Table 2, were created
to gain clear understanding of the impact of different material
properties in the die filling process by changing one parameter at
a time [27]. The material properties were chosen within the range
of corresponding literature data [19,27,29,50,51] and in-house calibration experiments [27,52]. The calibration procedure was
divided into two steps starting with the measurement of the VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500 powder properties like angle of repose,
flowability, and bulk density according to standard procedures of
Ph. Eur. [3]. Afterwards these measured properties were reproduced by changing the DEM input parameters through simulations.
The parameters which were varied extensively by choosing three
different values ranging from low, medium, and high (Table 2)
were derived from Gopireddy et al. [27]. In particular, the influence
on powder flow was investigated for cohesion energy density and
the coefficients of friction (particle-particle and particle-wall). The
values for the different setups are given in Table. 2.
Statistical analysis included one-sided ANOVA tests at a = 0.05
and for multiple group comparisons Bonferroni’s t-test or Turkey’s
test (if normality test failed the Kruskal-Wallis one way analysis of
variance on ranks was used) were performed (SigmaPlot 12.5,
Systat Software GmbH, Erkrath, Germany). The content uniformity
of the model ‘‘API” particles was assessed according to the monograph 2.9.40 in Ph. Eur. [3]. Briefly, 30 tablet samples were randomly picked during the process and the API content
determined. Initially, from 10 samples the measured to specified
API content was assessed and the ‘‘Acceptance Value” (AV) calculated by a formula including the mean and standard deviation. If
AV > 15, the specification could not be met and the API content
of the remaining 20 samples was assessed giving a new AV value.
This AV value had to be 15 again and, in addition, none of the 30
samples might have a very extreme relative API content (±25% of
specification) so that content uniformity was met.
3. Results and discussion
The die filling of mono-sized granules in a lab-scale gravity feeder has been extensively described by Gopireddy et al. [27]. In
extension to [27] the focus of this study was the evaluation of
the die filling in case of particles having a poly-disperse PSD.
Therefore microcrystalline cellulose particles (Section 2.3) were
used as an experimental pendant to numerical simulations. Same
PSD and micro-mechanical properties (obtained through calibration as described in Section 2.4) served as basis for the numerical
setups (Tables 1 and 2).
First of all the die filling will be in-depth described by using calibrated MCC spheres micro-mechanical properties. Same metrics
as outlined by Gopireddy et al. [27], such as powder flow pattern,
mass flow rate, tablet mass, mass hold up, and particle rearrangement in the feeding box will be evaluated. In addition to those, the
PSD in the system will be intensively studied by introducing new
measures. A detailed explanation of the distribution of the different particle sizes supported by particles’ velocity analysis will
provide an understanding for particle size segregation in the
tableting machine.
Afterwards the influence of three different material properties
within the afore-mentioned framework will be studied and all
relevant metrics are listed in Table 3 for easy reference. The
inter-particle cohesion, the particle-particle, and the particle-wall
friction were changed one at a time. The value of the property
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was kept in the medium range for the default setup (setup no. 1,
Table 2) and additionally two setups with one minimum and one
maximum property value were created. For each material property
first the general and PSD metrics with focus on particle size segregation will be determined followed by a ranking of the values with
respect to the influence on the most important quality attributes of
the product. At the end all the material properties will be compared with each other to unveil the most superior/critical one.

3.1. Description of the die filling process
3.1.1. Powder flow pattern
The die filling of the particles with the properties corresponding
to the default configuration (setup no. 1, Table 2) is shown in Fig. 3.
The powder flow was visualized in Fig. 3A by coloring the particles
according to their velocity (red color: high velocity, blue color: particles remain stationary) as the die was moving at 40 rpm in anticlockwise direction. In parallel, the mass in the die and the relative
die fill level are illustrated in Fig. 3B. The latter one was
determined via the material’s bulk density and the die volume
giving a maximal possible tablet mass of 924 mg. As the die
opening entered underneath the feeding box, the particles slowly
started to fall into the die mainly due to gravity and accelerated
with time. During the die filling process, the top right corner of
the box got emptied, implied by a high particles velocity
(Fig. 3A and Fig. 4A). Simultaneously, the box was re-filled by particles from the inclined chute above which was most prevalent in
the right hand side (Fig. 3A). At the bottom of the box, particles
were dragged by the turret motion gaining velocity whereas particles at the top left of the feeding box remained stationary over the
complete filling time. Those observations are similar to mono-sized
granules reported by Gopireddy et al. [27].
The relative die fill level as the die was located in the middle of
the feeding box (t = 0.05 s, Fig. 3B) was 29% and it only reached 59%
after 0.10 s resulting in a mean tablet mass of 545 mg (Fig. 3C). The
high turret motion of 40 rpm resulting in the low filling time
caused an incompletely filled die (confer Fig. 3A, t = 0.13 s). Though
the mass flow rate was 5912 mg/s, estimated by the linear zone of
the mass discharge period, slightly less than the theoretical tablet
mass of 591 mg was obtained as the mass flow rate is lower at the
beginning (t = 0.0–0.015 s) and end (t = 0.085–0.10 s) of the die filling period.
After die no. 4, the mass collected in the die fluctuated around
the mean and roughly one standard deviation resulting in a low
RSD (0.7%, confer Fig. 3C). In parallel, the determined mass hold
up in the feeding box decreased by around 1 g from initial value
of 11.3 g after die no. 8. In particular, the time point at which constant mass hold up in the feeding box was reached is considered as
‘‘steady state” (ss) (confer Table 3). The void volume of 9% enabled
a particle rearrangement in the feeding box (see Section 3.1.3).
In Fig. 4A the qualitative particles’ velocity is shown as the feeding box was split into four equal sized sections (Fig. 4B). It can be
observed that the sections on the right hand side, namely sections
2 and 4, had a 99% higher mean particles’ velocity than on left hand
side (section 1 and 3) of the box (Table 3). This difference mainly
arose from the particles’ re-filling in section 2 and the momentum
particles obtained as the die opening was approaching in section 4.
Particles in the top left of the box (section 1) showed the lowest
velocity, confer also Fig. 3A. The detailed particles’ velocity analysis
per particle size for the different sections (Fig. 4B), shown in
Fig. 4C, indicated that only for section 4, in which particles mainly
discharge into the die, a particle size dependent velocity could be
identified. More precisely, the particles’ velocity increased with
particle size attributed to the higher gravitational force of the larger particles favoring the discharge into the die.
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Table 3
List of results for the basic metrics. The location within the text for definition or generation of the metrics is given under ‘‘Metric explanation”. Default setup properties are listed
in Table 2, setup no. 1. ‘‘Quality numbers” correspond to quality attributes described in Table 4.
Metric

Qua-lity
no.

Metric
explanation

Unit

Mean tablet mass

1

3.1.1,

Tablet mass variation (RSD)

2

Section
Fig. 3C
Section
Fig. 3C
Section
Fig. 3B
Section
Fig. 3C
Section
Fig. 4A
Section
Fig. 4A
Section
Fig. 4A
Section
Fig. 4A
Section

3.1.1,

cm/s

2.05

1.73

1.22

1.80

2.15

0.98

2.25

Section
Fig. 3C
Section
Fig. 5A
Section
Fig. 5A
Section
Fig. 5A
Section
Section
Section
Section
Fig. 5A
Section
Fig. 5A
Section
Fig. 5A
Section
Fig. 6B
Section
Fig. 6B

3.1.1,

–

8

7

11

8

8

17

8

3.1.2.2,

%

44.65

44.56

44.84

45.11

44.28

46.69

43.92

3.1.2.2,

%

3.05

3.07

3.36

2.75

3.27

3.16

2.68

3.1.2.2,

%

0.18

0.16

0.19

0.13

0.22

-0.03

0.13

3.1.2.4
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.3,

–
%
%
%

21.24
7.88
7.83
45.08

21.55
7.80
7.91
45.04

20.99
7.97
8.34
44.72

17.39
8.07
7.03
44.53

23.95
7.70
8.25
45.28

13.29
8.69
6.82
43.29

24.22
7.62
8.02
45.25

3.1.2.3,

%

0.90

0.85

0.55

0.66

0.88

0.91

1.08

3.1.2.3,

%

0.54

0.48

0.14

0.32

0.53

-0.60

0.71

3.1.3,

%

45.68

44.89

51.17

38.15

51.48

28.18

48.43

3.1.3,

s

2.40

2.25

2.40

3.15

2.25

6.00

1.95

Mass flow rate
Mean mass hold up in feeding box
Mean particles’ velocity in section 1
Mean particles’ velocity in section 2
Mean particles’ velocity in section 3
Mean particles’ velocity in section 4
Mean particles’ velocity in
complete feeding box
Die no. after reaching of steady
state (ss)
Mean fines content in dies during
steady state (fines q3, dies, ss)
RSD of fines content in dies during
steady state (RSDdies, ss)
RQT of fines in dies during steady
state in dies (RQTdies, ss)
API acceptance value (AV) in dies
Mean API content in dies
API content variation in dies (RSD)
Mean fines content in box during
steady state (fines’ q3, box, ss)
RSD of fines content in box during
steady state (RSDbox, ss)
RQT of fines in dies during steady
state in box (RQTbox, ss)
Ratio of old particles in feeding box
after 6 s
Appearance of color 1 particles in
section 4

4
5
3

6
7

8

Material property changed compared to default (setup no.)
Default
(1)

CED/0.0 MJ/
m3 (2)

CED/3.0 MJ/
m3 (3)

mPP/0.2
(4)

mPP/0.6
(5)

mPW/0.25
(6)

mPW/0.75
(7)

mg

545.24

564.27

364.32

605.79

527.90

480.94

551.19

3.1.1,

%

0.65

0.77

1.42

0.58

0.68

0.74

0.56

3.1.1,

mg/s

5917.47

6047.07

N/A

6532.87

5715.10

5104.83

5977.27

3.1.1,

g

10.36

10.52

9.08

10.85

10.10

10.45

10.23

3.1.1,

cm/s

0.80

0.55

0.36

0.70

0.85

0.30

0.95

3.1.1,

cm/s

2.25

1.23

0.70

2.03

2.40

1.27

2.54

3.1.1,

cm/s

1.98

2.30

1.83

1.54

2.10

0.52

2.24

3.1.1,

cm/s

3.27

2.71

1.89

2.98

3.44

1.92

3.45

In addition, the absolute x-, y-, and z-direction components of
the velocity vector were separately evaluated and are illustrated
in Fig. 4D (for clarification of the x-, y-, and z- directions confer
Fig. 1). In general, the particles in the right half of the box (sections
2 and 4), influenced by particles re-filling and die filling, showed
high x- and z-direction velocity vector components. The highest
x-direction velocity vector component was found for particles
entering the box from the pipe (section 2). The particles’ shearing
by turret rotation was indicated by the high y-velocity vector component for sections 3 (1.75 cm/s) and 4 (1.82 cm/s). In contrast,
particles in section 1 had the lowest velocity in all directions
though the highest contribution came from y-direction resulting
from the particle movement from left to right in the feeding box
(from section 1 into 2, detailed explanation given in Section 3.1.3).
3.1.2. Particle size distribution in the system and its change over time
3.1.2.1. During feeding system filling. The filling process (Section 2.4)
of the feeding system (pipe and box) itself caused a top to
bottom particle size segregation leading to a decreased ratio of
particle radii 282.5 mm and accumulation of larger particles
(radius > 282.5 mm) in the top of the box (section 1 & 2). However,
the mean particle radius was found to be not much different as it
was 324 mm and 318 mm in the top and bottom sections,
respectively.
This difference in particle sizes between top and bottom
occurred during the filling of the feeding system. As particles were

inserted in the feeding pipe (see Fig. 1, Section 2.4), they traversed
through the vertical pipe to the inclined chute and then into the
feeding box. During this particle motion larger particles were rolling and sliding down the chute surface acting as a ‘‘non-blinding
screen” through which the smaller particles percolated [53]. This
segregation mechanism, also known as sieving, caused an
accumulation of larger particles on the top and smaller ones at
the bottom [53–55]. In general this type of mechanism can take
place when there is a sufficient amount of large particles forming
a moving layer in addition to an adequately low fines content
(particles  200 mm, <1% (w/w), refer Fig. 2) [53,56,57].
As particle size segregation with a cut-off size at 282.5 mm was
already found during the feeding system filling process (confer
above), this gave rise to separate the PSD into two groups for the
following die filling explanation. Fine particles with radii  282.5
mm and coarse particles with radii > 282.5 mm were defined
(Fig. 2). In the complete system (feeding box and feeding pipe)
the initial content of fines was 46.3% and of coarse 53.7% (Fig. 2),
respectively. The sieving mechanism during filling caused a fines
concentration of 42.6% in the top (section 1 + 2) and 47.0% in the
bottom (section 3 + 4) of the feeding box, respectively. This PSD
grouping (fines/coarse) is remained throughout the rest of the
manuscript.
3.1.2.2. In the filled dies. Small particles can enter the voids during
the compaction process resulting in a closer particle packing [32].
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Fig. 3. (A) Qualitative illustration of die filling by coloring the particles according to their velocity (red: 3 cm/s, blue: 0 cm/s). (B) Absolute and relative mass flow rate into the
die. The relative fill level was obtained by comparing the actual mass to the max. possible mass in the die at the given bulk density of the material. (C) Tablet mass and mass
hold up in the feeding box. For the tablet mass, the mean mass is indicated by a solid line, the mean plus and minus one standard deviation by the dotted lines, respectively.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Thereby they can lead to an increased tablet hardness as their
higher surface area forms increased interparticulate bonds
[32,58–64]. However, no simple rule regarding the impact of granule size on tablet strength exists [33,65–70]. It is of main importance to understand the PSD evolution during the die filling
process as it might influence particle compression characteristics,
tablet hardness and in turn the dissolution profile. Although PSD
metrics of the fines were focused on in the following chapters, it
should be kept in mind that the fines content shows per definition
opposite trends compared to the coarse particles.
First of all, the fines content in the dies over time will be discussed followed by a thorough explanation of the PSD development within the feeding box (see Section 3.1.2.3). For
clarification the corresponding data is depicted in Fig. 5A. All data
belonging to the dies are colored in red, those belonging to the
feeding box in blue (confer Fig. 5A, left). Solid lines connect the
individual data points, dashed lines the mean fines q3 content during steady state (die no. 8–40, for definition of steady state confer
Section 3.1.1). The linear regression lines through the raw data
points during steady state are marked as dotted lines.
During the first filled dies, the fines content was decreasing
from initially 49% to 42% in die no. 8 until a steady mass hold up
in the box (confer Fig. 3C) has been established. This initial
decrease was characterized by the discharge of the higher fines
content that was found after the filling process at the bottom of
the feeding box (confer Section 3.1.2.1). As soon as steady mass
hold up in the box was reached, the fines content was steadily
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increasing to 46% in the last filled die. A linear regression line
through the fines content data points from die 8 till last filled die
(40) showed a slope of 0.082%. Normalization of the slope to the
averaged data points was defined as a new segregation index, the
‘‘Relative q3 trend” (RQTinitial die no. – last die no. [%]), and will be
explained in the following. The mean fines q3, 8-40 content in the
dies during steady state (the subscript indicates the considered
range of die numbers, dashed line in Fig. 5A) was found to be
44.7%. Normalizing the increasing trend over time (slope of the
regression trend line (0.082%), dotted line in Fig. 5A) to the mean
q3, 8-40 content (44.7%) gave a RQT8-40 value of 0.18%. This RQT
value was able to describe whether an accumulation or depletion
of fines during steady state die filling over time was found. A
positive RQT sign indicated a relative increase in fines q3 content
over time whereas a negative RQT sign a depletion. The absolute
RQT value could serve as an indicator for the extent of long-term
segregation. From a quality point of view, a low absolute RQT value
is desirable as low PSD differences between initially produced
tablets and the tablets at the end of the production process are
obtained.
In addition, the fluctuation of the fines content could be measured
by the relative standard deviation (RSD first die no - last die no. [%]) of
the q3 data points. A low RSD quantified a low tablet-to-tablet
variation of the fines q3 content. In this setup the fines q3 RSD8-40
in the dies was found to be 3.05%.
Both measures, the RQT and RSD of the fines q3 content in the
dies (Table 3) could be utilized to quantify the PSD development
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Fig. 4. (A) Mean particles’ velocity in 4 sections of the feeding box that are defined in (B). (C) Mean particles’ velocity per individual particle size in the 4 cross-sections of the
feeding box and the complete box. The mean velocity over all sizes is given in dotted lines for the different locations, respectively. (D) Mean particles’ velocity per x-, y-, and zdirection in the 4 cross-sections (confer Fig. 1 for directions).

Fig. 5. (A) Explanation of the fines q3 content development for default setup (setup no. 1, Table 2). Data corresponding to dies is shown in red, for complete feeding box in
dark blue. Solid lines show raw data points. After steady state (ss, die no. 8 or t = 1.2 s), the mean fines q3 content is indicated in dashed lines, the linear regression line
through the raw data points of the fines q3 after steady state in dotted lines. (B) Overview of q3 RSD of the different particle sizes in the four cross sections of the box, the
complete box, and the dies. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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during the tableting process thereby providing indices for tablet
hardness and dissolution.
3.1.2.3. In the feeding box. During filling of the dies by turret rotation, the concurrent processes of particles leaving the feeding box
to the dies and particles being re-filled into the box through the
inclined chute resulted in a PSD fluctuation. During the time
between one die leaving the box to the next die entering the
box, the particles in the box, particularly in the bottom part which
were in contact with the turret, were forming a shearing layer due
to the turret rotation (Fig. 3A). Therefore, each cross-section of the
box, confer Fig. 4B, was involved in a different sub-process bearing the possibility for PSD variation due to different segregation
mechanisms. The particles’ flow within the system and the particularities at all those sections are separately explained in the
following.
Particles were re-filled from the feeding pipe into the right half
of the feeding box as this part was mainly involved in particle discharge (section 2, see Section 3.1.1 and Fig. 3A). Again a top (section 2) to bottom (section 4) segregation in the box with an
initially higher fines content at the bottom was found. The difference in fines q3 content between top (section 2) to bottom (section
4) of around 6% (40.6% and 46.5% in section 2 and 4, respectively)
remained constant throughout the die filling process. Over time, at
the back side of the feeding box small particles accumulated. This
accumulation evolved as a cause of particles’ velocity gradient over
the horizontal sections of the inclined feeding pipe [27] and the
particles’ discharge in the front half of the box. Particles in direct
contact with the bottom of the inclined pipe moved with lower
velocity compared to particles on top (see [27] for detailed explanation and [71]). During this movement in the pipe, large particles
rose to the top whereas small ones could percolate through them.
At the entrance of pipe to box, coarse particles (radius > 282.5 mm)
on top gained increased velocity due to their higher mass and
rolled/slid down on the particles’ surface bed to enter the die. As
particle’s were either re-filled from the feeding pipe (section 2)
or discharged into the die (section 4), the velocity component for
vertical movement (z) was highest compared to the rest of the
feeding box (confer Section 3.1.1 and Fig. 4D).
Particles either entered the die on the right hand side of the
feeding box (section 4) or were sheared on top of the turret from
right to left into section 3. Hence the bottom left section of the
box (section 3) was involved in at least three different processes.
(1) The turret rotation caused a shearing of the particles at the bottom of the box whereby voids were generated. Small particles
could percolate through those voids [34,72]. The shear rate, defining the voids size and percolation extent was influenced by the turret speed and the particle-wall friction. (2) As particles were
discharged into the die, they were re-filled from the rotating shearing layer originating from right hand side of the box. Hence the PSD
in section 3 was mutually influenced by the PSD in section 4 and
the ratio of particles being discharged into the die and being held
back in the box. (3) As the shearing layer was reaching the left wall
of the box, the particles dodged the flow by moving upwards into
section 1 [27]. This upwards movement was visualized by the particles’ coloring described in Section 3.1.3. In addition, the zcomponent of the particles’ velocity vector was significantly
decreased from 1.44 cm/s in section 4 to 1.11 cm/s in section 3
as shown in Fig. 4D.
The largest particles (radius of 420.5 mm) with very high mass
couldn’t follow this upwards motion as gravitational force was
counteracting. Hence they showed a depletion over time in the
top left of the box (section 1). During the overall upwards movement of the powder bed, small particles could fall through the particles’ voids thereby partly resisting the opposed flow. However
within the width of section 1, different powder flow layers evolved
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over time (confer Fig. 6C). These layers were generated as the back
side of the box was influenced in particles’ re-filling from the pipe,
the middle part was majorly involved in die filling and showed
highest particles’ velocity/turnover (orange colored particles in
Fig. 6C, right), and the front of the box was primarily sheared. At
the boarders where high and low particles’ velocity/turnover were
encountered an increased fines content was found.
Particles which were pushed upwards in the left half of the
feeding box (section 1) rolled/slid down on top to the right half
of the box (section 2) causing a particles’ recirculation within the
box. This rearrangement was visualized by the particles’ coloring
(confer Section 3.1.3) and could be quantified by a y-direction
velocity vector component of 0.46 cm/s (Fig. 4D).
Independent of the analyzed region, the fluctuation of the q3
(RSD) was directly dependent on the particle size and its q3 value.
Fig. 5B shows the q3 RSD for each particle size in all the analyzed
sections. An exponential decrease in q3 RSD was observed for particle sizes up to 282.5 mm (fine particles). Between 282.5 mm and
337.5 mm a plateau and for particles >337.5 mm there was a slight
increasing trend (see Fig. 5B) identified. Regions with a high particles’ turnover rate and particles’ velocity (Fig. 4 and Table 3) turned
out to have on an average higher RSDs, i.e. dies, section 2, and 4
showed the largest fluctuation in PSD. Apart from dies, the highest
mean RSD over all particle sizes was found in section 2 (11.3%) and
the lowest in section 1 (3.9%) (Fig. 5B, dashed lines).
In summary, over the complete feeding box (Fig. 5A), the fines
q3 content initially decreased from 44.7% to 44.2% until steady
mass hold up was reached (t = 1.2 s, corresponds to die no. 8)
and then increased by a RQT8-40 of 0.54% until a final fines q3 content of 45.3% (t = 6 s). Although the complete box showed a relatively constant variation in tablet-to-tablet fines content
(measured in terms of q3 RSDbox, ss) of 0.90%, the consistency in
the dies was decreased significantly (RSDdies, ss of 3.05%, confer
above). This discrepancy was attributed to the different powder
flow phenomena within the feeding box during the die filling process. For this given setup the overall fines q3 pattern over time
within the dies and the complete feeding box were highly similar
(Fig. 5A). Hence a thorough understanding of the powder flow phenomena within the feeding box could help in understanding particle size segregation in the filled dies.
3.1.2.4. Ph. Eur. content uniformity. Last but not least one major
tablet quality requirement, ‘‘content uniformity” was evaluated.
Therefore one particle size out of the distribution served exemplarily as the model ‘‘API” and its uniformity over time was evaluated.
The particles of size 200–237.5 mm and an initial q3 of 8.5% (Fig. 2)
were selected and tracked in the box as well as in the dies over
time. This size range out of the PSD has been selected as it could
reflect a low dose direct compression formulation [73] with a reasonable particle size of model ‘‘API” relative to excipient particles.
Our experience from direct compression formulations shows that
usually API particles are in the particle size range of the disintegrant which is much smaller compared to the diluent.
Over 40 filled dies, the model ‘‘API” particles were slightly accumulating in the feeding box (API particles RQTbox, 1-40 = 1.2%) and
depleting in the dies (API particles RQTdies, 1-40 = 0.4%). These
observations were differing compared to the fines content analysis
in the feeding box and dies (fine particles RQTbox, 1-40 = 0.5%,
RQTdies, 1-40 = 0.1). This discrepancy could be explained by the
wider range of particle sizes defined as fines compared to ‘‘API”
particles (Fig. 2). Hence other particle sizes in the fines group
showed opposite trends compared to ‘‘API” particles counteracting
the ‘‘API” particle size trend. A high ‘‘API” content variation in the
filled dies of 8% (RSD) was found thereby resulting in an AV of
>15 which did not meet the criteria for content uniformity according to the Ph. Eur. [3] (confer Section 2.5, Table 3).
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Fig. 6. (A) 8 vertical zones in the feeding box and feeding pipe assigning particles in total 9 different colors as per their initial position. Colors 1–4 were assigned in the feeding
box, colors 5–8 in the feeding pipe, and the rest of the particles in the pipe were assigned as color 9. The graph shows the frequency (number based) of the colored particles in
the dies. Exemplarily the filled dies for the first, 10th, 20th, 30th, and last (40th) filled die are shown. (B) Distribution of the colored particles in the 4 sections (confer Fig. 4B) of
the feeding box over time. (C) Visualization of the feeding box by the initially colored particles as well as by their radius after 6 s of die filling. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

In conclusion, this detailed analysis of poly-disperse die filling
showed that the PSD development in the system was influenced
by mainly two phenomena. First, the box cross-sections were
involved in different sub-processes during the die filling thereby
influencing the particles turnover and particles’ velocity to a dissimilar extent. These sub-processes generated different particle
size segregation phenomena. Second, the absolute particle size
and the relative contribution of gravitational to the net force determined whether particles were rather discharged into the die or
remained in the box. Thereby a well-chosen PSD in terms of absolute and relative particle sizes as well as their distribution could
significantly influence the tablet product with respect to content
uniformity, dissolution, and hardness.
3.1.3. Particle rearrangement in the feeding box
In Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 the particle flow pattern in the box
was qualitatively described by the particles’ velocity (Fig. 4), and
its influence on the PSD (Fig. 5) was determined. To further
strengthen these observations the particles in the feeding system
were colored by their initial position, in analogy to [27]. In extension of four-equal volume zones split along the width of the feeding box, the lower half of the feeding pipe or inclined chute was
split into 4 additional zones where the particles were colored in
these zones. These were in line with the zones of the feeding box

so that in total 9 different zones were obtained, and the schematic
of all these zones as per the assigned colors is depicted in Fig. 6A.
The contribution of these colored particles in the dies was analyzed
both quantitatively and qualitatively. The graph in Fig. 6A shows
the percentage of different colored particles in the die, i.e. the contribution of particles from individual zones that were filled into
dies 1–40 is presented.
During the initial period the particles entering the die originated from the very right hand side of the box as the die arrived
underneath the box at the right hand side (Fig. 6A (top right),
color 4 and 3), followed by particles from the middle of the
box (color 2). No particles from the very left side of the feeding
box (color 1) were entering the die until the 20th die for which
they already have been traveled from the upper half of the feeding box to the re-filling zone on the right side of the box (see
below). Re-filled or fresh particles (color 5–9) appeared after
die no. 8 (see Fig. 6A, color 8) and mainly originated from the
right hand side of the feeding pipe. After 6 s of discharge, which
comprised filling of 40 dies, the first particles from the upper
half of the feeding pipe started falling into the die (see
Fig. 6A, color 9).
To visualize these colored particles in the die as part of a qualitative analysis, the contents of the 1st, 10th, 20th, 30th and 40th dies
are exemplarily shown in Fig. 6A (bottom right). This visualization
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supported the quantitative analysis shown in Fig. 6A (top right).
Additionally, it illustrated that there was not only a top to bottom
but also a horizontal difference of colored particles in the filled
dies. Over the die width non-uniform coloring layers were developed indicating a mixture of (1) ‘‘old particles” (white – blue color),
which stayed in the feeding box for certain time experiencing high
shear, and (2) ‘‘fresh particles” (yellow – orange color), which
directly entered the die thereby these particles were subjected to
less shear force. As ‘‘fresh” particles traveled less distance within
the feeding system and were exerted to less shearing forces compared to ‘‘old” particles, different compressive properties over the
height and width of the tablet might be obtained [74]. This may
lead to capping with an increasing tendency over production time.
Also, these differences may not pose a major problem in round
tablets however could cause issues in other tablet shapes, e.g.
oblong tablets.
Similar analysis was performed to study the temporal rearrangement of particles within the feeding box (Fig. 6B), which
helps in identifying the high mixing and dead zones. This was
achieved by splitting the feeding box into four-sized sections (as
shown in Fig. 4B and for PSD and particles’ velocity analysis).
Fig. 6B shows the percentage of different colored particles within
these four sections of the feeding box and their development over
time. By definition color 1 and 2 particles were initially positioned
in section 1 and 3 whereas color 3 and 4 particles in sections 2 and
4, and were constituting each 50% of initial number of particles,
respectively (confer Figs. 4B and 6A (left)). At the beginning of
the die filling color 1 particles located at the very left of the box,
were not falling into the die (confer Fig. 6A). Due to (1) the overall
particle motion, and (2) additional space created as a result of less
mass hold up in the box, the particles from section 1 moved to section 2 at which they appeared after die no. 10 and then in section 4
after die 18, respectively (see Fig. 6B, section 2 and 4). Color 2 particles entered the dies to a low extent (<20%, confer Fig. 6A), hence
their contribution in section 3 was decreasing at a slow rate and
they were, similar to color 1 particles, moving from the left to
the right hand side of the feeding box into section 2. In this given
setup, it can be clearly seen that particles originally located on the
right hand side of the box (color 3 and 4), were significantly
decreasing in section 2 and 4 since they mainly entered the die
(Fig. 6A and B), and the rest of them was being moved by the turret
into section 3 and then into section 1 due to the pushing of particles as a result of the moving turret. The different particle flow patterns within the box and from the pipe into the box revealed an
intriguing distribution of colored particles within the system after
6 s of die filling, as depicted in Fig. 6C. There the side view from the
right and left side and coloring as per the zones and as per the particle size is shown. Eventually, at 6 s 54% of ‘fresh’ particles (color
5–9, Fig. 6A) from the pipe contributed to the overall particles in
the box. Fresh particles (color 5–9) constituted about 93% in the
last die and 31%, 66%, 50%, and 77% in sections 1, 2, 3, and 4,
respectively, resulting in the highest intermixing in the zones
which were involved in particles discharge and re-filling. Overall,
the particles in section 1 remained under no or low moving status
(confer velocity analysis in Fig. 4, Section 3.1.1 and Table 3)
whereas the sections 2 and 4 were constantly intermixed/rearranged, which is in agreement with the mono-sized granules data
[27]. Thereby section dependent PSD evolution within the box
resulted, which was in agreement with the observations that have
been made in Section 3.1.2.3.
This coloring analysis supported the understanding of particles
rearrangement and flow within the box thereby helped in understanding the shear forces acting on the particles. A high particle
residence time in the box might bear the risk of over lubrication
affecting the dissolution profile of the tablets over time [28,74–77].
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3.2. Influence of material properties
In this section, the influence of inter-particle cohesion, particleparticle friction and particle-wall friction on the different metrics
defined in Section 3.1 will be described.
3.2.1. Influence of inter-particle cohesion
One of the most annoying particle properties during powder
handling that every formulation researcher experiences is the
powder ‘‘stickiness” generated by inter-particle cohesion. Different
non-contact forces acting on particles such as van der Waals, electrostatic, and liquid/solid bridge forces contribute to the material’s
‘‘stickiness” [78]. The different forces can act concurrently or successively to different extents [79]. In this study, the influence of
the inter-particle cohesion was tested by introducing it as a single
quantity known as cohesion energy density (CED) [23,27–30] via
the simplified JKR model [46]. The main focus was to gauge the
influence of this material property on the die filling as well as on
the PSD of the model spheres by varying the CED value between
0, 1.5 MJ/m3, and 3.0 MJ/m3 (setup no. 2, 1 (default), and 3, respectively in Table 2). The rationale behind the selection of these CED
values is given by Gopireddy et al. [27].
In general, only minor differences with respect to mass flow
rate, mass hold up, tablet mass, and mass variation could be identified between zero and medium (1.5 MJ/m3) CED setups (confer
Table 3). However, a higher particle-particle stickiness (CED = 3.0
MJ/m3) caused significantly different results. Most intriguing, in
contrast to the constant mass flow rate over the complete discharge time for the medium CED setup (1.5 MJ/m3, confer
Fig. 3B), a tri-phasic profile for CED = 3.0 MJ/m3 was found, shown
in Fig. 7A. The high mass flow rate (3912 mg/s) in the first third
was attributed to the steep powder bed angle in the right half of
the box enhancing the particles’ transfer from the pipe through
the box into the die. The steeper powder bed angle is visualized
in Fig. 7B with side view on the right half of the feeding box for
medium (1.5 MJ/m3) and high (3.0 MJ/m3) cohesion setups. The
low mass hold up in the feeding box (confer Table 3) reduced the
normal force exerted on the particles, confer [27], reducing the
mass flow rate in the middle die filling period (0.04–0.06 s,
Fig. 7B). For the last third, the mass flow rate increased again due
to the higher powder bed height in the box. Overall, a mean tablet
mass reduction of 33% compared to medium cohesion setup
(Table 3) was obtained.
For a CED of 3.0 MJ/m3 mainly clotted particles entered in an
unsteady manner (data not shown) from the right half of the feeding box into the die (confer above) leading to a significantly higher
tablet mass fluctuation and a higher long-term (RQTdies, ss) and
tablet-to-tablet (RSDdies, ss) PSD variation (Table 3). In contrast,
the PSD consistency in the feeding box was improved (RSDbox, ss
and RQTbox, ss) demonstrating the discrepancy between PSD development in the box and the die. The reduced segregation tendency
in the box for more sticky material was consistent with Gentzler
et al. [39]. However, the general assumption of increased cohesion
results in decreased segregation could not be confirmed since the
highest segregative effect in the feeding box (RQTbox, ss) was found
for the medium cohesion setup (CED = 1.5 MJ/m3, Table 3), an
observation also reported by others [38,80].
Particles’ coloring analysis revealed that, again, low and medium CED setups showed similar patterns, unlike to the high CED
setup. For the latter, particles remained a longer time in the feeding box (51% ‘‘old” particles (color 1–4) after 6 s, Table 3), due to
less discharged mass into the die. In parallel, the reduced mass
hold up in the feeding box was favoring a higher particles’ travelling distance (maximum frequency of color 1 particles in section 4
(confer Section 3.1.3) of 26% and 19% for CEDs of 3.0 MJ/m3 and 1.5
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Fig. 7. (A) Mass flow rate into the die for highest CED setup (3.0 MJ/m3). Additionally, the snapshots of the qualitative illustration of particles’ velocity in the box is given at
three different time points (beginning, middle, and end). (B) Side view of the feeding box (sections 2 and 4) for medium (1.5 MJ/m3) and high (3.0 MJ/m3) cohesion setups. The
dotted line indicates the particles’ heap in contact with the box boundary to highlight the difference of particles’ filling.

MJ/m3, respectively). Overall, these effects might enhance the risk
for particle attrition and over lubrication by a higher particles’
shearing rate [28,30,74].
In summary, it could be clearly stated that for highly cohesive
formulations the advantage of a reduced particle size segregation
in the gravity feeder was opposite to the drawback of PSD inconsistency in the dies caused by clotted particles filling. This also
resulted in a high tablet mass variation. In addition powder flow
blockage in the feeding pipe and particle attrition in the box as well
as over lubrication might occur. Hence it is advised to generate
medium sticky formulations by a clever choice of excipients and
lubricant content.
3.2.2. Influence of particle-particle friction
The microscopic particle-particle friction (mPP), that is entering
in DEM contact force calculations [43], was shown to influence significantly the tablet mass due to an increased resistance of particle
motion at high mPP values [23,27,81–83]. This is consistent with a
reduced discharge rate found in hoppers [50]. Only few experimental and numerical studies have evaluated the influence of the interparticle friction on the segregation behavior and most of them used
two different friction parameters for particles of same size [84–89].
To our knowledge, only one group investigated the influence of the
mPP on particle size segregation [90,91]. They found that the rate of
segregation intensity was nonmonotonous, being high at low mPP

values, decreasing to a minimum value at mPP  0.1, and increasing
again with increasing mPP indicated by the presence of competing
segregation mechanisms. Different patterns of collective flow of
the granular material were identified with dominating local mixing
at low mPP compared to a cyclic motion of the total bulk at high mPP
[90,91]. In this study the influence of the mPP in a poly-disperse
gravity die filling setup was studied by setting the mPP to three different values, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 (setup nos. 4, 1, and 5 in Table 2).
Consistent with literature findings [23,27,81–83], an increase in
mPP caused a significant decrease in tablet mass, mass flow rate, and
mass hold up in the feeding box (Table 3). At higher mPP, the energy
dissipation during particle-particle contact is reduced. Hence particles in the shearing layer with the turret transferred their
momentum to particles above them resulting in an overall mean
particles’ velocity increase in the complete feeding box by 19%
for mPP of 0.6 compared to 0.2 (Table 3). With increasing mPP the
mean fines content in the dies during steady state (q3, dies, ss)
decreased and the tablet-to-tablet (RSDdies, ss) as well as longterm content consistency (RQTdies, ss) were deteriorating (Table 3).
No explanation for those observations can be given at this moment.
In addition the mean content in the dies of the model ‘‘API” particles was further away from the label claim of 8.5% (Fig. 2, q3 of API
particles = 8.1%, 7.8%, and 7.7% for mPP of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6, respectively), and their uniformity was lowest (AV = 17.4 and 24.0 for
mPP of 0.2 and 0.6, respectively [3], Table 3). The fines content seg-
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regation indices in the feeding box showed highest segregation
tendency (RQTbox, ss and RSDbox, ss) for a mPP of 0.6 (consistent with
Dziugys and Navakas [90,91]) and which is similar to the filled
dies. This segregation similarity in the feeding box and in the filled
dies is opposite to the observations made for the influence of the
inter-particle cohesion (confer Section 3.2.2). In case of higher
cohesion (CED = 3.0 MJ/m3) the discharge of clotted particles into
the dies counteracted the low segregation tendency in the feeding
box. Particles coloring analysis showed no distinctive differences
between medium (0.4) and high (0.6) mPP setups, compared to a
significant different pattern at low mPP (0.2). For the latter, first
the higher mass flow rate (confer above, Table 3) provided a more
uniform filling over the length of the feeding box indicated by a
higher contribution of color 1 and 2 particles in the dies. Second,
the reduced particles’ velocity (Table 3) could also be reflected
by a decreased intermixing of particles in the feeding box from section 1 to 2, and to 4. As a result of the higher mass throughput by
increased tablet mass, less ‘‘old” particles (color 1–4) remained in
the feeding box (38% at 6 s). In sum, particle attrition and over
lubrication [27,28,30,74] might be prevented with low mPP. Furthermore tablet weight RSD, API content RSD, and PSD variation
in the filled dies were reduced constituting the best product quality over production time.
These significant differences between the mPP setups highlight
the importance of flowability experiments, e.g. by using a ring
shear tester. Thus the effective angle of internal friction [92]
(‘‘PHIE”, a macroscopic particle-particle friction measure) of the
powder bulk can be determined and this might significantly help
to classify materials into critical (high mPP/PHIE) or not, and subsequently aid formulation optimization aiming to reduce the mPP.
3.2.3. Influence of particle-wall friction
The surfaces of different materials contain a unique distribution
of peaks and valleys depending upon the structure or the type of
processing used [93]. The degree of surface roughness of the geometry, e.g. a hopper, can significantly impact the material discharge
[50]. Though its influence on particle size segregation was so far
only tested in rotating drums [94,95] and an inclined base [71].
Reference to the tableting unit operation, in particular the die filling is missing so far. The influence of the particle-wall friction on
the die filling behavior of particles having poly-dispersity in size
within the lab-scale gravity feeder was evaluated considering three
different particle–wall friction coefficients (mPW) of 0.25, 0.50, and
0.75 (confer Table 2, setup 6, 1, and 7).
Gopireddy et al. [27] showed that a higher geometry surface
roughness (high mPW) could enhance particle motion within the
feeding system. Similar to the mono-disperse die filling, polydisperse particles with high mPW revealed significantly increased
particles’ motion. However, the differences of powder flow pattern
between a mPW of 0.50 and 0.75 were only small (Table 3) indicating a non-linear mPW effect. As the turret was rotating underneath
the feeding box, the particles in the shearing layer, showing highest effect by friction with the geometry, transferred their momentum to particles above them. Hence for the highest particle-wall
friction (mPW = 0.75) an increased particles’ velocity was found in
comparison to the lowest particle-wall friction (mPW = 0.25)
(Table 3). This resulted in an increased mass flow rate thereby
higher collected mass and mass consistency in the die (Table 3).
The higher turnover rate in the feeding box led to an increased particle mixing indicated by earlier appearance of color 1 particles in
section 4 (confer Section 3.1.3) at t = 1.95 s for mPW = 0.75 and 2.40
s for mPW = 0.5, consistent with [27].
In contrast, significantly different powder flow phenomena
could be identified at low (0.25) compared to high mPW (0.50).
Those differences mainly arose due to a significantly reduced particles’ velocity at low particle-wall friction (mPW = 0.25) and led to a
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decreased mass flow rate and tablet mass in addition to an
increased tablet mass fluctuation (Table 3). The reduced particles’
shearing by turret rotation for mPW = 0.25 led to three phenomena.
(1) The particles impacted with reduced velocity on the left wall of
the feeding box hence less momentum was transferred to the particles above (section 1). As a result no particles from the box bottom were transported upwards into section 1 favoring size
segregation by ‘‘brazil-nut-effect” (BNE) [96]. The disturbances in
the powder bed caused by time intervals of high (during die filling)
and low (shearing during inter-dies) particles’ velocity led to a rise
and accumulation of coarse particles on top of the box. (2) The lack
of re-circulation from left to right (section 1–2) on top of the box
(confer Fig. 8) significantly reduced the particles’ residence time
and as a result the potential risk of particle attrition and over lubrication [27,28,30,74]. (3) Only one interface over the width of the
left half of the feeding box at which ‘‘old” particles (blue color,
box) and ‘‘fresh” particles (orange color, pipe) were coinciding
(Fig. 8) has been developed during 6 s of die filing (compare to
Fig. 6C for mPW = 0.50). In contrast to higher mPW values, an ‘‘API”
particles depletion over the complete box (RQTbox, ss = 0.60%)
was found. The mean ‘‘API” content in the dies was higher in comparison to higher values of mPW and was most close to the label
claim (Fig. 2) and a low tablet-to-tablet content variation gave an
AV value of 13.3, constituting the only setup out of all meeting
the requirements for content uniformity [3]. However at this
moment an explanation for all those observations cannot be
provided.
The comparison of the three different mPW setups showed that
with respect to tablet weight variation and particle size consistency from tablet-to-tablet (RSDdies, ss) a high mPW was beneficial.
In contrast, the quality of formulations that show issues with content uniformity (AV) and long term PSD consistency (RQTdies, ss)
might be improved by smoothening the geometry surface, thus a
reduction of mPW. It should be mentioned that the findings and
drawn conclusions hold only true for the tested turret speed.
Altered particles’ velocity due to a modified turret speed could lead
to different particle size segregation phenomena. In particular the
particle shearing layer and the generated voids that are influencing
the percolation extent [34,72] (confer Section 3.1.2.3) could
change.
3.3. Comparison of all tested material properties
Eventually, a comparison of the influence of all tested material
properties (setup no. 1–7) on the quality of the final product and
segregation tendency is given in Table 4 to generate a material
dependent risk assessment [97]. First of all a short description of
the different quality attributes followed by their evaluation with
respect to the material properties is provided. The different setups
were compared for each and every quality attribute separately
assigning the coded value ‘‘6” for the setup showing the best result
and in descending order to ‘‘0” for the worst result. At the end all
values were averaged for the individual setups thereby a conclusive comparison between them was generated (confer below).
As the turret was rotating with very high speed (40 rpm), no
complete die filling could be obtained (Fig. 3A). However in general, during installation of the process parameters (e.g. pre- and
main compression force), the position of the lower punch and turret speed are set to obtain the anticipated tablet mass at completely filled dies. Here, the highest mass in the filled dies was
defined as best (‘‘6”) since it could also serve as a measure of powder flowability [7,8]. It was shown that out of all setups, the highest
mass was 606 mg at a mPP of 0.2 assigning the coded value of ‘‘6”
(confer Table 3) and it was almost halved at a CED of 3.0 MJ/m3
(coded value of ‘‘0”, confer Table 3). All other setups showed moderate tablet masses between 481 and 564 mg.
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Fig. 8. Visualization of the feeding box by the initially colored particles as well as by their radius after 6 s of die filling for a mPW of 0.25. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 4
Comparison of performance of all tested material properties. A coded value of ‘‘0” corresponds to worst, ‘‘6” to best performance, respectively. The default setup (setup no. 1,
Table 2) has a CED of 1.5 MJ/m3, mPP of 0.4, and mPW of 0.50. Cells are marked in
if performance is worst (‘‘0”),
second worst (‘‘1”),
second best (‘‘5”), and
best (‘‘6”).

The fluctuation of the tablet mass (RSD) entering the calculations
for tablet weight uniformity [3] was for all setups, as anticipated,
very low (RSD < 1%) with one exception found at highest cohesion
(RSD = 1.4% for CED of 3.0 MJ/m3). A similar setup ranking as for
the mean tablets mass (confer above) was found for its RSD although
no inter-particle interaction (0.0 MJ/m3) revealed a good performance for tablet mass (‘‘5”) but inferiority for its uniformity (‘‘1”).
The third criteria was the calculation of the content uniformity
according to Ph. Eur. [3] by selecting one particle size out of the
distribution as the model ‘‘API” particles. The target value of the
AV is 15 and could only be fulfilled for lowest particle-wall friction (mPW = 0.25, ‘‘6”) setup. All other setups could not meet this
criteria thus closest proximity to 15 was considered as second best
(‘‘5” for mPP = 0.2). The highest particle-wall friction setup (mPW =
0.75) with highest AV value of 24 (‘‘0”, Table 3) revealed least content uniformity. Surprisingly, the same setup ranking as for content
uniformity was found for particles’ remixing within the feeding
system (confer below).
The tablet-to-tablet consistency of the PSD was measured in
terms of fines q3 RSD (RSDdies, ss) (confer Section 3.1.2.2). A low
fluctuation (low RSDdies, ss) could prevent intermediate differences

in compaction force and dissolution [32,33,58–70]. Content uniformity and the tablets’ PSD consistency were showing comparable
rankings over the tested material properties. However, for most
extreme particle-wall friction setups (mPW = 0.25 and 0.75) this
relationship could not be confirmed, i.e. highest mPW setup showed
least content uniformity (‘‘0”) although the intra-tablet fines q3
content consistency was superior compared to other setups (‘‘6”).
Long-term PSD consistency, measured via the fines relative q3
trend over time to mean q3 (RQTdies, ss), should be as low as possible to obtain tablets of the same properties produced at the beginning and end of the batch. The highest consistency could be
obtained at very smooth geometry surfaces, namely at mPW of
0.25 (‘‘6”).
PSD metrics for the feeding box revealed different setup rankings compared to dies. Though within the box the setups’ ranking
for short-term (RSDbox, ss) and long-term (RQTbox, ss) consistency
were same. Hence the most uniform PSD was found in the feeding
box at highest particle cohesion (‘‘6”), however this consistency
could not be transferred to the dies (confer Section 3.2.1, coded
value of ‘‘0” and ‘‘1” for RSDdies, ss and RQTdies, ss, respectively) as
mainly clotted particles discharged in an uncontrollable manner
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into the die. The segregation trend (RQTbox, ss) within the box was
highest at very extreme geometry surface roughness (‘‘1” and ‘‘0”
for mPW = 0.25 and 0.75, respectively).
Last but not least, the intermixing within the feeding box that
might cause particle attrition, over lubrication, and dissolution differences, was analyzed. Since for some setups, the ratio of ‘‘old” to
‘‘fresh” particles after 6 s in the box did not fully capture the intermixing (confer Section 3.2.3, mPW = 0.25 has lowest ratio of ‘‘old”
particles) so the time point at which color 1 particles appeared in
section 4 was used (Table 3). An earlier time point was considered
as faster intermixing and should be avoided to reduce particles’
shearing. As shown in Table 4, the highest influence on the residence time/intermixing has the particle-wall friction (‘‘0” for mPW
= 0.75 and ‘‘6” for mPW = 0.25) followed by the particle-particle friction. Very low friction values, either between particles or between
particles and the geometry were favorable (‘‘6” for mPW = 0.25 and
‘‘5” for mPP = 0.2).
The coded values were averaged for each and every setup individually assigning the coded value ‘‘6” for highest and ‘‘0” for lowest performance. This average value provided a basic judgment or
advice for this setup. In principle, a high average value and less
‘‘low” and more ‘‘high” performance results would indicate a formulation that could be handled with low caution when it comes
to tableting. The best performance out of all could be expected
for lowest particle-particle friction setup (mPP = 0.2, average
‘‘5.0”), the least for highest particle-particle friction (mPP = 0.6, average ‘‘1.8”). Although some setups obtained quite high average values (‘‘2.6” for CED of 3.0 MJ/m3 and ‘‘3.1” for mPW of 0.25), they
should be handled with medium caution. Namely these two setups
showed at least in 3 out of 8 criteria extremely low (‘‘0” or ‘‘1”) performance. For highest mPW (=0.75) the most extreme results (best
and worst) were found, i.e. in 7 (4 ‘‘low” and 3 ‘‘high”) out of
8 quality criteria. Hence this setup should be handled with high
caution as the superiority with respect to some quality attributes
might bear high failure risk for others. Only the setup at medium
range parameters (default setup) for cohesion and friction
(particle-particle and particle-wall) could provide a good balance
as extreme performances are lacking. Formulation design towards
a low particle-particle friction (mPP = 0.2) should be preferably
aimed (average coded value of ‘‘5.0”).
The strength of Table 4 lies in the guide provision which property has highest influence on a particular quality attribute. However, all 8 quality attributes obtained the same weighting and
adaption might be required if one of them is considered as more
critical. This risk assessment could serve as a basis for formulation
scientists to control and direct blend properties to highest product
quality. Although it should be kept in mind that in reality, compared to numerical simulations, neither of the attributes can be
modified independent of each other. In addition, changing two
properties at a time, e.g. increasing cohesion and particle-particle
friction, could erase the merit or drawback of either of them. Last
but not least, it should be mentioned that the ranking provided
in Table 4 holds only true at the tested process setup, particularly
turret speed (confer influence of turret speed on particles’ velocity
and shearing rate, Section 3.2.3).

4. Conclusion
Die filling constitutes a critical step during tablet manufacturing which influences the product quality with respect to tablet
weight, content uniformity, and to a lower extent tablet hardness
and dissolution by defining its particles’ content. In this study powder flow of a poly-disperse particle size distribution with a real
pharmaceutical material pendant from a gravity feeder into the
dies of a rotating turret was evaluated. First of all, the die filling
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itself has been described with respect to basic metrics such as
tablet mass, mass flow rate, mass hold up, and particles’ velocity
in the feeding system. In extension to this, novel measures have
been introduced to capture the effects of poly-dispersity in size.
These, including the individual particles’ size velocity and velocity
direction, the mean fines content, its fluctuation and its trend over
time, were analyzed within the filled dies and different crosssections of the feeding box. One out of the six particle size fractions
was selected as the model ‘‘API” for which the Ph. Eur. requirement
for content uniformity has been determined. Lastly, the particle
mixing in the system could be assessed by tracking initially colored
particles providing reference for particles’ residence time and
intermixing indicating the risk for particle attrition and over lubrication. Not only the initial filling of the system caused size segregation but also during discharge different sub-processes within
the system revealed location specific segregation differences. As
main segregation influencing factors the particles’ velocity, the relative particle mass to size and the shearing forces could be
identified.
Additionally to the detailed description of poly-disperse die filling, the influence of three different material properties has been
systematically investigated.
The first tested material property was the inter-particle cohesion, a measure for the material cohesiveness. Even though more
cohesive particles showed least segregation tendency within the
feeding system, they could pose the risk for tablet-to-tablet fluctuations in terms of fines content and tablet mass. Hence an optimal
range for blend cohesiveness during formulation development
should be complied.
The particle-particle friction turned out to result, within the
chosen values of 0.2–0.6, in most extreme performances compared
to the other material properties. More clearly, a low particleparticle friction had the most restricted particles’ mobility thereby
the die filling was most uniform. Not only the ‘‘classic” die filling
metrics showed superiority but also segregation tendency was
lowest. In contrast, a high particle-particle friction should be
strictly avoided as the performance in most of the quality attributes was inferior.
Similar to the mono-disperse die filling, poly-disperse particles
with high mPW revealed significantly increased particles’ motion
although it turned out to be least favorable for content uniformity
of the model ‘‘API” particles.
This study is the first one providing an actual reference for
pharmaceutical die filling of a poly-disperse material using calibrated material input parameters. In addition and more importantly, it can serve as a framework for formulation scientists as it
sheds light on the influence of material properties on segregation.
Thereby product design and quality can be improved.
Although it should be mentioned that the consideration of binary, ternary, etc. mixtures of individual particle sizes, size distributions, and material properties etc. is required to be able to truly
predict powder flow in the tableting process.
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3.2.1 Powder ow in a three-chambered force feeder

Outline
In contrast to gravity lling described in the previous chapters by an experimental die lling system
(chapter 3.1.1 & 3.1.2) and a numerical lab-scale gravity feeder (chapter 3.1.3 & 3.1.4), force feeding
for a FETTE 1200i tableting machine is evaluated in the following using the DEM. In force feeding,
the powder is actively transported by rotating paddle wheels into the dies of the turret and thus adds
complexity to the die lling process. For example, the force feeder of the FETTE 1200i consists of
three counter-rotating paddle wheels, a dosing wheel, a lling wheel, and a reverse dosing wheel.
For the numerical gravity feeding studies a two step approach is described with at rst monodisperse (chapter 3.1.3) and then poly-disperse (chapter 3.1.4) sized particles. For force feeding,
directly poly-disperse particles are utilized to evaluate the size segregation within the feeding system.
Though the size distribution does not have an experimental pendant as in chapter 3.1.4, a PSD is
developed which contains several dierently sized particles referred as `excipients' and one particle
size fraction referred as `API'. This PSD is articially designed to mimic a direct compression formulation within the computational capabilities of the DEM. Lacking an experimental counterpart,
direct calibration of the material properties for this model formulation is not possible. The material
properties of the complete mixture are adapted in such a way that bulk density, mass ow rate, and
angle of repose would fall into the group of good owing pharmaceutical diluents.
In the following chapter, reference is given to the rst process step, the lling of the force feeder
during process setup, as well as to the high speed tableting process. The mass hold up, mass ow
rate, and tablet mass are studied. A rst evaluation of the size segregation mechanisms within this
force feeder is given and is further intensied in chapter 3.2.2 with additional measures.
Furthermore, results from a DoE, which are in more detail explained in chapter 3.2.3, are presented.
The gravity feeder studies in chapters 3.1.3 & 3.1.4 show a signicant inuence on die lling from
inter-particle cohesion and the coecient of friction. As more particle-wall contacts are found in the
force feeder due to the rotating paddle wheels compared to the static walls in the gravity feeder,
the particle-wall instead of the particle-particle coecient of friction is selected as variable factor in
the DoE. In addition to the inter-particle cohesion and particle-wall coecient of friction as micromechanical material properties, the API content of the model formulation is varied. Similar as in the
rst gravity feeder study (chapter 3.1.3), the turret speed and moreover, the paddle wheel speed are
included as factors in the DoE. In the current study, the inuence of the dierent material properties
and process conditions on the tablet mass is evaluated. As already mentioned, results of the DoE are
more extensively studied in chapter 3.2.3 for more tablet quality attributes.
This rst chapter in force feeding severs as a basis for the following ones (chapters 3.2.2- 3.2.5) as
it introduces additional measures to describe the higher complexity of die lling by force feeding.
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One of the main benefits of numerical simulations is the ability to shed light on the underlying physics in unit operations.
This advantage was exploited in this work to study the die filling process in a lab-scale pharmaceutical rotary tablet press.
The die filling process with emphasis on mass holdup, mass flow rate, tablet mass, and API content in the dies is described
in detail. Eventually a design of experiments provides a clear picture on the influence of process conditions and material
properties on the tablet mass to improve the process understanding.
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1

Introduction

Tablets, the most important application form to deliver
active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) to patients, are
mostly produced at high throughput on rotary tablet
presses. Tableting consists of three distinct stages: First
powder is filled into dies, followed by powder compaction,
and finally the compressed tablets are ejected. To achieve
high output, rotary tablet presses usually contain a feeding
system with rotating paddles that force the powder into the
dies of the rotating turret. Various geometries, differing in
terms of number of paddle wheels and paddle wheel shapes,
exist. Although material transfer from the feeding system to
the dies plays a crucial role during tablet manufacturing as
it defines product quality attributes, only very little is
known about the powder flow pattern within feeders.
The first study reported in this field focused on a model
die filling system consisting of a stationary die and a moving shoe [1]. This system was extensively studied experimentally as well as numerically by means of the discrete
element method (DEM) [2]. More recently die filling into
rotating dies by gravity [3, 4] and force feeding containing
one [5] and two [6] paddle wheels were studied numerically.
The major benefit of numerical simulations by DEM lies in
the highly detailed results since each and every particle can
be tracked within the system [7]. However, this benefit
comes along with a high computational cost. Thereby most
numerical studies either focused on the effect of geometry
design, process parameters, or micro-mechanical material
properties [3, 5, 6]. Only very few considered the fundamental inherence of differently sized particles within pharmaceutical blends [4, 6].
One mode of tablet manufacture is direct compression
(DC) of the blend without prior granulation [8]. In DC
blends API particles are mixed together with different excipients such as disintegrants, flow aids, and diluents. This

Chem. Ing. Tech. 2018, 90, No. 4, 483–492

results in a characteristic particle size distribution (PSD)
and different particle properties such as shape, density, and
surface roughness of the blend, which influence as a whole
powder flowability [9].
In this study, the limitations of previous studies have been
addressed by shedding light on powder flowability in the
context of a lab-scale rotary tablet press consisting of a force
feeder with three paddle wheels. Additionally, particles of
different sizes mimicking a DC formulation have been applied. A detailed design of experiments has been generated
to ascertain the influence of different process conditions
and material properties on the tablet mass. Eventually this
study helps understanding the die filling process in tableting
by using a realistic system and it provides different means
of process optimization.

2

Methodology

2.1 Discrete Element Method
After introduction of the DEM in 1979 it has evolved to a
well-known approach in particle technology. This numerical model captures the trajectories of every individual
particle in the system through Newton’s equation of motion. Details about theory and algorithms are described in
[7, 10, 11]. All computations were performed using the open
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source DEM software LIGGGHTS [12], version 3.4.1. Same
models to calculate normal, tangential, and non-contact
forces as in [3, 4] have been used.

2.2 Geometrical Setup
The geometrical configuration and dimensions correspond to
the ‘‘Fill-O-Matic’’ of a lab-scale Fette 1200i rotary tablet press
(Fette Compacting GmbH, Schwarzenbek, Germany) and are
illustrated in Fig. 1. It consists of a feeding hopper ((1) in
Fig. 1) and a feeding plate comprising three differently shaped
paddle wheels. The dosing wheel ((2) in Fig. 1), reverse dosing
wheel ((4) in Fig. 1), and turret ((5) in Fig. 1) are rotating in
anti-clockwise, the filling wheel ((3) in Fig. 1) in clockwise
direction. The die height is changing according to the die position during filling. Initially, at the positioning of the filling
wheel (position B in Fig. 5), the lower punch is lowered during
fill cam to create a maximal die height of 1.5 cm which
remains constant during position C and D in Fig. 5. At the
end of filling, during dosing cam, the lower punch is moving
upwards by 0.2 cm at to remove excess powder and to create a
more confined powder bed (position E in Fig. 5). A large die
diameter of 2.4 cm was selected to ensure least influence of
particle size (see Section 2.2) on the powder flow [13].

2.3 Material Properties
As mentioned in the introduction, a PSD, shown in Fig. 2,
reflecting a blend consisting of API and excipient particles
was defined. For excipients, six different particle sizes ranging up to 2800 mm diameter at a mean diameter of 2201 mm
were selected. In DC formulations, the API particles’ flowability and compressive properties limit its maximal content
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[8]. A reasonable content (w/w) of 5 % and 30 % and size
ratio of 1:2 to the excipients’ mean diameter (API particle
diameter of 1000 – 1129 mm) [14] were chosen. Although
absolute particle sizes are much higher compared to realistic
DC blends, the total number of simulated particles
(~ 286 000 for 5 % and ~ 622 000 for 30 % API, Tab. 3) is
already at the computational limit.

Figure 2. Particle size distribution consisting of seven different
sizes, out of which one particle size reflects API particles and
the remaining are excipient particles.

Bulk density, angle of repose, and mass flow rate according to Ph. Eur. [15] of different pharmaceutical diluents
(different grades of lactose, mannitol, and micro-crystalline
cellulose used in DC formulations) have been measured.
Values obtained through experiments have been compared
to numerical results, and micro-mechanical properties,
especially non-contact force (cohesion energy density
(CED)) and friction between particles and geometry (coefficient of friction, particle-wall) have been adapted iteratively
to obtain good results accordance. The adapted micromechanical properties used during filling and discharge are

Figure 1. Illustration of the geometrical setup in a) front- and b) top view.
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within the range of literature data [2 – 6, 16, 20, 21] and
listed in Tab. 1.
Table 1. Material properties, the numbers in parenthesis correspond to computational step in Tab. 2.

Parameter / Unit Property of

Value during filling
(1 – 3)

Value during
discharge (4)
(setup no. 9, Tab. 3)

Young’s modulus particle
[GPa]
wall

8.7

8.7

210

210

Poisson’s ratio
[–]

particle

0.30

0.30

wall

0.35

0.35

Coefficient
of restitution [–]

particle-particle 0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

Coefficient
of friction [–]

particle-particle 0.35

0.40

particle-wall

0.25

Cohesion energy
density (CED)
[MJ m–3]

particle-particle 1.5

particle-wall

0.30

1.0

2.4 Initialization and Die Filling Process
The system was filled with particles (with the PSD for 5 %
and 30 % API content) mimicking the real process by a
stepwise procedure, listed in Tab. 2. At the very beginning,
powder was filled from the blending container into the
feeding system hopper (step no. 1, Tab. 2). Subsequently,
powder was distributed evenly within the Fill-O-Matic by
slow paddle wheel rotations (step 2, Tab. 2). Afterwards, the
complete tableting machine was filled with powder by one
turret rotation at low speed (step 3, Tab. 2). Eventually after
a physical time of 15.8 s, the system was completely filled
with particles (illustrated in Fig. 3 for 5 % API content).
This filling procedure ensured a constant filling level independent of subsequent process parameters and material
properties (Tab. 1). Powder discharge, meaning the actual
die filling process, started by high-speed tableting at increased paddle wheel speed (e.g., 30 rpm, setup no. 9 in
Tab. 3) and turret speed (e.g., 75 rpm, setup no. 9 in Tab. 3)
to generate a maximal output of 108 000 tablets per hour
with 24 punch stations. To get an understanding of die filling during high-speed tableting, ten turret revolutions to fill
in total 240 dies have been simulated. As particles filled in
dies left the simulation domain, continuous particles’ refill-

Table 2. Process parameters at different computation steps (setup no. 9 in Tab. 3 during discharge).

No.

Description

Physical time
[s]

Turret speed
[rpm]

No. of turret rotations
[–]

Paddle wheel speed
[rpm]

No. of paddle wheel rotations
[–]

1

Filling of hopper

0.8

0

0

0

2

Filling of Fill-O-Matic

9

0

0

15

2.26

3

Filling of turret

6

10

1

15

1.5

4

Discharge

8

75

10

30

4

0

Figure 3. System at the end of filling (3) and before discharge (4) (Tab. 2); left: front view, right: side view.
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Table 3. Overview of the changed parameters in the setups for the DoE (setup no. 1 – 16) and verification (setup no. 17).

No.

Pattern

Process conditions

Material properties

Turret speed [rpm]

Paddle wheel speed [rpm]

API content [%]

Mean tablet mass [g]
CED [MJ m–3]

mPW [–]

1

----+

40

30

5

1.0

0.75

4.7

2

---+-

40

30

5

3.5

0.25

4.8

3

--+--

40

30

30

1.0

0.25

5.3

4

--+++

40

30

30

3.5

0.75

4.7

5

-+---

40

60

5

1.0

0.25

5.1

6

-+-++

40

60

5

3.5

0.75

4.7

7

-++-+

40

60

30

1.0

0.75

5.2

8

-+++-

40

60

30

3.5

0.25

5.1

9

+----

75

30

5

1.0

0.25

3.6

10

+--++

75

30

5

3.5

0.75

2.7

11

+-+-+

75

30

30

1.0

0.75

3.2

12

+-++-

75

30

30

3.5

0.25

3.6

13

++--+

75

60

5

1.0

0.75

3.6

14

++-+-

75

60

5

3.5

0.25

4.1

15

+++--

75

60

30

1.0

0.25

4.7

16

+++++

75

60

30

3.5

0.75

3.7

17

-++--

40

60

30

1.0

0.25

5.3

ing in the feeding hopper ensured constant mass in the system.

2.5 Design of Experiments
To perform simulation, a fractional factorial design of experiments (DoE) including five factors at two levels, with a
resolution of V, and D-optimality was generated (JMP
13.0.0, SAS Institute). In total 16 different experiments have
been performed (25 – 1, Tab. 3) as per the DoE. From a process parameters point of view, the two most important
parameters turret speed and paddle wheel speed were selected. Their factor levels were set at a reasonable operating
range of 40 and 75 rpm for turret speed and 30 and 60 rpm
for paddle wheel speed.
In addition, three different material properties have been
included. They were identified by previous data analysis,
pharmaceutical development batches, and numerical results
[3, 4]. First, the impact of API content, namely high or low
dose strength formulations have been considered by selecting an API content of 5 % and 30 %, respectively [8]. Second, the inter-particle cohesion or powder stickiness that is
in reality a combination of different non-contact forces,
such as van der Waals, electrostatic, and capillary forces,
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was set at a low (1.0 MJ m–3) and high (3.5 MJ m–3) level
(see Tab. 3) [3, 4]. Third, the friction between the particles
and the geometry (mPW) that is mainly attributed to the degree of surface roughness was varied between 0.25 and 0.75
[3, 4, 15]. The results, in particular tablet mass, have been
evaluated with JMP (JMP 13.0.0, SAS Institute) in terms of
effect analysis.

3

Results and Discussion

The die filling process in an actual lab-scale pharmaceutical
tablet press (Fette 1200i) has been studied with a PSD found
in DC formulations and calibrated material properties. First
of all, the filling of the Fill-O-Matic, following the standard
procedure in experiments, will be described exemplarily for
a low dose strength formulation (5 % API content). Afterwards die filling in high-speed tableting at one selected
combination (setup no. 9 in Tab. 3) of process parameters
(paddle wheel and turret speed) and material properties
(API content, cohesion, and particle-wall friction) will be
extensively discussed focusing on mass and API distribution. Finally the influence of different process conditions
and material attributes on the tablet mass will be explained
based on the DoE.

ª 2018 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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3.1 Filling of System
The filling of the system with the PSD for 5 % API content
(cf. Fig. 2) was performed according to the respective experimental procedure and is in detail described in Section 2.4
and Tab. 2. In interval (1) the hopper is filled with particles
causing a steep increase in mass holdup in this section
(Fig. 4a). Under constant refilling, the first particles arrive
in the dosing wheel zone and as soon as the dosing wheel is
rotating at 15 rpm, first particles enter the reverse dosing
wheel zone followed by the filling wheel zone attributed to
the feeding zones location and the dosing wheel rotation direction (cf. Fig. 4a (2), and Fig. 1 (6) and (7)). As soon as
the dies start being filled by turret rotation (10 rpm, Tab. 2,
step (3)), the mass holdup in the filling wheel zone decreases as dies are majorly filled at the very beginning of the
fill zone (see below). In contrast, mass holdup in the reverse
dosing wheel zone steadily increases until maximum at

t = 15.8 s is reached. Before discharge starts ((4) in Tab. 2
and Fig. 4a), the mass holdup within the force feeder is
highest in the dosing wheel zone, followed by filling and
reverse dosing wheel zones.
API content analysis reveals non-uniform distribution of
API particles within the Fill-O-Matic. Although the API
content is constant and corresponds to the label claim (5 %)
in the hopper (Fig. 4b), it is significantly increased in the reverse dosing wheel zone (maximum API content of 11 % at
t = 16.5 s) and decreased in the filling wheel zone. During
filling of the Fill-O-Matic particle size segregation with an
accumulation of small particles (particle diameter
£ 1800 mm) in the dosing wheel and the reverse dosing
wheel zones occurs, whereas the opposite (depletion of
small particles) is found in the filling wheel zone. Particles
are fed from the hopper first into the dosing wheel zone
where a top-to-bottom segregation of particles is found. At
the bottom smaller particles (particle diameter £ 1800 mm)

Figure 4. Mass holdup (a) and API content (b) in different locations of Fill-O-Matic over time. Same time
intervals as listed in Tab. 2 are indicated.
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are located whereas large particles rise on the top of the
zone. During anti-clockwise rotation of the dosing wheel
(cf. Fig. 1, (2)), particles are first fed into the reverse dosing
wheel zone (Fig. 1, (6)). Hence more small particles from the
bottom of the dosing wheel zone are falling into the reverse
dosing wheel zone transferring particle size segregation.
During subsequent dosing wheel rotation the remaining particles fall through the filling wheel feeding hole (Fig. 1, (7))
and enter the filling wheel zone (Fig. 1, (3)). Since less small
particles are found after reverse dosing wheel feeding, a decreased API content in the filling wheel zone is identified. At
the end of the filling procedure (Fig. 4b, t = 15.8 s, (3)) the
following order of API content in different locations of the
Fill-O-Matic has been established: filling wheel zone 2.0 %
< dosing wheel zone 3.4 % < hopper 4.7 % < reverse dosing
wheel zone 10.7 %.

3.2 Die Filling Process
After filling of the system, which allowed a homogeneous
packing structure at the beginning of all setups and ensured
that observations during discharge were related to process
condition and material features, the actual die filling and
tableting process is initiated by setting the process parameters, especially paddle wheel and turret speed to operating
conditions (Tab. 2, step 4, setup no. 9 in Tab. 3).
In addition, material properties with respect to
particle-wall friction and non-contact force have
been changed (Tab. 1). To facilitate the understanding of tablet properties, in particular the
two quality attributes tablet mass and API content, which are majorly influenced by the die filling step, mass flow rate, mass holdup, and API
content are explained in detail.
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Figure 5. Illustration of die filling positions within Fill-O-Matic.
Letters are chosen according to sections of Fig. 6. Arrows indicate rotation direction of turret and paddle wheels.

interval E (dosing cam, Fig. 5) and after the dies have left the
Fill-O-Matic, the die height is decreasing by 0.2 cm by upwards movement of the lower punch, thereby 74 mg or 2 %
of die mass are scraped. Particles removed from the dies during dosing cam are transported in the turret gutter and subsequently re-enter the Fill-O-Matic during interval A (Fig. 5).
In total, during interval B 50 %, interval C 14 %, and interval D 36 % of the maximum die mass (before dosing
cam) are filled into the die (Fig. 6a). In other words, half of
the die is filled by particles originating from the filling
wheel zone and only a little more than one third by the
reverse dosing wheel zone. Those differences do not only
influence the mass collected in the die but also the API
content, as follows.

3.2.1 Mass Flow Rate

Die filling occurs as the turret is rotating in anticlockwise direction underneath the Fill-O-Matic.
As soon as the die is entering the Fill-O-Matic
(position A to B in Fig. 5), the lower punch is
moving downwards to form the die volume. A
die height of 1.5 cm is created by downwards
movement of the lower punch (cf. Fig. 6b, interval B). As the die volume increases, particles are
forced into the die by rotation of the filling wheel.
Over time in interval B, a mass flow rate of
28.6 ± 4.8 g s–1 is found (Fig. 6a, B). Between filling and reverse dosing wheel, the mass flow rate
is decreasing to 9.8 ± 2.8 g s–1 as particles on top
of the turret are entering the die through gravity
(C in Fig. 6a). Subsequently opposed to turret rotation direction, the reverse dosing wheel pushes
particles into the die causing again an increase in
mass flow rate (20.3 ± 2.9 g s–1). Eventually in
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Figure 6. a) Mass collected in dies and API content during die filling. Letters
and sections indicate corresponding positions within the Fill-O-Matic as shown
in Fig. 5. b) Die height as it changes over filling time.
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Parallel to mass in die, API content over time in the filled
die is plotted in Fig. 6a. Particles from the gutter enter the
Fill-O-Matic in an unsteady manner, indicated by a high
API content fluctuation during interval A (Fig. 6). In the
following, API content decreases from interval B to C to a
mean content of 3.3 %. Since API content in the filling
wheel zone is on average 2.2 % (cf. Fig. 4b, (4)) only a low
content blend is transferred to the dies. Afterwards API
content in the dies increases significantly during interval D
as the API content in the reverse dosing wheel zone is 9.4 %
(cf. Fig. 4b, (4)). Although over the filling time for each die
the API content in the die is changing dramatically, the API
content differences between filling and reverse dosing wheel
zone taken together result in a final mean die API content
of 4.8 % (Fig. 6a and 7).

dial distribution of particles by centrifugal force towards
the border of the paddle wheel zone. Thereby less mass
is located in the center of paddle wheels compared to
the zone margin.
In comparison to the differences in API content distribution within the Fill-O-Matic during system setup (Fig. 4b,
t < 15.8 s), the API content increases both in the dosing and
filling wheel zone whereas the opposite trend, a constant
decrease (after a short maximal peak) in the reverse dosing
wheel zone is found during tableting (Fig. 4b, (4)). This
trend is not only found for API particles but also for
particles of diameter £ 1800 mm. In sum, the content deviations of API and excipient particles that have evolved
during system filling are inversed and a converging trend
towards the set PSD (cf. Fig. 2) can be identified.

3.2.2 Mass Holdup and API Content in Fill-O-Matic

3.2.3 Tablet Mass and API Content

After system filling, operation parameters are changed to
75 rpm turret and 30 rpm paddle wheel speed (interval 4 in
Tab. 2, setup no. 9 in Tab. 3). As the dies leave the simulation
domain, particles are constantly refilled at the same iteration
rate into the feeding hopper (Fig. 4a, (4)) to ensure constant
normal pressure exerted on particles within the Fill-O-Matic.
Although the fill level in the hopper is constant, the mass
holdup in different paddle wheel zones initially shows a steep
decrease until t » 19 s followed by a constant fill level. Two
different mechanisms may explain this observation.
1) Every second around 108 g are leaving the simulation
domain in filled dies (per second: 1.25 turret rotations,
i.e., 24 filled dies with 3.6 g mean tablet mass). Initially
the paddle wheel rotation and mass redistribution within the Fill-O-Matic cannot catch up mass decrease.
2) Increased paddle wheel rotation speed, from 15 rpm at
interval 3 to 30 rpm in interval 4 (Tab. 2), leads to a ra-

Tablet mass and API content in the dies is shown in Fig. 7.
The first 18 dies have already been filled during slow turret
rotation in interval 3 (Tab. 2), hence, they contain the highest mass and API content. Subsequently tablet mass is decreasing until die no. 120 followed by a constant tablet
mass. Over all filled dies during discharge (Tab. 2, interval
4), an average tablet mass of 3.6 g ± 0.3 g is obtained. The
mean API content (4.8 % ± 0.8 %) is significantly lower than
the specified label claim of 5 % (Fig. 2). However, it is found
to be constantly fluctuating within the range of mean ± 2
standard deviations after die no. 18 (Fig. 7). With the provided insight in mass flow rate it is clear how the API content in the dies can be constant although API contents in
filling wheel and reverse dosing wheel zones (Fig. 4b, (4))
are showing dissimilar trends. As soon as the API content
in the filling wheel zone increases, the opposite trend is
found for the reverse dosing wheel. Those counteracting
tendencies finally result in a constant API content in the dies.

3.3 Effect of Process Conditions and
Material Properties on Tablet Mass

Figure 7. Tablet mass and API content during 10 turret rotations and 240 filled
dies.

Chem. Ing. Tech. 2018, 90, No. 4, 483–492

In order to evaluate the influence of different
process conditions (turret speed and paddle
wheel speed) and material properties (API content, cohesion, and particle-wall friction) on the
tablet mass, a set of simulations was performed
according to a fractional factorial design of experiment as explained in Section 2.5 (see Tab. 3).
The mean tablet masses of all 16 simulations are
given in Tab. 3. The statistical evaluation shows
that out of the five factors varied, the most significant effect on the tablet mass is found for
turret speed, mPW, and paddle wheel speed (see
sorted effect estimates in Tab. 4). The prediction
profiler given in Fig. 8a displays the change in
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Table 4. Sorted effect estimates for the tablet mass model (* for p < 0.05, significant effect).

Term

Estimate

Std error

t ratio

Turret speed

–0.65

0.009553

–68.24

mPW

–0.22

0.009553

–23.51

0.22

0.009553

22.99

Paddle wheel speed
Turret speed ·paddle wheel speed

0.14

0.009553

14.47

Cohesion

–0.13

0.009553

–13.40

Turret speed ·mPW

–0.13

0.009553

–13.37

API content
Cohesion ·API content

0.12

0.009553

12.94

–0.04

0.009553

–4.01

the response when a factor varies from its low level to its
high level, with all other factors kept constant at their average [17, 18]. The slopes for the factors are also specified in
Tab. 4 (‘‘Estimate’’). In addition to the influence of single
factors, the significant two-factor interactions (turret speed
· paddle wheel speed, turret speed · mPW, cohesion · API
content) are shown in the interactions plots in Fig. 8b.
A negative effect on tablet mass is observed for an increase in turret speed from 40 rpm to 75 rpm with a significant decrease in tablet mass. At higher tableting speed, the
die spends less time underneath the force feeder allowing a
shorter filling time (at 40 rpm: 0.36 s, at 75 rpm: 0.19 s), thus
less tablet mass is obtained. This observation is consistent
with literature [3, 17, 19, 20].
The second highest factor influence is found for mPW. Previously, this factor was shown to increase the mass flow rate

during gravity filling [3, 4]. During gravity filling, the powder bed laid on top of the rotating
turret whereby particles in direct contact with
Prob > ⏐t⏐
the turret transferred their momentum to par< 0.0001*
ticles above. As a result of the overall increase in
particles’ velocity an accelerated mass flow rate
< 0.0001*
and consequently a higher tablet mass were
< 0.0001*
found [3, 4]. In contrast, those observations do
not hold true to force feeding due to the differ< 0.0001*
ence in the filling mechanism. A decreased mass
< 0.0001*
holdup in the filling wheel zone is found at a
< 0.0001*
higher mPW (7.2 % less mass holdup for mPW of
0.75
compared to 0.25), which in turn decreases
< 0.0001*
the mass flow rate from filling wheel zone. Con0.0051*
sequently, a lower tablet mass at higher mPW is
obtained.
The third factor with significant influence on tablet mass
is the paddle wheel speed (Tab. 4). The particles’ velocity
increases at higher paddle wheel speeds (mean particles’
velocity in filling wheel zone of 40.6 cm s–1 at 60 rpm compared to 19.3 cm s–1 at 30 rpm paddle wheel speed (data not
shown)). The higher particles’ velocity can increase the refeeding rate in the force feeder as particles are filled into the
die. This is shown by a mass holdup increase in the filling
wheel zone from 167.5 g to 174.5 g for 30 rpm compared to
60 rpm paddle wheel speed. Consequently, a higher tablet
mass is obtained at a higher paddle wheel speed.
Associated with the paddle wheel speed, an interactive effect with the turret speed is identified (turret speed · paddle
wheel speed, cf. Fig. 8b). This interaction shows that at a low
turret speed (40 rpm), the particles filled into the dies and
leaving the system can be refilled likewise with a low or high

Figure 8. Prediction profiler (a), interaction plots (b), and predicted vs measured plot (c) of the tablet mass model.
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paddle wheel speed resulting in a negligible tablet mass difference. In contrast, the higher mass throughput at high turret speeds (75 rpm, see above) requires an increased refilling
rate that can only be compensated by a high paddle wheel
speed (60 rpm). This observation is consistent with [21]
though it was not described explicitly. Hence, an optimal
combination of process parameters (turret speed and paddle
wheel speed) to obtain highest possible mass is provided.
The stickiness of the material, introduced by different
CED values (1.0 MJ m–3 and 3.5 MJ m–3, Tab. 3) shows a
negative effect on tablet mass, as expected and reported in
[3 – 5]. Higher particle cohesion leads to reduced mean tablet mass since powder less readily flows into the dies [5].
This observation was also made in experiments [19, 20].
The significant interactive effect between turret speed and
mPW (Tab. 4, Fig. 8b) indicates that the effect of the mPW on
tablet mass is negligible at a low turret speed. In contrast at
high turret speeds, only a low mPW can ensure a high tablet
mass (see above).
The formulation strength, given by different API contents, shows the influence of particle packing during filling
of the die. In case of the higher fines content, given by an
increase in q3 of the API particle size (second smallest size
fraction, cf. Fig. 2) from 5 % to 30 %, the particles can rearrange in the filled dies more effectively. This results in a
higher packing fraction and mean tablet mass (Fig. 8a).
The last effect on tablet mass is found for the interaction
between cohesion and API content. Only at a high API content changing the cohesion value from low to high shows a
considerable tablet mass decrease. Hence, powder flowability is more affected by cohesion at higher fines content.
A final model fit for the tablet mass response is performed after insignificant model terms were removed and
the statistics are summarized in Tabs. 5 and 6. Evaluative
statistics indicate a very good model fit with a R2 value of
0.9989 and the model is significant with a p-value < 0.0001.
The predicted vs measured tablet masses are plotted in
Fig. 8c, showing no outliers and all data points are within
the 95-% confidence bands. This model allows the tablet
mass prediction and is most suitable for the given factor
levels (Tab. 3). One additional simulation was performed
(setup no. 17, Tab. 3) to verify the predictability of the model for tablet mass. The predicted mass was 5.4 g indicating
the model’s usability as the computed value was 5.3 g.
Table 5. ANOVA and model fit statistics for tablet mass: summary of fit.

Term
2

Value

R

0.9989

R2 adjusted

0.9977

Root mean square error

0.04

Mean of response

4.29

Observations (or sum wgts)

Chem. Ing. Tech. 2018, 90, No. 4, 483–492

Table 6. ANOVA and model fit statistics for tablet mass: analysis
of variance (* for p < 0.05, significant).

Source

DF

Sum of squares

Mean square

F ratio

Model

8

9.48

1.18

811.19

Error

7

0.01

0.01

Corrected total 15

4

9.49

Prob > F
< 0.0001*

Summary and Conclusion

This is the first study evaluating the die filling process within the dimensions of an actual lab-scale rotary tablet press.
Furthermore material properties, in particular particle size
distribution, were adapted to model a direct compression
formulation of low and high API content. Through an iterative calibration procedure, powder flowability was compared between different DC grade diluents and material
properties defined in the numerical setup.
Already during filling of the Fill-O-Matic, the filling system of a Fette 1200i rotary tablet press, particle size segregation was identified, leading to different API contents within
the force feeder. Subsequently actual die filling was simulated at a given set of realistic process parameters (turret and
paddle wheel speed). The first half of the mass in the dies is
filled with particles from the filling wheel zone, whereas only roughly one third of mass originates from the reverse
dosing wheel zone. Although those two paddle wheel zones
show different API contents (higher content in reverse dosing wheel zone), an overall constant API content in the dies
can be obtained, though it is lower than the label claim.
This clear tracking of particles in the dies and their corresponding origin from the force feeder can be used to
1) optimize the feeding system geometry,
2) optimize the amount and type of ingredients,
3) evaluate the influence of the paddle wheel shape on the
force exerted on particles, and
4) evaluate particles’ residence time in the system.
It can give a hint towards particle attrition and over-lubrication [5] and will be subject of further research.
At this given parameter set, particle size segregation and
mass holdup in different locations of the system were
shown. Additional setups have been performed according
to a DoE. They provided a clear picture on the influence of
material properties in combination with process parameters
on tablet quality such as tablet mass. The highest influence
was found for turret speed and particle-wall friction, followed by paddle wheel speed. In the next step, the DoE will
be analyzed with respect to other tablet quality parameters
such as tablet mass variation and content uniformity. Eventually, a better understanding in pharmaceutical tableting
can be generated by means of numerical simulation.
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Outline
The following chapter is a continuation of the previous chapter (3.2.1) as it adds additional information to the powder ow pattern in the force feeder of the FETTE 1200i. More detailed information of
the underlying size segregation mechanisms are provided and supported by particle velocity analysis.
Using a classical spot sample analysis which is usually applied in mixing studies, the size segregation
is quantied for dierent locations of the force feeder. The analysis explains the unintentional demixing of the dierently sized particles of the model formulation in the feeding system. Furthermore,
the particle rearrangement over the feeding hopper and within the paddle wheel zones is visualized by
assigning the particles position specic colors. The approach of particle coloring is already utilized in
the numerical gravity feeder studies (chapter 3.1.3 & 3.1.4). The particles are tracked over tableting
time which allows a quantitative description of the powder mixing in the dierent locations. Eventually, selected particles within the feeding hopper are tracked while discharge and the residence time
is calculated.
The following and previous chapter (3.2.1) constitute the basis for the remaining force feeder
chapters. In chapters 3.2.3-3.2.5 the principle powder ow patterns within the FETTE 1200i are not
repeated for the sake of brevity again, though emphasize will be given to the DoE (chapter 3.2.3),
the paddle wheel shape conguration (chapter 3.2.4), and the force feeder type (chapter 3.2.5).
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1 Introduction
Although more than 150 years of expertise are existing in pharmaceutical tableting [28], it is still in
the focus of scientic research. This is attributed to the signicance of tablets as one of the most convenient drug administration routes. The main challenges in pharmaceutical tableting are related to
the tablet quality requirements according to the regulatory authorities [25]. Out of the three processing stages, namely die lling, powder compaction, and tablet ejection, the die lling step has been
investigated by dierent means. Those include classical tableting experiments, Process Analytical
Technology (PAT), and numerical simulations. The die lling in the tableting machine comprises the
powder ow from the blending hopper through the feeding system into the rotating dies. It denes
the amount and composition of powder to be compacted thereby specifying the tablet mass and the
content. Two main feeding mechanisms exist, namely gravity feeding and force feeding. Gravity feeding was studied by our group by numerical means to identify the inuence of process conditions and
material attributes of mono- and poly-disperse particle size distributions on tablet quality [168, 169].
Force feeding is more popular and consists of one or more rotating paddle wheels which force the
powder into the dies. The powder ow in force feeders is highly depending on the unique geometry
of the tableting machine, i.e. the shape and the arrangement of the paddle wheels. A real scientic
rationale for the design of a force feeder is lacking and thus is usually based on long-time experience
of design engineers and operators. The following approaches exist to study the performance of force
feeders in high speed rotary tablet presses.
Classical experimental approaches subject a blend with a characterized powder owability to the
tableting process and evaluate the tablet properties. The inuence of process variables on tablet
weight [86, 87], tablet weight variability [87], and tablet tensile strength [76, 110] were studied by
using this approach. Dierent force feeder designs showed an eect on particle attrition which could
be attributed to varying powder residence times and to applied total shear forces [95, 102]. The
experimental approach does not make any assumptions / simplications (see below) that could impact
the obtained results which is a main benet. However, it can only be compared what is being entered
into the system (powder blend) to what is coming out of the system (tablet). The powder ow
in between remains uncertain unless transparent custom designed housings are developed [86]. In
addition, for new formulations it is time consuming and expensive to perform experiments, especially
if the availability of the new molecular entity is limited in quantity.
Another approach uses PAT such as Near-infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) to look into the system
and allows, e.g. the evaluation of mass hold up in the system thus mass steady state [107]. In addition
to mass based analysis, the powder blend potency was studied in a two-paddled feed frame with the
NIR probe located prior to the die lling [92]. This approach could help in the future to understand
powder mixing dynamics occurring within the feed frame. NIR in combination with other imaging
techniques (light-induced uorescence spectroscopy, color imaging (red, green, and blue)) allowed the
evaluation of multicomponent ow dynamics [111]. The drawback of the NIRS technique is the focus
of a small area in the feed frame which is dened by the size of the NIRS probe. In addition, the
powder wave behavior promoted by paddle wheel movement results in dierent distances between the
powder and the detector leading to changes in spectra baselines [107]. Another challenge constitutes
the careful development of NIR spectra calibration models to be able to obtain valuable content data.
Recently numerical techniques, in particular the discrete element method (DEM), gained signicant
interest. It is the only method that allows an understanding of ow dynamics on a particle level over
the complete scale of the system under investigation. The powder ow was investigated in one-paddled
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[41][94] and two-paddled [93, 95] feed frames of tablet presses. For the former it was shown that faster
paddle wheel speeds generally led to a more uniform tablet mass compared to slower paddle wheel
speeds [41, 94]. However, a slower paddle wheel movement decreased the risk for particle attrition
and over lubrication [41]. Changing the number of blades of the paddle wheel, the blade shape, or the
diameter of the inner hub inuenced the powder ow signicantly and provided dierent means for
feed frame design optimization, i.e. more blades could decrease tablet weight variation [41, 94]. Particle size segregation in a two-paddle equipped feed frame showed that the percolation phenomenon
was the most signicant segregation phenomenon [93]. Residence time distribution analysis showed
that smaller sized particles were leaving the feed frame faster [95]. Although these studies provided
a good basis for powder ow understanding in the feed frame, several limitations or disadvantages
still exist. The advantage of a high resolution on a particle level of the DEM goes in hand with a
high computational cost. It limits the number of particles simulated and usually requires particle size
enlargement [157, 161]. Micro-mechanical material properties did not correspond to pharmaceutical
materials but e.g. to glass beads [41]. Other limitations are in general the long calculation times
for poly-disperse size distributions, irregular shaped particles, and multi-component mixtures. Multicomponent mixtures imply that a lot of dierent interparticle interaction forces have to be discerned
and computed. Although computational power has increased signicantly in the last decade, it is still
not possible to reect the complete tableting production process lasting for more than a couple of
hours, though less than 60 s of physical time have been computed using the DEM.
The current study aims to investigate the powder ow in a feed frame of a pilot-scale FETTE 1200i
tableting machine consisting of three paddle wheels. It is an extension of our previous work [170, 171]
to assess this particular process using the DEM. A poly-disperse particle size distribution of large
particles is developed and mimics a good owing direct compression formulation. The absolute particle
sizes and their distribution are larger compared to reality limited by computational power impeding
a one-to-one transfer of the numerical results to reality. However, the general powder ow dynamics
in the force feeder can be assessed. The analysis includes dierent means, i.e. the detailed dynamics
during system lling and subsequent high speed tableting until mass steady state is reached. Dierent
quantitative as well as qualitative approaches provide a thorough system understanding which serve
as a basis for follow-up studies. At a dened set of process conditions (turret speed and paddle wheel
speed) and material properties, the powder ow is simulated and is explained. The study will be
extended to a design of experiments to elucidate the inuence of process conditions and material
attributes on, e.g. tablet quality [170].
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2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Discrete Element Method

The DEM was developed in 1979 by Cundall and Strack [115] and gained increasing attention in
the pharmaceutical industry in the last decade [20, 47, 172177]. The basic concept of capturing the
trajectories of each particle in the system through Newton's second law of motion is well described
in literature [20, 24, 178]. All computations were performed using the open source DEM software
`LIGGGHTS' [116]. The Hertz and the Mindlin & Deresiewicz theories were used to model the normal
and tangential forces, respectively [119]. In this study, the cohesion is included using the simplied
Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) model implemented in LIGGGHTS [127]. According to this model,
the cohesion between two particles or particle-wall is calculated by adding an additional normal force
contribution with F = k ∗ A which tends to maintain the contact. Here, A is the particle contact area
and k is the cohesion energy density (CED) in J/m3 [116]. The same model has been used previously

by Ketterhagen [41] and Mateo-Ortiz et al. [93] in force feeder simulations, and also in open/gravity
feeder simulations [168, 169]. At the selected particle size and Young's modulus (section 2.2 and Tab.
1), a time step of 0.6 µs was chosen that is well below the Rayleigh- and Hertz-time [116, 123]. The
force models and their implementation in LIGGGTHS are given by Kloss et al. [123]. The dense
particle packing in the closed system (tableting machine) and the large particle sizes considered
(section 2.4) allowed to neglect the air impact [84, 168, 169].

2.2 Geometrical setup

The geometrical setup (Fig. 1), as already described by Hildebrandt et al. [170], corresponds to a pilotscale tableting machine, the FETTE 1200i (Fette Compacting GmbH, Schwarzenbek, Germany) with
24 punch stations. Its so-called `Fill-O-Matic' is a three stage controlled feeding system consisting of
a feeding hopper (1, Fig. 1) and three dierently shaped paddle wheels (2-4, Fig. 1). The dosing wheel
(2, Fig. 1), reverse dosing wheel (4, Fig. 1), and turret (5, Fig. 1) are rotating in anti-clockwise, the
lling wheel (3, Fig. 1) in clockwise direction. A large die diameter of 24 mm was selected to ensure
least inuence of the rather large particles on powder ow [179] (confer section 2.3, Fig. 2). The die
height was changing over lling time to reect the ll and dosing cam as found in conventional rotary
tablet presses. In other words, the die volume was generated by a decrease of the lower punch as soon
as the die was approaching the lling wheel zone. It reached its maximum volume at a die height
of 15 mm after 0.216 s (at 40 rpm turret speed) and remained constant during gravity lling and
underneath the reverse dosing wheel zone. After the die left the feeding station, the lower punch was
moved upwards for 0.031 s (at 40 rpm turret speed) by 2 mm to scrape excess powder and to create
a more conned powder bed (Fig. 6). Since the focus of the current study is the die lling process,
the subsequent powder compaction and tablet ejection processes are not examined.

2.3 Material properties

A poly-disperse particle size distribution was considered in simulations to mimic a direct compression
(DC) blend (Fig. 2). The general concept of particle size enlargement was considered given by the
complexity of the geometrical system [157, 161]. Although the particle size was larger compared to
real pharmaceutical powders, the D/d ratio, with D as the paddle wheel zone diameter and d as the
mean particle diameter, was selected larger (79, confer below) than the recommendation of 20-50 of
Dubey [161]. In addition, Hassanpour et al. showed in a paddle mixer study, that the average particle
velocity was only slightly sensitive to the particle size and the eect was not very signicant [162].
A similar observation was made by Boonkanokwong et al. [180]. Thus, the concept of particle size
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the geometrical setup in front- (left) and top- (right) view taken from our previous work [170]
with permission from John Wiley and Sons.

enlargement to provide an acceptable computation time was considered valid to assess the general
powder ow dynamics in the force feeder. In this study in total seven size fractions were included
ranging up to 2800 µm diameter. At rst the distribution corresponding to the `excipients' phase with
a mean diameter of 2173 µm was considered. The width of the PSD, although it is not as wide as
found in real formulations, already results in a large number of particles in simulations. In addition
to the excipients phase, one size fraction (1000  1129 µm) was considered with a size ratio of 1:2
to the mean excipients diameter and reected the `API' particles. This size ratio would allow size
segregation through sieving mechanism to occur [181, 182]. A reasonable API content of 5% (w/w)
was considered [43]. The mean particle size of the PSD was 2107 µm (d) giving a D/d ratio for the
reverse dosing wheel zone or lling wheel zone (D = 166 mm) of 79.
The segregation analysis described in section 3 showed a cut-o between particles with x ≤ 1800 µm
and x > 1800 µm. The former are referred as nes (24.5% (w/w)), the latter as coarse particles (75.5%
(w/w)) in the current study although the denition of nes is dierent compared to pharmaceutical
powders (x < 10 µm). The PSD resulted in a total of 268,000 particles after lling the complete system
(section 2.4). The computational time for system lling (section 3.1) and high speed tableting (section
3.2) took 3 months on a workstation with 72 parallel running processors. The high computation time
is attributed to the large number of particles considered and the complexity of the geometry in terms
of the curvature resolution and the asymmetry complicating the per-processor load balancing.
Not only the poly-disperse size nature of DC formulations was taken into account, but also their
powder owability. Thus, the bulk density, angle of repose, and mass ow rate according to the
Ph. Eur. [25] were determined for dierent pharmaceutical diluents used for DC (dierent grades of
lactose, mannitol, and micro-crystalline cellulose). Similar to experiments, the powder owability of
the model DC blend (Fig. 2) was assessed in simulations. The DEM input parameters were adapted
accordingly to achieve good agreement with the powder owability results of the pharmaceutical
diluents. Especially, the non-contact force (cohesion energy density (CED)) and the friction between
the particles and the geometry (particle-wall coecient of friction (µPW ) were iteratively adapted.
One µPW was dened for the entire geometry (walls) though in reality anodized aluminum and special
bronze are used for the force feeder housing and the paddle wheels, respectively. Thereby the eect
of the friction between the particles and the whole geometry is considered in a follow up study using
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two dierent µPW values [170] rather than identifying the eect of individual zones. The nal micromechanical particle properties considered and corresponding to a free owing powder are listed in
Tab. 1. The values are within the range of literature data [93, 168, 169, 183185].

Fig. 2: Particle size distribution of the model DC formulation (from our previous work [170] with permission from John
Wiley and Sons).

Tab. 1: Material properties, the numbers in parenthesis correspond to step in Tab. 2.

Property of

Parameter / Unit
Young's modulus / GPa
Possion's ratio / Coecient of restitution / Coecient of friction / Cohesion energy
(CED) / MJ/m3

density

Particle
Wall
Particle
Wall
Particle-particle
Particle-wall
Particle-particle
Particle-wall
Particle

Value during
lling (¶-¸)

Value during
discharge (¹)

0.87
21
0.30
0.35
0.15
0.15
0.35
0.30
1.5

0.87
21
0.30
0.35
0.15
0.15
0.40
0.75
1.0

2.4 Initialization and die lling process

The system was lled with particles mimicking the real process according to a step-wise procedure
as depicted in Fig. 3A. (1) The powder was lled into the feeding hopper resembling in reality the
opening of the blending hopper (¶, Tab. 2). (2) The force feeder was then evenly lled with particles
by slow paddle wheel rotations (15 rpm, ·, Tab. 2). (3) System initialization was completed by one
complete rotation of the turret at a low speed (10 rpm, ¸, Tab. 2). For actual high speed tableting the
throughput was increased to 57,600 tablets / hour (40 rpm turret and 30 rpm paddle wheel speeds,
(¹, Tab. 2). During high speed tableting equal amount of powder was relled into the feeding hopper
as material was leaving in the lled dies.
In this study the die lling process is in general explained at a xed set of material properties
and process conditions during high speed tableting (Tab. 1 and 2). However this setup stems from a
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design of experiments in which material attributes and process conditions have been varied and their
inuence on the die lling is evaluated. Those results are presented in a follow-up paper [186]. For
this purpose the system lling process was same for all the setups. It allows a homogeneous packing
structure at the beginning and ensures that the observations during high speed tableting are related
to the altered parameters [168, 169, 187].
Tab. 2: Process parameters at dierent computation steps.

No.

¶
·
¸
¹

Description
Filling of
hopper
Fillling of
Fill-O-Matic
Filling of turret
Discharge

Physical
time
/s

Turret
speed
/ rpm

No. of
turret
rotations
/-

Paddle
wheel
speed
/ rpm

No. of
paddle
wheel
rotations
/-

0.8

0

0

0

0

9

0

0

15

2.26

6
15

10
40

1
10

15
30

1.5
4

2.5 Quantication of particle size segregation

In general, particle segregation can be dened as the `unintentional de-mixing of one or more components in a mixture of particulates' [72] that can be triggered by physical particle properties [73] and
by energy input [74]. In a lab-scale gravity feeder, it could be shown that the interparticle forces and
the friction coecients (particle-particle and particle-wall) inuence segregation of micro-crystalline
cellulose particles of varying size to a dierent extent [169]. In the current study, an attempt is made
to evaluate size segregation of the poly-disperse particle size distribution (Fig. 2) in the force feeder
through mixing analysis (section 3.2.3).
The most common mixing approach extensively described in literature includes a traditional sampling method that yields a couple of dierent mixing indices that basically have the following concept:
take a number of samples, analyze them, and determine the spread of the composition [188]. Usually
the spread is expressed through the sample variance (σs2 ) which is subsequently compared to the
variance that would reect a perfect random mixture (σr2 ) [189, 190]. In contrast, a particle-scale
mixing index, developed for mixing through impeller blades, uses the particles' coordination number
to dene the particle fraction pi of one type of particles in the immediate neighbor of particle i in
a binary mixture. A particle-scale mixing index is obtained that is similar to the Lacey's mixing

index [191, 192]. In addition to these spot sampling approaches via statistical interpretation and
coordination or contact number analysis, a dierent strategy is considered for continuous operations.
As reviewed by Pernenkil and Cooney [193] the variance reduction ratio (V RR) assesses the ratio
of the variance of the concentration uctuation at the inlet with that at the outlet. The individual
components enter separately the mixing system and get continuously mixed giving best mixing for
highest V RR. The tableting process is from a mixing point of view a continuous system as mass
continuously enters and leaves the system. However, the V RR cannot be applied in the current setup
as the blend enters the hopper as a random mixture during continuous relling. On the contrary, the
components enter completely de-mixed in continuous mixing [193].
For the current study the general approach via spot sampling analysis was applied using the `Poole
Index' according to Eq. 1 [188]:
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qP
σs,i,location
P Ii,location =
=
σr,i,location

(q3,i,location −q3,i,location )2
n

qq

(1)

3,i,spec∗(100−q3,i,spec )
nlocation

With

P Ii,location

Poole index of particle size fraction i in a dened location

σs,i,location

measured standard deviation of particle size fraction i in dened location

σr,i,location

standard deviation for random mixture of particle size fraction i in dened location

q3,i,location

instantaneous measured content (% w/w) of particle size fraction i in dened location

q3,i,location

mean content (% w/w) of particle size fraction i in dened location

q3,i,spec

content (% w/w) of particle size fraction i specied according to particle size distribution (Fig. 2)

nlocation

mean number of particles in location

The variance σs,i,location during mass steady state (t = 6.1  15.0 s, in detail explained in section
3.2) will be considered for the segregation analysis in the system. A P Ii,location > 1 indicates a
segregated system, < 1 a more than random mixture, and = 1 a random mixture. The P Ii,location
was assessed at dierent locations of the system and for dierent particle size fractions. In particular
the denominator, σr,i,location , depends on the total number of particles considered and the content of
the analyzed particle size fraction. For this purpose the mean number of particles per location are
provided in Tab. 5 for reference.
In addition to the P Ii,location for individual particle size fractions, a combined segregation index was
computed that would take into account the complete blend. Although, the classical segregation indices
[188190] have been developed for bi-disperse mixtures and particles of same size, it was necessary
to generate a single value that would be able to easily identify and characterize the segregation of
a multi-component mixture, i.e. in this case of dierently sized particles. The approach using the
particle coordination number, as proposed by Cho et al. [194] and Chandratilleke et al. [191], could
not be applied in this study due to technical limitations. An alternative is suggested by computing a
single value that quanties the segregative eect of all particles, the P Ilocation (Eq. 2):

P Ilocation =

X

P Ii,location ∗

q3,i,location
100%

The mean content of the individual particle size fractions i is used (

(2)
q3,i,location
)
100%

for Eq. 2 to account

for their actual contribution in the dened region. In case that neither of the particle size fractions
are segregated (P Ii,location = 1, Eq. 1) the sum of the product with (

q3,i,location
)
100%

would result in a

P Ilocation of 1. However, same (P Ilocation = 1) would be obtained if high and low segregated particle
size fractions would compensate each other. Thus, it has to be kept in mind that a P Ilocation close
to 1 does not necessarily indicate, unlike the P Ii,location , that a random mixture over all particle size
fractions is obtained, however some size fractions might show a higher, others a lower segregation
tendency.
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3 Results and Discussion
In the following, dierent quantitative and qualitative analysis will help to evaluate the die lling
process within the force feeder of a pilot-scale rotary tablet press. First the lling of the system,
comprising dierent steps, will be briey explained for the sake of completeness. More details can
be found in our previous study [170]. Subsequently the actual high speed die lling process will be
evaluated by introducing dierent metrics that are directly and in-directly linked to dierent tablet
quality attributes.

3.1 Filling of system

A detailed description of the lling process of the system is given by Hildebrandt et al. [170] and
is only briey repeated to later emphasize the dierences that are found between system lling and
high speed tableting (section 3.2).
The lling of the system was divided into three separate steps including lling of the feeding hopper
(¶), lling of the force feeder (·), and lling of the turret (¸) (confer section 2.2, Tab. 2, Fig. 3).
The powder mass and the API content that is found during these intervals in dierent zones of the
system are given in Fig. 4.
In general, the powder is moving from the feeding hopper to the dosing wheel zone. The latter
rotates in anti-clockwise direction and the powder rst falls through the relling hole (6, Fig. 1) into
the reverse dosing wheel zone. The nes content (size ≤ 1800 µm) during system lling is plotted for
three horizontal zones (bottom, middle, top) in the dosing wheel zone in Fig. 3B. At the beginning
of system lling, no signicant dierence between the horizontal zones can be identied and similar
contents as the specied content are obtained. However, the nes contents in the horizontal zones
signicantly change during lling time by a mechanism named as sieving segregation [181, 195]. The
smaller particles have enough time to get sieved through the voids of the larger ones as the powder
bed is moving at rather low particle velocities given by the low paddle wheel speed of 15 rpm. A
higher content of small particles is discharged through the hole located above the reverse dosing
wheel zone (nes content of 35.9%, orange line in Fig. 3). As a consequence a higher content of nes
is developing in the reverse dosing wheel zone (Fig. 4B exemplarily for API size fraction (1000  1129
µm)). The particles in the dosing wheel zone after relling of the reverse dosing wheel zone consist
of less small particles therefore a dierent PSD is transferred during relling of the lling wheel zone
(nes content of 19.5%, yellow line in Fig. 3B). In summary the size segregation through sieving in
the dosing wheel zone in combination with the location of the relling holes (Fig. 1, 3, and 4) are
fostering the size segregation in the complete force feeder [170]. At the end of the lling process,
dierent nes contents, i.e. 3.4%, 2.0%, and 10.7% API content have been developed in the dosing
wheel zone, lling wheel zone, and reverse dosing wheel zone, respectively, as shown Fig. 4 [170].

3.2 Die lling process

The actual high speed tableting process of the completely lled system started by increasing the turret
speed from 10 rpm to 40 rpm and the paddle wheel speed from 15 rpm to 30 rpm (¹ Tab. 2). The
beginning (t = 15 s) of the die lling process is captured however, not the complete tableting process
that may take several hours, could be mapped considering the high computational cost (section 2.3).
Several dierent metrics are evaluated for the die lling process including the mass based (tablet
mass and API content, mass ow rate, mass hold up), particles' velocity, particle size segregation,
particles' tracking through coloring, and nally particles' residence time analysis.
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Fig. 3: Illustration of the system during lling (A), numbers correspond to steps in Tab. 2). (B) Content of particles
≤ 1800 µm in three horizontal zones of the dosing wheel zone and in the relling regions of the reverse dosing
wheel zone and the lling wheel zone during system lling (A).

Fig. 4: Mass hold up (A) and API content (B) in dierent locations of the Fill-O-Matic over time during system lling
(taken from our previous work [170] with permission from John Wiley and Sons) and high speed tableting.
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Tab. 3: Summary of metrics

Quality measure
Mean tablet mass
Mean API content in dies
Tablet weight variation (RSD)
T ablet masschange
P Idies
P Ihopper left
P Ihopper right
P Idosing wheel zone
P Ireverse dosing wheel zone
P Illing wheel zone
P Ifeeder
Mean residence time

Unit

Value

g
%
%
g
s

4.7
4.6
3.7
-0.4
1.4
0.9
1.0
0.9
1.4
1.0
16.8
12.6

Fig. 5: Tablet mass and API content during 10 turret revolutions and 232 lled dies. The ranges between mean and
mean ± standard deviation are indicated in dashed and dotted lines, respectively.

3.2.1 Mass based analysis
Tablet mass
The rst 8 tablets were lled during the last third of the system lling process, in which the turret
rotated at 10 rpm (¸ Tab. 2, section 3.1) and contain a mean tablet mass of 5.2 g (data not shown).
In contrast, during high speed tableting a signicantly decreased mean tablet mass of 4.7 ± 0.2 g is
obtained (Fig. 5).The tablet mass is slightly higher at the beginning and evens out as soon as the mass
hold up in the force feeder is in equilibrium (Fig. 4) resulting in a steady supply of powder mass to the
dies. The high tablet mass uctuation of 3.7% (RSD) can impede the uniformity of dosage units [25]
and thus constitutes an important tablet quality attribute (Tab. 3). Die no. 90, 162, and 210 reveal
tablet mass outliers (tablet mass < 4.1 g) that might originate from an unfavorable combination of
mass hold up / refeeding rate in the force feeder and particles' velocity. Several factors that can cause
tablet weight variation are discussed in the following sections.

API mass / content
A detailed analysis of API content uctuation, as shown in Fig. 5, is discussed under section 3.2.3
via mixing analysis.
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In addition to API content consistency, correct dosing is playing a crucial role for the patients'
safety. The dose strength of the tablet is dened by the tablet mass and the API content in the
formulation. The mean API mass in the lled dies is 219 mg which is 4.6% (w/w) relative to mean
tablet mass (Fig. 5).This relative content is signicantly lower than the dened content of 5.0% (236
mg at given tablet mass) in the formulation (Fig. 2 and Tab. 5). This discrepancy is quantied by
the T ablet masschange given in Eq. 3.

T ablet masschange = x ∗ (

q3,API,dies − q3,API,spec
)
q3,API,spec

(3)

At the mean tablet mass of 4.7 g (x), the relative dierence of measured API content (q3,API,dies )
to specied API content (q3,API,spec ) results in a T ablet masschange of - 0.4 g (Tab. 3, Eq. 3). If less
API mass than specied is obtained, a negative (< 0) T ablet masschange value is found (Eq. 3). It
indicates that the tablets contain at the given tablet mass less API mass than expected. Hence the
tablet mass has to be increased by 0.4 g, e.g. by decreasing the turret speed or increasing the die
height to obtain correct API dosing. The particle size segregation and de-mixing within the force
feeder in section 3.2.3 explain the API false dosing.

Mass ow rate
The mass lled into one single die as it moves underneath the lling station is evaluated. The die
height is changing over lling time according to actual rotary tablet presses (section 2.2) [28]. The
die height (purple line) and the corresponding mass relative to the maximal mass lled into the die
(green line) are shown in Fig. 6. Similar to ndings in our previous study for a dierent combination
of turret speed (75 rpm) and paddle wheel speed (30 rpm) [170], the mass ow rate (MFR) is higher
during lling through force feeding underneath the lling wheel zone (t = 0.06 - 0.22 s, 25.7 g/s)
and reverse dosing wheel zone (t = 0.30 - 0.43 s, 17.6 g/s) compared to the one in between, in which
only gravity lling is found (t = 0.22 - 0. 30 s, 5.3 g/s). A total mass of 492 mg (9% of maximum
mass) is scrapped during dosing cam as the die height is decreased from 15 mm to 13 mm. In total
59%, 7%, and 34% of the maximal tablet mass (before dosing cam) originate from lling wheel zone,
inter-wheel zone, and reverse dosing wheel zone, respectively.
The MFR from the dierent paddle wheel zones and of the individual particle size fractions given
in Tab. 4 and Fig. 6 show diverging observations. A MFR ratio of lling wheel zone to reverse dosing
wheel zone is calculated. A MFR ratio of > 1 indicates a higher lling in the rst part of the die lling
process, i.e. from the lling wheel zone, and a MFR ratio of < 1 means lling predominantly from the
reverse dosing wheel zone. The MFR ratios are < 1 for particles size fractions ≤ 1500 µm indicating
that they are mainly lled from reverse dosing wheel zone. Larger particles (size fractions > 1500 µm)
originate mainly from the lling wheel zone and enter the die rst. As a consequence larger particles
are located at the bottom of the die, followed by small particles on top entering from reverse dosing
wheel zone. The relative mass to maximum mass lled into the die per size fraction and over time
shown in Fig. 6 support these observations. Since the higher mass of larger particles contributes to
a higher extent to the total mass, the overall MFR from lling compared to reverse dosing wheel
zone is higher (green line in Fig. 6, confer above). In section 3.2.3, the particle size distribution in
the dierent paddle wheel zones is evaluated and an explanation for the dierent MFRs per particle
size fraction is provided. In summary, over the die height dierent particle size fractions are found as
they originate from dierent locations of the force feeder.
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Fig. 6: Corresponding die height during lling of one die (pink). Relative mass to maximal mass (before dosing cam)
that is obtained for each individual size fraction.

Tab. 4: MFR from lling wheel zone and reverse dosing wheel zone for the dierent particle size fractions.

Particle size
fraction / µm

MFR from lling
wheel zone / mg/s

MFR from
reverse dosing
wheel zone / mg/s

Ratio MFR of
lling to reverse
dosing wheel zone

0 - 1000
1000 - 1129 (API)
1129 - 1500
1500 - 1800
1800 - 2200
2200 - 2400
2400 - 2800

59 ± 33
608 ± 230
907 ± 271
3378 ± 785
8817 ± 2930
6968 ± 2583
5006 ± 2383

104 ± 45
1099 ± 275
938 ± 265
2524 ± 777
5746 ± 2019
4416 ± 1570
2806 ± 1185

0.57
0.55
0.97
1.34
1.53
1.58
1.78

Mass hold up in the force feeder
The mass hold up in dierent locations of the force feeder during high speed tableting are shown
in Fig. 4 and are in detail described in our previous study [170]. The steady relling of a random
mixture of the particles into the feeding hopper at the same iteration rate as particles are leaving
the system in the lled dies ensures a constant mass of 1.1 ± 0.03 kg in the hopper. In contrast, the
initial lling level in the three paddle wheel zones decreases until about 6.1 s whereupon a constant
mass hold up is obtained. The initial decrease can be explained by the following phenomenon [170].
More particles are leaving the system in the form of lled dies due to faster turret rotation during
high speed tableting (increase from 10 rpm to 40 rpm, Tab. 2) which cannot be replaced in time by
particles owing from the hopper into the three paddle wheel zones. The concept of steady state, as
already described by others [94, 168, 169], is introduced and dened as the time interval of constant
mass hold up in the paddle wheel zones from t = 6.1  15.0 s during high speed tableting. The reason
being is that the basic machine settings, e.g. pre- and main-compression forces to obtain the specied
tablet hardness, are assumed to be already debugged during the rst turret rotations [57, 78, 87, 98].
Thus the computed metrics in the following sections 3.2.2  3.2.3 are evaluated for a system in mass
equilibrium. In Fig. 7 it is visualized that areas of dierent densities are found within the paddle
wheel zones. Regions with a higher void fraction are found in the front portion of the dosing wheel
zone where the refeeding holes are located and in the right hand half and the left hand half after the
die lling region of the reverse dosing wheel zone and the lling wheel zone, respectively.
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Fig. 7: Top and side view of the three individual paddle wheel zones with particles colored according to their size (top)
and their velocity (bottom).

3.2.2 Particles' velocity
Several groups have studied particle ow in vertical, cylindrical mixers with impeller blades either
through experiments (e.g. particle image velocimetry, particle emission particle tracking, high speed
camera imaging) or numerical simulations using the DEM [180, 196204]. These studies are extensively
describing dierent aspects of powder ow over a rotating blade by dierent means, e.g. particles'
velocity analysis or force networks. However, the current work does not intend to get into such detail,
but rather aims to provide a basic powder ow understanding by force feeding in the context of
pharmaceutical tableting. The powder ow by particles' velocity analysis is subsequently described
for the dosing wheel zone and lling wheel zone together as their paddle wheel shape show similar
powder ow patterns. Afterwards the powder ow is analyzed in the reverse dosing wheel zone.

Particles' velocity in the dosing wheel zone and lling wheel zone
The dosing wheel and lling wheel have almost similar paddle wheel shape that only diers in terms
of dimensions (Fig. 1). Both of them contain 16 round / cylindrical shaped blades with a diameter
of 4 mm that are bent at half of their length with an angle of 14° (Fig. 1). The paddles rotate
through a powder bed height of 15.5 mm and 17.5 mm out of which only 23% and 26% are in direct
contact with the blades in the lling wheel zone and dosing wheel zone, respectively. This leads to
the following qualitative (Fig. 7) as well as quantitative (Fig. 8) observations. First, the side views of
the paddle wheel zones show that only half of the powder bed height, which in particular is in contact
with the blade, is being put into motion by paddle wheel rotation. Second, a small radial particles'
velocity gradient in the two paddle wheel zones can be identied in the top view illustrations (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 8: Particles' velocity for the individual size fractions in the dierent paddle wheel zones during steady state. The
dashed lines indicate the mean particles' velocity per zone.

Particles' with higher velocities are located at the periphery due to higher centrifugal forces. Third,
in the dosing wheel zone, regions with higher particles' velocities are found in the relling regions
(into reverse dosing wheel zone and lling wheel zone). In case of the lling wheel zone, regions with
higher particles' velocities are located underneath the hole of the dosing wheel zone and in the front,
the die lling region. Thus particles can gain increased velocity in regions of higher void space (confer
section 3.2.1) where they can follow their trajectories.
Collectively similar mean particles' velocities of 21 cm/s and 23 cm/s for dosing wheel zone and
lling wheel zone are obtained (Fig. 8), which are slightly lower than the angular velocities at the
blade tips (26 cm/s and 28 cm/s). No distinctive trend over individual particle sizes are found (except
smallest size fraction in lling wheel zone). However, larger particles in the lling wheel zone are
gaining slightly higher velocities due to their kinetic energy increase as they are about to discharge into
the die in the front portion of the lling wheel zone. The cylindrical shaped blades, which constitute
only a low contact area with the particles and a low powder bed penetration depth, transfer less
momentum to the particles thus decreasing the particles' velocity and shearing. This could prevent
particle attrition and powder over lubrication. Both factors can inuence tablet tensile strength and
dissolution rate [41, 42, 76, 102, 205208].

Particles' velocity in the reverse dosing wheel zone
In contrast to the very unique blade shape of the dosing wheel and lling wheel, which lack any
literature reference, the powder ow in the reverse dosing wheel zone could be partially compared to
vertical mixers with impellers [180, 196204] or to the force feeder of a Manesty Beta Press [94]. The
cuboid shaped blades of the reverse dosing wheel are comparable to the impeller shape reported by
others [94, 196, 198, 200203]. Gaps are found between the blade corpus and the feeder housing with
clearances of 0.7 mm at the bottom and 6.3 mm at the top. The high depth of immersion of 55%, which
is the blade height relative to the powder bed height as described by Bagster and Bridgwater [209
211], signicantly alters the powder ow pattern [94] compared to the cylindrical shaped blades of
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the two other paddle wheels. A powder wave behavior between two blades of the reverse dosing wheel
can be identied in side view of Fig. 7, which is consistent to experiments [107] and simulations [94].
When the blade is pushing into the powder bed, a heap is formed and some particles are going over
the blade [196] enabled by the small free volume above the blade (confer above) which is producing
recirculation [204]. This recirculation is majorly found for larger particles that are located on top of
the powder bed / heap. A turbulent powder ow, indicated by a high particles' velocity (red, Fig.
7), is found near the blade, given by the high applied forces by blade rotation. Particles farther from
the blade move with a lower velocity due to energy dissipation and a less conned powder bed is
obtained [94]. The paddle is moving with 30 rpm or 26 cm/s at the blade tip, however the overall
mean particles' velocity is 1.9-fold higher (49 cm/s, Fig. 8). This observation can be explained by
the following mechanisms. (1) The shape of the rectangular blade oers a large contact area that
causes a high momentum transfer to the particles. (2) The high void volume between the blades
allows the larger particles to travel their trajectories without hurdles before they come to stop, which
supports trajectory segregation (confer section 3.2.3) [181, 195, 212, 213]. Thus the mean particle
velocity vs particle size plot in Fig. 8 indicates that the particles' velocity linearly increases with
particle size. Furthermore larger particles traverse from one inter-blade zone into the one following
(recirculation), increasing kinetic energy [202]. As a consequence, the smallest particles move only at
slightly higher mean velocity (34 cm/s) than the blade tip (26 cm/s) in comparison to a more than
2.8-fold increase for largest particles (72 cm/s). (3) The overall mean velocity is determined by the
particle size distribution (Fig. 2) and thus major contribution comes from the higher velocities of the
larger particles.
The top view of the particles' velocity in the reverse dosing wheel shows a clear radial distribution
(Fig. 7). Particles closer to the rotation axis move with a lower velocity and remain in this zone for
more time compared to particles farther from the axis. This observation is consistent with results
from Mateo-Ortiz et al. [93, 94] and can be conrmed by particles coloring analysis (section 3.2.4).
To sum up, particles in the reverse dosing wheel zone are experiencing higher shear forces (higher
particles' velocities) and have a longer residence time (confer section 3.2.4) at the increased shear
rate that could collectively alter the particle properties. The rst particles entering and settling at
the bottom of the die originate from the lling wheel zone where they have experienced less shearing
than the successively discharging particles from reverse dosing wheel zone. Thus over the die height
dierent particle properties (in addition to size segregation, section 3.2.1), might evolve, consistent
with observations made in the experimental Mendez et al. studies [86, 90, 102]. This variation could
increase the risk of, e.g. capping of the produced tablets.
The PSD does not reect, with respect to absolute particle size and size distribution, a direct compression formulation (confer section 2.3 and Fig. 2). However, the general understanding of particles'
velocity and mixing in the force feeder could be transferred to smaller particles sizes as well. For
example Boonkanokwong et al. showed for mixing by an impeller blade that dierent ratios of mixer
dimensions to particle diameter showed insignicant eects on powder transport mechanisms [180].
For a deeper understanding of powder mixing by the dierent paddle wheel shapes further metrics,
e.g. calculation of a dimensionless shear rate as done by Radl et al. [202], could be computed. Though
the basic particles' velocity analysis already describes the dierent powder ow mechanisms induced
by varying blade shapes thus improves process understanding and the inuence on product quality.
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3.2.3 Particle size segregation
In section 2.5 a brief summary of dierent mixing quantication approaches are presented that help
to assess particle size segregation. In this chapter the following particle size segregation analysis are
discussed:
 Quantication of API particle segregation in the lled dies that nally dene the patients'
safety.
 Assessment of PSD variation in the lled dies to estimate its eect on the powder blend's
compressive properties [214220].
 Determination of the PSD within the hopper and the dierent paddle wheel zones to evaluate
segregation induced by paddle wheel movement during mass steady state.
 Calculation of the overall segregative / mixing eect in the force feeder (between the three
paddle wheels zones) during mass steady state.

API distribution in the dies
As dened by the authorities [25], content uniformity has to be assessed through the monograph
2.9.40 (`Uniformity of dosage units'). An `Acceptance Value' (AV ) is calculated for a set of samples
(10 - 30) based on the relative ratio of measured to label claim content, its standard deviation, and
a statistical constant. This approach, if applied to the current system, reveals an un-proportionally
high AV value (data not shown). The high AV value can be attributed to the large particle sizes
considered in relation to the rather small die dimensions (section 2.2 and 2.3).
A classical statistical, sampling based mixing index, the `Poole Index' [188] is used in the following.
The P IAPI,dies is calculated according to Eq. 2 (section 2.5) during high speed tableting (die no. 1 - 232,
Fig. 5). The complete die content is used for analysis to unify the eect of sample size and sampling
technique [188]. At a mean no. of 746 particles lled per die (ndies ), a q3,i,spec of 5%, a σr,API,dies
of 0.64%, and a σs,API,dies of 1.11%, a P IAPI,dies of 1.40 is obtained (Tab. 5). The P IAPI,dies > 1.0
indicates that not a random but segregated API distribution in the lled dies is obtained [188] which
is also shown in the high API mass uctuation in Fig. 5. Practically a high P IAPI,dies indicates that
the API distribution over time in the lled dies is not constant.

DC blend size segregation in the dies
In analogy to the P IAPI,dies , P Ii,dies of the other excipient particle size fractions (according to Eq. 2)
are measured for the dies and are given in Tab. 5. A slight inuence of particle size on the P Ii,dies with
a slight increase of the P Ii,dies for larger particles can be found which could stem from their higher

σs,i,dies . The higher uctuations could be attributed to the relationship between the small die sample
volume of 7 cm3 and the large particle volume (59-fold smaller). It implies an inuence of sample size
on the segregation quantication, as reported in literature [188]. However it should be noted that the
size fractions are unevenly distributed and have varying contents (Fig. 2) which impede to draw a
clear conclusion.
From a practical point of view the P Ii,dies should be low for all size fractions. It is important to
obtain a low P Ii,dies for larger particles as these particles contribute to highest extent to the mass
lled into the die. They predominantly dene the tablet mass variation. In addition, a low segregation
index is also desirable for smaller particles since they can enter the voids during compaction and can
result in a close particle packing [221]. Smaller particles can lead to an increased tablet hardness as
their surface area forms increased interparticle bonds [221228].
A combined segregation index for the complete DC blend is calculated according to Eq. 2 resulting
in a P Idies of 1.4 (Tab. 3). The P Idies > 1.0 indicates that the content in the lled dies over time is
not constant and individual P Ii,dies in combination with their content (
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each other (for detailed explanation see section 2.5).
In addition to size segregation, or in other words PSD uctuation analysis, the measured content
in the lled dies (q3,i,dies ) can be compared to the label claim content (q3,i,dies ). It is shown that
at a cut-o diameter between 1800 - 2200 µm, a lower than specied content is found for particles

≤ 1800 µm, whereas the opposite is true for particles ≥ 2200 µm (Tab. 5). As a consequence the
powder blend compaction properties may dier from expectations of the dened PSD (Fig. 2) and
could be compensated by, e.g. adjusting the compression force. This observation is a consequence of
the particle size segregation in the feeding system which is explained in the following.

Segregation in hopper
Size segregation is evaluated in the hopper and in the dierent paddle wheel zones of the force feeder
during mass steady state in high speed tableting (Fig. 4). Pre-empt, in section 3.2.4 the particles'
relling from the hopper into the dosing wheel zone is described by particles' coloring analysis. Since
the relling is not consistent over the complete hopper width (Fig. 9A), the bottom zone of the
hopper (height of 25 mm) in direct connection with the dosing wheel zone is cut half over the hopper
width and the PSD over discharge time extracted. The PSD and segregation metrics are given for the
left hand half and right hand half of the bottom zone of the hopper in Tab. 5. The most signicant
dierence in PSD content is found for the API particle size fraction with a q3,API,hopper left of 3.6% and
a q3,API,hopper right of 4.7%. Since the right hand half is showing a higher mass throughput (section
confer section 3.2.4, Fig. 9 and 10), higher σs,i,hopper(left or right) and thus higher P Ii,hopper(left or right)
(Eq. 1) values are found. As a consequence, the overall P Ihopper (Eq. 2) is 16% higher in the right
hand half compared to left hand half of the hopper (Tab. 3).

Segregation in dosing wheel zone
In the dosing wheel zone, the zone connecting the feeding hopper with the two paddle wheel zones
below, a clear particle size segregation is found after system lling (confer section 3.2). In particular
smaller particles are moving to the bottom of the zone (side view, Fig. 7) by sieving mechanism
[181, 195] once they enter from the right hand half of the hopper. This kind of mechanism was
already found during system lling (confer section 3.2) [170]. In contrast to system lling, less small
particles move through the voids of the larger ones as particles move with higher velocities during
high speed tableting (increase in paddle wheel speed from 15 rpm to 30 rpm, Tab. 2). The resultant
is a reduced sieving mechanism in the dosing wheel zone [170]. It explains the increase of nes in the
dosing wheel zone and lling wheel zone and their decrease in the reverse dosing wheel zone (confer
below) in comparison to system lling (Fig. 4). Consequently, during high speed tableting less small
particles are found at the bottom of the dosing wheel zone. Less nes are transferred to the reverse
dosing wheel zone, and more remain within the dosing wheel zone which can rell the lling wheel
zone.
During high speed tableting, a minimal radial size segregation with larger particles located farther
to the rotation axis is found, as shown in Fig. 7. This can be explained by the increased centrifugal
force (by higher rotational speed) pushing them towards the periphery.
The P Ii,dosing wheel zone ranging between 0.3 and 1.1 (Tab. 5) and a P Idosing wheel zone (Tab. 3) of
0.9 indicate a constant PSD during mass steady state in high speed tableting.

Segregation in reverse dosing wheel zone
As already described in section 3.1, the particles rst fall from the dosing wheel zone into the reverse
dosing wheel zone. An accumulation of nes and depletion of coarse particles relative to their specied
contents after system lling is obtained in reverse dosing wheel zone (Fig. 4). Although this size
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segregation is maintained during high speed tableting, the relative content dierences to specication
are decreasing (confer above, Tab. 5) [170]. A unique powder ow pattern is found in the reverse
dosing wheel zone which is majorly attributed to the paddle wheel shape as already discussed in
section 3.2.2 Consistent with experiments [197], coarse (red) particles segregate from ner (blue)
particles radially to the outer wall and vertically to the free surface on the top, as shown in top
and side view (Fig. 7 top). The underlying mechanism is trajectory segregation, in which the larger
particles and their resultant higher kinetic energies show longer trajectories before they come to stop
[181, 195, 212, 213]. The small particles are getting `trapped' in front of the rotating blade (Fig. 7) as
their reduced particles' velocity prevents recirculation between the inter-blade zones (section 3.2.2).
Furthermore, and described by Conway et al. [197], larger particles have the ability to ow over a rough
granular surface more readily than smaller particles. Thus coarse particles are rolling preferentially
to the outer wall, which is also inuenced by centrifugal force. The σs,i,reverse dosing wheel zone are
signicantly higher for almost all particle size fractions compared to the dosing wheel zone and lling
wheel zone. This can be attributed to the higher particles' velocity (confer section 3.2.2) that increases
the content uctuation. As a result, the individual P Ii,reverse dosing wheel zone are higher for most of
the particle size fractions (Tab. 5) leading to the highest overall paddle wheel zone segregation index
(P Ireverse dosing wheel zone ) of 1.4 (Tab. 3).

Segregation in lling wheel zone
The lling wheel zone has similar PSD patterns and size segregation mechanisms as already described
for dosing wheel zone, e.g. the top-to-bottom segregation of nes. These similarities are illustrated in
Fig. 7 and can be traced back to the comparable paddle wheel shape as described in section 3.2.2. The
initial q3,i,lling wheel zone of the individual particle sizes that are found directly after system lling are
approaching towards the specied contents during high speed tableting (Fig. 4) [170]. The high mass
turnover rate (section 3.2.4) causes higher content variations (σs,i,lling wheel zone ) compared to the
dosing wheel zone. They can be attributed to the particles' discharge into the dies and the relling
from the dosing wheel zone which is transferring content uctuations from dosing wheel zone into
lling wheel zone. The P Ii,lling wheel zone are for most of the particle sizes comparable to the dosing
wheel zone (attributed to the decreased number of particles for lling wheel zone in the denominator
of Eq. 1) resulting in a P Illing wheel zone of 1.0.

Inuence of segregation in paddle wheel zones to segregation in lled dies
In section 3.2.1 an explanation for the collected mass and the individual particle size fractions in the
die originating from the lling wheel zone and reverse dosing wheel zone is provided (Tab. 4). As a
direct consequence, the segregation indices of nes in the dies are predominantly inuenced by the
PSD in the reverse dosing wheel zone and for coarse particles by the PSD in the lling wheel zone.
Thus the detailed mass ow rate, particles' origin, and PSD in the force feeder analysis allows a direct
understanding of tablet quality in terms of particle size consistency.

Segregation over the complete force feeder
It has been described already that within the three paddle wheel zones small content uctuations
during high speed tableting could be identied. Furthermore the PSD entering from the hopper
into the force feeder (q3,i,hopper right ) is close to the specied PSD (Fig. 2, Tab. 5). However sieving
segregation in the dosing wheel zone causes a de-mixing of the blend which is subsequently transferred
into the reverse dosing zone and lling wheel zone. These resulting PSD dierences, as exemplarily
shown for API particle size fraction in Fig. 4, indicate that the force feeder causes a de-mixing. This
de-mixing is quantied by calculating the content deviations between the three paddle wheel zones
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according to Eq. 4:

σs,i,feeder =

1
(q3,i,dosing wheel zone − q3,i,feeder )2 +
3
(q3,i,reverse dosing wheel zone − q3,i,feeder )2 +
!1
 2
2
(q3,i,lling wheel zone − q3,i,feeder )

(4)

Basically, the mean content of each particle size fraction over the complete three paddle wheel zones
is determined (q3,i,feeder ). Subsequently the dierence found in the three individual paddle wheel zones
is computed and nally gives the σs,i,feeder . In case that no de-mixing is found, the contents in the
dierent paddle wheel zones are same and a σs,i,feeder = 0 are obtained. The σr,i,feeder and the P Ii,feeder
is then calculated according to Eq. 1. For the API particle size fraction an example calculation is
provided to thoroughly explain the concept of the P Ii,feeder :
API contents of 4.2%, 11.3%, and 3.4% are found during steady state in the dosing wheel zone
(q3,API,dosing wheel zone ), reverse dosing wheel zone (q3,API,reverse dosing wheel zone ), and lling wheel zone
(q3,API,lling wheel zone ) (Tab. 5, Fig. 4B), respectively. The mean content within the complete feeder,
or in other words over all three paddle wheel zones is 6.3% (q3,API,feeder ). This results in a σs,API,feeder
of 3.5% (Eq. 4) which is a measure to quantify the content deviation of the individual zones to the
mean content in the feeder. This deviation is 48-fold higher (P IAPI,feeder ) than the deviation assuming a random mixture (σr,API,feeder ). Furthermore, for all particle size fractions a segregation index is
calculated which results in a combined value of 16.1 (P Ifeeder ) (Eq. 2). This very high value indicates
that signicant dierent PSDs in the three paddle wheel zones of the force feeder are found. Thus
the force feeder causes the undesired side eect of material de-mixing. The absolute size segregation
extent is higher compared to reality given by the larger particle sizes considered, though a general
understanding of size segregation in the force feeder is provided.
The gained process insight allows dierent means of improvement, e.g. modication of the size
and the position of the relling holes at the bottom of the dosing wheel zone to decrease the size
segregation and de-mixing in the force feeder. Other options could be for example a change of the
paddle wheel shape or, more drastically, the transfer from a three to a two paddled system.
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q3,i,spec / %
σs,i,dies / %
q3,i,dies / %
P Ii,dies / σs,i,hopper left / %
q3,i,hopper left / %
P Ii,hopper left / σs,i,hopper right / %
q3,i,hopper right / %
P Ii,hopper right / σs,i,dosing wheel zone / %
q3,i,dosing wheel zone / %
P Ii,dosing wheel zone / σs,i,reverse dosing wheel zone / %
q3,i,reverse dosing wheel zone / %
P Ii,reverse dosing wheel zone / σs,i,lling wheel zone / %
q3,i,lling wheel zone / %
P Ii,lling wheel zone / σs,i,feeder / %
q3,i,feeder / %
P Ii,feeder / -

Quantity

Feeder
(86372)

Filling wheel zone
(24425)

Reverse dosing wheel zone
(23718)

Dosing wheel zone
(38229)

Hopper bottom right
(14898)

Hopper bottom left
(14271)

Dies
(746)

Location
(nlocation ) / -

Tab. 5: Segregation indices during steady state (for explanation confer section 2.5)

10001129
5.0
1.1
4.6
1.4
0.0270
3.6
0.8
0.0900
4.7
0.5
0.0660
4.2
0.6
0.2700
11.3
1.9
0.2200
3.4
1.6
3.5
6.3
47.7

0-1000
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.5
0.0083
0.3
3.4
0.0170
0.4
0.4
0.0130
0.4
0.4
0.0440
1.3
1.0
0.0190
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.6
18.9

4.8
0.9
4.5
1.1
0.0660
4.7
2.8
0.1300
4.7
0.9
0.0370
4.3
0.3
0.1600
7.3
1.2
0.1200
4.1
0.9
1.4
5.2
19.9

14.3
1.7
13.9
1.3
0.1200
14.6
1.8
0.2000
14.3
0.8
0.2000
13.8
1.1
0.4800
16.8
2.1
0.2300
13.8
1.0
1.4
14.8
12.0

33.3
2.1
33.3
1.2
0.4600
34.6
3.6
0.3200
33.4
0.9
0.1800
33.6
0.8
0.2300
30.7
0.8
0.1700
34.2
0.6
1.5
32.8
9.6

Particle size fraction / µm
1129150018001500
1800
2200
25.7
2.3
26.1
1.5
0.2500
26.1
2.3
0.400
26.0
1.2
0.2500
26.3
1.1
0.2500
21.3
0.9
0.3700
27.3
1.3
2.7
25.0
17.8

22002400

16.6
2.9
17.1
2.2
0.2200
16.2
3.0
0.3200
16.5
1.2
0.2100
17.5
1.1
0.5800
11.5
2.4
0.3500
17.0
1.5
2.7
15.3
21.3

24002800
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3 Results and Discussion
3.2.4 Particles' coloring analysis
Usually experiments do not allow to look inside a closed system unless a transparent housing is used,
i.e. as reported by Mendez et al. [86]. The DEM gives the opportunity to look into a closed system.
By coloring the particles at their initial location, the powder ow can be visualized and the colored
particles tracked over time [41, 168, 171]. Some of the key ndings of our pre-communication [171]
are provided for the sake of completeness.
At the time point of high speed tableting, dierent zones in the Fill-O-Matic are assigned dierent
colors, as shown in Fig. 9 (t = 0 s). Particles in green, pink, and red are initially located in the
dosing wheel zone, lling wheel zone, and reverse dosing wheel zone, respectively. In addition to the
paddle wheel zones, four additional horizontal zones in the feeding hopper with a height of 5 mm in
grey, yellow, light orange, and dark orange color separated by non-colored particles (blue, height of
25 mm) were assigned. Particles below the force feeder (in the initially lled dies and between turret
and force feeder) were non-colored as well (blue). Five dierent metrics / powder ow phenomena
that can be observed by coloring analysis as shown in Fig. 9 are discussed in the following and have
been described partly by Hildebrandt et al. [171].

Fig. 9: Tracking of particles, colored by their initial position during high speed tableting at intervals of 3 s.

Powder ow in the feeding hopper
Fig. 9 shows that particles are non-uniformly fed from the hopper into the dosing wheel zone since a
gradient across the hopper width is found. Thereby particles that are initially located in the left hand
half of the hopper tend to remain there throughout the complete discharge period. Solely particles
from the right hand half enter and rell the dosing wheel zone. This phenomenon is quantitatively
shown in Fig. 10A in which the hopper is split into a left hand half (dashed lines, Fig. 9, t = 0) and
right hand half (solid lines, Fig. 9, t = 0) and the number frequencies of colored particles appearing
in this zone are plotted over discharge time. Light orange colored particles in the left hand half only
slowly deplete from initially 16% to 12% after 15 s. In contrast in the right hand half of the hopper
they show a very steep decrease after 1.3 s and completely disappear after 7.1 s. Furthermore, in the
latter, light orange and grey colored particles from zones above show up with maximum frequencies
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Fig. 10: Quantitative analysis of colored particles during discharge (for initial position of colors confer Fig. 9). (A)
Ratio of colored particles in the hopper left hand half and right hand half (zones shown in Fig. 9, t = 0 s) and
travel path of green (B) and red and pink (C) colored particles. (D) Colored particles in the lled dies.

of 13% at 2.9 s and 9% at 4.3 s, respectively. Particles in the left hand half of the hopper constitute
a dead zone and may get consolidated over production time as a result of the pressure exerted by
the overlying powder bed in the feeding hopper and blending container. In addition, the higher mass
throughput in the right hand half of the hopper is also apparent in the increased segregation indices
(confer section 3.2.3 and Tab. 5 and 3).

Powder relling
The geometrical conguration of the Fill-O-Matic (Fig. 1) shows that the material from the dosing
wheel zone rells the reverse dosing wheel zone and the lling wheel zone. As already described in
section 3.2.3, this conguration transfers particle size segregation. Green colored particles from the
dosing wheel zone are illustrated in Fig. 9 and plotted in Fig. 10B. The larger relling hole into the
lling wheel zone (Fig. 1) promotes an earlier onset and an initially higher contribution of green
particles in this zone compared to the reverse dosing wheel zone (Fig. 9 and 10B) [171]. However the
total frequencies (area under the curve) of green colored particles in the lling wheel zone and reverse
dosing wheel zones are almost the same with 21% and 20%, respectively. More small particles discharge
from the dosing wheel zone into the reverse dosing wheel zone, confer section 3.2.3, which results in
the high number frequency (20%) although the mass based analysis reveals higher frequencies for the
lling wheel zone (data not shown).
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Mixing in the reverse dosing wheel zone and lling wheel zone
The high mass throughput in the lling wheel zone can be characterized by a very steep number
frequency decrease of initially located particles (grey dotted line, Fig. 10C) in this zone in contrast
to the curve prole of the red particles in the reverse dosing wheel zone (grey dashed line, Fig. 10C)
[171]. An additional observation, enabled by coloring analysis, indicates that particles remain a longer
residence time in the reverse dosing wheel zone. Over time 40.2% of all particles found in the reverse
dosing wheel zone were originally located there (area under the curve, grey dashed line Fig. 10C). In
contrast, 2.6-fold less particles from lling wheel zone were found in the same over time (15.4%, area
under the curve, grey dotted line, Fig. 10C). The higher particles' velocity (section 3.2.3, Fig. 7 and
8) / shearing rate and longer residence time in the reverse dosing wheel increase the risk of particle
attrition and over lubrication [41, 42, 76, 102, 205208].
Particles from the reverse dosing wheel zone are mixed, enabled by an unclosed intersection of 46
mm width (Fig. 1), into the lling wheel zone to catch up the mass decrease in the lling wheel zone.
During the complete high speed tableting time, 8.7% and 0.7% of initially located particles were
mixed from reverse dosing into lling wheel zone and vice versa (area under the curve for pink and
red lines in Fig. 10C). Consequently, a predominant intermixing from reverse dosing wheel zone into
lling wheel zone is found [171].

Colored particles in dies
The colored particles as they appear in the dies are shown in Fig. 10D [171]. Initially the highest
contribution in the lled dies comes from the lling wheel zone given by the pink colored particles.
The pink colored particles show a steep decrease right from the beginning in contrast to particles
from reverse dosing wheel (red) which show only a slow decrease, attributed to their higher residence
time in the reverse dosing wheel zone (confer above). As soon as the pink colored particles start to
deplete, particles that originate from the dosing wheel (green) zone appear from die no. 20 onwards
up to their maximum in die no. 55. In die no. 60, 86, 107, and 125 the rst colored particles from the
hopper (orange, light orange, yellow, and grey) appear.
The rst particles entering the die have traveled less distance in the force feeder compared to the
particles in the later lled dies. Thus not only over the die height (confer section 3.2.1) but also over
production time dierences in particle properties might be found which could lead to varying tablet
tensile strengths and dissolution rates.

Colored particles in system
At the end of discharge, only a few colored particles that were initially located in the dierent paddle
wheel zones have remained in the system, namely 3%, 8%, and 6% of the pink, green, and red particles
(Fig. 9). Thus almost the complete initial mass in the paddle wheel zones have been discharged into
the dies during 15 s of high speed tableting.

3.2.5 Particles' residence time
In chemical engineering and related elds, the `Residence Time Distribution' (RTD) is dened as the
`probability distribution of time that solid or uid materials stay inside one or more unit operations
in a continuous ow system' [229]. In the context of powder ow in a pharmaceutical tablet press,
the RTD has been linked to forces applied by paddles causing particle attrition [95] and has been
compared to operation parameters and powder cohesion [41].
For the current study, particles at a height of 10 mm in the hopper left hand half and right hand
half (Fig. 11) are tracked over discharge time (¹, Tab. 2) and their time point of leaving the system
is computed (Fig. 11, right). A clear dierence between the left hand half and right hand half of the
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Fig. 11: Residence time distribution of all particles that were initially located in the top right hand half of the hopper
(box, left).

hopper could be identied. More than 99% of all particles that were initially located in the left hand
half of the hopper are still within the system after 10 turret revolutions (data not shown), which is
consistent with the particles coloring analysis (confer section 3.2.4, Fig. 9 and 10A). In contrast, more
than 60% of the particles from the right hand half of the hopper have been discharged into the dies
(Fig. 10E). No dierence between the particle size fractions can be identied, i.e. all of them start
to leave the system after t = 7.1 s (Fig. 11) and the frequency plots have comparable shapes (data
not shown). This means, that particles take more than 7.1 s and on an average 12.6 s (Tab. 3, Fig.
11) to travel from the right top portion of the hopper to the dosing wheel zone and then through the
two paddle wheels below until they leave the system in the lled dies. Furthermore no particle size
fraction is held back in the complete system which would be indicated by a dierent area under the
curve (data not shown), in contrast to observations made by Mateo-Ortiz et al. [93]. No particle size
segregation over the complete system is found although de-mixing within individual zones of the force
feeder (section 3.2.3) is prominent. The RTD function does not, in contrast to previously reported
force feeder studies (experiments and simulations) [41, 95], resemble to the shape of a continuous
stirred tank reactor [229], showing a sharp peak and a tail, since the computation time of 15 s (¹,
Tab. 2) is too short and would have to be further extended.
The RTD analysis (1) supports the coloring observations, i.e. the dead zone in the left hand half
of the hopper, (2) indicates that over the complete system no particle size fraction is held back, and
nally (3) particles remain on an average 12.6 s in the force feeder until they discharge into the dies.
During this time period particle de-mixing / size segregation in dierent zones of the force feeder is
found and an alteration of particle properties by particles' shearing might be indicated.
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4 Conclusion
The powder ow in the force feeder of a pilot-scale tableting machine containing three paddle wheels
of dierent shapes was investigated through numerical simulations. An attempt was made to reect
the reality as well as possible by (1) using a model direct compression formulation containing particles
of dierent sizes and calibrated material properties. (2) The process in terms of system lling and high
speed tableting was adapted to the general procedure used in experiments. Dierent means, e.g. mass
based analysis, particles' velocity comparison, particle size segregation quantication through mixing
indices, particles' tracking through particles' coloring, and particles' residence time calculation, were
developed to provide a thorough powder ow understanding. The key ndings can be summarized as
follows:
(1) The design of the geometry in terms of the housing, in particular the arrangement of the paddle
wheel zones and their connection through holes, in addition to paddle wheel shape favored
particle size segregation and de-mixing within the force feeder.
(2) In addition to size segregation, the blade shape inuenced the particles' velocity and thus the
forces acting on the particles and the shear rates.
(3) A dead zone in the hopper could be identied that may lead to powder consolidation.
It was shown that the force feeder design has a clear inuence on the tablet quality, as follows:
(1) Particle size segregation developed in the force feeder was transferred into the dies. Thus rst
larger particles, which experienced less shear forces, entered the die rst. Smaller particles
followed on top, which were exposed to signicantly higher shear forces. As a consequence, the
intra-die PSD and particle properties variations may lead to dierences in compaction properties
over the die height and thus capping may occur.
(2) Over production time, API segregation was quantied which could constitute an issue for content uniformity. In addition, API false dosing was identied that could be remedied by tablet
mass adaption.
(3) Furthermore an inter-tablet variation might be found over process time as a consequence of the
dierent distances particles traveled in the force feeder before they discharged into the dies.
Through their path in the force feeder their particle properties might have changed by particle
attrition and / or over lubrication.
In conclusion this study provides a thorough understanding of powder ow in the force feeder and its
direct inuence on tablet quality attributes. It serves as a starting point for follow-up studies that will
include more setups combined in a design of experiments. The powder dynamics in the force feeder
were identied for a free owing model DC formulation, though limited by computational power, the
particle sizes had to be enlarged and the process time reduced in comparison to reality. Hence a oneto-one prediction of the tableting process was not intended. Experimental validation of the numerical
results using a custom-designed model force feeder system is currently ongoing and the results will
be shared in our future work.
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Outline
In chapter 3.2.1 the inuence of the material properties inter-particle cohesion, particle-wall coecient of friction, and API content and the process conditions turret speed and paddle wheel speed on
tablet mass is ascertained using a DoE. Other than tablet mass, additional critical quality attributes
(CQAs) of tablets are dened through the die lling step, i.e. the tablet mass variation and the content
uniformity. Those CQAs are addressed in the following chapter by applying the Quality by Design
(QbD) approach. The inuence of the dierent parameters (= factors) on those CQAs is assessed
using the same DoE as in chapter 3.2.1. As shown in the previous chapter (3.2.2), the paddle wheels
exert dierent stresses on the particles which may lead to particle attrition and over lubrication. The
particle shearing at dierent factor combinations is assessed through the DoE by (1) measuring the
particle's origin within the force feeder and by (2) the shear rate the particles may have experienced.
The DoE design targets the factor screening or the identication of the most signicant factor
eects. It provides rst details on factor combinations which result in highest or lowest tablet quality.
Thus the combination of the DEM with the QbD may be utilized in formulation and process development for an enhanced understanding of the connection between force feeding and tablet quality.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Quality by design and process modeling in pharmaceutical development
The quality by design (QbD) approach was introduced into the pharmaceutical development in 2009

by the International Conference on Harmonisation (ICH) via the guideline `Pharmaceutical Development Q8(R2)' [3]. Drug product development based on the QbD approach is a step-wise procedure as
follows. First, the `Quality Target Product Prole' (QTPP) is dened which is the `summary of the
quality characteristics of a drug product that ideally will be achieved to ensure the desired quality,
taking into account safety and ecacy of the drug product' [3]. Thus the characteristics that make
up the QTPP should be `designed into the product' via a science-based process [230] in contrast
to quality testing into the product [3]. After developing the lead formulation and the manufacturing process, the process understanding is generated by determining the critical quality attributes
(CQA). According to the guideline, `the CQAs of a solid oral dosage form are typically those aspects
aecting product purity, strength, drug release, and stability' [3]. The QbD core objectives are to
identify the most important CQAs, namely the formulation (critical material attributes, CMA) and
process parameters (critical process parameters, CPP) that signicantly aect the QTPP and to get
an understanding of their relationship to product performance. The design space is generated which
is a `multidimensional combination and interaction of input variables (e.g. material attributes) and
process parameters that have been demonstrated to provide assurance of quality' [3].
Eventually, the QbD approach gives the opportunity to develop more exible regulatory approaches
if the applicant can demonstrate an enhanced knowledge of product performance [3]. Several possibilities exist to develop a valuable science-based process such as risk management [3, 231] including
multivariate analysis, risk ltering, shbone diagram, and failure mode and eect analysis (FMEA)
[232]. An increased process understanding can be gained by `application of, e.g. formal experimental designs, process analytical technology (PAT), and/or prior knowledge' [3]. However science-based
manufacturing may not only involve PAT but also other fundamental tools such as rst-principle
based process modeling and control [16]. Such numerical tools for in silico experimentation include
multiphase computational uid dynamics (CFD), lattice Boltzmann methods, or the discrete element
method (DEM) [233]. In the context of QbD, the pharmaceutical tablet coating [234] and powder
blending [235] process have been numerically studied. Though numerical studies are referred to as
analysis tools, they are still not straightforward implemented in QbD and have not been fully adopted
by regulatory authorities [233].

1.2 Modeling of powder ow in the force feeder of rotary tablet presses

Tablets are the most prominent drug product and are produced in high quantities using rotary tablet
presses [28]. Tableting involves three distinctive stages, namely die lling, powder compaction, and
tablet ejection. The rst step constitutes the powder transfer from the blending hopper through the
feeding system into the rotating dies of the turret. The powder ow within the tablet press shows a
signicant impact on tablet quality in terms of tablet weight, tablet weight variation, content uniformity, and tablet tensile strength [76, 87] and thus gave rise to evaluate the die lling process in
gravity [168, 169] and force feeders [41, 9395, 236] by numerical means.
The following summarized key observations for powder ow in the three paddled force feeder of
a FETTE 1200i were made in our previous study by using DEM [170]. The design of the geometry,
consisting of a dosing wheel (1, Fig. 1), reverse dosing wheel (2, Fig. 1), and lling wheel (3, Fig. 1),
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in particular the arrangement of the paddle wheel zones favored particle size segregation or de-mixing
within the force feeder. A non-uniform powder ow with a dead zone within the feeding hopper could
be identied that might lead to powder consolidation and segregation [171].
The characteristic of powder transfer from the feeding hopper to the dosing wheel zone (1, Fig. 1),
then to the reverse dosing wheel zone (2, Fig. 1), and the lling wheel zone (3, Fig. 1) from where the
particles start to enter the dies of the rotating turret, was linked with tablet quality, e.g. in terms of
tablet mass variation and content uniformity. Since in the former study only the inuence of process
conditions and material attributes on tablet mass was studied [170], the current work provides a more
thorough understanding of their impact on additional tablet quality attributes.

1.3 Objectives

The essential objective of the current study is the evaluation of the inuence of selected process
conditions and material attributes on tablet quality. A model direct compression (DC) formulation is
developed considering a poly-disperse particle size distribution. However, the absolute particle sizes
and their distribution are larger compared to experiments given by the computational complexity
impeding a one-to-one transfer of the numerical results to reality. Part of this study was already
published in our previous work [170] and is extended in the current. Hence some of the results with
respect to tablet mass may be taken over for the sake of explanation.
In comparison to our previous work [170], the current study adds value on the following points:
 Extensive analysis of dierent CQAs (tablet mass variation, and `uniformity of dosage units'
[2.9.40 and 2.9.47] [25]) instead of one (tablet mass)
 Evaluation of particle ow and shearing within force feeder that might aect tablet disintegration [2.9.19] and API dissolution [2.9.3] [25] though the actual powder compaction step is not
simulated
 Assessment of DoE results and verication
 Design space evaluation to nd optimum process conditions and material attributes
A fractional factorial screening design, developed previously [170], helps to discern the individual factor and two-factor eects on tablet quality in a FETTE 1200i tableting machine. The numerical work
is embedded in the QbD framework [3] to identify the most important CPPs and CMAs aecting the
CQAs. The main target is the generation of a general science-based tableting process understanding
using a combined approach of QbD and DEM which has not been reported previously.
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Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of the screening design and the included factors.

Fig. 2: Particle size distribution of the low (5% (w/w)) and high (30% (w/w)) API dose strength formulations.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 DEM and geometrical setup

All details about the dierent models used in DEM utilizing the open source code LIGGGHTS [123]
and the geometrical setup are given in our previous studies [168170, 236]. The complexity of the
geometrical setup is increased mainly by three factors, (1) the large size of the system dening the
simulation domain volume, (2) the bent paddle wheel shapes and housing (Fig. 1) that require a
compromise between curvature resolution and number of geometry triangles to be computed, and (3)
the agitation of the components (turret and paddle wheels rotation, Fig. 1). This complexity limits
the number of particles simulated and requires particle size enlargement [157] as shown in Fig. 1 & 2.

2.2 Design of Experiments (DoE)

The main target of the DoE is to identify the CPPs and CMAs aecting the CQAs. This poses the
fundamental problem of studying too many possible variables prolonging the study versus studying
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too few variables risking an insucient process understanding. The same DoE as given in our previous
study [170] was chosen. A compromise was made by selecting a fractional factorial screening design to
rst identify the most signicant CPPs and CMAs using JMP software (JMP 13.0.0, SAS Institute)
[11]. Five factors at two levels were dened and they are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The two
process conditions, turret speed and paddle wheels speed, and the three material attributes, API
content (dose strength, particle size distribution for formulations with 5% (w/w) and 30% (w/w)
API content in Fig. 2), inter-particle cohesion (cohesion energy density (CED)), and particle-wall
coecient of friction (µPW ) were included. Details about their choice and factor levels (low (−) and
high (+)) are given in our previous study [170] and in Tab. 1. A resolution of V and D-optimality was
decided resulting in total in 25−1 (= 16) dierent experiments (Tab. 1) [237]. This design is widely
used for the identication of `main factors' at a limited number of experiments needed [11]. However,
only two-factor interactions can be resolved as higher order interactions are confounded. The current
model allows to identify single factors and two-factor interactions with linear relationships. The model
would have to be extended by additional experiments, to e.g. central composite design including axial
points and center points (response surface design [238]), to be able to resolve non-linear (higher order)
relationships [238241].
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Setup number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
verifcation
measured
verifcation
predicted

60

60

40

−++−−

30
30
30
30
60
60
60
60
30
30
30
30
60
60
60
60

40

Pattern

−++−−

Turret speed / rpm

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75

Paddle wheels speed / rpm

−−−−+
−−−+−
−−+−−
−−+++
−+−−−
−+−++
−++−+
−+++−
+−−−−
+−−++
+−+−+
+−++−
++−−+
++−+−
+++−−
+++++

CPP

API content / % (w/w)
30

30

5
5
30
30
5
5
30
30
5
5
30
30
5
5
30
30

Inter-particle cohesion (CED) /
MJ/m3
1

1

1
3.5
1
35
1
3.5
1
3.5
1
3.5
1
3.5
1
3.5
1
3.5

/0.25

0.25

0.75
0.25
0.25
0.75
0.25
0.75
0.75
0.25
0.25
0.75
0.75
0.25
0.75
0.25
0.25
0.75

µPW

Mean tablet mass / g
14.8

5.4

5.3

3.2
3.6
3.6
4.1
4.7
3.7

2.7

0.0

0.9

12.0
9.3
10.5
4.7
3.6
9.2

1.0

7.6

3.7
1.8
1.2
3.6
1.1
1.8
1.1

4.7
5.1
4.7
5.2
5.1
3.6

5.3

4.7
4.8

CQA
Tablet mass variation (RSD) /
%

CMA

56.3

Acceptance value (AV ) / %

24.6

24.8

35.8
38.6
41.0
24.3
25.4
40.2
53.9
27.1
25.8

16.4

36.9
32.4
26.6
31.3

61.8

102.2

101.5

95.7
100.6
96.9
103.0
101.7
99.5

91.2

96.7

Mean relative content (X ) / %

104.3

92.6
98.1
99.5
99.1
100.1
100.4
99.5

10.4

11.2

14.9
16.7
15.3
9.7
11.5
17.5
23.4
12.2
11.7

7.4

16.7
14.7
12.0
14.2

22.3

Standard deviation of relative
content (s) / %
27.8

86.2

87.3

48.2
49.9
54.3
61.3
61.0
56.5

42.4

46.3

Mean mass contribution from
lling wheel zone / %
86.0

52.6
61.5
66.7
57.0
81.7
73.3
83.3

Mean particles' velocity lling
wheel zone / cm/s
39.0

40.3

18.0
16.4
18.8
43.2
35.8
32.7
35.3

16.3

43.2
39.5

50.9

23.0
21.1
19.1
21.3
44.3

3.1

2.7

38.4
37.4
32.4
26.9
23.1
25.9

46.6

43.9

Mean mass contribution from
reverse dosing wheel zone / %
4.1

40.1
29.8
24.2
36.3
9.1
17.0
6.0

27.5

69.0

81.6
72.0
35.7
32.3
29.4
32.3
85.8
89.5
77.6
83.7

104.2

40.8
79.2

Mean particles' velocity reverse
dosing wheel zone / cm/s
28.7

41.0
35.8

609

626

545
510
510
505
568
497

483

508
588
493
574
582
525

Mean mass hold up in force
feeder / g
600

523
527

0.83

0.36
0.48
0.37
0.41
0.71
0.49

0.15

0.72
0.45

Desirability value from
measured CQAs / 0.88

0.43
0.27
0.73
0.67
0.79
0.72

0.90

0.34
0.53
0.36
0.51
0.68
0.44

0.22

0.90
0.44

0.89

0.45
0.47
0.70
0.63
0.77
0.71

Desirability value from
predicted CQAs / -

Tab. 1: Overview of factor combinations for CPPs and CMAs and the measured responses (CQAs are red shaded). Bold and italic values indicate the highest and lowest result for a
given parameter though the font doesn't account for a good or bad result, respectively. Data for mean tablet mass was already given in our previous work [170] and is added in
the current study with permission from John Wiley and Sons for the sake of completeness.
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2.3 Filling and high speed tableting procedure

The system lling and high speed tableting procedure is in detail described in [170, 171] and is
here mentioned very briey for the sake of completeness. The initialization includes the lling of
the feeding hopper, the paddle wheels zones, and nally the turret. This comprised a physical time
of 15.8 s. Since two dierent model formulations in terms of API content are included in the DoE
(confer section 2.2), the system lling was performed separately for the PSD of the 5% (w/w) and
30% (w/w) API content model formulations (Fig. 2) at same micro-mechanical material properties,
given by Hildebrandt et al. [170, 171].
For actual high speed tableting, the process conditions and material attributes have been changed
according to the DoE (Tab. 1). Thus all setups containing either 5% (w/w) or 30% (w/w) API content
showed same homogeneous packing structure at the beginning of tableting (data not shown). This
ensured that the observations during high speed tableting were related to the changed factors in the
DoE [168, 170, 171, 187]. For all setups in total 10 turret rotations were computed including the lling
of 232 dies (24 punch stations, 8 dies were located underneath the feeder and have already been lled
during system initialization) implying a physical time of 15 s at 40 rpm and 8 s at 75 rpm turret
speed, respectively. This period allowed for all setups to have achieved and to be operated at mass
steady state [168, 169, 236]. This was considered as constant mass hold up in the paddle wheels zones
and is in detail described by Hildebrandt et al. [170]. During high speed tableting, equal amount of
powder was relled into the feeding hopper as material was leaving the system in the form of lled
dies [170, 171]. At the given number of particles simulated (∼ 622,000 particles, section 2.2) and the
system complexity (section 2.1), performing complete simulations of the DoE took > 9 months on 4
workstations each of them having 72 processors running in parallel.

2.4 Statistical analysis of DoE results

For all CQAs and other responses (section 3.1 and 3.2) the same procedure was followed for the
statistical analysis of the DoE. All single factors and two factor interactions were included to generate
the statistical model. A signicant factor inuence was considered if the p-value was < 0.05. This was
supported by a half normal plot (plot over the absolute values of the estimates against the normal
quantiles for the absolute value normal distribution [242]) in which the non-signicant eects tend
to fall on a straight line through the origin, while signicant eects deviate from this [242, 243]. The
nal model t for the response was generated after the insignicant model terms were removed to
make the model more parsimonious [232]. The most important ANOVA and model t statistics are

summarized in Tab. 2. An adjusted R2 value close to 1 showed a good model t. A p-value < 0.05 for
the analysis of variance indicated the model's signicance [242]. If a lack of t was identied, a high

p-value (≥ 0.05) showed its insignicance. The nal estimates for signicant factors (p-value < 0.05)
are summarized in Tab. 2.
For each model the prediction prolers are provided in Fig. 3 in white and green plots for single
and two-factor eects, respectively. They display the change in the response when a factor varies from
its low (−) to its high level (+), with all other factors kept constant at their average [87, 244]. The
slopes for the factors in the prediction proler are also specied in Tab. 2 as `estimate'.
The nal model t allowed the prediction of the response according to Eq. 1:
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Rpred.

predicted response

I

intercept of response model (Tab. 2)

EX

estimate of factor X (Tab. 2)

EX∗Y

estimate of factor interaction X ∗ Y (Tab. 2)

LX , LY

level of factor X and Y

LX(+) , LY (+)
LX(−) , LY (−)

max. level of factor X and Y according to Tab. 1
min. level of factor X and Y according to Tab. 1

For each individual factor the factor levels according to the model (LX(+) , LX(−) , (+) and (−) in
Tab. 1) and the factor level of interest (LX ) enter with the respective EX (Tab. 2) into the model.
For two-factor interactions (X ∗ Y ) the single factor contributions enter as a product with the EX∗Y
(Tab. 2) into the model.
The model was veried by performing one additional setup at a factor level combination that has
not been included in the screening DoE (Tab. 1, `verication measured').
The impact of potential CPPs and CMAs on overall blend quality (all CQAs) was evaluated by
combining the individual CQA models through a standard least squares model. For each CQA a
desirability function was generated which transforms the response variable to a scale from 0 to 1
(Fig. 3, blue plots) [245]. The individual CQA desirability functions were dened as linear functions
with 0 as completely undesirable and 1 as most desirable response [242]. The response limits are set
within the range of the setups' results (Tab. 1) and are in more detail described in section 3.4. The
overall setup's desirability including all CQAs was combined through the geometrical mean of the
individual CQA desirability functions.
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Two-factor
interactions

Single factor
inuence

Paddle wheels
speed * API
content
Paddle wheels
speed * CED
Paddle wheels
speed * µPW

µPW

Turret speed *
Paddle wheels
speed
Turret speed *
API content
Turret speed *
CED
Turret speed *

µPW

Intercept
Turret speed
Paddle wheels
speed
API content
CED

- 0.13

1.01

1.65

0.13
-0.13
-0.23
0.14

-1.31

5.43
3.53

0.22

4.29
-0.65

Mean
tablet
mass / g

Tablet
mass
variation
(RSD) /
%

CQA

5.84

-7.75

-3.70*

35.76
-1.30*

AV / -

2.79

-1.40

-3.15

-1.34*

15.50
-0.75*

Standard
deviation
of relative
content
( s) / %

-2.51

-2.93

2.20

8.30

61.38
-8.89

Mean
mass contribution
from
lling
wheel
zone / %

1.06

-1.29

-0.99

1.48

-1.64

10.68

29.93
-2.87

Mean
particles'
velocity
lling
wheel zone
/ cm/s

2.26

2.76

-3.15

-9.51

Mean
mass contribution
from
reverse
dosing
wheel
zone / %
27.58
6.75

-3.49

3.00

-3.59

24.85

59.35
-1.06*

Mean
particles'
velocity
reverse
dosing
wheel zone
/ cm/s

7.88

14.38
-20.50
-17.00

533.63
-15.75

Mean
mass hold
up in force
feeder / g

Tab. 2: Statistical overview for the dierent CQAs (red shaded) and other response models including only signicant factor eects (p-value < 0.05). Not signicant factors (p ≥ 0.05,
indicated with *) are included into the model to improve the predictability due to their interaction eect with another factor. Tablet mass data is adopted from [170] with
permission from John Wiley and Sons.
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µPW

CED * µPW
R2 adjusted of summary of t
p-value of Analysis of Variance
Lack of t p-value
Desirability

Two-factor
interactions

API content *
CED
API content *

0.997
<0.0001
Maximize

-0.04

Mean
tablet
mass / g

0.929
<0.0001
0.086
Minimize

Tablet
mass
variation
(RSD) /
%

CQA

0.663
0.002
0.177
Minimize

AV / -

0.750
0.001
Minimize

Standard
deviation
of relative
content
( s) / %

0.971
<0.0001
-

Mean
mass contribution
from
lling
wheel
zone / %

0.984
<0.0001
Minimize

Mean
particles'
velocity
lling
wheel zone
/ cm/s

0.961
<0.0001
-

Mean
mass contribution
from
reverse
dosing
wheel
zone / %

0.965
<0.0001
Minimize

Mean
particles'
velocity
reverse
dosing
wheel zone
/ cm/s

0.900
<0.0001
-

Mean
mass hold
up in force
feeder / g

Tab. 2: Statistical overview for the dierent CQAs (red shaded) and other response models including only signicant factor eects (p-value < 0.05). Not signicant factors (p ≥ 0.05,
indicated with *) are included into the model to improve the predictability due to their interaction eect with another factor. Tablet mass data is adopted from [170] with
permission from John Wiley and Sons.
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3 Results and Discussion
According to the QbD approach [3] rst the CQAs are dened. These are in other words the performance attributes designed into the tablet to meet the performance aims [230] and are the tablet
mass, tablet mass variation, and content uniformity in this study. In addition, the powder ow in the
force feeder is in detail assessed with respect to the particles' shearing. It provides an understanding
of the force feeder's eect on over-lubrication and particle attrition. After giving a brief explanation
of the individual CQAs and particles' shearing, they are separately analyzed to identify the most
important CMAs and CPPs. The potential CPPs (turret speed and paddle wheels speed) and CMAs
(API dose strength, inter-particle cohesion (CED), and particle-wall friction (µPW )) are tested via a
screening design. Eventually, all responses are combined in a standard least square model to dene
the best factor combination of `input variables (e.g. material attributes and process parameters) that
have been demonstrated to provide assurance of quality' [3].

3.1 Critical quality attributes (CQAs)
3.1.1 Tablet mass
The mass lled into the die substantially inuences the compression force and is in many modern
rotary tablet presses connected, e.g. through the principle of `force measurement under xed thickness'
[246]. Calibration of compression force with tablet mass allows tablet mass control during batch
manufacturing through a compression force metering system. A detected uctuation in compression
force is traced back to an alteration in ll weight. The latter is then being changed by readjusting
the ll and dosing cam, or in other words the die volume [28]. In this and our previous study [170],
the ll / dosing cam conguration (more details are given by [170, 236]) is same for all setups and
helps to discern the relationship between tablet mass and process conditions / material attributes. We
reported previously that a signicant inuence on tablet mass was identied (in descending order) for
turret speed, µPW , paddle wheels speed, the interaction turret speed * paddle wheels speed, cohesion,
the interaction turret speed * µPW , API content, and the interaction cohesion * API content (Tab.
2, Fig. 3) [170]. The explanation of the factor inuences are already described by Hildebrandt et al.
[170] and are not repeated for the sake of brevity in the current study. The factor inuences will be
included in section 3.4 for design space evaluation.
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Fig. 3: Prediction prolers for single factor (white plots), two factor interactions (green plots), and desirability functions (blue plots) for the three CQAs for factors at intermediate levels.
Proles of tablet mass are taken from our previous work [170] with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
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3.1.2 Tablet mass variation
The second CQA is tablet mass variation, which is a consequence of several factors including the
tableting operational parameters, the die diameter, and the powder owability [41]. The tablet mass
variation is calculated as the relative tablet mass standard deviation and is predominantly inuenced
by the turret speed, µPW , paddle wheels speed, and the interaction turret speed * µPW (Fig. 3, Tab.
2). In comparison to reality, the numerical experiments reveal signicantly higher absolute tablet mass
RSD values (Tab. 1) which can be attributed to the large particle sizes compared to the relatively
small die dimensions (Figs. 2 and 4, confer section 2.2). In reality, the ratio of the die diameter (D)
to the mean particle size (d) of the formulation would be in the range of 90 to 180 assuming a die
diameter of 9 mm and a mean particle size of 50  100 µm. In simulations, the mean particle size of
the two model formulations is signicantly higher (confer section 2.2) resulting in D/d ratios of 11.4
 12.7. However, general dependencies could be found and explained from simulation results.
A less uniform die lling is found in case of a higher turret speed and a higher µPW value (Tab.
2, Fig. 3). For the former, the higher mass variability at higher tableting speeds could be linked
to the lower tablet mass (confer section 3.1.1, Fig. 4). The reason being is the lower ll density or
incompletely lled dies at higher tableting speeds as found in literature [80, 86, 87, 168]. The mean
tablet mass vs tablet mass variation plot in Fig. 4 clearly highlights the importance of a high die
ll density and complete die lling to ensure a constant ll ratio. In Fig. 4 exemplarily three lled
dies are shown for setup no. 10, 14, and 3 at the top, middle, and bottom, respectively, to visualize
the dierent die ll densities and incomplete die llings. Furthermore, the linear relationship between

tablet mass and tablet mass variation (R2 = 0.96, Fig. 4) implies that these quality proles cannot
be independently optimized which was also not expected.
Similar eect is found for µPW , that may, in addition to die ll density and lling level, also be
linked to powder owability as reported by Peeters et al. [87]. However the factor interaction (Fig. 3)
turret speed * µPW also indicates that the combination of a high µPW value and a high turret speed
causes most inconsistent mass lled into the dies. In contrast, at a low turret speed the eect of the

µPW value is rather negligible. As a consequence, it can be supposed that an a priori determination
of the particle-wall friction coecient, e.g. by using a ring shear tester [62], is benecial to identify
the risk of tablet mass variation at higher turret speeds.
A high paddle wheels speed increases the mass hold up in the force feeder (4% relative increase
for 60 rpm compared to 30 rpm, Tab. 2) and thus enables a more constant discharge into the dies
resulting in lower tablet mass variation, which is consistent with previous observations [41, 86, 94].
In contrast to the mean tablet mass model (Tab. 2 and [170]), the other factors such as API content, CED, turret speed * paddle wheels speed, turret speed * µPW show no signicant impact (p ≥
0.05) in the tablet mass variation model. Although it was shown previously for gravity feeding that
the inter-particle cohesion signicantly inuenced the tablet mass RSD [168, 169], this could not be
conrmed at this given set of process conditions and material attributes for force feeding. Though
the relative mass hold up decrease in the force feeder of 8% for a CED of 3.5 MJ/m3 compared to 1.0

MJ/m3 is signicant (Tab. 2, p < 0.05), it doesn't aect neither mean tablet mass nor tablet mass
variation (Tab. 2, Fig. 3).
Adjustment of the tablet press settings, e.g. turret speed and paddle wheels speed, for a given tablet
ridge height (die height) to ensure high die ll densities could provide low tablet mass uctuations.
This could be further improved by considering the formulation's powder owability in terms of the
particle-wall friction coecient.
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Fig. 4: Tablet mass variation vs tablet mass; for setup nos. 10 (top, red), 14 (middle, blue), and 3 (bottom, green)
exemplary dies are shown.

3.1.3 Content uniformity
Content uniformity (CU) of tablets is an essential tablet quality criteria, since it determines the safety
and ecacy of the pharmaceutical product. The Ph. Eur. stipulates that `to ensure the consistency
of dosage units, each unit in a batch should have an active substance within a narrow range around
the label claim' [25]. In the context of DC formulations, it is still a great challenge and needs to be
well controlled [247]. It is considered that for low dose formulations, a low tablet mass variation does
not necessarily ensure a high content uniformity, whereas a large mass variation precludes a high
content uniformity [248]. The regulatory authorities ask for the content uniformity test according to
monograph 2.9.40 in Ph. Eur. or < 905 > in USP [25, 249]. The Ph. Eur. 2.9.40 content uniformity
test contains the calculation of an `Acceptance Value' according to the following formula (Eq. 2) [25]:

AV = M − X + k ∗ s

(2)

With

AV

acceptance value

M

reference value
if 98.5% ≤ X ≥ then M = X
if 98.5% > X ≥ then M = 98.5%
if 101.5% < X ≥ then M = 101.5%

X

mean of individual contents (x1 , x2 , ..., xn )

k

acceptability constant
if n = 10 then k = 2.4
if n = 30 then k = 2.0

n

number of samples

s

sample standard deviation

L1

maximum allowed acceptance value, L1 = 15.0
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L2

maximum allowed range for deviation of each dosage unit tested from the calculated value of M :
on the low side, no dosage unit result can be less than 0.75M while on the high
side, no dosage unit result can be greater than 1.25M (L2 = 25.0)

The requirements for dosage uniformity are met if the AV value for n = 10 is ≤ L1%. If the
AV value is > L1%, the next 20 dosage units are tested. The requirements are met if the nal AV
value (n = 30) is ≤ L1 and no individual content of the dosage unit is < (1 − L2 ∗ 0.01)M or

> (1 + L2 ∗ 0.01)M . For formulations containing a high API content (≥ 25 mg or 25%) instead
of the content uniformity test, the mass variation can be determined [25]. The CU test takes into
account the sample mean as it applies a stricter standard deviation requirement if the X is more than
1.5% o-target.
With the introduction of the QbD concept, the drug product can be more tightly controlled compared to traditional analytical methods, e.g. by PAT [106, 250]. The increased batch control through
PAT is reected in the new chapter 2.9.47 in Ph. Eur. entitled `demonstration of uniformity of dosage
units using large sample sizes'. In contrast to the general chapter 2.9.40, the larger number of samples increases the probability to detect units that deviate from the ±L2 criteria therefore, e.g. for

176 ≤ n > 270, one sample may deviate from the L2 criteria (2.9.47.-1. alternative (parametric) [25]).
In addition, a sample size-dependent value for k is dened. The 2.9.47 is an alternative means to
demonstrate compliance with the 2.9.40 criteria [250] and does not constitute a mandatory requirement [25].
The X , s and AV (with k = 2.21) values according to Ph. Eur. 2.9.47 have been calculated for the
232 dies of the dierent setups in the DoE and are given in Tab. 1. The API content was measured
and corrected by tablet mass given by the signicant dierences in tablet mass (Tab. 1). Thus the

X is the API content at the mean tablet mass relative to the specied API content according to the
formulation (either 5% (w/w) or 30% (w/w), Tab. 1) and is given in Eq. 3.

X=

mean AP I mass
mean tablet mass

specif ied AP I content

[%]

(3)

To get a better understanding of the AV value, rst the contributions in the formula (Eq. 2)
resulting from the X and the s are discussed individually.

Mean relative content (X )
The correct API dosing in the tablets is detrimental for the patient's safety and both, under- and
overdosing constitute a severe risk for the patient. O-target contents in the tablets can either stem
from (1) a non-uniform mixture, e.g. blending causes an inherent segregation due to dierences in
powder properties between API and excipient particles, or from (2) segregation after homogeneous
mixing during powder ow in the handling instrument and equipment [248]. In this study a random
mixture is continuously lled into the system (section 2.3, [170, 236]) to exclude the rst but rather
to evaluate the second eect. It was shown for the FETTE 1200i that the random mixture segregated
remarkably during its path in the force feeder [236] (the reader is referred to the reference for a
detailed analysis and explanation).
The mean relative content (X ) over the 232 lled dies for the 16 dierent setups reveals that only
7 setups show the X± 1.5% target whereas 6 show under- (X < 98.5%) and 3 over- (X > 101.5%)
dosing (Tab. 1). Although it would be possible to generate a model t for X , it is unreasonable as
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the X is a complex interplay from the powder ow in the force feeder. First, the API content in the
lled dies may originate from either lling or reverse dosing wheel zone, depending on the process
conditions combination (confer section 3.2). In those paddle wheels zones dierent API contents are
obtained. As described by Hildebrandt et al. [236] for setup no. 1 (Tab. 1), during the powder ow
from the feeding hopper to the dosing wheel zone, from which the particles rst enter the reverse
dosing wheel zone and then the lling wheel zone, size segregation is found. It results in an increase of
nes (particle size ≤ 1800 µm) in the reverse dosing wheel zone and an accumulation of coarse grains
(particle size > 1800 µm) in the lling wheel zone. This size segregation is found for all setups as shown
in Fig. 5 but the extent diers depending on the factor combinations. Second, within the dierent
paddle wheel zones the predominant particle size segregation mechanisms, i.e. sieving/percolation
[181, 195] in dosing and lling wheel zone in contrast to trajectory [181, 195, 212, 213] in reverse
dosing wheel zone (in detail described in Hildebrandt et al. [170, 236]), are inuenced both by the
material properties (in particular the µPW as described for s, confer below) and the paddle wheels
speed. Images of the bottom of the lling and reverse dosing wheel of the dierent setups are given
in Fig. 5 highlighting their signicant dissimilarities. An extensive analysis for each and every setup
would be necessary as there are no general rules applicable. This is not done at this moment for the
sake of brevity.
This study only evaluates the size segregation during mass steady state (confer section 2.3) however,
size segregation might be more enhanced towards the end of the process when relling from the hopper
into the force feeder is diminishing [106].

Standard deviation of relative content (s)
The second parameter in the AV calculation (Eq. 2) is the standard deviation of the relative content
(s) which is given for all setups in Tab. 1. The nal model t for s in Tab. 2 suggests that highest
inuence stems from API content followed by the interaction turret speed * paddle wheels speed and
the µPW .
The inuence of API content on s follows the common understanding that low dose formulations are
more likely to suer from content variations [247]. The following model calculation helps to explain
this observation. The number frequency (q0 ) of API particles in the low dose and the high dose
formulations are 27.5% and 73.8%, respectively. For example in setup nos. 5 and 8 similar tablet
mass and API content variations (s) are obtained for dierent API contents of 5% (w/w) and 30%
(w/w), respectively (Tab. 1). Given by the large particle sizes considered in the model formulations
(confer section 2.2, Fig. 2), the mean total number of particles collected in the dies for setup 5
and 8 are 819 and 1753 out of which 211 and 1313 particles belong to API particle size fraction,
respectively. Assuming a theoretical increase of 10 API particles collected in the dies, a relative API
content dierence of 5.2% and 0.5% is obtained for setup no. 5 and 8, respectively. Thus, marginal
variations in API particles lled in the dies have a higher eect on the API content at a low compared
to a high number frequency of API particles. Furthermore, the total number of particles collected
in the dies (< 1800) is signicantly lower than in reality given by the large particle sizes considered
(confer section 2.2, Fig. 2) and provides an explanation for the generally very high content variations
in the numerical model (≥ 7.4%, Tab. 1).
In Fig. 5 the relative API contents between die nos. 180 to 204 (one turret rotation) for the setups
with turret / paddle wheels speed combinations 40 rpm / 30 rpm, 40 rpm / 60 rpm, 75 rpm / 30 rpm,
and 75 rpm / 60 rpm are shown. In addition, images depicting the bottom of the lling wheel zone
(left) and reverse dosing wheel zone (right) are given for the individual setups. The factor interaction
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Fig. 5: Relative API content over tableting time and instantaneous images of the bottom of the lling wheel (left) and
reverse dosing (right) wheel zone (particles are colored by their size, confer as legend to Fig. 1 & 2):
A) 40 rpm turret / 30 rpm paddle wheels speed (setup nos. 1  4, Tab. 1)
B) 40 rpm turret / 60 rpm paddle wheels speed (setup nos. 5  8, Tab. 1)
C) 75 rpm turret / 30 rpm paddle wheels speed (setup nos. 9  12, Tab. 1)
D) 75 rpm turret / 60 rpm paddle wheels speed (setup nos. 13  16, Tab. 1)
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turret speed * paddle wheels speed demonstrates highest s for the combinations (turret speed /
paddle wheels speed) 40 rpm / 30 rpm (20.4%), following 75 rpm / 60 rpm (16.2%), 75 rpm / 60 rpm
(13.3%), and nally lowest for 40 rpm / 60 rpm (12.1%) (data not shown). Calculation of the time
intervals for the turret speeds of 40 rpm and 75 rpm shows that for the former every 0.0625 s and for
the latter every 0.0333 s a new die is arriving underneath the force feeder. Given by the number of
blades in the lling wheel zone, at 30 rpm and 60 rpm every 0.1250 s and 0.0625 s the next blade is
approaching the front portion of the lling station, respectively. The ratio of those time increments
for a new die arrival and a blade change in the lling wheel are (turret speed / paddle wheels speed)
2.000 (40 rpm / 30 rpm), 1.000 (40 rpm / 60 rpm), 3.750 (75 rpm / 30 rpm), and 1.875 (75 rpm
/ 60 rpm). This ratio tells the number of dies that are being lled by one inter-blade of the lling
wheel. Exemplarily for the dierent factor combinations grey circles indicate the dies to be lled by
the lling wheel zone in Fig. 5A-D.
In particular the two worst turret speed / paddle wheels speed combinations (40 rpm / 30 rpm and
75 rpm / 60 rpm) show constant API content uctuation patterns at a frequency of ∼ 2 dies (Fig.
5A & D). Thus most of the setups show every two dies low and then high API contents. Exemplarily
for setup nos. 3 (Fig. 5A) and 16 (Fig. 5D) those two dies to be lled from the lling wheel zone
are illustrated as grey circles. The unique shape of the lling wheel consisting of cylindrical blades
which are alternatingly bent leads to size segregation by sieving mechanism. In particular the smaller
particles (particle size ≤ 1800 µm) are accumulating at the bottom of the zone and in front of the
blades which are bent downwards (Fig. 1 & 5, [236]). As illustrated in Fig. 5A (setup no. 3) the API
content is non-uniformly distributed at the bottom of the lling wheel zone. Consequently for those
factor combinations two dies are lled with the high followed by two dies with low API contents.
For factor combination 40 rpm turret speed and 60 rpm paddle wheels speed always one die is being
lled with the alternated bended blade of the lling wheel, as illustrated in Fig. 5B exemplarily for
setup no. 8 showing an API content uctuation for every other die. In contrast to those patterns, Fig.
5C shows that the 3.750 dies being lled from one inter-blade zone of the lling wheel at the factor
combination 75 rpm turret speed and 60 rpm paddle wheels speed does not result in any constant
API content uctuation.
The amplitude of the uctuation depends on the segregation extent in front of the lower bended
blades of the lling wheel which is higher at a low µPW (Tab. 2). This eect can be well described by
comparing setup nos. 7 and 8 in Fig. 5B with s values of 7.4% and 14.9% (Tab. 1), respectively. A
reduced size segregation of nes (particle size ≤ 1800 µm) to the bottom of the lling wheel zone by
sieving segregation is favored by the higher disturbance of the powder bed at a high µPW (setup no.
8). Similar observation was described by Zhou et al. investigating a horizontal mixer with impeller
blades. They found that an increase in µPW promoted the internal vortexing and enhanced the mixing
kinetics [200] which is reducing the extent of size segregation by sieving/percolation mechanism.
This comparison shows that the content variation is predominantly inuenced by the API strength
of the formulation as it denes the probability of API particles uctuation in the lled dies. Furthermore the extent of inter-blade size segregation can negatively impact the content variation if it
coincides with the die lling increment.
Only the analysis of each and every die allowed to discern the API content uctuation pattern
which is usually missed by taking only a few samples over the batch as proposed by the Ph. Eur.
test 2.9.40 [25]. From a process development point of view, it is worth to quickly estimate the die
lling increment at a given turret speed and paddle wheels speed and take action if a disadvantageous
combination is obtained.
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Acceptance value (AV )
In all setups of the DoE, the AV value is predominantly inuenced by the very high content variations
(relative contribution of s compared to X on AV is at least 82.3%). Thus it is not surprising that
similar inuence of the factors from s are obtained for AV , too (Tab. 2). The L1 criteria (AV ≤15)
cannot be met by either of the setups. Only the factor combination of setup no. 7 is closest to the
requirement with an AV value of 16.4 (Tab. 1). All of the setups result in more than one die having an
API content of either < 75% or > 125% (confer reference lines in Fig. 5). The numerical model may
not adequately predict the content uniformity (AV ) owed to the very high s value given by the low
number of particles lled into the die (confer above). However, it provides potential levers how size
segregation in the force feeder may be diminished and how high content uctuations can be avoided
(confer above).

3.2 Particle shearing in the force feeder

The tablet tensile strength and therefore the disintegration and dissolution prole, important quality
parameters asked by the authorities (monograph [2.9.19] and [2.9.3] [25]), are predominantly dened
in the second step of the tableting process, the powder compaction. It was shown that the particles'
shearing in the feed frame highly depends on the paddle wheels shape and speed [76, 199, 236, 251, 252]
and could increase the risk for particle attrition and over-lubrication. It is reported in literature that
the powder ow phenomena in the force feeder during the die lling process can inuence the tablet
tensile strength and disintegration / dissolution rate for a given formulation [41, 42, 76, 102, 206
208, 253]. Thus tablet tensile strength is not only inuenced by the functionality of the excipients
and the particle properties of the API. Although the actual powder compaction step is not simulated
in the current study, the powder ow in the feed frame is evaluated with respect to its potential
inuence on over-lubrication and particle attrition.
On the rst hand, it will be evaluated from where the particles in the lled dies originate, whether
lling wheel zone or reverse dosing wheel zone, and then the shearing they might have experienced
in those locations before they discharge into the die.

Relative mass contribution from lling and reverse dosing wheel zone
Given by the geometrical arrangement of the feed frame, the particles rst discharge from the lling
wheel zone into the rotating dies (Fig. 1). The die volume is created underneath the lling wheel
zone by lowering the lower punch up to a maximal die height of 1.5 cm (`A' in Fig. 6). After a short
period of gravity lling (`B'), the die arrives underneath the reverse dosing wheel zone (`C') followed
by an upwards movement of the lower punch by 0.2 cm (`D') to generate a more conned powder bed
[170, 236]. In Fig. 6, exemplary images of one die and the mass relative to the maximal mass over
lling time are shown for setup no. 8 and 10 (Tab. 1). The plot in Fig. 6 emphasizes qualitatively
and quantitatively that dierent mass contributions from lling and reverse dosing wheel zone are
found. Dierent trends for the individual particle size fractions can be identied originating from the
size segregation in the force feeder. The higher nes content (particle size ≤ 1800 µm) in the reverse
dosing wheel zone compared to the lling wheel zone (confer Fig. 6) results in their higher relative
mass contribution from the latter (`C' in Fig. 6) and is in detail described in [236].
For setup no. 8, the die gets mainly lled from the lling wheel zone (88.1% of total blend), very
little mass for the small particle size fractions enters the die from the reverse dosing wheel zone, and
for largest size fractions even a small amount is being scraped by the reverse dosing wheel. On an
average over all particle sizes only 4.1% of the maximal mass in the die is originating from the reverse
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dosing wheel zone (interval `C' and table in Fig. 6).
The opposite phenomenon is shown for setup no. 10. For this setup, on an average almost half of
the maximal mass lled in the dies originates from the lling wheel zone (42.4%), the other half from
the reverse dosing wheel zone (46.6%). Thus the particles' compositions in the dies for setup no. 8 and
10 show signicantly dierent traveling paths, force feeder origins, and thus might have experienced
dierent shear forces.
The nal model for the mean mass contribution in the lled dies from lling wheel zone includes
the following signicant factors: turret speed, paddle wheels speed, µPW , turret speed * paddle wheels
speed, and API content. Similar signicant factors but at inversed eects are obtained for the mean
mass contribution from reverse dosing wheel zone (Tab. 2). To understand the inuence of the dierent
factors, the direct relationship between the die lling from the lling and the reverse dosing wheel
zone must be explained. In case that less mass enters from the lling wheel zone into the die, e.g.
setup no. 10 (Fig. 6), the free die volume may be lled from the reverse dosing wheel zone. The
opposite is found when the die is already almost completely lled as it arrives underneath the reverse
dosing wheel zone, as e.g. shown for setup no. 8 (Fig. 6). Thus the factor inuence for the mean mass
contribution from lling wheel zone is opposite to the one from the reverse dosing wheel zone. At
a high turret speed, less mass from lling wheel zone can enter the die which can then generate a
higher mean mass contribution from reverse dosing wheel zone. A high paddle wheels speed can cause
a higher force feeding eect by an increased mass hold up (Tab. 1), which leads to a higher die lling
from the lling wheel zone and thus less mass contribution from the reverse dosing wheel zone. For
a lower API content and higher µPW slightly less die mass contribution from the lling wheel zone
is found. The paddle wheels speed * turret speed interaction predicts a higher eect of the paddle
wheels speed at a low turret speed.

Particles' velocity in lling and reverse dosing wheel zone
The mean particles' velocity is on an average almost doubled (1.95) in the reverse dosing wheel zone
compared to the lling wheel zone, irrespective of the factor combination (Tab. 1 confer [236]). This
is attributed to the higher contact area of the angular shaped blades of the reverse dosing wheel with
the particles which allows a higher momentum transfer (Fig. 1, [236]). Thus the reverse dosing wheel
may alter the material properties by particles' shearing to a higher extent compared to the lling
wheel. The mean particles' velocity serves as a measure to estimate the shear rate [41, 94] and is
computed over the complete lling wheel and reverse dosing wheel zone (Tab. 1). The mean particles'
velocity in lling and reverse dosing wheel zone are 39.5 cm/s and 72.0 cm/s for setup no. 8 and 18.0
cm/s and 32.3 cm/s for setup no. 10, respectively (Tab. 1). An illustration of the particles' velocities,
exemplarily for those two setups, is shown in Fig. 7 highlighting their dierences. The models for the
mean particles' velocities in the lling and reverse dosing wheel zones suggest most important eect
from paddle wheels speed (Tab. 2). The higher blade speed transfers more momentum on the particles
which signicantly increases the particles' velocity, similar to observations made by [41]. Slightly less
particles' shearing is obtained at a higher turret speed as reported by Mendez et al. [86].
In general, if a high mean particles' velocity in a paddle wheel zone is obtained in combination
with a high mean relative mass contribution from this zone lled into the die, then it is possible
that it might aect the tablet quality. In particular the particle properties could have changed due
to shearing in this paddle wheel zone and the over-lubrication could aect the tablet tensile strength
and the disintegration / dissolution prole. The risk for those setups are orange shaded in the mean
relative mass contribution versus mean particles' velocities plot in Fig. 7. For the exemplary setup
nos. 8 and 10 only the relatively high mean particles' velocity in the lling wheel zone of setup no.
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8 in combination with the high mean relative mass contribution could constitute a risk for a particle properties change. In contrast, the signicantly higher mean particles' velocity in reverse dosing
wheel zone may not dramatically aect the tablet quality as only very little mass originates from this
paddle wheel zone. For setup no. 10, neither of the paddle wheels zones might cause over-lubrication
or particle attrition as they both reveal rather low particles' velocities.
This detailed analysis of powder ow in the force feeder in terms of the particles' origin in combination with the particles' velocity may allow an estimation of the risk for over-lubrication, and particle
attrition during the die lling step which could inuence tablet tensile strength, disintegration, and
dissolution [41, 42, 76, 102, 206208, 253]. Furthermore dierences in powder properties over the die
height might be identied which may cause axial failure / capping of the tablets and was already
mentioned in the experimental study of Mendez et al. with a two-paddled feed frame [86]. The risk
for over-lubrication may be attenuated in formulations without lubricant and for lubricant containing
formulations it could be inuenced by the blending procedure (shear rate and time) prior to the
tableting step [110]. The approach of quantifying the particles' shearing via their velocity could be
combined with residence time analysis to make it more accurate. Though the model does not consider any change in particle properties which makes experimental verication of those observations
inevitable.

Fig. 6: Relative mass to maximal mass for individual particle size fractions and die height over lling of one die are
shown. The die is located under the lling wheel (`A'), inter-wheel (`B'), reverse dosing wheel (`C'), and dosing
cam (`D') zone.
Bottom: Exemplary images of one die being lled over time. The table provides the relative mass during `A'
and `C' to maximal mass of every particle size fraction, of the complete blend (`total blend') and averaged over
the individual size fractions (`mean'). Setup no. 8 (top) and 10 (bottom) are shown (Tab. 1).
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Fig. 7: Mean particles' velocity vs mean relative mass contribution (Fig. 6) for reverse dosing wheel (left) and lling
wheel (right) zone (top) with exemplarily images for setup no. 8 and 10 (bottom, Tab. 1).

3.3 Model verication

In addition to the 16 experiments of the DoE, one extra setup was performed to verify the dierent
generated models predicting the CQAs and the particles' shearing (Tab. 1) at a factor combination not
mapped in the screening DoE. In Tab. 1 the measured and predicted values for the verication setup
are listed and provide a very high match. A minor discrepancy is obtained for tablet mass variation
with a value of 0.9% in the measurement compared to 0.0% in the model prediction. However in
relation to the other setups going up to 40.8% (Tab. 1) it is the lowest measured as well as predicted
value. Another dissimilarity in prediction is the mean relative API content (X ) that is predicted to
be o-target (> 101.5%) which would involve a higher reference value (M ) in Eq. 2.
Thus the individual models allow the prediction of tablet quality and powder ow in the force feeder
for factor levels identical or close to the ones chosen in the DoE. However, the chance for non-linear
factor eects may prevent the prediction over a wider range of factor levels and would require the
extension of the screening design by adding additional factor levels.
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3.4 Design space evaluation for CQAs

The individual models for every CQA (tablet mass, tablet mass variation, and content uniformity,
Tab. 2) are combined in a standard least squares model to identify the CPPs and CMAs and to
draw generalized conclusions. The approach searches along the model for an optimal range of input
variables to obtain maximized / minimized / targeted response variables [232, 240, 254, 255]. The
objective of optimization in this study is to maximize tablet quality (CQAs) through the prediction
prolers of the potential CPPs and CMAs in Fig. 3. In the column next to the prediction prolers
(Fig. 3), for each CQA the desirability function is given (blue plot). Tablet mass should be maximized
whereas tablet mass variation and content uniformity are to be minimized. Since neither of the setups
meet the AV target value of L1 ≤ 15.0 (Tab. 1), the L1 is set as highest desirability (1). At the bottom
row additional prolers for the individual factors are provided. They illustrate the factor level that
would result in the best result for all CQAs and the slopes imply the factors' leverage on total product
quality. The tablet quality attributes are assigned equal weighing in the desirability model (section
2.4).

Process conditions
The process conditions turret speed and paddle wheels speed constitute, compared to the material
properties, the factors with highest leverage on nal product quality (Fig. 3). Setting all other factors
at a medium value, a low turret speed (40 rpm) results in a desirability value of 0.70 with a good
result for all CQAs, except for content uniformity (AV value of 37 at 40 rpm and 34 at 75 rpm), in
contrast to a desirability value of 0.45 for a high turret speed (75 rpm). The paddle wheels speed
has a less leverage eect compared to the turret speed. The desirability is 0.51 for 30 rpm vs 0.66
for 60 rpm with solely a dierence of 0.15. Thus higher paddle wheels speeds are benecial for all
dened CQAs. The interaction of turret speed * paddle wheels speed for mean tablet mass and AV
value (Tab. 2), results in the following desirability values (descending order): 40  60 (0.82), 40  30
(0.58), 75  60 (0.50), and least quality for 75  30 (0.35). The turret speed and paddle wheels speed
may not be independently optimized and should be thoroughly combined. Those ndings are strictly
applicable for the tableting machine considered under tested process conditions.

Material attributes
The powder owability is inuenced by several factors, though in this study the screening design
considers only the particle size distribution (via API content), the blend cohesivity, and the particlewall friction (section 2.2). Usually those factors are dicult to adapt independently during formulation
development, however theoretically the following advice can be given:
For the API content a distinct choice for a high dose strength can be provided as the desirability
value is 0.14 higher compared to the low dose formulation. Having a deeper look at the individual
CQAs, the API content has highest inuence on the content uniformity, whereas for the others it
plays a minor role. This conclusion is true for the given model formulations' PSDs and requires
further analysis and experimental validation for dierent PSDs. In particular the size segregation
eect in the force feeder might be attenuated or elevated at dierent PSDs which would in turn
signicantly aect content uniformity.
The particle-wall friction often increases with wall surface roughness [256, 257] and including this
factor in the DoE was motivated by literature showing an inuence on the particle ow in bladed
mixers at a moderate change in µPW [166, 202, 251, 252]. A low µPW is benecial for tablet mass and
tablet mass variation though the µPW does not inuence content uniformity (AV ). The desirability
values are 0.64 and 0.53 for µPW 0.25 and 0.75, respectively. In reality, the µPW on a particle level
might be only decreased by wet granulation generating spherical particles. This suggests that the
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tablet quality may dier between DC and wet granulation formulations. Polishing of the force feeder
housing (bottom plate) and the blades of the paddle wheels could be a worth eort for tablet manufacturers to improve tablet quality without considerable design changes. The inuence of the µPW on
CQAs might be assessed during early development by measuring the wall friction of the formulation
via, e.g. a ring shear tester [256].
The last material attribute, the inter-particle cohesion only aects tablet mass. Consequently for the
given DoE, the inter-particle cohesion doesn't show any substantial inuence on total tablet quality

with a decrease in desirability of 0.03 for a change from 1.0 MJ/m3 to 3.5 MJ/m3 . This nding is
contrasting the empirical understanding that highly cohesive formulations could cause troubles during
tableting. The eect of the cohesion should be further evaluated in simulations considering dierent
values and validated in experiments to cross-check with the current observations.

Optimal combination of CPPs and CMAs
This model would predict the CQAs desirability of 0.58 if all factors are set to their medium factor
level, whereas for 40 rpm turret speed, 60 rpm paddle wheels speed, 30% (w/w) API content, 0.25

µPW , and 1.0 MJ/m3 CED the highest possible desirability of 0.90 is obtained (Tab. 1). This factor

combination corresponds to the verication setup which indeed shows very good or even best performance for all CQAs (Tab. 1) and indicates the corridor for optimal design space. The screening
DoE included two potential CPPs and three CMAs. The desirability value dierences by changing
the factor levels show that the highest inuence on CQAs could be expected from turret speed (0.25),
paddle wheels speed (0.15), API content (0.14), µPW (0.11), and least from inter-particle cohesion
(0.03). Consequently, both process conditions tested constitute CPPs and only API content and µPW
are CMAs.
However, this model only considers linear factor eects within a dened range of tested factor
levels and would have to be extended by including axial and center points to elucidate non-linear /
higher order factor eects. The current model is biased by the chosen absolute particle sizes and their
distribution (confer section 2.2) and would require additional experiments for generalized conclusions
which will be focus of future work. As the tablet press is in reality a closed system it can be only
compared what is being entered into the force feeder to what is coming out in form of a compressed
tablet. Consequently the detailed particle size segregation mechanisms, mass based comparisons, and
particles' velocity analysis by means of the DEM cannot be easily veried in reality. This impedes a
holistic validation of the numerical model.
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4 Conclusion
The current work is the rst of its kind applying the QbD approach in combination with the DEM for
pharmaceutical tableting, in particular the die lling step. A fractional factorial screening design was
generated including dierent process conditions and material attributes to link the potential CPPs
and CMAs to the CQAs. Individual models for the CQAs tablet mass, tablet mass variation, and
content uniformity identied linear eects of single factors and two-factor interactions. Those models
allowed good predictability of the product quality for the given factor levels. However, higher order
relationships would require the design extension to a response surface design.
As already described in our previous study [236], the powder ow phenomena, such as particle size
segregation within the paddle wheels zones due to their geometrical arrangement and blade shapes,
are directly interconnected with tablet quality. The DEM allows to fully characterize the system
as it gives a detailed understanding on a particle level, which is not possible in reality. This major
advantage provided a quantitative and qualitative explanation for, e.g. the size segregation in the force
feeders and its inuence on content uniformity and uctuation. In general it could be shown that the
CQAs are most signicantly aected by the interplay between the two process conditions turret speed
and paddle wheels speed. Low dose formulations are more susceptible to content variations in the
lled dies. Furthermore the API content analysis of each and every die allowed the identication of
content uctuation patterns for dierent increments of dies being lled from inter-blades of the lling
wheel. The particle-wall friction showed a signicant inuence on the powder ow in the force feeder,
in particular in terms of the mass hold up and the size segregation, thus aecting the CQAs. Least
inuence on the dened CQAs was found for inter-particle cohesion.
In addition to the dened CQAs, the particles' origin from either lling wheel or reverse dosing
wheel zone and the shear the particles' may have experienced in those two zones via particles' velocity
analysis was assessed. The tablet tensile strength and in turn the disintegration and dissolution might
be aected if a process condition combination is chosen that shows a high particles' shearing.
This QbD study could serve as a basis for understanding the die lling process as it allows a clear
insight into the closed system of a force feeder thus could add value in process development.
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Outline
Specications in the regulatory documents impede formulation modications at a later development
stage and thus require process optimization without approval from the authorities. One possibility to
improve product quality without a change of the formulation, may be the adaption of the tableting
machine as described in chapter 3.2.5 or the paddle wheel shape as described in the following.
Two dierent paddle wheel shape congurations are available for the FETTE 1200i, more precisely
in addition to the cylindrical shaped (evaluated in chapters 3.2.1-3.2.3), a cuboid shaped dosing wheel
and lling wheel are oered. However, operator experience or the general approach of `doing it as
always' usually decide the selection of the paddle wheel shape conguration. In the following, a more
profound understanding of the inuence of the paddle wheel shape on the powder ow within the
force feeder as well as on the tablet quality (CQAs as in chapter 3.2.3) is developed. The system lling
is directly compared between the cylindrical and cuboid shaped conguration to assess the dierent
onsets, i.e. size segregation extents, for high speed tableting. From the DoE developed previously
(chapter 3.2.3), the two factor combinations with highest and lowest tablet quality for the cylindrical
shaped paddle wheel conguration are selected and additional simulations performed with the cuboid
shaped paddle wheel conguration. Thus it may be evaluated if tablet quality worsens or improves
for dierent paddle wheel shapes. In addition, an in-depth comparison of the powder ow within the
force feeder, e.g. particle shearing and particle residence time, is performed.
This study does not intend to entirely predict tablet quality for both paddle wheel shape congurations as only a very limited number of setups are compared, though it aims to raise the awareness
for process improvement by a simple change of the paddle wheel shape.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Powder ow in pharmaceutical tableting

Pharmaceutical tablets are produced on rotary tablet presses in which the powder is transferred from
the blending hopper through a feeding system into the rotating dies of the turret. The feeding system
may either consist of a chute transferring the powder due to gravity or a force feeder with one or more
paddle wheels that force feed the material by paddle rotation into the dies. The latter system was
evaluated for dierent tableting machines (e.g. FETTE 102i [89], FETTE 1200i [170, 171, 186, 236],
FETTE 3090 [93, 102, 258], Korsch PH106 [76], Korsch XL-100 [41], Korsch XL-400 [76], GEA Modul
P [87, 110, 113], Manesty Beta Press [76, 86, 90, 107], Kilian T-100 [92], Manesty Novapress [111, 114])
that varied e.g. in terms of the force feeder housing, the number of paddle wheels, the paddle wheel
shapes, and the number of punch stations. The studies include classical experiments that evaluated the
powder that is being entered compared to the tablets that are coming out of the tableting machine
[76, 87, 95, 102]. Other studies used Process Analytical Technology (PAT) applying Near-infrared
spectroscopy [92, 107, 111, 114, 258], e.g. allowing the assessment of powder blend potency within the
feed frame [92, 113, 114, 258], and numerical methods, especially by means of the discrete element
method (DEM) [41, 93, 95, 170, 171, 186, 236]. The DEM provides the main advantage of being
able to have a detailed look into the system under consideration. The system is resolved on a single
particle level thus a very comprehensive powder ow understanding can be developed.

1.2 Powder ow with impeller blades

In addition to powder ow in the tablet press, a signicant number of studies investigated the powder ow induced by impeller blades relevant e.g. in granular mixing. A literature review in Tab. 1
for the last more than 15 years summarizes the most important dierences between the analyzed
systems and the key ndings. The dierent systems considered are illustrated in Fig. 1 for reference
and understanding. The powder ow was studied by Positron-Emission-Particle-Tracking (PEPT),
Particle-Image-Velocimetry (PIV), and numerical methods (especially using the DEM). The granular
matter was agitated either by translational or rotational motion of a single or of multiple blades,
respectively. The inuence of the blade shape, more precisely in terms of the blade rake angle and the
blade curvature, on the particle velocity, particle-particle contact forces, granular temperature, particle size segregation, and powder mixing was assessed. Signicantly diering powder ow patterns have
been identied for low and high blade speeds. The majority of the experimental and numerical studies
tested glass beads or made use of their corresponding micro-mechanical properties. The inuence of
the particle size, the particle size distribution (mono-, bi-, and poly-disperse), the particle-particle
and particle-wall friction, and the particle density have been assessed.
Several tablet machine vendors oer the possibility to purchase dierent paddle wheel shapes for
a given force feeder. However a real scientic rationale for a proper design choice is missing. The
inuence of the paddle wheel shape has been partially investigated for the mixers with impeller
blades (Tab. 1) [196, 197, 201203, 251, 259], though the systems exhibit signicant dierences that
impede a direct comparison with pharmaceutical tablet machines. For example, the mixer studies
investigated a closed system [180, 196198, 200204, 251, 252, 259, 260] in contrast to the continuous
system of the force feeders in which powder is continuously added into the force feeder from the
blending hopper and is leaving in lled dies [171, 186, 236]. Moreover, the impeller blade studies
considered the granular motion of glass beads [166, 180, 196, 197, 199, 202204, 251, 252, 260] unlike
pharmaceutical powder blends used in tableting diering in terms of e.g. particle size, particle size
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Fig. 1: Systematic illustration (reconstructed from original) of the dierent impeller blade studies ordered by their
number of impeller blades (dierent scales).

distribution, and micro-mechanical particle properties.

1.3 Objectives of the current work

Our previous studies evaluated the powder ow in a FETTE 1200i with a force feeder consisting
of three paddle wheels providing a general system understanding [170, 171, 236]. In addition, the
inuence of process conditions and material attributes on tablet quality was assessed [186]. In continuation of those studies, the current study evaluates the eect of the paddle wheel shape for the same
system on the powder ow. Special emphasis will be given towards the powder bulk behavior and
its inuence on the micro-scale processes, in particular particle velocity and particle size segregation.
The detailed process analysis within the force feeder will help to discern the inuence of the paddle
wheel shape on the tablet quality which is of major importance for pharmaceutical development.
More precisely, it will be evaluated which paddle wheel shape conguration provides optimal tablet
quality in terms of tablet mass, tablet mass variation, and content uniformity.
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2004

2005

Zhou
et al.
[200]

Conway
et al.
[197]

2009

2001

Stewart et
al.
[204]

Chandratilleke
et al.
[201]

Year

Reference

Numerical
(DEM)

Experimental
(PIV)

Numerical
(DEM)

Experimental
(PEPT)

Type
of
work

4

4

2

2

No. of
blades

45°, 90°,
60°, 120°,
135°

45°, 135°

90°

90°

Blade
angle and
shape

20 rpm

3, 50, 100,
200, 300
rpm

 Near
mono-disperse
dry art sand
(355 µm  425
µm)
 Poly-disperse
glass beads (A:
mixture of 0.9,
1.6, and 4 mm;
B: mixture of
0.125 and 0.450
mm)

Mono-disperse (5
mm)

19 rpm

10, 20, 40,
80, 160 rpm

Blade
speed

Mono-sized (5
mm)

Glass beads
(mono-disperse,
∼ 2 mm)

Particle
properties

 Velocity elds
 Lacey's mixing index
 Particle-particle contact
forces
 Applied torque on blade
 Force networks

 Blade rake
angle
 Blade gap at
the vessel
bottom (1.5 and
2.5 x particle
diameter)

Particle-particle
and particle-wall
sliding (µs ) and
rolling (µr )
friction

2D particle velocity elds
(instantaneous, average,
and uctuation)

 Spatial and statistical
velocity distribution
 Flow structure (porosity
and coordination
number)
 Mixing kinetics
 Force structure
 Particle-blade interaction
(force distribution,
kinetic vs. potential
energy)

 Particle size
distribution
 Blade speed
 Blade rake
angle

 Particle velocity
 Residence time
 Bed surface shape

Analyzed data

 Fill level
 Blade speed

Eect studied of

 90° blade rake angle:
highest deformation of the particle bed in front of the blade,
highest heap height which caused a re-circulating ow in front
of the particle heap, increased particle velocities
highest mixing rate, highest force exerted on the particles
 Good mixing at reduced forces imparted to the particles at
blade rake angles 120° and 135°
 Torque required to turn the blades and inter-particle forces
reduced when rake angle in-creased from 45° to 135° and at a
larger blade gap

 Recirculation patterns indicative of avalanching and bed
penetration
 Low shear:
Complex lobe and striation size segregation patterns through
stretching and folding due to surface avalanching
→ enhanced initial mixing rates
 High shear:
Size segregation controlled by rotation of blades
→ coarse particles migrated both to the free surface and to the
outer wall

At higher µs and µr :
 increase of bed porosity, potential energy of particles, torque
required to drive the system
 decrease of mean coordination number
 no inuence on kinetic energy

 Higher ll level showed smaller heaps in front of the blade and
recirculation regions
 Particle velocities varied linearly with blade speed throughout
the powder bed apart from the falling zone behind the blade
 Decreased recirculation at higher blade speeds

Key ndings (relevant for current study)

Tab. 1: Literature review on powder mixing by impeller blades, illustrations in Fig. 1. Number of blades consider translational (blade no. = 1) or rotational blade motion (blade no. ≥ 2).
Studies performing experiments and simulations compared the results with each other.
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Year

2009

2010

Reference

Remy
et al.
[251]

Remy
et al.
[252]

Numerical
(DEM)

Numerical
(DEM)

Type
of
work

4

4

No. of
blades

45°

45°, 135°

Blade
angle and
shape
Blade
speed

10, 30 rpm

10, 20 rpm

Particle
properties

Mono-disperse
particles
corresponding to
glass beads (5 and
10 mm)

Mono-disperse
particles
corresponding to
glass beads (10
mm)

Analyzed data

 Particle velocity
 Granular temperature
 Mixing (by particle
coloring)
 Shear and normal stress
proles

 Particle velocity
 Granular temperature
 Mixing (by particle
coloring)
 Shear and normal stress
proles

Eect studied of

 Blade rake
angle
 Microscopic
friction (µPP of
0.1, 0.3, and
0.5)

 Fill level
 Particle-wall
and
particle-particle
friction (µPP
0.5 and 0.1,
µPW 0.5 and
0.1)
 Blade position
 D/d ratio
(change of
mixer diameter
(D) at constant
particle
diameter (d),
31.5, 63.0 94.5)

 Eect of ll level:
- lower ll level: higher convective and diusive mixing, best
mixing performance when height of particle bed just covered
the top of the blade
- above a certain ll level: bed dilation, convective and
diusive mixing independent of ll level
- linear increase of impeller torque with ll level
- pressure prole: at low ll level linear relationship; at high
ll levels two dierent regimes
 Eect of µPW :
- high µPW : secondary ow structures in front of the blades,
increase in particle diusivity and diusive mixing
- low µPW : no secondary ow structures in front of the blades,
reduced convective mixing, decreased shear stresses inside the
particle bed
 Eect of D/d (scale-up):
- low D/d ratios showed lower convective and diusive mixing
- linear increase of normal and shear stress proles with mixer
size
- above a critical system size, the eect of wall friction
minimized and granular behavior could be predicted based on
simple scaling relationships
- particle velocities and diusivities varied linearly with tip
speed of the blade
- normal and shear stresses scaled linearly with the total mass
of the system

 Eect of blade rake angle:
45°: no recirculation zone in front of the blade, particles moved
mainly in tangential direction with little radial and vertical
mixing, lower granular temperature in the particle bed
→ decrease in particle diusivity
→ hindered diusive mixing
→ higher bulk density
→ increase of pressure
 Eect of µPP :
low µPP : no 3D recirculation in front of the blade → reduced
convective mixing
high µPP : increase in diusive mixing, higher shear stresses
 Shear stresses independent of shear rate
→ granular ow in the quasi-static regime thus momentum
transfer governed by inter-particle contacts

Key ndings (relevant for current study)

Tab. 1: Literature review on powder mixing by impeller blades, illustrations in Fig. 1. Number of blades consider translational (blade no. = 1) or rotational blade motion (blade no. ≥ 2).
Studies performing experiments and simulations compared the results with each other.
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Year

2010

2011

2011

Reference

Remy
et al.
[166]

Remy
et al.
[199]

Siraj
et al.
[203]

4

Experimental
(image
analysis and
PIV)
and numerical
(DEM)

1

4

Experimental
(image
analysis and
PIV)
and numerical
(DEM)

Numerical
(DEM)

No. of
blades

Type
of
work

40-15° (at
10°
increments)

45°

45°

Blade
angle and
shape

3, 20, 55,
120 rpm

25 rpm

0.5 m/s

 Glass beads
 Comparison
exp. and
simulations
with 1:1
mixture of 2
mm and 4 mm
 Poly-disperse
ranging from
2-10 mm
including 2, 3,
5, and 11
dierent
particle sizes

Mono- and
bi-disperse glass
beads (6 mm, 8
mm, and 10 mm at
dierent ratios)

Blade
speed

 Glass beads
with coating to
obtain dierent
surface
roughness
 Mono-disperse
(2 mm and 10
mm)

Particle
properties

 Particle velocity
 Particle-particle contact
forces
 Modied Generalized
Mean Mixing Index
(MGMMI)

Polydispersity
(increasing the
amount of
intermediate
particle sizes while
keeping the small
to large particle
size ratio the
same)

 Particle size
ratios
 Blade rake
angle
 Particle-wall
friction (0.0
and 0.5)

 Particle velocity
 Granular temperature
 Mixing (by particle
coloring)

Analyzed data

 Particle velocity
 Granular temperature
 Normalized particle
diusivities (Peclet
number)
 Void fraction
 Mixing index
 Normal and shear stress
proles
 Normalized pressure
inside the particle bed
 Normal contact force
network

 Particle surface
roughness (µPP
0.3 and 0.5)
 Cylinder wall
roughness
(µPW 0.3 and
0.5)
 Blade speed

Eect studied of

 Improved mixing when larger particles were lled rst (located
at the bottom)
 Particles of uniform size owed dierently than particles with
size variation
 At smaller blade rake angles (< 90°), particles trapped in front
of the blade increasing the contact force
 Wall friction needed to transmit energy into the particle bed,
leading to increased mixing

 At a size ratio of 2:1 and equal contents segregation by size
occurred by blade rotation due to sieving mechanism
 Extent of segregation reduced at increased degree of
polydispersity
 Stress dierences reduced at increased polydispersity leading
to a reduction in the segregation driving force

 Eect of particle surface roughness (µPP ):
high µPP : increase of velocity uctuation amplitude, bed
dilation, granular temperature, contribution of the diusive
mechanism in the momentum transport process
 Eect of cylinder wall surface roughness (µPW ):
Similar eect as µPP , inuence expected to be scale dependent
 Eect of blade speed:
> 50 rpm: particle ow in the bumping regime; characterized
by particle velocities and diusivities linearly proportional to
blade tip speed
< 50 rpm: particle ow in the roping regime; characterized by
radial and vertical velocities which increased with blade speed
but not proportional to blade tip speed
→ enhanced mixing kinetics

Key ndings (relevant for current study)

Tab. 1: Literature review on powder mixing by impeller blades, illustrations in Fig. 1. Number of blades consider translational (blade no. = 1) or rotational blade motion (blade no. ≥ 2).
Studies performing experiments and simulations compared the results with each other.
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170

Siraj
et al.
[259]

2014

2012

2012

Radl
et al.
[202]

Chandratilleke
et al.
[196]

Year

Reference

Numerical
(DEM)

Numerical
(DEM)

1

Type
of
work

1

1

0.2-0.6 m/s

Mono-disperse
particles,
corresponding to
glass beads (3 mm
and 5 mm)

Mono-disperse
glass beads with 2
mm and 10 mm

45°, 60°,
90°, 135°

 40-150°
(at 10°
increments)
 Straight,
concave,
convex
0.05, 0.5
m/s

0.060, 0.15,
0.28, 0.50
m/s

90°, 45°,
135°

 Mono-disperse
glass beads (0.5
 6 mm)
 Dry and wet
particle bed
(with and
without
cohesion)

Experimental
(highspeed
imaging and
PIV)

Blade
speed

Particle
properties

Blade
angle and
shape

No. of
blades
Analyzed data

 Velocity proles
 Particles' coloring by
initial location
 Dispersion coecient to
quantify mixing

 Mass ow rates
 Mixing (by coloring,
particle scale mixing
index)
 Velocity elds
 Force on blade
 Contact forces on the
particles
 Particle dispersion

 Particle velocity
 Blade force
 Particle-particle contact
forces
 Modied Mean Mixing
Index (MGMMI)

Eect studied of
 Particle size
(mono-disperse)
 Bed height
 Distance
between blade
and bottom of
container
 Blade rake
angle

 Blade rake
angle
 Blade speed
 System
scale-down
 Single-blade
model vs
cylindrical
mixer

 Particle size
(mono-disperse)
 Blade rake
angle
 Blade shape
 Particle-wall
friction (0.0
and 0.5)
 Box width
(referred as 2Dand 3D)
 Blade speed

 Maximal blade force in descending order: concave, straight,
convex
 Particle-particle forces depended inversely on blade-rake angle
and decreased from concave to straight, and convex blade
shapes
 2D and 3D setups revealed partly dierent mixing eect
(degree of freedom)
 Particle size had an eect on the blade force and the
particle-particle force
 Best mixing performance of convex blades at angles < 90°,
concave and straight blades at higher angles

 Blade rake angle:
a) 90°: high heap in front of the blade with very slow particle
velocities, stagnant region in front of the blade, less suitable
for mixing
b) > 90°: reduced heap length and height, increased particle
ow over the blade, no stagnant region in front of the blade,
more suitable for mixing
c) inuence on recirculating ow but only limited role in
mixing (small as a convective ow)
 Large dispersion near the free surface and bed base but
moderate in the middle of the bed
 Slightly better mixing for side-by-side than top-to-bottom
arrangement
 Decreased horizontal force on the blade for rake angle in the
range of 45-135°
 Inter-particle forces increased with increase of blade speed and
decreased for blade rake angle from < 90° to > 90°
 Scaling-down showed dynamic similarity for macroscopic
quantities but not for particle-scale quantities
 Single-blade cell model could predict mixing behavior of
cylindrical mixer with a dierence of 10%

 No signicant change of ow for dierent blade angles
 More intense mixing near the free surface of the particle bed
→ small, dry glass beads mixed the slowest
→ wet particles mixed faster

Key ndings (relevant for current study)

Tab. 1: Literature review on powder mixing by impeller blades, illustrations in Fig. 1. Number of blades consider translational (blade no. = 1) or rotational blade motion (blade no. ≥ 2).
Studies performing experiments and simulations compared the results with each other.
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2015

Havlica
et al.
[260]

2016

2014

Halidan
et al.
[198]

Boonkanokwong
et al.
[180]

Year

Reference

Numerical

Numerical
(DEM)

Numerical
(DEM)

Type
of
work

1, 2, 3,
4

2

2

No. of
blades

45°

45°

90°

Blade
angle and
shape

Mono-disperse
particles (5 mm)
properties to glass
beads
20 rpm

0.1-960 rpm

20 rpm

Bi-disperse in
terms of:
a) size 4  9 mm
at dierent ratios
b) density
c) volume fraction
of large particles

Mono-disperse
particles (2 mm)
corresponding to
glass beads

Blade
speed

Particle
properties

 Velocity elds and
velocity frequency
distributions
 Granular temperature
 Mixing (by coloring,
Lacey index)
 Particle diusivities
 Void fraction

Blade speed

 Number of
impeller blades
 D/d ratio
(change of
mixer diameter
(D) at constant
particle
diameter (d),
63 and 90)

 Particles velocities:
1 and 2 blades: higher radial and vertical velocities
3 and 4 blades: higher tangential velocity components
 Better mixing for 2 and 3 blades
 Signicant eect on the behavior of particulate ows for
increasing the system size (D/d ratio)

 Identication of 6 ow regimes based on the blade rotation
speed
 Best transport in the tangential direction for blade rotation
speeds (7.5, 60 rpm) and (60, 150 rpm) (mixing eciency)

 Individual particle
trajectories
 Axial, radial, and
tangential velocity
proles
 Volume fraction

Key ndings (relevant for current study)
 No linear relationship between size, density, and volume
fraction ratios on mixing index
 Simultaneous size and density dierences in a binary mixtures
might improve mixing
 Derived empirical equation to predict mixing of binary
particles in a wide range of size and density ratios and volume
fractions at constant blade speed

Analyzed data

 Velocity elds
 Inter-particle forces
 Particle-scale mixing
index (PSMI)

 Particle size
 Density
 Volume fraction

Eect studied of

Tab. 1: Literature review on powder mixing by impeller blades, illustrations in Fig. 1. Number of blades consider translational (blade no. = 1) or rotational blade motion (blade no. ≥ 2).
Studies performing experiments and simulations compared the results with each other.
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2 Materials and Methods
Owing to the limitations of the DEM which include (1) the number of particles in simulations [157]
and (2) the total computation time, the aim of this paper is to look at basic powder ow dierences
for dierent paddle wheel shapes considering a limited number of particles and simulating up to a
certain physical time. The number of particles was reduced by considering a larger particle size and
a narrower particle size distribution in comparison to actual pharmaceutical blends (section 2.3).
Similarly, the computations were performed until the mass steady state, e.g. constant mass hold up
in the force feeder, was achieved, in contrast to a few hours of the actual tableting operation (section
2.2).

2.1 Discrete Element Method

All computations were performed with the open source DEM code LIGGGHTS [123]. The details
about the force models and calculations are given in our previous studies [170, 171, 186, 236].

2.2 Geometrical setup

The system under consideration is the force feeder of a FETTE 1200i (Fette Compacting GmbH,
Schwarzenbek, Germany) (Fig. 2A). It contains a feeding hopper, a counter-clockwise rotating dosing
wheel (green, DW), a counter-clockwise rotating reverse dosing wheel (red, RW), a clockwise rotating
ling wheel (pink, FW), and a counter-clockwise rotating turret with 24 punch stations. The dosing
wheel zone (DW-Z) is connected with the reverse dosing wheel zone (RW-Z) and lling wheel zone
(FW-Z) via two openings at the bottom (yellow). The RW and FW are not interlocking, however the
zones are connected by an unclosed intersection of 4.6 cm. The turret rotates underneath the FW-Z
and RW-Z.
Two dierent paddle wheel shaped congurations for the DW and FW exist. The dierent paddle
wheels are illustrated in Fig. 2 with the detailed dimensions in Tab. 2 corresponding to numbers
in Fig. 2 B&C. One conguration is called `cylindrical' (referred as l, marked as solid lines in
gures throughout the article, and blue color code) and contains cylindrical shaped blades that are
arranged alternating for the DW-l and FW-l (Fig. 2). For this conguration the powder ow pattern
and the inuence of process parameters and material attributes on tablet quality were described by
Hildebrandt et al. in [170, 171, 236] and [186], respectively.
The second conguration is called `cuboid' (referred as n, marked as dotted lines in gures throughout the article, and red/orange color code) and has cuboid shaped blades. In contrast to the straight
blades of the DW-n, the FW-n has two units of diering lengths connected at an angle of 167° (Fig.
2). Furthermore, the DW-n is tangentially attached to the cylindrical shaft, in contrast to the FW-n
which is joined with the cylindrical shaft at an angle of 79.3°.
The RW is kept the same for both the l and n conguration (Fig. 2). A powder `scraper' or in
other words an inclined surface is found at the bottom of the blades of all n paddle wheels (DW-n,
FW-n) and the RW (Tab. 2, Fig. 2).
The powder bed penetration of the blades was calculated via the `depth of immersion' (Tab. 2,
adapted from [209211]) which is the ratio of the blade height to the paddle wheel zone height.
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Fig. 2: System overview for the l and n shaped paddle wheel congurations. The color code of the dierent paddle wheels are kept throughout the study. l and n shaped paddle wheels
are referred with solid and dashed lines, respectively. The letters in B and C refer to Tab. 2.
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7
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2

Tab. 2: Blade shape dimensions (in mm), corresponding numbers are given in Fig. 2B&C.
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Fig. 3: Particle size distribution of the simulated DC formulation.

2.3 Material properties

A poly-disperse particle size distribution (PSD) was generated to represent a direct compression
(DC) formulation consisting of 7 dierent particle size fractions. One size fraction simulated the
active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) at a content of 5% (w/w) and 1000 µm < x ≤ 1129 µm
(Fig. 3). Details on the rationale to select this PSD can be found in our previous studies [170, 171,
186, 236]. Particles with diameter ≤ 1800 µm are referred as `nes', particles with diameter > 1800
µm as `coarse' particles as particle size segregation at this cut-o size was identied in the previous
studies [170, 171, 186, 236]. Throughout the article, size segregation will be evaluated for all size
fractions, however reference will be only given for the API size fraction which is of most importance
in pharmaceutical industry. Since the API size fraction was in the range of the nes, the results
indicating a decrease of API particles was always linked with a decrease of nes and vice versa,
although this will not be explicitly mentioned for the sake of brevity.
The absolute particle sizes were signicantly larger and the distribution was narrower than in
real pharmaceutical formulations, though the complexity of the system was at the computational
limit. The particle properties during system lling and high speed tableting are given in Tab. 3. The
properties were selected by comparing the powder owability of commonly used DC excipients with
the numerical model DC formulation (Fig. 3), described by Hildebrandt et al. [170, 171, 186, 236].
The color code of Tab. 3 with dark colors for condition 1 and pale colors for condition 2 are kept
throughout the article.
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Tab. 3: Process conditions and material properties during system lling (* if changed for high speed tableting) and high
speed tableting. Condition 1 and 2 have respectively same factor combinations according to [186]. l (data taken
from [186]) and n correspond to the cylindrical and cuboid shaped paddle wheel conguration, respectively
(Fig. 2). API contents in dierent paddle wheels zones are given for mass steady state in high speed tableting
[236].

Micro-mechanical material properties
Young's modulus / GPa
Poisson's Ratio / Particle-particle coecient of restitution (ePP ) / Particle-wall coecient of restitution (ePW ) / Particle-particle coecient of friction (µPP ) / Particle-wall coecient of friction (µPW ) / Inter-particle cohesion (CED) / MJ/m3

0.87
0.3
0.15
0.15
0.35
0.30*
1.5*

High speed tableting
Condition no. / Turret speed / rpm
Paddle wheel speed / rpm
Inter-particle cohesion (CED) / MJ/m3
Particle-wall coecient of friction (µPW ) / Paddle wheel shape conguration
Setup
Mean tablet mass / g (= 232) (CQA)
Tablet mass variation (RSD) / % (CQA)
Mean API content in dies (w/w) / %
Mean relative API content to label claim content
in dies (X ) / %
Mean API mass / mg
Mean relative API content (X ) standard deviation
(s) / %
AV / - (CQA)
CQA desirability value / API mass lled in die after interval `A' (FW-Z) /
mg
Mean residence time / s
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1
40
60
1.0
0.25

2
75
30
3.5
0.75

l
([186])
1l
5.1
1.1
5.0

n

l
([186])
2l

1n
5.1
1.0

2n

6.2

4.6

3.0
8.2
5.7

100.1

124.7

91.2

114.0

254.3

317.9

124.1

172.2

12.0

13.8

15.3

15.1

26.6
0.79

53.8

41.0

0.32

0.15

45.8
0.51

206.1

244.9

42.6

97.0

11.4

10.3

> 8.0

7.4

2.7
14.8

n
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3 Results and Discussion
The powder ow pattern in the force feeder of a FETTE 1200i consisting of three paddle wheels is
discussed for two dierent paddle wheels shape congurations (Fig. 2). The blades of the DW and FW
are either cylindrical (l) or cuboid (n) shaped. The two congurations have the same RW (Fig. 2,
Tab. 2). First of all, the powder lling into the system is described for the two dierent congurations
followed by high speed tableting at two dierent process conditions and material properties (referred
as `conditions'). The tablet quality for the dierent conditions is compared and then explained by
the powder ow analysis in the force feeder. It comprises the analysis of the particle trajectories in
the force feeder, the particle velocities, and the particle size segregation. Eventually, this evaluation
provides the basis to discern the best conguration for an optimal tablet quality.

3.1 System lling comparison

Fig. 4: API content (dashed line corresponds to target value) in dierent zones during system lling: (A) hopper lling,
(B) paddle wheel rotation, and (C) paddle wheel and turret rotation (API content given in FW-Z and RW-Z
once > 0.1 g total mass is lled in the zone).

The system lling procedure was performed similarly for the n conguration as already described
by Hildebrandt et al. [170, 236] for the l conguration. For the sake of completeness and for easy
comparison, parts of the previous study [170] are repeated and are clearly indicated where applicable.
The lling sequence consists of three steps: (A) lling of the feeding hopper (until t = 0.8 s), (B)
lling of the force feeder by paddle wheel rotation at 15 rpm (until t = 9.8 s), and (C) lling of
the turret at 10 rpm turret speed and 15 rpm paddle wheel speed (until t = 15.8 s). During this
stepwise lling, the temporal development of the API content in dierent zones is given in Fig. 4,
the respective lling steps are denoted by the letters A, B, and C in Fig. 4. At the end of the lling
sequence (t = 15.8 s), API contents (w/w) of 3.4%, 2.0%, and 10.7% for the l [170] and 5.3%, 3.0%,
and 10.8% for the n conguration in the DW-Z, FW-Z, and RW-Z are obtained, respectively (Fig.
4). The most signicant dierence in API content between the congurations is found for the DW-Z.
The powder ow through the force feeder is exemplarily shown for one particle in Fig. 5. In general,
the powder is fed from the feeding hopper into the DW-Z (green). The powder gets lled from the
DW-Z through two openings at the bottom of the zone (yellow) either into the RW-Z (red) or the
FW-Z (pink). Hence the powder that is located at the bottom of the DW-Z determines the content
that is discharged into the two below paddle wheel zones. In accordance to Fig. 4 showing the API
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content development over time, the powder ow pattern in the individual zones (feeding hopper left
bottom, DW-Z, RW-Z, and FW-Z) for the l and n conguration is briey summarized in Fig. 5.
The API content at the end of system lling is given (confer above) in addition to the API content
ratios between the bottom and the top of the paddle wheel zones for easy reference (Fig. 5). The
explanations in Fig. 5 are supported by Fig. 6A showing the particle trajectories (arrows) colored
according to the particle velocity in the feeding hopper. The qualitative particle velocity and the
particle size distribution in the paddle wheel zones at the end of system lling are shown in Fig. 6B
and Fig. 7, respectively. Percolation / sieving is identied in all paddle wheel zones as the predominant
size segregation mechanism (Fig. 5) [181, 195]. The size segregation speed is inuenced by the depth
of immersion of the blades and by the blade shapes (Tab. 2). This implies that if the system would
be closed (no particles are leaving in lled dies) and operated for a suciently long time (>> 15.8 s),
similar API content ratios between the bottom and top (= size segregation extent) in the individual
paddle wheel zones would be expected.
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Fig. 5: Powder ow pattern in dierent locations of the force feeder during system lling for the l (refer to [170]) and n conguration. The trajectory of one particle (scaled in size) is
exemplarily shown.
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Fig. 6: (A) Particle trajectories (arrow) and velocity (color) during system lling and high speed tableting in the feeding hopper,
(B) qualitative particle velocity during system lling and high speed tableting (check dierent legends),
(C) and mean particle velocity during high speed tableting alongside with maximal blade tip speed in dierent paddle wheel zones (cross).
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Fig. 7: Particle size distribution during system lling and at the end of high speed tableting. The arrows (color code
refers to paddle wheels Fig. 2) indicate the rotation direction.
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3.2 High speed tableting comparison

Following the system lling, actual high speed tableting was initiated by increasing the turret speed
and paddle wheel speed in addition to an adaption of the material properties in terms of inter-particle
cohesion (CED) and particle-wall friction (µPW ) (Tab. 3). We previously evaluated the inuence of
process conditions and material attributes (`factors' in a design of experiments) on tablet quality in
terms of tablet mass, tablet mass variation, and content uniformity for the l conguration [186]. The
following two conditions with opposite factor levels revealed signicantly dierent product qualities,
as explained in [186]:

Good tablet quality: 40 rpm turret speed, 60 rpm paddle wheel speed, 1.0 MJ/m3 CED, and 0.25

µPW (corresponding to setup no. 5 in [186]) (referred as condition 1, Tab. 3);

Bad tablet quality: 75 rpm turret speed, 30 rpm paddle wheel speed, 3.5 MJ/m3 CED, and 0.75

µPW (corresponding to setup no. 10 in [186]) (referred as condition 2, Tab. 3).
These conditions with extreme product qualities were selected for high speed tableting until mass
steady state (measured in terms of constant mass hold up in the paddle wheel zones) was reached to
compare the dierent congurations (Tab. 3). For all the setups, mass steady state is achieved before
10 turret rotations (data not shown).
First, the tablet quality is evaluated before the powder ow dierences for the l and n conguration
are ascertained. The macroscopic powder ow pattern is elucidated through particle coloring and
residence time analysis to identify the dead zones following a detailed microscopic analysis based on
the particle velocity and its inuence on particle size segregation. Those descriptions help to identify
the shearing action in the force feeder. Although for condition 1 and 2, the process conditions as well
as the material properties are changed simultaneously (Tab. 3), for the sake of brevity, the identied
dierences between the congurations are predominately referred to process conditions.

3.2.1 Tablet quality comparison
The tablet quality obtained for the dierent setups (1l, 1n, 2l, and 2n) is compared (Tab. 3) to
provide a general understanding for process development. The details about the quantication and
meaning of the dened critical quality attributes (CQA) according to the quality by design approach
(QbD) are described in [186]. The best and worst results of the individual CQAs for the 4 dierent
setups are indicated in green and red letters in Tab. 3, respectively.

1.A) Tablet mass and tablet mass variation
The n conguration provides signicantly higher tablet masses compared to the l conguration for
both conditions (t-test, p < 0.005 at α = 0.05, Fig. 8A), although the dierence between 1n and 1l
is only minor (5.08 g for 1l and 5.10 g for 1n). The dierences are more pronounced for condition 2
(Tab. 3). The increase in turret speed from 40 rpm (condition 1) to 75 rpm (condition 2) decreases
the time the die spends underneath the lling station of the force feeder and shows a high inuence
on tablet mass, similar to ndings from [80, 86, 87, 186, 261]. It leads to incompletely lled dies in
both congurations for condition 2 (2l and 2n), as illustrated in the exemplary die images in Fig.
8A. In reality, the die ll height would be adjusted to counteract the incomplete die lling. Though
general dependencies for the congurations can be identied in this study. An increased force feeding
eect by the n compared to the l conguration results in a higher mass contribution from FW-Z
which will be explained in section 1.C) (Fig. 8A, Tab. 3). In turn, the FW-n increases the mean
tablet mass, which is most prominent at a high turret speed (condition 2).
In addition, the n conguration gives a reduced tablet mass variation in both conditions (1n and
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Fig. 8: (A) Mean tablet mass and (B) API content relative to label claim (* signicant dierence in t-test). Exemplary
screenshots of lled dies are given in Fig. 8A (confer to Fig. 3 for particle size legend).

2n, Tab. 3) which can be explained by a more uniform force feeding eect and indirectly through
higher die ll densities, as similarly reported by [80, 86, 87, 168, 169].

1.B) Content uniformity
Content uniformity (CU) was assessed according to monograph 2.9.47 in Ph. Eur. considering the
mean relative API content in the lled dies (X ), expressed as percentage to the label claim of 5%
(section 2.3) and the standard deviation of the relative content (s) [25]. Both measures enter into
the calculation of the acceptance value (AV ) that has to meet two criteria to ensure CU [25]. More
background information and details on the calculation can be found in our previous study [186].
Though the same model DC formulation with a specied API content of 5% (w/w) (Fig. 3) was
lled into the feeding hopper of all setups, only the dies lled by setup 1l contain the mean API
content of 5.0% whereas the others either show under- (4.6% for 2l) or signicantly over- (6.2% for
1n and 5.7% for 2n) dosing (Tab. 3). The mean relative API contents to the label content (X ) are
given in Fig. 8B. Those values correspond to the API content corrected to the respective mean tablet
mass [186]. The absolute API mass lled into the dies and thus the actual API dosing diers more
signicantly between the setups with 254.3 mg, 317.9 mg, 124.1 mg, and 172.2 mg for setup 1l, 1n,
2l, and 2n, respectively (Tab. 3). The incomplete die lling (confer above and Fig. 8A) contributes to
these dierences. For instance, using the same process parameters and tablet formulation (condition),
a drastic API dose increase of 25% and 39% for condition 1 and 2, respectively, using the n instead
of the l conguration are obtained. These observations give an impetus to assess the API mass ow
rate into the die, explained in section 1.C).
The API content uctuations (s) obtained are much higher compared to reality (Tab. 3, Fig. 8B)
given by the large particle sizes considered (Fig. 3) and the low total number of particles collected
in the dies (Fig. 8A) [186]. Though general dependencies can be identied, e.g. the API content
uctuations, expressed as the standard deviation of X (s), are reduced for condition 1 when the l
instead of the n conguration is used. No dierences for s are found between the congurations for
condition 2 (Tab. 3).
The time increments, providing the number of dies that are lled by one inter-blade of the FW at a
given turret speed and paddle wheel speed combination, are calculated for the dierent congurations
and conditions. 1.0 die and 1.3 dies for condition 1 and 3.8 dies and 5.0 dies for condition 2 are lled
by the inter-blades of the FW-l and the FW-n, respectively. Neither of the conditions coincides
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with the size segregation patterns thus the API content does not reveal any constantly uctuating
pattern (data not shown). However it is worth to check the inter-blade time increments during process
development at dierent turret speed and paddle wheel speed combinations than the ones tested in
this study (Tab. 3) to prevent API content uctuations due to size segregation in the paddle wheel
zones [186].
CU cannot be met by either of the setups since all of them show AV values > 25.0 [25], though
the l conguration shows for both conditions lower AV values compared to the n conguration.
However the AV value is dominated by the API content uctuation (s, contribution > 82%) in the l
conguration whereas a contribution from X on AV of at least 27% is obtained in the n conguration
(Tab. 3). Consequently, the l and n congurations have dierent levers for CU optimization. Though
for both congurations a decrease of s would improve CU, a higher eect through an optimization of
X would be expected for the n conguration.

1.C) Mass ow from the force feeder into the die
The inuence of size segregation in the force feeder on the particles entering the die is studied by
tracking the die as it is rotating underneath the force feeder [186, 236, 262]. This helps to identify the
root causes for the signicant API content dierences lled into the dies described in section 1.B)
and shown in Fig. 8B. The total mass and API mass collected over time in the die are shown in Fig.
9A & B, respectively. The die lling time is normalized for easier comparison of condition 1 (40 rpm
turret speed, 0.492 s) with condition 2 (75 rpm turret speed, 0.264 s). During interval `A' the die
volume is generated by lowering the lower punch to a maximal die height of 1.5 cm while the die is
rotating underneath the FW-Z, called `ll cam'. During interval `B' solely gravity lling is possible,
before the die can get lled in `C' from the RW-Z. The die leaves the force feeder after the lower
punch was moved up by 13% during `dosing cam' in `D'. More details about the die height during
ll and dosing cam can be found elsewhere [236]. In general, discrepancies between the mass ow
rate (MFR) of the complete blend (Fig. 9A) and individual particle size fractions, e.g. as shown for
the API particles in Fig. 9B, indicate size segregation in the force feeder [236]. Dierences in MFR
between the FW-l and FW-n exist if a change in the slope during interval `A' is identied (Fig. 9).
The following observations for total mass lled into the die are made (Fig. 9A):
Condition 1: 1n vs. 1n:
 The low turret speed (40 rpm) in combination with the high paddle wheel speed (60 rpm) enables
almost similar blend MFR from FW-Z, irrespective of the conguration.
 No clear dierences between 1n and 1l are found, consistent with Fig. 8A.
Condition 2: 2n vs. 2n:
 The increased force feeding eect of the FW-n compared to the FW-l is most distinctive at
very high turret speeds (75 rpm) with a relative total blend MFR increase of 27% during interval
`A'.
 A similar mass contribution during die lling from RW-Z (similar slope during interval `C') for
2n and 2l is found.
In contrast to total mass, more signicant dierences between the congurations are obtained for
API mass. Those dierences are most prominent for API mass lled into the die during interval `A'
(FW-Z, Fig. 9B) whereas no signicant dierences in the API-MFR slopes during interval `C' (RW-Z)
are found.
Condition 1: 1n vs. 1n:
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Fig. 9: (A) Total and (B) API mass lled into the die over time (confer for letters to text).

 The 1.4-fold higher API content in the FW-Z-n compared to FW-Z-l (Tab. 3, detailed explanation in section 2.C)) results in a 1.2-fold higher API mass lled into the die after interval `A'.
This gives the explanation for the 1.3-fold higher API mass lled into the die after die lling for
setup 1n compared to 1l (Fig. 8B, section 1.B), Tab. 3).
Condition 2: 2n vs. 2n:
 The 1.8-fold higher API content in the FW-Z-n compared to FW-Z-l (Tab. 3, detailed explanation in section 2.C)) results in a 2.3-fold higher API mass lled into the die after interval
`A'. The API ratio dierences (1.8- vs. 2.3-fold) for setup 2n can be attributed to inter-blade
segregation pattern for the FW-n. A detailed explanation is given in section 2.C).
 On average a 1.4-fold higher API mass lled into the dies is obtained for setup 2n vs. 2l (Fig.
8B, section 1.B), Tab. 3).
The particle size segregation having occurred in the force feeder for the dierent congurations
and conditions is transferred into the dies and results in dierent particle size distributions in the dies
and over the die height. The detailed MFR analysis gives reference for the API dose lled into the
dies (confer section 1.B)) and emphasizes the dierences between the FW-n and FW-l. In addition,
the particles have experienced dierent shear forces (confer section 2.C)) which may alter particle
properties (particle attrition, over-lubrication) and may aect the risk for capping of the produced
tablets [86, 90, 102].

3.2.2 Powder ow comparison in the force feeder
2.A) Coloring prole and residence time
The powder ow in the force feeder is ascertained by (A) coloring the particles according to their
initial position and by (B) calculating the residence time.
(A) The powder ow in the force feeder is visualized by coloring the particles according to their
position when high speed tableting is started (confer to [171, 236]). As illustrated in Fig. 10, at the
beginning particles are colored in the individual paddle wheel zones and in 4 dierent heights of the
feeding hopper with each colored layer having equal height of 5 mm. These 4 layers in the feeding
hopper are separated by 25 mm height powder bed. In addition to the qualitative representation in
Fig. 10, the mass throughput is quantitatively shown in Fig. 11. For this purpose, the cumulative
mass discharged into the dies was calculated for all setups. Setup 2l has the lowest mass lled in dies
(630 g in 232 lled dies, 8 s, 10 turret revolutions). The same discharged mass is found after 8.2 s for
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1l and 1n, and after 7.2 s for 2n. The mass ratio of colored particles that were initially located in
the respective paddle wheel zones and that are found at those time points of same discharged mass
are computed, given in Fig. 11, and illustrated in Fig. 10 (right).
(B) The particle residence time is calculated by tracking the particles that are at the beginning
of high speed tableting located in the top right hand half of the feeding hopper, as indicated in the
orange box in Fig. 2A. The tracking of those particles allows the assessment of (1) the time point at
which the rst particles discharge into the die (Tab. 3), (2) the mean residence time in the system,
and (3) the ratio of the tracked particles in the system after 10 turret rotations compared to the
beginning for individual size fractions (Fig. 12).
The following observations for the l and n congurations are made using the qualitative (Fig. 10)
and quantitative (Fig. 11) particle coloring by their initial position analysis and the residence time
evaluation (Fig. 12):

l conguration, 1l and 2l:
 Only the right hand half of the feeding hopper is involved in the relling of the DW-Z, whereas
the left hand half is stationary indicating a dead zone (similar to [171, 236]) whereby the powder
bed may consolidated over time (Fig. 10).
 A higher mass throughput from RW-Z is found for setup 2l compared to 1l (Fig. 11) given by
the higher MFR into the die from RW-Z (interval `C' in Fig. 9A).

n conguration, 1n and 2n:
 The right hand half of feeding hopper is likewise relling the DW-Z as found for the l conguration, though particles in the left hand half are being pushed upwards and recirculate within
the hopper to the right hand half (Fig. 10). Particles from the DW-Z (green) move up in the left
hand half of the hopper. For example, maximal 14% (w/w) of green colored particles are found
in the feeding hopper for setup 2n (data not shown).
 A higher mass throughput for n compared to l conguration is found, as shown by:

 After 2.5 turret revolutions more green colored particles have been relled from DW-Z
into FW-Z. Hardly any particles initially located in FW-Z (pink) and RW-Z (red) can be
identied after 10 turret revolutions (Fig. 10, 2n)

 Particles show on average a lower residence time in the force feeder (Tab. 3) for the n
compared to the l setups.
 As a consequence of the recirculating powder ow in the feeding hopper, not all particles that
rell the DW-Z from the right hand half of the feeding hopper are subsequently force fed into
the dies. Thus particles partly recirculate in the feeding hopper leading to an overall higher ratio
of particles that remain in the system for setup 1n compared to 1l (Fig. 12). Less mass from
the hopper is relling the DW-Z as particles are recirculation and thus more initially located
particles from DW-Z have to rell the RW-Z and FW-Z. This results in a lower ratio of particles
remaining in the DW-Z for setup 1n compared to 1l (Fig. 11).
 Setup 1n: Interestingly, the ratio of particles remaining in the system (Fig. 12) shows a signicant
trend over the individual particle size fractions. The results indicate that 27% of the API particle
size fraction (1000 µm < x ≤ 1129 µm) in contrast to 55% of the largest particles (x ≥ 2800
µm) are still located in the force feeder, emphasizing particle size segregation within the system.
This observation will be explained in section 2.B).
 A higher mass turnover is found in the two paddle wheel zones involved in die lling (FW-Z and
RW-Z) for the n compared to the l setups (irrespective of condition 1 or 2) though same mass
is lled into the dies (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10: Qualitative visualization of the traveling path of initially colored particles during high speed tableting and at
the time point of same mass lled in the dies (quantitative in Fig. 11).

Fig. 11: Ratio of colored particles remaining (after same
mass lled into the dies) compared to initially located in the paddle wheel zones (qualitative in Fig.
10)

Fig. 12: Ratio of particles remaining after high speed
tableting compared to initially located in the right
top half of the feeding hopper (Fig. 2A, orange
box) for dierent particle size fractions.

2.B) Particle velocity and its inuence on particle size segregation
In the rst place, a particle velocity analysis helps to discern the underlying powder ow pattern
which subsequently supports the understanding of potential particle size segregation.
A qualitative illustration of the particle velocity is given for the feeding hopper in Fig. 6A and
for the dierent paddle wheel zones in Fig. 6B (in top and side view). In addition, Fig. 6C gives the
mean particle velocity in the dierent paddle wheel zones along with the maximal tip speed of the
paddle wheel at the given rotation speed (cross).
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Fig. 13: API content during high speed tableting in dierent locations of the system (normalized to no. of turret
revolutions for condition 1 and 2).
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Fig. 13 depicts the API content during high speed tableting in the complete system, hopper bottom
left, DW-Z, FW-Z, and RW-Z for the dierent setups (Tab. 3). The side view of the paddle wheel zones
at the end of high speed tableting is shown in Fig. 7. (The reader is referred to the supplementary
videos supporting the following descriptions (section 5).
In general, the powder ow pattern and the particle size segregation in the DW-Z are predominantly
inuenced by the shear zone between the DW and the bottom of the feeding hopper. The shear zone
is mutually aected by the blade shape of the DW and by the paddle wheel speed.
The n compared to the l conguration increases the radial velocity gradient (particles at the
blade tip move with signicantly increased velocity compared to the blade center (Fig. 6B) which is
more prominent at a higher paddle wheel speed (condition 2, Fig. 6C). The powder ow pattern in
the RW-Z is comparable for the l and n conguration and only diers between 60 rpm and 30 rpm
paddle wheel speed. More details can be found elsewhere [186].
The following particular observations can be made by comparing the l with the n conguration.
Similar as for system lling (section 3.1), the powder ow pattern in the feeding hopper, more precisely
in the bottom left hand half, and the paddle wheel zones are described separately.
Condition 1, 1n and 1l:
Bottom left hand half of feeding hopper
 1n:

 The higher convective powder motion in the feeding hopper compared to system lling
reduces the extent of size segregation by percolation mechanism in the left hand half of the
feeding hopper (Fig. 6A). Consequently an increase of nes including API particles in the
bottom left hand half of the feeding hopper is found (Fig. 13).

 The recirculating powder ow (confer section 2.A), Fig. 10) leads to a wave like API content
uctuation in the hopper bottom left at a frequency of 9 paddle wheel revolutions (= 6 turret
revolution in Fig. 13).

 The complete feeding hopper, making up > 64% of the mass in the force feeder, reveals
during high speed tableting a depletion of nes and an accumulation of coarse particles
(data not shown). The coarse particles can follow the convective motion more easily as
shown in the hopper image at the end of high speed tableting in Fig. 14. This nding gives
the explanation for the increase in the ratio of particles remaining in the system with particle
size identied for setup 1n during residence time analysis (Fig. 12, section 2.A)).
 1l:

 A steady state in the diusive shear zone between the hopper bottom left and the DW (Fig.
6A) is found. The counterbalance of particles moving slightly downward (by gravitational
force, sieving / percolation) and upwards (by momentum transfer of the blades) gives a
constant API content (Fig. 13).
Paddle wheel zones:
 1n:

 Over the complete height of every paddle wheel zone no particle velocity gradient is found
(Fig. 6B). In radial direction, the particles move at equal velocity with the respective blade
speed (lower towards the center, higher at the blade tip, Fig. 6B). This indicates that the
particles are transferred as a `complete inter-blade bulk' by paddle wheel rotation preventing
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Fig. 14: Particle size distribution in the feeding hopper at the end of high speed tableting for setup 1n.

size segregation either by percolation / sieving [181, 195] or trajectory mechanism [181, 195,
212, 213].

 In return, whatever enters into the inter-blades of the DW-Z is transferred and discharged
into the RW-Z zone and into the FW-Z.

 The absence of top to bottom size segregation during rotation of the DW reduces the nes
content discharge into the RW-Z (Fig. 7). Consequently a steady decrease of API particles
from initially 10.8% (after system lling) to 8.9%, in the RW-Z zone is obtained (Fig. 13).

 Similar to DW-Z, no top to bottom size segregation in the FW-Z can be identied (Fig. 7).
 1l:

 Compared to system lling, the higher DW-Z speed causes less sieving / percolation segregation of nes (Fig. 7), thus less nes discharge into the RW-Z. The nes content, as shown
for API particles, decreases in RW-Z (Fig. 13).
Condition 2, 2n and 2l:
Bottom left hand half of feeding hopper
 2n:

 A convective powder ow is found, though the higher paddle wheel speed of 30 rpm compared
to system lling (15 rpm, section 3.1) causes a more disturbed shear zone preventing the
downward motion of nes due to gravitational force. This leads to a slight increase of nes
as shown for API particles in Fig. 13 (confer also to 1n).
 2l:

 The reduced particle velocity in the diusive powder ow region at the low DW speed (30
rpm) increases the percolation of nes as shown by a decrease of API particles (Fig. 13)
which in turn results in a higher API content in DW-Z.
Paddle wheel zones
 2n:

 In the DW-Z a clear radial and a minor horizontal particle velocity gradient can be identied
(Fig. 6B).
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 The low paddle wheel speed favors the ne particle percolation to the bottom in the DW-Z
from where they discharge into RW-Z causing a relative content increase in the latter (Fig.
13).

 In the FW-Z, in addition to the radial particle velocity gradient, a distinctive horizontal
gradient is found (Fig. 6B). The reduced packing fraction in the inter-blades (qualitatively
shown in Fig. 6B & 7) enables a wave like behavior of the particles. Momentum is transferred from the blade to the particles in direct contact developing a particle heap. Coarse
particles on top of the heap avalanche more readily than small particles and come to stop
behind the next blade. This phenomenon was already described by Conway et al. [197] in an
experimental system applying PIV technology (Tab. 1). This kind of segregation mechanism
is also known as trajectory segregation [181, 195]. The coarse particles get picked up by the
rotating blade leading to a recirculation between the inter-blade zones. Fines partly resist
this recirculation, get trapped directly in front of the rotating blade and at the bottom of
the zone (Fig. 7), and thus cause a slight content increase over time (Fig. 13). The API
particles at the bottom of the FW-Z and in front of the blade increase the API MFR into
the die, as explained in section 1.C) (Fig. 9B).
 2l:

 The low paddle wheel speed increases the horizontal particle velocity gradient (Fig.6B). The
reduced interference of the powder bed enhances the extent of nes sieving / percolation in
the DW-Z (Fig. 7) which increases the nes content in the RW-Z (Fig. 13).

 Similarly to DW-Z, the low depth of immersion of the FW-l leads to a higher top to bottom
segregation in the FW-Z (Fig. 7).
The size segregation during the particle travel path (section 2.A)) leads to dierent API contents
in the paddle wheel zones (Fig. 13). In turn the size segregation in the force feeder signicantly
inuences the API dose lled into the die, as explained in section 1.B) and 1.C).

2.C) Particle shearing in the force feeder
Narang et al. [76] identied an approximately linear correlation of log(tabletability) with log(shear
number) across dierent rotary tablet presses diering in terms of number of paddle wheels, number
of blades per wheel, blade geometries, and blade and housing dimensions. Tabletability was estimated
as the ratio of tablet tensile strength to the applied compression pressure (through the initial, linear
portion of the compression prole). The shear number (dimensionless) was calculated via an empirical
correlation including the shear rate, the shear frequency, and the residence time. Those included
blade diameter, paddle wheel speed, clearance between the blades and the housing bottom, number
of spokes, powder mass in the force feeder at equilibrium, tablet weight, turret speed, and punch
number. Above a critical point of shear, the eect of the force feeder on tablet tensile strength became
signicant with a decrease in tabletability at higher shear numbers. The limitations and assumptions
of the shear number were the negligence of the curvature shape, the gravitational pressure on the
powder blend given by the lled hopper, and the clearance between the blade and the housing top
[76].
The relationship between tabletability and shear number indicates that the tablet tensile strength
is not solely inuenced by the compression step during tableting, but also through the shearing
action by the rotation of the paddle wheels in the force feeder [76, 102]. The shearing action of the
two congurations in this study is assessed via, rst, the mean particle velocity in the dierent paddle
wheel zones (Fig. 6C) as an estimate for the forces acting on the particles [41, 94, 95]. Secondly, the
particle coloring analysis helps to discern the residence time in the individual paddle wheel zones at
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Fig. 15: Shear factor in the dierent paddle wheel zones according to Eq. 1.

same mass lled into the die (Fig. 11). This serves as an estimate to evaluate the time the particles
have been exposed to a given shear rate. Shear f actors are computed for the individual paddle wheel
zones according to Eq. 1 and are plotted in Fig. 15:
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The Shear f actor (Fig. 15) indicates that over the dierent paddle wheel zones as well as for the
dierent setups the particles are exerted to signicantly dierent shearing. For example in the setup
1 the particles experience highest shearing in the RW-Z as less mass is lled from the RW-Z into the
die (Fig. 9A, section 1.C)). The increased mass throughput (Fig. 10 & 11) for the n conguration
(1n & 2n) can counteract the increased particle velocity (Fig. 6C) in particular in the DW-Z and
FW-Z. This in returns reduces the shearing extent (Fig. 15) in the force feeder for the n compared
to the l setups.
This kind of approach serves only as a rst estimate for comparison purposes and could provide
an indication for powder over-lubrication and particle attrition induced by the paddles in the force
feeder in lab experiments [42, 76, 102, 205208]. However, to accurately predict the shear extent,
complex force and residence time calculations on a single particle level are necessary. It could be
interesting to quantify the shearing during the powder motion in the feeding hopper, especially for
the n conguration which could potentially aect particle properties, too. In addition, the actual
powder compaction step has to be performed or computed to directly relate it to the tablet tensile
strength, as done by [76].

Overall paddle wheel shape comparison
The n conguration compared to the l conguration can provide an increased tablet mass and a
reduced tablet mass variation, at the cost of a lower content uniformity (higher AV value, Tab. 3).
The size segregation in the force feeder, in particular in the FW-Z determines the API dose lled
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into the dies which is signicantly higher for the n compared to the l conguration. All CQAs
(tablet mass, tablet mass variation, and AV ) are combined at equal weighing in a desirability model
[232, 240, 254, 255] (detailed explanation is given in [186]). For condition 1, the best product quality
(desirability close to 1) can be obtained for the l conguration (1l of 0.79) hence it is advised to
choose the cylindrical paddle wheels to achieve highest tablet quality. The relatively high AV value
for 1n reduces the desirability compared to 1l by 59% to 0.32 (Tab. 3). The opposite is found for
condition 2 in which it is favorable to choose the n conguration (desirability of 0.51 for 2n and 0.15
for 2l, Tab. 3). Thus depending on the process conditions and the formulation, this study suggests to
choose dierent paddle wheel shapes to obtain a high tablet quality with regard to a high tablet mass,
a low tablet mass variation, in addition to a high CU. The powder ow patterns in the feed frame
signicantly diered for the congurations at the given numerical conditions. If an unfavorable turret
speed (high) and paddle wheel speed (low) combination is chosen (more details given in [186]), it is
indicated that the n conguration may improve the tablet quality (condition 2). If the l conguration
already provides a good tablet quality (1l), further improvement by changing the paddle wheel shape
is not indicated. Hence it is worth to check dierent paddle wheel shape congurations, if a low tablet
quality is obtained during process development. However to draw a more general conclusion, more
dierent conditions would have to be compared. The results were predominantly related to the paddle
wheel speed and turret speed although the micro-mechanical material properties of the particles have
been changed between condition 1 and 2, too (Tab. 3). Additional experiments have to be performed,
e.g. by generating a design of experiments as done in our previous study for the l conguration
[186], to elucidate the inuence of the material properties, e.g. of the inter-particle cohesion and the
particle-wall friction, on the powder ow with dierent paddle wheel shapes.
Although not directly measurable without performing the actual compaction step, the current
numerical setup indicates that the higher shearing by the blades of the n paddle wheels (measured
via particle velocity) is compensated by a decreased particle residence time in the force feeder. The
validity of this nding could be tested in experiments by comparing the shear sensitivity of dierent
lubricant containing formulations [110]. The recirculation for the n vs the dead zone for the l
conguration in the left hand half of the feeding hopper is compared in terms of their eect on particle
size segregation. An inuence on particle shearing might be possible but has not been evaluated yet.
The intriguing powder ow patterns in the feeding hopper were not expected and reported previously
due to the limitation of a closed experimental system. It gives an impetus for further numerical
studies, e.g. combining the DW-n with the FW-n and vice versa, as well as experimental validation
by developing custom-designed equipment.
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4 Summary and conclusion
This study evaluated the inuence of dierent paddle wheel shape congurations (dosing (DW) and
lling (FW) wheel) on the powder ow pattern for the same force feeder in a pharmaceutical tablet
press. Although dierent shapes are in use, the selection of these is rather by experience than by
rationale. The dierences in the paddle wheel shapes are related to the blade design which are either
cylindrical (l) or cuboid (n) shaped and result in dierent depth of immersions and contact area
shapes / sizes with the particles.
First of all, the dierences in system lling showed that predominantly the altered shearing of the
blades of the DW-n inuenced the size segregation in the feeding hopper that was then transferred
into the other paddle wheel zones.
Two conditions (turret speed, paddle wheel speed, and particle properties) were chosen to assess
the powder ow pattern during high speed tableting. The higher force feeding eect of the FW-n
compared to the FW-l increased the tablet mass and in turn reduced the tablet mass variation.
Signicantly diering API dose strengths in the tablets have been obtained that showed a lower
content uniformity for the n compared to the l conguration. Depending on the process parameters
and material properties, the paddle wheel shapes may alter the critical quality attributes of the
produced tablets. In particular, it is worth to check a dierent paddle wheel conguration in case that
the combination of the process conditions yields a low tablet quality. The higher mass throughput by
the n conguration could counteract the increased particle shearing in the force feeder. In addition
to the tablet quality, the powder ow in the force feeder was assessed through particle coloring,
residence time, particle velocity, and particle size segregation analysis. Similarly as for system lling,
most signicant dierences in powder ow were identied in the feeding hopper. More precisely, a
cyclic motion due to the particle shearing by the DW-n caused an accumulation of coarse particles
in the feeding hopper which was most prominent at a high paddle wheel speed. In contrast, for the
DW-l the powder bed might get consolidated in the feeding hopper lacking any powder motion. The
dominant particle size segregation mechanism in the paddle wheel zones was trajectory for the n in
contrast to sieving / percolation for the l paddle wheels, respectively. Size segregation in the force
feeder was transferred into the dies resulting in signicantly dierent API contents.
For process development it is helpful to know that and how product quality can be changed by
simply changing the paddle wheel conguration. This opens new process adaption possibilities, e.g.
for lubrication sensitive or size segregation prone formulations.
This study shows the benet of numerical simulations to provide a highly detailed look into complex
systems which would not be possible in lab experiments. However, the DEM study was limited by
the computational power in terms of particle size and particle size distribution. Additional numerical
conditions have to be tested and corresponding experiments need to be performed to validate the
conclusions drawn here.
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5 Supplementary videos
Videos of high speed tableting for the four setups (Tab. 3):
Complete discharge and coloring via particle size:
1l
1n

2l

2n

Complete discharge and coloring via initial position:
1l
1n

Zoom into lling wheel zone, coloring via particle size:
1n
2n
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Outline
During pharmaceutical development of a drug candidate, the tableting machine may change for
dierent reasons, e.g. due to a limited lab capacity, and a technical transfer is required. Force feeding
is in-depth studied in chapters 3.2.1-3.2.4 for the three-chambered force feeder of the FETTE 1200i.
In the following, the FETTE 1200i is directly compared with the KIKUSUI Virgo, a two-chambered
force feeder. The comparison aims to point out the dierences in powder ow between the force
feeders which may impact tablet quality.
At rst, the powder ow is described in the KIKUSUI Virgo based on the measures previously
introduced for the FETTE 1200i (chapters 3.2.1-3.2.4). Those measures include for example the particle size segregation mechanisms and the particle mixing within the feed frame. Secondly, the tablet
quality is compared between the two force feeders (including dierent paddle wheel shape congurations for the FETTE 1200i). Tablet quality dierences, e.g. in terms of content uniformity, are related
to the geometries of the feed frames and emphasize the necessity of powder ow understanding in die
lling.
Similar as in the comparison of the paddle wheel shape congurations in the FETTE 1200i (chapter 3.2.4), only selected combinations of material properties and process parameters are evaluated.
The force feeder comparison points out the dierences between the machines, though extensive and
accurate tablet quality prediction is not intended.
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1 Introduction
Typical batch sizes for drug product development of `new chemical entities' are categorized into
laboratory-, pilot-, and production-scale by the European Medicines Agency's guidance for Process
Validation [263, 264]. Batch sizes continuously grow from formulation design to Phase I and subsequently to Phase II & III clinical trials followed by commercialization after marketing authorization.
Process equipment for laboratory-, pilot-, and production-scale batches changes to account for the
produced number of units, e.g. the available amount of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) at
the given development stage. Dierent approaches applying the `Quality by Design' (QbD) concept
[3] are available for process optimization and scale-up, e.g. (1) a minimal approach ensuring quality
by end-product testing, (2) full design of experiments, and (3) hybrid method combining elements of
both approaches (1 and 2) [263].
Tablets cover more than 80% of all available drug delivery systems, given by several advantages.
From an economical and industrial perspective, they can be produced at a low cost in high quantities.
Patients can easily handle and administer tablets themselves assuring a very high patient compliance
[26]. The tableting process can be subdivided into three steps, die lling, powder compaction, and
tablet ejection. All of these steps show their own challenges when it comes to tablet quality which
is dened by the `disintegration of tablets' (2.9.1), `dissolution test for solid dosage forms' (2.9.3),
`friability of uncoated tablets' (2.9.7), `resistance to crushing of tablets' (2.9.8), and `uniformity of
dosage units' (2.9.40) according to the regulatory authorities [25]. The uniformity of dosage units,
considers the uniformity of the tablet mass as well as the API. Both the tablet mass and the dose
strength are dened for a given formulation during the die lling step.
In the context of process optimization and scale-up for tableting, dierent die lling mechanisms
may be applied, e.g. gravity feeding or force feeding. As the name suggests, in gravity feeding the
material is fed from the hopper through a vertical chute into the dies of the rotating turret. It was
shown by numerical means that the material's cohesiveness, particle-particle friction, and particle-wall
friction signicantly inuenced tablet quality [168, 169]. Dierent experimental model systems, e.g.
considering a die translating underneath a stationary hopper [183, 262], were developed to provide
a deeper understanding of powder owability related to gravity feeding [57, 63, 78, 79, 103, 104,
183, 262, 265]. For the second mechanism, force feeding, the material is transferred from the hopper
through a force feeder, consisting of one or more rotating paddle wheels, into the dies. Applying
dierent methodologies such as classical experiments [76, 86, 87, 89, 95, 102, 110], Process Analytical
Technology [92, 105, 107, 108, 111, 113, 114, 258, 266], or numerical models, e.g. the discrete element
method (DEM) [41, 93, 94, 170, 186, 236, 267], supported force feeding mechanism understanding.
For example, the paddle wheel speed inuenced the tablet mass [41, 87, 94, 186], the tablet mass
variation [41, 87, 94, 186], and the risk for particle attrition and over lubrication [41, 94, 186]. Most
of those studies (irrespective of the applied approach) focused on one single force feeder / tableting
machine and evaluated the inuence of process conditions and material attributes on tablet quality
[186].
An in depth understanding of the process and its relation to the specic force feeder geometry
features are essential for process development [236, 267]. However, the very unique force feeder designs
of dierent tablet press manufacturers, e.g. consisting of dierent number of paddle wheels, may
impede a direct tableting process transfer from one tableting machine to other one during process
development and scale-up.
The current study aims to evaluate the powder ow in the force feeders of two dierent pilot-scale
tableting machines using DEM. The numerical results are related to tablet quality dierences among
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these two machines. The force feeders of the two tableting machines mainly dier in terms of (1)
the number of paddle wheels, (2) the paddle wheel shapes, (3) the positioning of the paddle wheels,
and (4) the housing geometry. The rst machine is a FETTE 1200i, for which the general powder
ow [170, 171, 236], the inuence of the process conditions and material attributes on tablet quality
applying the QbD approach [186], and the eect of the paddle wheel shapes [267] were reported in
our previous studies. For the second machine, a KIKUSUI Virgo, rst the powder ow is explained
in this study. A comparison of the tablet quality in these two machines is presented by considering
dierent conditions with regard to process parameters and powder owability. The in depth analysis
of the two force feeder systems allows an improved relation of the dierent geometry design features
to tablet quality which has not been reported yet.
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2 Methods and Materials
2.1 Numerical methods

LIGGGHTS, an open source DEM code, was used for computations [123]. Same force models as
described in previous work were applied [168170, 186, 236]. Normal and tangential forces were
modeled using the Hertz and the Mindlin & Deresiewicz theories, respectively [119]. The non-contact
inter-particle force was included through the simplied Johanson-Kendall-Roberts model [127]. A
time step of 0.6 µs was chosen for the selected material properties (Young's modulus (Tab. 1) and
particle size (chapter 2.3)) which is well below the Rayleigh- and Hertz-time [116, 123].

2.2 Geometrical setups of the tableting machines

The details of the force feeder and the paddle wheel shapes of FETTE 1200i (referred as `FETTE',
Fette compacting GmbH, Schwarzenbek, Germany) is given in Fig. 1 and more details can be found
in [170, 186, 236, 267]. In brief, the system consists of three paddle wheel zones with a dosing wheel
on top (green in Fig. 1, DW, either cylindrical (DW-l) or cuboid (DW-n) shaped blades) connected
by two holes at the bottom (yellow in Fig. 1) to the below located zones. A counter-clockwise rotating
reverse dosing wheel (red in Fig. 1, RW, cuboid shaped blades) and a clockwise rotating lling wheel
(pink in Fig. 1, FW, either cylindrical (FW-l) or cuboid (FW-n) shaped blades) are located on the
left and right hand side bottom of the force feeder, respectively. The FW and RW are not interlocking
with each other, though a small open intersection between the zones allows powder exchange. The
system was split into the feeding hopper and the three paddle wheel zones (DW-Z, FW-Z, and RW-Z)
for quantitative analysis [170, 186, 236, 267].
The KIKUSUI Virgo tableting machine (referred as `KIKUSUI', Kikusui Seisakusho Ltd., Kyoto,
Japan) has two paddle wheels of the same shape (Fig. 1). The left hand side paddle (LHSP) is rotating
in counter-clockwise, the right hand side paddle (RHSP) in clockwise direction. Each wheel has 12
blades of a length of 53.0 mm and a cylindrical inner shaft of 45.0 mm radius and 28.0 mm height.
The blades height and width are higher at the center (height: 8.4 mm, width: 9.9 mm) and decrease
linearly towards the tip (height: 5.1 mm, width: 6.2 mm). The maximum height of the housing is 28
mm (Fig. 1 `D'). In the front region of the force feeder involved in die lling, the housing height is
decreased to 10 mm (Fig. 1 `E'). This results in a blade depth of immersion, dened as the ratio of
blade height to powder bed height, of 22% and 35% [209211, 236, 267]. The blade side face oriented
towards the rotation direction through 143° inclination angle which is named as `obtuse' blade rake
angle according to impeller blade studies [197, 267]. Both paddle wheels are interlocking. The turret
with 18 punch stations and a radius of 20.5 cm rotates in counter-clockwise direction (Fig. 1). Powder
is supplied to the force feeder from a feeding hopper which is oval and cylindrical shaped at the bottom
and top, respectively. The hopper is located at the back side of the LHSP. The force feeder was split
into dierent sections, namely the LHSP bottom (L-B, pink), LHSP top (L-T, green), RHSP bottom
(R-B, red) and RHSP top (R-T, yellow) to facilitate the analysis and it is illustrated in Fig. 5 (t = 0 s).
The most distinct geometrical dierences between the KIKUSUI and FETTE force feeders are the
following:
 Paddle wheels: number of paddle wheels, depth of immersion (confer to [267]), and number,
shape, and dimension of blades
 Force feeder housing: height, connection between paddle wheels, volume, and area involved in
die lling
 Feeding hopper: volume, shape, location, and connection to paddle wheels
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 Turret: diameter, position underneath the force feeder, number of dies, width of arc, and circle
of segment length involved in die lling

Fig. 1: FETTE (top, cylindrical and cuboid setup) and KIKUSUI (bottom) system illustrations (the images of the
paddle wheels in KIKUSUI are shown in bottom view).

2.3 Material properties

A poly-disperse particle size distribution (PSD) consisting of 7 size fractions (d50 = 2107 µm) is
considered in simulations to reect a direct compression (DC) formulation. Out of those fractions,
one size fraction serves as model `API' with a weight fraction of 5% and 1000 µm < x ≤ 1129
µm. Details on the PSD and the material properties are in detail described in our previous studies
[170, 186, 236, 267] and given in Tab. 1. The approach of particle size enlargement was considered
in other DEM studies, too, though it could provide a general powder ow analysis [41, 93, 94].
The current model cannot represent the inuence of very ne particles (x < 10 µm) as found in
pharmaceutical powders on powder ow issues. The particle shearing in chapter 3.1.2 is related to a
potential transformation of particle characteristics (e.g. particle attrition or over lubrication), though
the material properties are kept same for the complete computation time, similar as reported by
Ketterhagen [41].

2.4 System lling and numerical conditions for high speed tableting
2.4.1 System lling procedure
The procedure for system lling was described in previous studies for FETTE [170, 186, 236, 267] and
was performed similarly for KIKUSUI in the current study (details in chapter 3.1.1). The material
properties in terms of inter-particle cohesion and particle-wall friction were set to 1.5 MJ/m3 and

0.30, respectively (Tab. 1). This allows to generate same status quo for dierent setups in high speed
tableting. A similar approach was employed in previous studies [168, 169, 187]. Filling of the system
with particles consisted of three steps. It started with the lling of (1) the feeding hopper (until t =
1.2 s). Afterwards (2) the complete force feeder was lled by slow paddle wheel rotation (at 15 rpm,
until t = 10.2 s). The system lling was completed by (3) one turret rotation (at 10 rpm) and slow
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paddle wheel rotation (at 15 rpm, until t = 16.2 s) [170, 186, 236, 267]. Supplementary videos of the
process support the following description (chapter 5).

Mass distribution
The mass and API content distribution over time were non-uniform in the dierent sections of the
force feeder (confer chapter 2.2), as shown in Fig. 2A & B. Particles were fed from the feeding hopper
initially into the LHSP sections causing an increase in the bulk mass in the bottom section (L-B)
followed by the top section (L-T). They got then distributed from the LHSP sections by paddle wheel
rotation to the RHSP sections until mass steady state was reached after 16.2 s in all sections (Fig.
2A). The nal mass of 2145 g was distributed into the feeding hopper (727 g) and into the paddle
wheel sections (358 g in L-B, 311 g in L-T, 346 g in R-B, and 327 g in R-T). The remaining mass of
76 g was located in the die lling region between force feeder and turret and in the rst lled dies.
The feeding hopper contained 31% less mass whereas the paddle wheel zones had twice the mass in
KIKUSUI compared to FETTE [170, 236]. This implies that with the existing mass in the paddle
wheel sections / zones (KIKUSUI / FETTE) about 254, 128, and 108 dies could be completely lled
in KIKUSUI, l and n shaped paddle wheel setups in FETTE, respectively.

Fig. 2: (A) Mass and (B) API content during system lling and high speed tableting in four sections of the KIKUSUI
force feeder (for the color code of the dierent sections confer to Fig. 3 & 5).
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API content distribution
Though the specied API content of the DC model formulation was 5% (w/w) (confer to chapter
2.3), the API contents at the end of system lling (t = 16.2 s, Fig. 2B) were 9.8% in L-B, 1.7% in L-T,
3.8% in R-B, and 0.0% in R-T. In Fig. 3 the system is illustrated from dierent views, i.e. from left
hand side (Fig. 1 `A'), front (Fig. 1 `B'), and right hand side (Fig. 1 `C'). The particles are colored by
their size and velocity to facilitate the explanation of the API content dierences (Fig. 3). The blades
of the paddles conveyed solely 22-35% of the powder bed height and only the bottom of the force
feeder (chapter 2.2, Fig. 1). The low depth of immersion and the very low paddle wheel rotation speed
(15 rpm) led to low particle velocities favoring particle size segregation due to sieving / percolation
mechanisms (Fig. 3). These type of mechanisms imply that the ner particles percolated through the
larger particle voids to the bottom [181, 195]. These mechanisms have been reported previously for
powder mixing by impeller blades [197, 199] and for force feeders [93]. The API particles, considered
as nes in the current model and DC formulation (x ≤ 1800 µm), percolated to the bottom of the
L-B and accumulated there to highest extent at the end of system lling (Fig. 2B, t = 16.2 s, Fig. 3
`4'). From the L-B the particles got distributed into the R-B (Fig. 2B). Once the nes have started
percolating to the feeder bottom (either in the LHSP or RHSP), they hardly appeared in one of the
top sections at the end of lling (Fig. 2B and 3). The wave-like API content pattern in the R-B can
be explained as follows (Fig. 2B). When the force feeder started to get lled at the beginning (t <
5.0 s), predominantly coarse particles could roll directly from the feeding hopper due to trajectory
mechanism [195] into the R-B causing an API content (considered as ne particles) decrease. Once
the L-B, L-T, and R-B sections were completely lled (5 s < t < 10.2 s, Fig. 2A), the R-T got lled
up and nes percolated / sieved from the same to the bottom (= R-B). This led to a steep API
content increase in R-B. Once turret rotation was started at t = 10.2 s, the accumulated nes in the
R-B discharged into the dies resulting in an API content decrease in R-B (Fig. 2B, 10.2 s ≤ t ≤ 16.2
s).
After system lling (Fig. 3 `4'), the smaller particles (x ≤ 1800 µm) are in particular `trapped' in
(1) the bottom front part of the force feeder involved in die lling, (2) the interlocking region of the
paddle wheels (more details are given in chapter 3.1.2), and (3) the front face of the rotating blades.
Size segregation was quantitatively overestimated compared to reality due to the larger particle sizes
considered (chapter 2.3), however the qualitative results are in agreement with literature data [93].
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Fig. 3: Dierent perspectives (confer to Fig. 1) on particles colored by their size (left) and velocity (right) during system lling (time point `1-4' in Fig. 2) and high speed tableting (time
point `5 & 6' in Fig. 2).
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2.4.2 Numerical setups for high speed tableting
The tablet quality is compared for the two force feeders in chapter 3.2 considering dierent conditions
for high speed tableting. In extension to the previous work (comparison of dierent paddle wheel
shapes in FETTE [267]) additional setups for KIKUSUI were generated. The dierences in terms
of turret radius (14 cm vs 21 cm) and number of punch stations (24 vs 18) between FETTE and
KIKUSUI impede a one-to-one comparison. Dierent approaches were applied to develop dierent
conditions for comparison.
(1) The rst condition corresponds to a high paddle wheel speed and low turret speed in combination
with a good powder blend owability (low inter-particle cohesion and low particle-wall friction, Tab.
1) [267]. For condition 1 either equal process conditions as in FETTE in terms of absolute paddle
wheel speed and turret speed (referred as 1K-P) or in terms of mass throughput were developed
(referred as 1K-M). For the latter the same number of tablets were produced in time (57600 tablets /
hour) at a turret speed of 53.3 rpm keeping the turret to paddle wheel speed ratio of 2/3 as in setup
1K-P.
(2) The second condition was chosen from the previous studies simulating an unfavorable combination of process parameters and a poor powder blend owability (high inter-particle cohesion and high
particle-wall friction, Tab. 1) [186, 267]. Likewise as for condition 1, KIKUSUI setups considering
same process conditions (2K-P) and same mass throughput (2K-M) were performed (Tab. 1). For
each condition (1 and 2) the tablet quality was compared between the cylindrical (Fl) and cuboid
(Fn) paddle wheel shapes in FETTE (Fig. 1) and the two combinations of process parameters in
KIKUSUI (K-P and K-M). Thus for each condition 4 setups were generated (Tab. 1).
Powder owability for condition 1 and 2 was measured in terms of angle of repose (AOR) and
mass ow rate through an orice (MFR) according to Ph. Eur. [25]. The AOR and MFR resulted
in 12.3° and 12.9 g/s for condition 1 and 20.5° and 10.5 g/s for condition 2, respectively. The AOR
is lower than found in real DC blends given by the larger particle sizes considered. It was shown
in our previous study for the FETTE machine that a low µPW is providing a high tablet mass and
a low tablet mass variation. A low inter-particle cohesion resulted in a slightly higher tablet mass [186].
During high speed tableting in KIKUSUI and FETTE, the randomly mixed DC blend was constantly re-lled into the feeding hopper as mass was discharged into the dies. The same conguration
for ll and dosing cam was used. In order to minimize the impact of large particle sizes considered
(chapter 2.3) on die lling, a large die diameter was chosen [179]. This way the ratio between die
diameter to mean particle diameter is maintained at higher than 14.
A total number of 287,000 and 333,000 particles were in the completely lled systems of FETTE
and KIKUSUI, respectively. The computation of a physical time of up to 32 s for one single setup (8
in total, Tab. 1) on a workstation having 72 processors running in parallel took > 4 months. Hence,
computation was only performed until mass steady state in high speed tableting measured in terms
of constant mass hold up in the force feeder was reached. It comprised the lling of > 232 dies.
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High speed tableting

System lling

Young's modulus / GPa
particle-particle
Poisson's
ratio / particle-wall
particle-particle
Coecient of
restitution / particle-wall
particle-particle
Coecient of
friction / particle-wall
Cohesion energy density /CED) / MJ/m3
Condition no.
Setup symbol
Tableting machine
Paddle wheel shape
Turret speed / rpm
Paddle wheel speed / rpm
Cohesion energy density (CED) / MJ/m3
Coecient of friction, particle-wall / Die lling time underneath force feeder (tf ill ) / s
Mean tablet mass (m) / g (CQA)
Mean tablet mass variation / % (CQA)
Mean API mass / g
Mean API content in dies (w/w) / %
Mean API relative to label claim content (X ) / %
Standard deviation of X (s) / %
AV / - (CQA)
CQA desirability value / Mean residence time / s
First particles discharged into the dies / s
Change of mass hold up / %
Remained mass in force feeder after discharge
of 630 g in dies / %

22.2

5.2
-12.9

5.1
1.1
254.3
5.0
100.1
12.0
26.6
0.79
13.1

0.35

1Fl
FETTE
cylindrical

18.7

3.0
-14.0

5.1
1.1
317.9
6.2
124.7
13.8
53.8
0.32
10.3

1Fn
FETTE
cuboid
40
60

49.1

0.29
5.2
0.9
266.5
5.1
103.3
19.3
44.5
0.65
17.7
7.1
-3.7

1K-P
KIKUSUI
-

1.0
0.25

1

49.2

0.22
5.1
0.9
258.6
5.0
100.4
16.8
37.1
0.72
13.7
5.7
-4.9

1K-M
KIKUSUI
53.3
80

20.9

5.8
-28.5

2.7
14.8
124.1
4.6
91.2
15.3
41.0
0.15
> 8.0

0.19

2Fl
FETTE
cylindrical

0.87
0.30
0.35
0.15
0.15
0.35
0.30*
1.00*

16.6

4.5
-30.1

3.0
8.2
172.2
5.7
114.0
15.1
45.8
0.51
7.7

2Fn
FETTE
cuboid
75
30

54.4

0.16
4.6
3.2
265.5
5.8
115.7
26.6
73.0
0.17
10.1
6.2
-11.2

2K-P
KIKUSUI
3.5
0.75

2

56.4

0.12
3.8
6.9
234.0
6.1
122.9
31.3
90.6
0.13
8.0
5.4
-9.4

2K-M
KIKUSUI
100
40

Tab. 1: Process conditions and material properties during system lling and high speed tableting (* marked properties are changed between system lling and high speed tableting) [262]).
Condition 1 and 2 have same factor combinations as reported in our previous work [186]. Fl corresponds to the cylindrical shaped paddle set, Fn to the cuboid shaped paddle
wheel set in FETTE. Data written in italic letters was reported in our previous work [186]. The KIKUSUI setups K-P and K-M consider same process conditions as in FETTE
(P) or same number of tablets lled per time as in FETTE (M), respectively. Best and worst overall CQA desirability for each condition are colored in green and red, respectively.
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3 Results and Discussion
First of all, the powder ow pattern in the force feeder of the KIKUSUI tableting machine during
high speed tableting is explained (chapter 3.1). It intends to establish a basis for the comparison
of the tablet quality obtained in FETTE and KIKUSUI tableting machines for dierent numerical
setups (chapter 3.2). Details on the powder ow in the FETTE tableting machine are reported in our
previous studies [170, 186, 236, 267].

3.1 Powder ow in the KIKUSUI tableting machine

In this chapter, the powder ow during high speed tableting in KIKUSUI is exemplarily explained
for one setup considering a turret speed of 53.3 rpm, paddle wheel speed of 80 rpm, inter-particle

cohesion of 1.0 MJ/m3 CED, and particle-wall coecient of friction of 0.25 (setup 1K-M, chapter
2.4.1, Tab. 1). The following quantitative and qualitative evaluations are described: mass hold up and
particle size segregation in the force feeder, powder ow into the die including content uniformity,
and particle trajectories combined with particle residence time in the force feeder. The key metrics
for all KIKUSUI setups are provided in Tab. 2 for further reference, though they are not described
for the sake of brevity.
Tab. 2: Key metrics during steady state of high speed tableting for KIKUSUI setups

Steady state during high speed tableting
/s
L-B
L-T
API content in section / %
R-B
R-T
L-B
L-T
Mean particle velocity in
R-B
section / cm/s
R-T
Mass relative to max. mass of complete
blend in die from RHSP / %
Mass relative to max. mass of API in die
from RHSP / %
L-B
L-T
Remained mass in zone after
R-B
discharge of 630 g in dies / %
R-T

1K-P

1K-M

2K-P

2K-M

9.1-21.0

4.1-15.8

6.1-11.2

5.1-8.4

5.8
2.7
2.3
0.4
36.5
10.8
43.7
18.9

5.6
3.3
2.9
1.0
47.3
13.7
53.9
24.7

6.6
2.8
1.8
0.2
16.4
5.4
18.1
10.7

6.5
3.0
1.7
0.2
21.4
6.8
23.6
12.6

98.9

96.1

45.7

61.4

73.1

75.1

27.5

46.1

10.1
10.2
11.9
31.9

7.9
9.9
11.0
26.1

12.9
15.7
22.3
31.7

11.8
14.4
24.0
34.9

3.1.1 Mass hold up and particle size segregation
Like in system lling, the mass and API content in the dierent sections of the force feeder for high
speed tableting are given in Fig. 2A & B. The mass hold up decreases until equilibrium is reached
between the mass discharged into the dies and the mass relled from the feeding hopper into the
paddle wheel sections (Fig. 2A). In comparison to system lling (chapter 2.4.1), the mass hold up
in the complete force feeder decreases by 4.9% (Tab. 1 `Change of mass hold up') to 336 g in L-B,
299 g in L-T, 327 g in R-B, and 314 g in R-T. The signicant overhead mass in the top sections
ensures a suciently high mass rell into the bottom sections from where mass is discharged into the
dies. Consequently the front part of the force feeder involved in die lling is constantly lled with
particles (Fig. 3). Recirculation between inter-blades is diminished as a packed powder bed on top of
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the blades is found. As the blade is pushing, a few particles are sliding from one inter-blade zone into
the following one as shown in Fig. 3. In contrast, a dominant recirculation phenomenon was found in
FETTE [236, 267]. When the blade was pushing into the powder bed, the small free volume above
the blade enabled particles to jump over. The minor mass hold up dierence between high speed
tableting and system lling in KIKUSUI results in a high packing density within the feed frame. It
prevents size segregation by the trajectory mechanism [181, 195, 212, 213]. Thus larger particles may
not travel along their trajectories, hampered by the low void volume in the inter-blade zones (Fig.
3). In contrast to KIKUSUI, segregation by trajectory mechanism was identied in the paddle wheels
zones of the RW and FW-n in FETTE [236, 267].

3.1.2 Particle velocity and API content distribution
The paddle wheel speed increase from 15 rpm (blade tip speed = 15 cm/s) during system lling to 80
rpm (blade tip speed = 82 cm/s) during high speed tableting leads to a signicant particle velocity
increase as shown in Fig. 3. The particles at the bottom of the LHSP and RHSP receive highest
momentum by contact with the rotating blades and show mean particle velocities of 47.3 cm/s in L-B
and 53.9 cm/s in R-B (Tab. 2). In contrast, a clear shear zone between the top and bottom sections
develops with relative top to bottom particle velocity dierences of 71.0% in the left and 54.1% in
the right hand half of the force feeder, respectively. Twice the particle velocity is found in the R-T
(24.7 cm/s) compared to the L-T (13.7 cm/s). Particle trajectory analysis (confer below) revealed
that the complete powder bulk is agitated in the R-T by momentum transfer from the R-B and is
rotating around the RHSP radial axis. In contrast, an o-centered part in the L-T is stationary over
the complete discharge time. This gives the explanation for the lower particle velocity in the L-T
compared to the R-T (Tab. 2).
The distinct shear zone and the overall higher particle velocities compared to system lling reduce
the extent of size segregation by percolation / sieving mechanisms [197, 236]. As a consequence, less
nes percolate to the bottom sections compared to system lling. This induces an increase of the API
content in the top sections and decrease in the bottom sections, respectively (5.6% L-B, 3.3% L-T,
2.9% R-B, 1.0% R-T during mass steady state (t = 20.3  32.0 s), Fig. 2B, Tab. 2). The qualitative
visualization of the system in Fig. 3 also shows that in the middle, front part of the force feeder
(interlocking region, Fig. 3 `B') a small area is found in which the nes accumulate. The blades of
the paddle wheels do not overlap in this area resulting in low particle velocities. In particular smaller
particles (x ≤ 1800 µm) cannot follow the opposite particle trajectories attributed to the opposite
rotating paddle wheels (Fig. 1) and get trapped in this area. The dierences in particle velocities
between bottom and top sections imply that the ne particles, which are majorly located in the
bottom sections after system lling (Fig. 2B, chapter 2.4.1), are subjected to higher shear forces
(higher particle velocities, confer below) compared to the coarse particles in the top sections.

3.1.3 Powder ow into the die
Each die arrives at the force feeder underneath the RHSP as the turret is rotating in counter-clockwise
direction. Initially, the die volume is generated by lowering the lower punch up to 1.5 cm (t = 0.11
s in Fig. 4), in the region called ll cam. The particles steadily discharge into the die, solely interrupted by two short scrapers at the bottom of the force feeder at t = 0.085 s and t = 0.130 s (Fig. 1
`F'), resulting in 96.1% of maximal mass lled from the RHSP (Fig. 4 `A'). The die volume is kept
constant as the die is moving underneath the LHSP (Fig. 4 `B'). Only 3.9% of the maximal mass
in the die comes from the LHSP (Fig. 4 `B'). Small particles (diameter < 1800 µm, including API
particles), that accumulate in the L-B (confer above and Fig. 2B), can ll up the particle voids in the
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die resulting in relative die mass contributions from LHSP up to 33.5% (Fig. 4). After the die has
left the force feeder (t = 0.24 s in Fig. 4), the lower punch is slightly moved upwards to partly scrape
material and to provide a more conned powder bed in the die prior to the powder compaction step
(nal die height of 1.3 cm, Fig. 4 `C'). The last lled particles, in particular the smaller particles
(confer above), are scraped to a higher extent in comparison to the larger particles which entered the
die rst (Fig. 4). Regional API content dierences with a lower one at the bottom and higher one
at the top side of the die are found. Dierences in PSD over the die height could lead to dierent
powder compaction properties [214220] constituting a potential risk for tablet caping.

Fig. 4: Mass lled into the die relative to maximal mass per particle size fraction underneath (A) RHSP, (B) LHSP,
and (C) dosing cam. Table: Mass relative to max. mass lled from RHSP into the die for dierent particle size
fractions. Bottom: Screenshots of die during lling where particles are colored according to their size (for scale
refer to Fig. 3).

A mean tablet mass of 5.13 ± 0.05 g (0.9% RSD) is obtained in 14 rotations of the turret (Tab.
1). This tablet mass is signicantly higher than in reality given by the much larger die diameter and
the larger particle sizes considered (chapter 2.3 and 2.4).
The nal mean API mass is 258.6 ± 41.4 mg (16.0% RSD) corresponding to a mean API content
(w/w) of 5.04 ± 0.78% (15.4% RSD, API mass divided by tablet mass). The API content relative to
the label claim content (5% (w/w), chapter 2.3) is 100.4 ± 16.8% (X , Tab. 1, Fig. 9). The initially
lled dies show a higher X given by the accumulation of nes in the die lling zone and bottom
sections of the force feeder during system lling (chapter 3.1.1, Fig. 3 `B', Fig. 9). A rather constant
relative API content is found during steady state (Fig. 9). All produced tablets are analyzed for
content uniformity (CU) according to Ph. Eur. 2.9.47 [25] via the Acceptance value (AV ) dened in
Eq. 1 and in detail explained in our previous work [186].

AV = M − X + k ∗ s
With

AV

acceptance value

M

reference value
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if 98.5% ≤ X ≥ then M = X
if 98.5% > X ≥ then M = 98.5%
if 101.5% < X ≥ then M = 101.5%

X

mean of individual contents (x1 , x2 , ..., xn )

k

acceptability constant
if n = 10 then k = 2.4
if n = 30 then k = 2.0

n

number of samples

s

sample standard deviation

An AV of 37.1 is obtained (Tab. 1) which exceeds the L1 and L2 criteria to meet CU [25] (more
explanation on the calculations and the criteria are provided in [186]). The very high value arises
from the high standard deviation of the relative API content (s, Tab. 1). It originates from the large
particle sizes considered and the low die volume (chapter 2.3 and 2.4). On average 215 API particles
and in total 833 particles are lled into the die, i.e. giving a X of 100.4% (Fig. 4 & 6). An increase in
API particles by 5% (+10 API particles; i.e. 225 API particles and in total 843 particles) leads to a
signicant increase in X to 105.6%. Hence very little dierences in the API particles distribution in the
die have a signicant eect on CU calculations in the current model. Though the AV is unrealistic, it
will be used in section 3.2.2 to unveil general dierences between the KIKUSUI and FETTE tableting
machine.

3.1.4 Particle trajectories and residence time
The particles are colored by their initial position as high speed tableting is started to visualize the
particle trajectories over time (Fig. 5). In addition to the four sections in the force feeder (L-B, L-T,
R-B, and R-T), four horizontal zones with a width of 5 mm (white) separated by layers of 22 mm
of uncolored particles (blue) are dened in the feeding hopper (Fig. 5). A supplementary video is
provided in chapter 5 for visualization. The ratio between colored mass at the beginning and after
a discharge of 630 g mass into the dies (at t = 8.0 s of high speed tableting, rationale for this mass
given in chapter 3.2.4 and in [267]) is calculated in the L-B, L-T, R-B, and R-T (Fig. 5) to estimate
the mass throughput in the individual sections. The observations can be summarized as follows:
 A predominant particle mixing from the top into the bottom sections is found (e.g. green colored
particles from L-T in L-B at t = 1.13 s). The trajectory from top to bottom is consistent with
the percolation / sieving size segregation mechanisms described above. The other way round,
an interchange between bottom to top sections is solely found in the interlocking region of the
LHSP and RHSP given by their opposite rotation directions.
 Particles from the feeding hopper (blue) get distributed rst into the LHSP sections before they
arrive in the RHSP sections. Solely the right hand half of the hopper is involved in the relling
of the paddle wheel sections given by the counter-clockwise rotation direction of the LHSP. A
similar observation was made in the FETTE feeding hopper and the DW-l [236].
 The highest mass turnover in the LHSP sections is found in the radial left and front part. Green
colored particles at the central middle/back side remain there stationary over the complete high
speed tableting time. This dead zone gives the explanation for the lower mean particle velocity
in the L-T compared to the R-T (chapter 3.1.1, Tab. 2).
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 Particles from the LHSP sections arrive at the outer back radial part of the RHSP for relling.
The particles in the middle part of the RHSP section do not get interchanged over time but
rather get stirred around the radial axis of the RHSP (confer above). On the contrary, a high
intermixing and material turnover is found in the outer radial part of the RHSP from where
predominantly the particles discharge into the die (Fig. 4) and in which an ecient mass re-ll
is required.
 After discharge of 630 g, 7.9%, 9.9%, 11.0%, and 26.1% of initially located mass in L-B, L-T,
R-B, and R-T have remained in the same, respectively (Tab. 2). It highlights that highest mass

Fig. 5: Qualitative illustration of colored particles distribution at start of (t = 0 s) and during high speed tableting.
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turnover is found in the LHSP sections which are predominantly relling the RHSP sections.
The low inter-mixing in the center of the RHSP (confer above) is reected by the high remained
mass in the RT (ratio of 26.1%). The second highest ratio of 11.0% is found in the R-B and can
be explained by the predominantly radial and non-axial mass turnover.
 The left hand half of the feeding hopper and o-center of the L-T constitute dead zones in the
force feeder. Least inter-mixing, though particle movement is found in the middle / central part
of the RHSP.
The transport of the material from the feeding hopper through the force feeder into the dies can
cause particle shearing. This may lead to an impairment of tablet tensile strength and dissolution
[42, 76, 102, 205208], especially for shear sensitive formulations [110]. Similar to the approach in the
previous study [267], the shearing in the force feeder of KIKUSUI is evaluated. The particle velocity
and particle residence time in the four sections of the force feeder can serve as a surrogate for particle
shearing [267] and are listed in Tab. 2. Even though the particle velocity in the R-T is moderate, the
particles are trapped there for the longest time. Out of all sections, a potentially high particle shearing could be found in the R-T. The analysis shows that in practice particles can undergo dierent
shearing depending on their trajectories within the force feeder. It might only provide an estimate
for particle shearing though it does not consider exact forces acting on the particles, as proposed by
Ketterhagen [41]. In addition, it might oversimplify the actual shear stress as it does not take into
account, e.g. particle acceleration, packing density, and relative particle-to-particle velocities found
between the bottom and top zones and the interlocking region of the paddle wheels.
Selected particles, initially located in a horizontal slice of 5 mm height and over the complete width
of the cylindrical part of the feeding hopper are tracked over high speed tableting time (confer Fig.
1 `G' and Fig. 5 at t = 0 s top white colored particle layer). Out of the 20.4 g tracked material, only
58% discharge into the die within 15.8 s of high speed tableting. The particles require at least 5.7 s
to travel through the force feeder (Tab. 1) and may rotate several times in the LHSP sections before
they get distributed into the RHSP sections and then discharge into the die. Their mean residence
time in the force feeder is 13.7 s (Tab. 1) which is consistent with a similar geometrical force feeder
setup reported by Mendez et al. [86]. The accumulation of nes at the bottom of the force feeder
which is facilitating the discharge into the dies leads to a slightly reduced residence time, i.e. 12.3 s
for API particle size fraction.

3.2 Comparison of tablet quality for dierent tablet machines

Mean tablet mass, tablet mass variation, and content uniformity are, amongst others, considered
as critical quality attributes (CQAs, in detail described in our previous study [186]). Those are,
in contrast to e.g. tablet tensile strength, measurable with the current DEM model (chapter 2.3).
The CQAs are related to dierent conditions and the two tableting machines, KIKUSUI and FETTE
(confer chapter 2.4.2, Tab. 1). All data for FETTE setups (Tab. 1; 1Fl, 1Fn, 2Fl, 2Fn) are explained
in detail in our previous work [267] and are repeated here for comparison purposes only. Although
the conditions dier in terms of process parameters and material attributes, CQAs are mainly related
to process condition dierences and not material attributes, as reported previously [186, 267]. The
KIKUSUI setups in both conditions (1K-P vs 1K-M and 2K-P vs 2K-M, Tab. 1 & 2) could be
compared and discussed, but are actually not in the present manuscript for the sake of brevity.
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Fig. 6: Mean tablet mass (left y-axis) and mean tablet mass per die lling time (right y-axis) for the dierent setups.
Bottom: Exemplary lled dies for all setups (confer for color code to graph legend). Particles are colored by
their size (for scale refer to Fig. 3).

3.2.1 Tablet mass and tablet mass variation
A signicant dierence in tablet mass is found between the four setups in each condition by oneway ANOVA analysis (p ≤ 0.001 at α = 0.05). All four setups in condition 1 provide similar mean
tablet mass, though lowest tablet mass variation (RSD) is found for setup 1K-P (Fig. 6, Tab. 1).
Although the length of the die lling segment underneath the force feeder is higher in KIKUSUI (25
cm) compared to FETTE (21 cm), the die lling times at the given turret speeds in condition 1 for
KIKUSUI and FETTE setups are suciently long to provide complete die lling for all setups (Tab.
1, confer screenshots of dies in Fig. 6).
More distinct dierences between KIKUSUI and FETTE force feeders are found at the unfavorable
combination of high turret  low paddle wheel speed and low powder owability (condition 2). All
setups show incomplete die lling (qualitative illustration of lled dies in Fig. 6). In real experiments
this would entail an adaption of process parameters, though general dependencies related to force
feeding capabilities in KIKUSUI and FETTE can be unveiled. The highest tablet mass with lowest
tablet mass variation is found for setup 2K-P (Tab. 1). A relatively high mean tablet mass for setup
2K-M is obtained though it has the highest tested tableting speed of 100 rpm (Fig. 6, Tab. 1).
Normalization of the mean tablet mass to the die lling time ( tfmill ) allows an easier comparison of
the force feeding capability (Tab. 1, lines in Fig. 6, right y-axis). For condition 1, the setups 1Fl,
1Fn, and 1K-P have similar

m
tf ill

whereas it is lower for 1K-M. This one surrogates a lower

the die is already completely lled and the
can be provided for the signicantly higher

m
tf ill
m
tf ill

m
tf ill

though

is limited by the die volume. Two main explanations
for the KIKUSUI setups, 2K-P and 2K-M, compared

to the FETTE setups, 2Fl and 2Fn in condition 2 (Fig. 6).
First, a suciently high powder mass is oered in the front portion of the KIKUSUI force feeder
involved in die lling (Fig. 7, 2K-M). This is attributed to (1) the larger force feeder volume in
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Fig. 7: Top view of force feeders during high speed tableting for FETTE 2Fl and KIKUSUI 2K-M setups.

KIKUSUI (2.5-fold higher mass hold up for KIKUSUI compared to FETTE force feeder) and (2)
the higher force feeder height allowing a more ecient mass re-lling. The relative dierence in force
feeder mass hold up between steady state high speed tableting and system lling is signicantly lower
in KIKUSUI setups compared to FETTE setups (e.g. relative dierence of 11% and 30% for 2K-P
and 2Fl, respectively, Tab. 1). Hence the KIKUSUI force feeder in comparison to the FETTE force
feeder is more capable of re-lling the powder that is discharged into the dies.
The second reason for the higher

m
tf ill

in KIKUSUI is the interlocking of the paddle wheels (Fig.

1). It ensures that over complete die lling time (Fig. 4 `A' and `B') the blades traverse over the dies.
In contrast, an interval of gravity feeding with a reduced mass discharge rate is found between die
lling from FW-Z and RW-Z in the FETTE force feeder (Fig. 7, Fig. 1 `H') [170, 186, 236, 267].
A reduced force feeding capability of the KIKUSUI paddle blades would be proposed by studies on
mixing by impeller blades. The blades of the KIKUSUI paddle wheels have an `obtuse' orientation
of the blade pitch relative to the blade rotation direction [197] (chapter 2.2, Fig. 1) in contrast to a
90° angle in the FW-n of FETTE [197] (Fig. 1). The reduced blade rake angle of the FETTE FW-n
could direct the particles rather down into the die than just passing over the die holes, as described by
Kirsch [268]. However, the force feeder housing geometry in KIKUSUI can overcome the less-favored
blade shape and thus result in a higher

m
tf ill

.

The tablet mass variation (expressed as RSD) is lower in all KIKUSUI compared to FETTE setups
(Tab. 1) which can be majorly explained by the higher die ll ratios in KIKUSUI as shown previously
[80, 86, 87, 168, 186, 267] and illustrated in the die screenshots in Fig. 6. Furthermore, the higher
powder density in the force feeder and on top of the dies ensures a more consistent mass discharge
rate into the die in KIKUSUI compared to FETTE (Fig. 7).

3.2.2 Content uniformity
At a given tablet mass and API content in the formulation, the die ll height is adjusted in tablet
press settings to obtain the anticipated dose strength in the tablets. For the current study, the same
ll and dosing cam settings (chapter 2.4) are used in the model DC formulation with a xed API
content of 5% (w/w) for easier comparison of the force feeder designs and setups although absolute
mean tablet mass diers signicantly (Fig. 6, Tab. 1).
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Relative API content and content variation
The absolute mean API mass (Fig. 8), API content (API mass normalized to m), and relative API
content to label claim (X ) are given in Tab. 1. Dierences for those measures between the dierent
paddle wheel shapes in FETTE (1Fl, 1Fn, 2Fl, and 2Fn) are described in our previous work, i.e.
the transfer of the size segregation from the force feeder into the dies [267]. The X allows to quantify
the size segregation extent of the API size fraction for the dierent force feeder designs. The DC blend
is entered as a random mixture into the feeding hopper (chapter 2.4.2) and may get de-mixed during
its trajectory in the force feeder (chapter 3.1.2). All KIKUSUI setups result in an API overdosing (X

> 100%), which is most signicant for setups in condition 2 with 122.9% for 2K-M and 115.7% for
2K-P (Tab. 1). The most distinct X trend with a very high API content at the beginning and a correct
API content in the later lled dies (die no. > 100) is revealed for setup 2K-M in Fig. 9. The trend is
attributed to the changing particle size segregation extent in the force feeder between system lling
and steady state high speed tableting (at t = 4.5 s, die no. 128; described for setup 1K-M in chapter
3.1.2). The initial change in X between the four KIKUSUI setups is majorly related to their (1) mean
particle velocity in the dierent sections (Tab. 2) inuencing the extent of size segregation. The lower
paddle wheel speeds in condition 2 setups vs. condition 1 setups increase the size segregation extent.
By this way a higher API content in L-B for condition 2 setups is resulting (Tab. 2). (2) The second
factor is the turret speed as it denes the mean mass relative to the max. mass in the die originating
from RHSP (Fig. 4). At higher turret speeds, less mass enters from RHSP and thus allows more mass
to be entered from LHSP. This is also true for API mass (Tab. 2). The combination of a higher API
content in L-B and a higher API mass contribution from LHSP for condition 2 setups results in higher

X values in the rst lled dies (Fig. 9). An eect of the paddle wheel speed on the size segregation
extent and of the turret speed on the particle origin in the dies was also found for the dierent paddle
wheel shapes in the FETTE setups. These observations provided an explanation for the FETTE X
values (Tab. 1) [267].
By denition of the standard deviation, the high relative API content standard deviation for setup
2K-M (s = 31.3%, Tab. 1) is also linked to the X -trend in the lled dies (Fig. 9). Similar as shown
for setup 2K-M, the other three KIKUSUI setups produce distinct trends for X over time (Fig. 9).
The lower heights of the FW-Z and DW-Z in FETTE cause in comparison to KIKUSUI a reduced
change of size segregation at dierent paddle wheel speeds (system lling vs. high speed tableting)
[170, 236]. As a result, the trends in X are less pronounced in FETTE compared to KIKUSUI and
lead to lower s values (Tab. 1).

Fig. 8: Mean API mass in the lled dies for dierent Fig. 9: Relative API content in the lled dies for the four
setups.
KIKUSUI setups over time.
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Acceptance value
All setups show AV > 25 according to Ph. Eur. 2.9.47 [25] and Eq. 1 which can be attributed to the
very high X and s values (Tab. 1, chapter 3.1.2). The very high relative content standard deviation
(s) and the distinct false dosing (X ) in KIKUSUI setups result in higher AV values / lower CU
compared to FETTE setups (except for setup 1K-M in condition 1, Tab. 1).
In reality, it is not appropriate to include the rst produced tablets into CU analysis, but restricted
by computational power (confer chapter 2.4), it was not possible to extend the calculations and to
compute a physical time of several minutes or hours of die lling. The setups' dierent onset times
of steady state in high speed tableting (Tab. 2) impede a comparison of X and s at a later sampling
plan as a dierent number of samples would have to be included in the statistical analysis.

3.2.3 Combination of CQAs
The three CQAs (tablet mass, tablet mass variation, and AV ) are combined in a desirability model
to assess the overall tablet quality for each setup (Tab. 1). The CQAs are assigned equal weighing in
the calculation of the arithmetic mean with `1' for highest and `0' for lowest desirability [232, 240,
254, 255]. Briey, a high tablet mass in contrast to a low tablet mass variation and a low AV are
desirable (detailed explanation provided in [186]).
The desirability model would suggest to choose the cylindrical shaped paddle wheels in FETTE
for condition 1 to obtain highest tablet quality (0.79 for 1Fl, Tab. 1). The dierence to the 1K-P
and 1K-M setups is only minor with 0.65 and 0.72, respectively. The cuboid shaped paddle wheels
in FETTE are highly unfavorable for condition 1 (0.32 for 1Fn, Tab. 1), nevertheless they provide
highest tablet quality for condition 2 (2Fn, Tab. 1). The cylindrical shaped paddle wheel setup
of FETTE (0.15 for 2Fl) and the two KIKUSUI setups (0.17 for 2K-P and 0.13 for 2K-M) reveal
lowest tablet quality in condition 2. In other words, depending on the process parameters and material
attributes (= condition) a dierent tableting machine and paddle wheel shape should be considered.
Assigning a dierent weighing of the three CQAs could suggest other optimal setups. Furthermore,
neither of the tableting machines in terms of die lling performs signicantly superior / inferior
compared to the other one. However, the two force feeders show dierent challenges when it comes
to tablet quality optimization, e.g. the KIKUSUI force feeder might provide a lower CU though at
the strength of a higher tablet mass and lower tablet mass variation. The comparison also shows that
process transfer from one tableting machine to another one by either choosing same process parameters
(K-P) or same productivity (tablets / time, K-M) could signicantly change the CQAs. Thus process
optimization has to be carefully considered for dierent tableting machines (and formulations) and
adapted for specic force feeder design features. In the future, more dierent conditions have to be
tested to allow a more general advice.

3.2.4 Powder ow in the force feeder
Other tablet quality attributes, such as tablet hardness, friability, and dissolution can be inuenced
to a small extent by the powder ow pattern in the force feeder, though they are mainly dened by
the actual powder compaction. Narang et al. [76] identied e.g. that the `eect of the force feeder
speed on the tensile strength of tablets (. . . ) was much greater than the eect of turret speed at any
given force feeder speed'. Those dierences for the two force feeders are evaluated, though without
performing the actual powder compaction step, the comparison may only serve as an estimate. It can
provide an idea for the potential change of powder properties of the material leaving the feed frame
relative to the inlet properties [86]. The powder ow is compared in terms of (1) mass throughput
and (2) residence time in the force feeder.
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(1) Assuming similar cumulative discharged mass into the dies (630 g as this is the minimum
mass obtained for setup 2Fl after 10 turret revolutions, confer to [267]) a signicantly higher mass
turnover is found in FETTE compared to KIKUSUI force feeder. On average 20% and 52% of the
initial mass in the force feeders have been discharged into the dies over all KIKUSUI and FETTE
setups, respectively (ratio of KIKUSUI / FETTE = 2.7, Tab. 1). It can be explained by the 2.5-fold
higher mass hold up in the KIKUSUI compared to the FETTE force feeder. The comparison of the
KIKUSUI setups with each other in Tab. 2 shows that the higher mass discharge rate from RHSP in
condition 1 setups leads to a higher mass turnover in the R-B. In combination with dierent particle
velocities in the setups, which are highest for setup 1K-M (highest paddle wheel speed), the extent
of particle shearing especially in dierent locations of the force feeder varies. Within the dierent
force feeders, dierent shear zones develop, i.e. in FETTE the bottom of the feeding hopper with the
DW-n [267] and in KIKUSUI the interlocking region of the paddle wheels and the bottom and top of
the paddle wheel sections (chapter 3.1.2). Those dissimilar shear eects might be especially critical
for shear sensitive formulations and their risk for over lubrication could be assessed prior to tableting by studying the concentration and mixing time of lubricant in a low shear mixer or granulator
[207, 269]. The current comparison only provides an idea for high shear zones within the force feeders,
though for actual prediction of the shear stress, the forces acting on the particles have to be computed.
(2) Observation no. 1 goes in hand with longer particle residence times in the KIKUSUI compared
to the FETTE force feeder (Tab. 1, particles in region `I' of Fig. 1). The higher force feeder volume in
KIKUSUI compared to FETTE leads to a longer trajectory from the feeding hopper through the force
feeder into the dies thereby causing a higher residence time. The most signicant relative residence
time increase of 72% is found for setup 1K-P (17.7 s) compared to 1Fn (10.3 s). Since the current
model does not consider the actual powder compaction step, the dierences in powder ow in the
force feeders, e.g. in terms of residence time, are not included in the desirability model (confer chapter
3.2.3). Particle residence times assessed from numerical simulations could help to adapt or shorten
previous blending times.
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4 Summary and Conclusion
DEM was employed to evaluate the powder ow for two dierent force feeders and to relate it to
tablet quality. The main design dierences between the KIKUSUI Virgo and the FETTE 1200i force
feeders are the number of paddle wheels, the force feeder housing in terms of its total volume as well
as its geometry, and the position of the feeding hopper. Those dierences led to signicant changes in
the powder ow within the force feeders. The lower depth of immersion of the blades of the KIKUSUI
paddle wheels caused an increased particle size segregation extent by percolation / sieving mechanisms. The API particles, considered as nes, accumulated after system lling at the bottom of the
force feeder and caused a signicant API overdosing in the initially produced tablets. The numerical
model allowed an in depth look into the force feeder and unveiled the left hand half of the feeding
hopper and the o-centered top part of the left hand half paddle wheel as dead zones. The top part in
the right hand half paddle wheel is circulating around the radial axis with hardly any mass exchange.
A distinct shear zone was found between the top and bottom sections as the paddle wheels solely
rotate in the bottom. Particles in this distinct shear zone might be exposed to higher shear forces
with a potential change in their particle properties, e.g. over lubrication or particle attrition.
Two dierent numerical conditions in terms of process parameters and material attributes were
selected to compare the tablet quality obtained by using the KIKUSUI and FETTE force feeders.
In addition, dierent congurations in the paddle wheel shapes (cylindrical or cuboid shaped blades)
for the FETTE force feeder were evaluated. The CQAs tablet mass, tablet mass variation, and API
content uniformity were computed and included in a desirability model. In general, the KIKUSUI
tableting machine was able to produce a higher tablet mass at the same ll and dosing cam conguration. This was given by an increased force feeding capability, e.g. due to a 2.5-fold higher force feeder
mass hold up in KIKUSUI compared to FETTE. The higher tablet mass and more consistent mass
discharge rate in KIKUSUI implied a lower tablet mass variation. The signicant size segregation in
the KIKUSUI force feeder resulted in a lower content uniformity compared to FETTE. However, the
content uniformity should also be assessed at a later computed time point (> minutes) to exclude the
size segregation in the system equilibration phase between system lling and high speed tableting.
Depending on the process parameters and material attributes, an optimal selection of the tableting
machine / paddle wheel conguration was proposed to obtain an overall improved tablet quality for
the CQAs. Neither of the force feeders performed in general signicantly superior or inferior, though
both force feeder designs revealed distinct tablet quality advantages / disadvantages that could be
related to their geometry. In general, the higher mass hold up in the KIKUSUI force feeder compared
to the FETTE force feeder caused a signicantly higher particle residence time. In combination with
e.g. the particle velocity it could provide a rst estimate of the shear forces the particles might have
experienced through their trajectory in the force feeder. The comparison is a starting point and requires experimental validation.
This study is the rst of its kind disclosing the pitfalls and diculties in process development,
especially for process transfer from one to another tableting machine, as shown for the die lling
case. An in depth evaluation of the powder ow pattern within tableting machines, e.g. by applying
a numerical model, allows an improved process understanding. In addition, the study suggests that
process development should be adapted independently for dierent tableting machines to ensure a
consistent tablet quality.
The current model might also be translated to force feeders of similar geometries as found in
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KIKUSUI and FETTE. The model does not aim to fully predict the reality as several limitations,
especially in terms of particle size, exist. Only two dierent numerical conditions with regard to
process parameters and material attributes were tested, though the analysis adds scientic insight
into the die lling process and supports pharmaceutical development. Nevertheless, an experimental
validation of the numerical results is indispensable and scope of future work.

5 Supplementary Videos
Illustration of particles lling process in KIKUSUI force feeder (chapter 2.4.1). Particles are colored
according to their size (for scale refer to Fig. 3).

Illustration of high speed tableting for setup 1K-M. Particles are colored according to their initial
position.
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Pharmaceutical industry is facing a couple of challenges related to the decline of drug approvals and
increase of manufacturing costs. In the context of pharmaceutical development and tablet production,
it could be shown that mechanistic modeling is capable of improving process understanding thereby
decreasing the number of trial and error experiments. In the current study, emphasize was given to
the rst step in the process of tableting, the die lling. This step is detrimental with respect to the
patients' safety as it denes the API content and content uniformity which underlies a tight control
asked by the regulators. Classical experiments were combined with statistical tools and high speed
camera imaging, and the numerical DEM was joined with `Quality by Design' methodologies to investigate the powder ow pattern in die lling. Those approaches were used to study both die lling
mechanisms, namely gravity lling and force feeding.
An experimental model die lling system made of acrylic glass was developed to discern the powder
discharge by gravity from a stationary shoe into a translating die of adjustable speed. A `ow - no
ow' criterion was dened using the powder owability indicator `ow

function coecient ' from the

ring shear tester. The powder ow patterns of dierent materials over lling time were unveiled using
high speed camera (HSC) imaging. Dierences between volume ll ratios from HSC images and mass
ll ratios indicated entrapped air / void volume in the die. The dierences could be explained by the
powder ow patterns of the materials, which were themselves inuenced by the particle characteristics
such as particle size, particle shape, and cohesive forces. Therefore non-linear least squares regression
analysis was utilized to interconnect the volume ow rate with particle size which can then be used
to predict volume ll ratios. An exponential decay of the mass ll ratio was found at increasing die
speeds which was described with a novel mathematical model. In particular, the decay rate constant
represented the relationship of the powder's sensitivity with respect to mass ll ratio at increasing die
speeds and was used to dene a novel owability characteristic relevant for die lling. Partial-least
squares regression analysis correlated the easily measurable particle size with the decay rate constant,
dened as `Die

ll index ' (DF I ) to quickly estimate a new material's sensitivity to die lling speed.

The model system was predominantly tested for pharmaceutical excipients showing less complexity
compared to powder blends (direct compression formulations). Real formulations consist of several
excipients and at least one API which individually dier in terms of, e.g. their particle size, particle
size distribution, and inter-particle forces. Hence, the applicability of the developed correlations has
to be validated for powder mixtures and, if necessary, adapted.
Though the system in its simplicity can be used in early-stage formulation development as only
little material is required, the connection between the model die lling system and gravity feeding
in rotary tablet presses is still to be established. Dierent stress levels and ow conditions are found
in rotary tablet presses compared to the model die lling system which may inuence the powder
discharge into the die, e.g. the centrifugal force by turret rotation, the generated partial negative
pressure by suction lling, the dierent geometry of the feeding chute, and the stress exerted from
the powder in the blending hopper.
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The developed mathematical correlations provide a valuable tool to estimate the powder owability
relevant for die lling. The powder owability was directly linked with particle size, highlighting the
possible eect of particle size enlargement, e.g. by sieving or granulation. Formulation candidates
at an early stage may be quickly tested in the model die lling system to establish a preliminary
understanding of its powder owability. For later process optimization, the margin for the potential increase in tableting speed of a more matured formulation may be generated by measuring it's
sensitivity to die lling speed. In general, a comparison of any formulation with the already tested materials may be helpful to group it into owability classes and suggests potential levers for optimization.
The DEM, a Langragian model, tracks the positions, velocities, and accelerations of each individual particle and oers the opportunity to shed light on highly complex and closed systems. Classical
experiments do not allow an in-depth process insight in the context of tableting as die lling units of
rotary tablet presses are in general made of steel or anodized aluminum. Dierent models utilizing the
DEM were developed by gradually increasing the complexity of the system to evaluate the powder
discharge into the rotating dies of the turret, either by gravity or by force feeding through paddle
wheel rotation. Splitting the systems into reasonable sections provided location specic characteristics, namely the relation of powder ow patterns such as particle size segregation mechanisms to
design features. In addition to the classical tablet quality attributes which are directly dened by
the die lling step (tablet mass, tablet mass variation, and content uniformity), the particle shearing
by paddle wheel rotation was indirectly gauged through particle velocity and particle residence time.
Hence, the eect of paddle wheel rotation on particle attrition and over-lubrication in the feeding
system which could have an impact on tablet hardness, disintegration, and dissolution, was indirectly
computed, too.
The numerical model for gravity feeding considered a cylindrical pipe, connected by an inclined
chute, and a rectangular box for powder storage. Particles discharged from the rectangular box into
the rotating dies of the turret. In the rst place, the eect of dierent process parameters such as turret
speed and die diameter, and material properties such as inter-particle cohesion, particle-particle and
particle-wall coecient of friction, and particle-particle and particle-wall coecient of restitution on
die lling of mono-disperse particles was studied by changing one factor at a time and by full factorial
designs including selected factors. It provided a basis to evaluate in the second step the powder ow
of poly-disperse sized particles for dierent, previously identied, and die lling inuencing, material
properties (inter-particle cohesion and coecient of friction). The model allowed to understand the
powder ow pattern from the chute into the feeding box, and the dies and related particle velocity
and particle trajectories through particle coloring with particle size segregation mechanisms. Though
the geometry of the gravity feeder may seem simple, the detailed analysis showed that the particle
rearrangement and in turn size segregation in the feeding box sections were aected by the dierent
sub-processes they are involved in. In addition, high and low shear zones (dead zones) were identied
within the gravity feeder and their extent was inuenced by material properties, i.e. the coecient of
friction, not by the process condition turret speed.
A material dependent risk assessment showed the impact of material properties on direct (tablet
mass, tablet mass variation, and content uniformity) and indirect (tablet hardness and dissolution)
tablet quality attributes. Out of all tested material properties, highest and lowest tablet quality could
be obtained for formulations with a low and high particle-particle friction, respectively. This study
could be a starting point for formulation development guidance as merits and drawbacks of individual
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material properties were presented.
An additional process variable compared to gravity feeding, namely the paddle wheel speed comes
into play for die lling by force feeding. Two dierent pilot-scale tableting machines, namely the
FETTE 1200i and the KIKUSUI Virgo, were assessed using a model direct compression formulation.
The formulation contained an excipient phase of six dierent particle size fractions and a model API
of one size fraction. Micro-mechanical material properties were chosen same for all size fractions and
thus powder owability of the complete blend was assessed by changing uniformly the inter-particle
cohesion and the particle-wall coecient of friction.
The force feeder geometries of the two tableting machines diered in terms of the paddle wheels
(number, depth of immersion, shape, and blade dimensions), the force feeder housings (height, connection between paddle wheels, volume, and area involved in die lling), the feeding hoppers (volume,
shape, location, and connection to paddle wheels), and the turrets (diameter, position underneath
the force feeder, number of dies, width of arc, and circle of segment length involved in die lling).
Moreover, for the FETTE 1200i, two dierent paddle wheel shape congurations were tested.
At rst, the powder ow patterns in both tableting machines were described to provide a basic
understanding for the material path from the feeding hoppers through the paddle wheel zones into
the dies. The DEM allowed to identify force feeder specic shear zones and dead zones. In the three
paddled FETTE 1200i force feeder, intriguing powder ow patterns over the width of the feeding
hopper were found: If the blades of the dosing wheel located underneath the feeding hopper were
cylindrical shaped, only half of the feeding hopper width was involved in relling whereas the other
half remained static (dead zone). In contrast, the higher shear area oered by the cuboid shaped
blades of the other dosing wheel transferred while rotation a higher momentum on the particles in
the feeding hopper and caused particle circulation in the feeding hopper. Thus, the blade shape of the
FETTE 1200i dosing wheel determined the dead zone or the high shear zone in the feeding hopper.
Similar as for the cylindrical shaped dosing wheel conguration in FETTE 1200i, the left hand
half of the feeding hopper in the KIKUSUI Virgo tableting machine was unveiled as a dead zone. An
additional dead zone in the KIKUSUI Virgo was the o-centered top part of the left hand half paddle
wheel zone. Little mass exchange was found in the powder rotating around the radial axis of the right
hand half paddle wheel. Another distinct dierence between the KIKUSUI Virgo and FETTE 1200i
force feeder was the signicantly larger housing height and the lower blade depth of immersion of the
former. Paddle wheels in the KIKUSUI Virgo rotated solely at the bottom of the force feeder causing
a distinct shear zone between the actuating particles in the bottom and the slower moving particles
in the top. This comparison shows that in reality the powders may experience dierent shear forces
in the two tableting machines which in turn can result in diering tablet qualities (e.g. dissolution
proles).
The underlying particle size segregation mechanisms for both force feeder types were connected to
their corresponding design features. In general, size segregation by sieving / percolation mechanism
was found whenever a low momentum was transferred from slowly rotating paddle wheels on the
particles. By this mechanism, smaller particles traversed through the powder bed to the bottom, e.g.
in the dosing wheel zone in the FETTE 1200i and provoked a dierent API distribution in the underneath located paddle wheel zones. Though the high powder bed height on top of the paddle wheels
and the low void volume in the KIKUSUI Virgo force feeder prevented size segregation by trajectory
mechanism, which was found for cuboid shaped FETTE 1200i paddle wheels, it gave rise to a higher
sieving / percolation tendency. Mass ow rate analysis into the die connected the size segregation in
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the force feeders with content uniformity as well as with over the die-height dierences. Similarly as
observed in gravity feeding, a higher content of larger particles that were exerted to less shear forces
was found at the bottom of the dies.
A screening design of experiments was developed in the `Quality by Design' framework for one paddle wheel conguration of the FETTE 1200i. Based on the understanding from the gravity feeding
DEM models, the material properties particle-wall coecient of friction and inter-particle cohesion,
and the inuence of the formulation dose strength (API content) were tested for potential critical
material attributes. In addition, the process conditions turret speed and paddle wheel speed were
included in the experimental design as potential critical process parameters. The DoE allowed to
develop linear relationships between the tested factors and the responses tablet mass, tablet mass
variation, and content uniformity, which were dened as critical quality attributes, and particle shearing. The provided relationships between process parameters / material attributes and CQAs gave a
design space for optimal quality.
The tablet quality obtained using the cylindrical and cuboid shaped paddle wheel congurations
in FETTE 1200i as well as the KIKUSUI Virgo force feeder was evaluated utilizing factors combinations which ensued best and worst results in the DoE. Each system came with dierent strengths
and pitfalls with respect to tablet quality that could be explained by their geometrical dierences.
For example, a higher mass ow rate and lower tablet mass variation at the cost of a lower content
uniformity due to a higher size segregation extent was found in the KIKUSUI Virgo. The comparison
emphasized the necessity of process development for individual tableting machines and the challenges
in process transfer or scale up, though it demonstrated the possibilities in tablet quality improvement
by changing the paddle wheel shape or the tableting machine.
The DEM models for gravity and force feeding described the underlying patterns during the system
lling and the initial tableting process, though the inuence of long-term tableting and feeding hopper
emptying were not captured. In addition, more experiments in the DoE and in the tableting machine
comparison would have to be performed to identify, e.g. non-linear / higher order factor eects. Other
limitations were the required increase in particle size, the simplied particle size distributions, and the
idealistic spherical particle shapes, which dier from pharmaceutical powders. Further experiments
using simplied systems and a sensitivity analysis would be necessary to identify the eect of those
simplications on the powder ow patterns. Furthermore, a comparison between gravity and force
feeding by using the same material (e.g. the model direct compression formulation) could be preformed
to evaluate similarities and dierences.
Given by the complexity of the tablet presses and the non-transparent nature of their housing, a
detailed validation of the numerical results for the powder ow patterns within the feed frames by
experiments in the actual tablet presses is unfeasible. However, tablet quality in terms of tablet mass,
tablet mass variation, and content uniformity could be tested experimentally. As in reality a higher
number of particles (smaller particle size compared to the model formulation) are lled into the die
and the feed frames, a lower size segregation extent would be assumed within the feed frames and
a lower absolute variation of the result values would be expected. In addition, similar as the experimental model die lling system, experimental systems with a gravity feeder and a one-paddled force
feeder have been designed and constructed. In the future, those additional models could be tested
with classical pharmaceutical excipients and powder mixtures to identify generally valid conclusions
drawn from numerical data.
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4 Overall ndings and future perspectives

The current study attained by numerical means an in-depth understanding of the powder ow
patterns in dierent die lling systems and their relation to tablet quality. Given by the strength
of in-process particle tracking, the study can serve as a starting point for process development and
formulation design. Due to computational limitations, complete prediction of the die lling process
and an one-to-one transfer of numerical results to experimental observations were out of scope of the
study, yet it provided dierent levers for process optimization.
On the one hand, the analysis showed that the powder may undergo dierent particle shearing
during its path of the feeding systems. Thus, gravity feeding may be the preferred system for shear
sensitive formulations. If force feeding with an active powder transport is necessary, e.g. due to a low
powder owability as shown for some of the materials in the experimental model die lling system, the
force feeder type and paddle wheel shape have to be carefully selected. In addition, the combination
of paddle wheel speed and turret speed, which dene the mass throughput of the powder, plays a
crucial role in particle shearing.
The DEM may be suitable to assess the maximal possible turret speed of a product without substantial inuence on tablet quality. The required adaption of the paddle wheel speed at maximal
turret speed may be estimated without performing a lot of cost intensive experiments. Pharmaceutical development can benet from simulations by estimating the potential throughput acceleration
range and by assessing the production time margin and in return the cost savings.
Furthermore, the study showed that it is worth spending resources in profound material characterization. Although particle properties are tightly connected with each other in reality, the cohesivity
and friction of the powder were tested individually in the feeding systems of the numerical models
and inuenced dierently but substantial the tablet quality. Material characterization with respect to
particle size, particle size distribution, particle shape, particle surface roughness, dispersive surface
energy, and others should be conducted already at an early development stage by analytical methods
such as laser diraction, dynamic image analysis, scanning electron microscopy, and inverse gas chromatography, respectively. Simplied systems such as the model die lling system may be necessary
to answer process specic questions.
A comprehensive material characterization can help to gauge problems in die lling and can oer
potential solutions, e.g. by changing the grade of an excipient. An appropriate selection of excipients
during pharmaceutical development plays a substantial role as procurement costs may later inuence
commercial manufacturing. Thus interchangeability of excipients with respect to die lling may be
considered as early as possible by powder characterization to save raw material costs.
Ideally in future, DEM models could take into account the change in particle properties, e.g. particle attrition, during the powder ow in the feeding system and thus establish the `powder history'.
Accordingly, the DEM could be combined with the FEM to simulate the compaction of the powder
lled in the die into a tablet. Thus a holistic model of the complete tableting process (die lling,
powder compaction, and tablet ejection) could be generated instead of independent models of the
individual process steps.
As shown in the current studies, mechanistic models are entering step-by-step the pharmaceutical
process development and will help to tackle the challenges drug product development is facing.
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5 Summary

5 Summary
Pharmaceutical tableting consists of three distinct stages: die lling, powder compaction, and tablet
ejection. The rst step is crucial with respect to the patient's safety as it denes the content and
content uniformity of the active pharmaceutical ingredient(s). Several pre-requisites have to be met
to achieve a high content uniformity, such as the lack of segregation during the die lling step and
a suciently high powder owability. In rotary tablet presses, the powder is either discharged from
a chute by gravity or by force feeding through paddle wheel rotation into the rotating dies of the
turret. In reality, nontransparent gravity or force feeders impede a detailed examination of the powder
transfer into the dies.
In this work, dierent experimental and numerical methods were developed to improve process understanding in die lling and to relate powder properties and process parameters with tablet quality
attributes.
In the rst step, a transparent model die lling system was developed to visualize powder discharge
into the die by high speed camera imaging and to discern powder ow patterns, e.g. bulk, nose, and
intermittent ow, as described in literature. The powder ow pattern inuenced the particle void
space within the die and can inuence the powder compaction. Entrained air could not escape from
the die for very good owing materials which resulted in a higher volume compared to mass ll ratio.
In addition, the exible speed adjustment of the die translating underneath the powder storage block
represented the basis for the development of a novel die lling metric. This metric allowed to quickly
assess a material's sensitivity, in terms of die ll ratio, on die speed variations. Several mathematical
correlations using easily accessible powder characteristics, such as particle size, were established to
estimate the owability for new materials in die lling. Thus the eect of particle size enlargement
on powder owability improvement for die lling could be quantied.
In addition to the experimental custom designed instrument, a numerical gravity die lling system

was developed utilizing the Discrete element method (DEM). The DEM tracks each individual particle

and thus provides a high level of detail in complex powder handling / transporting systems. Using
the DEM, the general powder ow pattern from the feeding chute through the feeding box into the
dies was discerned, e.g. the particle rearrangement within the feeding box by shearing of the rotating
turret was visualized. Furthermore, the inuence of material properties and process parameters on die
lling of mono- and poly-disperse particles was studied to generate a starting point for formulation
optimization with respect to highest tablet quality. This could be obtained by tuning the material
properties to a low particle-particle friction, e.g. by changing the particle morphology to spheres (via
spray drying) or by smoothing the particle surface.
Force feeding was studied by numerical means in two pilot-scale tableting machines mainly diering
in terms of number of paddle wheels, blade shapes, and housing geometries. The powder transfer from
the feeding hoppers through the force feeders, in particular the paddle wheels rotating in dierent
directions, was visualized by the DEM. Thus, the underlying particle size segregation mechanisms
of a model direct compression formulation were discerned and related to geometrical properties of
the force feeders and to process conditions. Furthermore, dead zones and high shear zones were de-
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tected in the feeding hoppers and pose a risk for powder caking or over lubrication of shear sensitive
formulations, respectively. A screening design of experiments for one of the tableting machines gave
rst hints to critical material attributes (powder cohesivity and particle-wall coecient of friction)
and critical process conditions (turret speed and paddle wheel speed) on critical quality attributes
(tablet mass, tablet mass variation, and content uniformity). Factor combinations resulting in highest and lowest tablet quality were ascertained. For a limited number of setups, comparative studies
were performed for dierent paddle wheel shapes and a dierent tableting machine. The comparison
emphasized the necessity of an individual process development for dierent tableting machines and
pointed out challenges in technical transfer as the varying geometries provided dierent strengths
and weaknesses when it came to tableting performance. For instance, the KIKUSUI Virgo tableting
machine provided at same ll and dosing cam settings a higher tablet mass at a lower tablet mass
variation compared to the FETTE 1200i.
The application of dierent means, such as custom-designed instruments, statistical tools, and
DEM, enabled a detailed understanding of powder ow in the tableting machine and its inuence
on tablet quality. Dierent levers for process and formulation optimization were presented and could
aid pharmaceutical development in the context of the

Quality by design approach. Those models can

serve as a basis for future studies, e.g. the extension of the model die lling system to an experimental custom-designed force feeder, or to additional numerical setups which could, beneting from
computational progress, simulate more realistic material properties as found in real formulations.
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6 Summary (German)

6 Summary (German)
Die Herstellung von Tabletten auf schnell-laufenden Rundläuferpressen kann in drei individuelle
Schritte untergliedert werden: die Matrizenfüllung, die Pulverkompaktierung und den Tablettenausstoÿ. Die Matrizenfüllung sorgt für die Sicherheit des Patienten, da sie die Zusammensetzung und
Gleichförmigkeit des Wirkstoes vorgibt. Eine niedrige Entmischungstendenz und eine ausreichende
Flieÿfähigkeit der Formulierung sind Voraussetzungen für eine hohe Gleichförmigkeit des Gehalts.
Zwei Matrizenfüll-Mechanismen existieren in Rundläuferpressen. Entweder fällt in Kammerfüllschuhen
das Pulver passiv durch den Füllapparat, oder horizontal rotierende Rührügelräder streichen in
Rührwerkschuhen das Pulver aktiv in die Matrizen. Die in der Regel undurchsichtigen Gehäusematerialien verhindern, dass der Pulveruss in die Matrize von auÿen beobachtet werden kann.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden experimentelle und numerische Methoden entwickelt, um diesen
Prozessschritt besser zu verstehen und um eine Verbindung zwischen Pulvereigenschaften und Prozessparametern und der Tablettenqualität herzustellen.
Im ersten Schritt wurde der Matrizenfüllprozess mit einem transparenten Modell-System visualisiert und unterschiedliche Flieÿmechanismen mittels einer Hochgeschwindigkeitskamera identiziert.
Der Flieÿmechanismus beeinusste den Leerraum zwischen den Partikeln in der Matrize, welcher bei
der anschlieÿenden Pulverkompaktierung einen Einuss spielen kann. So wurde zum Beispiel mehr
Füllvolumen als Füllmasse bei sehr gut ieÿenden Materialen festgestellt, da die eingeschlossene Luft
zu wenig Zeit zum Entweichen hatte. Durch die variabel einstellbare Geschwindigkeit der Matrize,
die unterhalb des Füllapparates durchfährt, konnte ein neuer Flieÿfähigkeitsparameter entwickelt
werden. Dieser beschreibt die Empndlichkeit des Materials in Bezug auf den Matrizenfüllgrad
und der Matrizengeschwindigkeit. Mathematische Zusammenhänge wurden entwickelt, um einfach
zu messende Materialeigenschaften, wie die Partikelgröÿe, mit der Matrizenfüllung zu korrelieren.
Diese können zur Abschätzung der Flieÿfähigkeit im Kontext des Matrizenfüllprozesses für neue
Materialien dienen. Die Korrelationen ermöglichen es auch, den Einuss der Partikelgröÿenzunahme
auf die Flieÿfähigkeit zu messen.
Weiterhin wurde zum Kammerfüllschuh neben dem experimentellen auch ein numerisches Modell
mit der

Diskreten Element Methode (DEM) entwickelt. In der DEM wird jeder einzelne Partikel

individuell betrachtet, wodurch komplexe partikuläre Systeme auf Partikelebene aufgelöst werden
können. Der Pulvertransport im Kammerfüllschuh - vom Fülltrichter in die Füllbox und schlieÿlich
in die rotierenden Matrizen - wurde zunächst mittels der DEM veranschaulicht. Dies beinhaltete
beispielsweise das Verschieben der Partikel in der Füllbox durch die Scherwirkung des rotierenden
Matrizentisches. Der Einuss von verschiedenen Materialeigenschaften und Prozessparametern auf die
Matrizenfüllung von mono- und poly-dispersen Partikeln wurde untersucht. Diese Erkenntnisse können zur Formulierungsoptimierung und zur Gewährleistung einer möglichst hohen Tablettenqualität
dienen. Diese kann erzielt werden, wenn der Reibungskoezient zwischen Partikeln möglichst klein ist,
was beispielsweise durch eine Änderung der Partikelmorphologie zu Sphären (durch Sprühtrocknung)
oder durch eine Oberächenglättung der Partikel erreicht werden kann.
Auÿerdem wurden mittels DEM die Rührwerksfüllschuhe von zwei verschiedenen Tablettenpressen
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im Technikumsmaÿstab untersucht. Primär unterschieden sich die Füllschuhe in Anzahl und Form der
Rührügel und der Gehäusegeometrie. Für beide Tablettenpressen wurde der Pulveruss vom Fülltrichter durch die Füllschuhplatte mit den gegenläug rotierenden Füllrädern in die Matrizen simuliert
und visualisiert. Die hohe Prozessauösung durch DEM erlaubte die Identizierung von Segregationsmechanismen einer direktverpressbaren Modellformulierung mit unterschiedlichen Partikelgröÿen, die
auf die geometrischen Eigenschaften der Füllschuhe zurückgeführt wurden. Die festgestellten Totzonen
und Bereiche mit hohem Schereintrag in den Fülltrichtern könnten entweder zum Verklumpen oder
zur Überschmierung von scherempndlichen Formulierungen führen. Ein Screening-Versuchsplan für
eine Tablettenpresse untersuchte den Einuss potentiell kritischer Materialeigenschaften (Reibungskoezient zwischen Partikel und Geometrie und Kohäsion) und Prozessparametern (Tablettier- und
Füllrädergeschwindigkeit) auf kritische Qualitätsmerkmale (Tablettengewicht, und -gewichtsschwankung und Gleichförmigkeit des Gehalts) und ermittelte Faktorkombinationen, die zu optimalen beziehungsweise ungünstigen Tablettenqualitäten führten. Verschiedene Füllräder und ein anderer Rührwerksfüllschuh wurden für eine Auswahl von Faktorkombination miteinander verglichen. Die unterschiedlichen Rührwerksfüllschuhe führten zu verschiedenen Stärken und Schwächen bezogen auf die
Tablettenqualität, die sich auf die unterschiedlichen Geometrien zurückführen lieÿen. Darüber hinaus wurden die Herausforderungen des Prozesstransfers von dem einen auf den anderen Rührwerksfüllschuh demonstriert, die individuelle Prozessentwicklungen auf unterschiedlichen Tablettenpressen
erforderlich machen. So erzielte bei gleichen Füll- und Dosierkurven die KIKUSUI Virgo im Vergleich
zur FETTE 1200i Tablettenpresse ein höheres mittleres Tablettengewicht bei geringerer Schwankung.
Der Pulveruss in der Tablettenpresse und dessen Einuss auf die Tablettenqualität wurden mittels
verschiedener Ansätze, beispielsweise eines eigens entwickeltem Experimentalsystem, statistischen
Instrumenten und DEM, untersucht. Es wurden verschiedene Möglichkeiten zur Prozess- und Formulierungsoptimierung entwickelt, die die pharmazeutische Entwicklung im Kontext des

Quality by

Design Ansatzes unterstützen können. Die Modelle stellen eine Grundlage für weitere Untersuchungen

dar, wie beispielsweise die Erweiterung des Modell-Kammerfüllschuhsytems zu einem Rührwerksfüllschuhsystem oder weiteren numerischen Studien, die in Zukunft durch den technologischen Fortschritt
realistischere Materialeigenschaften abbilden könnten.
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